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Abstract

There are several challenging real-world problems, for instance in the fields
of medical and technical diagnosis, molecular biology, or document and image
processing, where the objects of interest are significantly structured, and their
component parts have a continuous nature and are subjected to different types
of noise. For a number of practical tasks, the solution can be described by
example data, but there is no or only partial and uncertain prior expert knowl-
edge about the relevant structural concepts. Thus, it would be advantageous to
have methods and tools to (automatically) infer the solutions, i.e. the desired
input-output mapping, from the given example data.

In computer science, structural (for example causal, topological, or hierar-
chical) relationships between parts of a object are commonly represented by
symbolic formalisms such as graphs, terms or diagrams. Symbolic machine
learning approaches can deal with these representations, but fail if the range
of the intended mapping is of continuous nature. On the other hand, exist-
ing analog models of computation and learning are tailored to the processing of
continuous information. However, these models assume that data are organized
according relatively poor structures, by and large, arrays and sequences.

This work contributes in bridging this gap. We propose tree-recursive dy-
namical systems (TRDS), a new class of deterministic state machines that op-
erate in a continuous state space. These machines enable the representation
and the inductive inference of structure mappings. The most general admissi-
ble domain is characterized by rooted labeled ordered trees (and a certain class
of rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic graphs) whose vertices can be labeled
by continuous feature vectors. The range of these mappings may either be (a
subspace of) the Euclidean vector space or a finite set of categorical values.

Adaptivity is incorporated into TRDS by choosing parameterized functions
for the state transition map and the output map. Inductive learning tasks, such
as the classification or the regression of tree structures, can be re-formulated
as the optimization (minimization) of an error criterion. If the given error cri-
terion is stated by a continuously differentiable function, then gradient-based
optimization methods are usually taken into account to solve the learning task.
We develop and analyze two different algorithms for the calculation of gradi-
ent information, backpropagation through structure (BPTS) and tree-recursive
gradient computation (TRGC). Both algorithms can be used to calculate the
first-order gradient for arbitrary continuous and differentiable criteria where
tree structures are embedded via TRDS mappings. This enables attacking in-
ductive learning tasks on structural data by means of TRDS and a variety of
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well-established gradient-based optimization methods.
The adequacy of this framework is demonstrated with the help of the neural

folding architecture (FA), an appealing “neural network” instance of TRDS.
The state transition map and the output map are implemented by conventional
multilayer feedforward neural networks. Recently, the FA has been proven to
possess universal approximation power for structure mappings. The algorithm
BPTS is believed to be optimal for the FA concerning the computational effort
in time for a given input tree.

In order to get an initial understanding of the computational power of the
FA, we view these models as recognizers of formal languages. We relate several
variations of the architecture to finite deterministic bottom-up tree automata
(DTA), the discrete counterpart of TRDS. We explore the minimal requirements
for the FA to achieve DTA power. By borrowing known results on the circuit
complexity of linear threshold circuits, the resource efficiency of different FA
implementations of DTA is measured. We identify the tree languages used
in former experiments to belong to different classes of tree pattern languages.
This provides a reasonable explanation for some phenomena (in regards to
the intrinsic “hardness” of certain inductive learning tasks) observed with the
empirical results.

Since tree-recursive dynamical systems generalize a well-known class of
discrete-time dynamical systems, we are able to apply many concepts, proof
techniques and known results from sequence to tree processing. Conversely,
novel results are obtained for discrete-time dynamical systems (and discrete-
time recurrent neural networks) and the processing of sequential information as
a special case.

On a broader perspective, this thesis contributes indirectly to the long-
standing discussion about the fundamental relationships between “symbolic”
(or discrete), “subsymbolic” (or continuous, analog), and “hybrid” information
processing. Both symbolic and subsymbolic aspects of the application domain
can be integrated into one hybrid data structure. TRDS and FA are state
machines operating in a continuous state space. Learning is understood as a
continuous optimization problem in a continuous parameter space. However,
state transitions are controlled by the symbolic and recursive nature of the
input structures.

The proposed approach fits somewhere between the classical schools of struc-
tural/syntactical and statistical pattern recognition, and between the fields of
symbolic and statistical machine learning. The presented results, techniques
and algorithms provide a solid foundation and a new toolkit for building ma-
chine learning devices that directly operate on structural data. We survey
some fascinating application areas that have been explored (and are under in-
vestigation) by several research groups, ranging from document processing and
computational chemistry to the adaptive control of symbolic deduction systems.



Zusammenfassung

Zur Lösung einiger interessanter Aufgabenstellungen, zum Beispiel aus den
Bereichen der medizinischen und technischen Diagnose, der Molekularbiologie,
oder der Dokumenten- und Bildverarbeitung, ist es notwendig, die “inhärente
Struktur” der in der Domäne relevanten Objekte zu erfassen, und zudem die
“kontinuierlichen” Merkmale ihrer Komponenten, die möglicherweise durch ver-
schiedene Rauschquellen gestört sind, geeignet zu berücksichtigen. Für eine
Reihe von Aufgabenstellungen kann die Lösung zwar anhand von Beispieldaten
beschrieben werden, jedoch liegt kein oder nur partielles und unsicheres Wis-
sen über die zugrundeliegenden strukturellen Konzepte vor. Zur Behandlung
dieser Fälle wären Methoden und Werkzeuge von Vorteil, die es gestatten, mehr
oder weniger automatisch die gewünschte Eingabe-Ausgabe Abbildung aus den
vorhandenen Beispieldaten zu inferrieren.

In der Informatik werden strukturelle Beziehungen (zum Beispiel kausaler,
topologischer, oder hierarchischer Natur) zwischen den Komponenten des zu
beschreibenden Objektes üblicherweise durch Formalismen we Graphen, Terme,
oder Diagramme repräsentiert. Symbolische Verfahren des Maschinellen Ler-
nens sind zur Verarbeitung derartiger Repräsentationen geeignet; sie versagen
jedoch, wenn der Bildbereich der intendierten Abbildung als kontinuierlicher
Raum gegeben ist. Bestehende analoge Berechnungs- und Lernmodelle sind auf
die Verarbeitung von Information kontinuierlicher Natur zugeschnitten. Diese
Modelle verlangen jedoch, dass die Daten relativ “schwach” struktiert sind, im
grossen und ganzen in Vektoren fester Länge, und Sequenzen von Vektoren. Die
vorliegende Arbeit trägt dazu bei, diesen Graben zu überbrücken.

Wir stellen eine neue Klasse von deterministischen Zustandsmaschinen vor,
sogenannte Tree-Recursive Dynamical Systems (TRDS), die in einem kon-
tinuierlichen Zustandsraum operieren. Diese Zustandsmaschinen ermöglichen
die Repräsentation und die induktive Inferenz von Strukturabbildungen. Der all-
gemeinste Urbildbereich dieser Abbildungen ist durch gewurzelte und geordnete
Bäume (und durch eine Teilklasse von gerichteten, geordneten und azyklischen
Graphen) charakterisiert, deren Knoten durch kontinuierliche Merkmalsvek-
toren annotiert sind. Als Bildbereich ist sowohl der Euklid’sche Vektorraum
(oder ein Teilraum davon), als auch eine endliche Menge kategorialer Werte
zugelassen.

Adaptivität und “Lernvermögen” wird in das TRDS Modell eingebracht,
indem parameterisierte Funktionen als Zustandsübergangsfunktion und Aus-
gabefunktion verwendet werden. Induktive Lernaufgaben, wie zum Beispiel
die Klassifikation oder Regression von Baumstrukturen, lassen sich nun als
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Optimierung (Minimierung) eines Fehlerkriteriums reformulieren. Wenn das
Fehlerkriterium als stetig differenzierbare Funktion ausdrückbar ist, kommen
üblicherweise sogenannte Gradienten-basierte Optimierungsmethoden in Betra-
cht um die Lernaufgabe anzugehen.

Wir entwickeln, und vergleichen zwei verschiedene Algorithmen zur Berech-
nung von Gradienteninformation für TRDS: Backpropagation Through Struc-
ture (BPTS) und Tree-Recursive Gradient Computation (TRGC). Beide Algo-
rithmen können dazu verwendet werden, Gradienten erster Ordnung für bliebige
stetig differenzierbare Fehlerkriterien zu berechnen, in denen Baumstrukturen
via TRDS-Projektionen eingebettet sind. Dieser Ansatz ermöglicht es, induk-
tive Lernaufgaben auf strukturellen Daten mit Hilfe von TRDS und einer Reihe
von etablierten Gradienten-basierten Optimierungsverfahren zu begegnen.

Die Adäquatheit des abstrakten Modells wird anhand einer interessanten
“neuronalen” Instanz demonstriert, der sogenannten Neuronalen Faltungsar-
chitektur (FA). Zustandsübergangsfunktion und Ausgabefunktion des TRDS
werden als konventionelle mehrschichtige, vorwärtsgerichtete, neuronale Netz-
werke implementiert. Kürzlich konnte für die FA die universelle Approxima-
tionseigenschaft nachgewiesen werden. Der BPTS Algorithmus wird als optimal
für die FA bezüglich seines Berechnungsaufwandes für eine gegebene Eingabe-
struktur erachtet.

Um ein besseres Verständnis für die Berechnungskraft der FA zu bekommen,
betrachten wir diese Modelle als Erkenner von formalen Sprachen. Wir setzen
unterschiediche Netzwerkarchitekturen zu endlichen, deterministischen bottom-
up Baumautomaten (DTA) in Beziehung. DTA bilden das diskrete Gegenstück
zu TRDS.

Wir untersuchen die minimalen Anforderungen an die Netzwerkarchitektur,
die noch die Berechnungskraft von DTA garantieren. Unter Verwendung bekan-
nter Ergebnisse zur Schaltkreiskomplexität von sogenannten Linear Threshold
Circuits wird die Ressourceneffizienz von verschiedenen “neuronalen” Imple-
mentierungen der DTA analysiert. Wir identifizieren Baumsprachen, die in
früheren Experimenten verwendet wurden, als Mitglieder sogenannter Tree Pat-
tern Languages. Dies liefert eine plausible Erklärung für Phänomene, betreffend
der inhärenten Schwierigkeit bestimmter induktiver Lernaufgaben, die bei em-
pirischen Untersuchungen der FA beobachtet wurden.

Tree-Recursive Dynamical Systems verallgemeinern eine wohl-bekannte
Klasse von zeit-diskreten dynamischen Systemen. Dadurch war es möglich, viele
bekannte Konzepte, Beweistechniken, und Ergebnisse von der adaptiven Ver-
arbeitung sequentieller Information auf die Verarbeitung von Baumstrukturen
zu übertragen. Umgekehrt wurden neue Ergebnisse für zeit-diskrete dynamis-
chen Systeme (und zeit-diskrete rekurrente neuronale Netzwerke) als Spezialfall
abgeleitet.

Nimmt man einen übergeordneten Standpunkt ein, so trägt diese Dis-
sertation indirekt auch zur langwährenden Diskussion über die grundlegen-
den Beziehungen zwischen “symbolischer” (oder diskreter), “subsymbolischer”
(oder kontinuierlicher, analoger) und “hybrider” Informationsverarbeitung bei.
Sowohl symbolische, als auch subsymbolische Aspekte der Anwendungsdomäne
können in eine “hybride” Datenstruktur integriert werden. TRDS und FA
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sind Zustandsmaschinen, die in einem kontinuierlichen Zustandsraum operieren.
“Lernen” wird als als kontinuierliches Optimierungsproblem über einem kon-
tinuierlichen Parameterraum aufgefasst. Zustandsübergänge werden jedoch von
der symbolischen und rekursiven Natur der Eingabestrukturen gesteuert.

Der vorgestellte Ansatz erweitert das Repertoire der klassischen Schulen der
strukturellen, syntaktischen, und statistischen Mustererkennung, und reiht sich
zwischen den symbolischen und den statistischen Verfahren des Maschinellen
Lernens ein. Die in dieser Arbeit etablierten Ergebnisse, Techniken, und Algo-
rithmen stellen einen geeigneten “Werkzeugsatz” zur Verfügung, um technische
Systeme zur adaptiven Verarbeitung struktureller Daten zu realisieren.

Abschliessend berichten wir über einige faszinierende Anwendungsperspek-
tiven, die von verschiedenen Forschungsgruppen untersucht wurden (und fort-
geführt werden). Die vorgestellten Anwendungsfelder reichen von Doku-
mentenverarbeitung, über Aufgabestellungen in der Chemie, bis zur adaptiven
Steuerung von symbolischen Deduktionssystemen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The following sections are intended to give a short summary of the topics and
questions addressed by this work. However, the reader should be aware that the
discussion relies on a rather intuitive understanding of the terms and concepts
to be formally defined in later chapters.

1.1 Motivation

There are several challenging real-world problems in the fields of medical and
technical diagnosis, molecular biology, and document and image analysis where
“structural concepts” play an important role in the successful automation or
the computer-assisted solution of relevant processing tasks.

Often, it does not suffice to regard the objects of interest as atomic entities.
Rather, it is necessary to capture their intrinsic structure, i.e. the causal, topo-
logical, hierarchical, or other relations between component parts of the given
object. Examples for such objects are a workpiece on an assembly line, a chem-
ical compound, or a document page. On the other hand, there are application
domains where data is recorded via video camera, scanner, or other sensors
from a physical environment. In these cases the structure of objects is not al-
ways explicitly available, but somehow “hidden” in the raw data. Moreover,
the basic constituents have a continuous nature and are subjected to different
types of noise.

In computer science these kinds of structural concepts are commonly repre-
sented by symbolic formalisms (discrete data structures such as graphs, terms,
or diagrams) which are possibly augmented by continuous attributes.

There are a number of practical tasks where example data is available de-
scribing the problem, but there is no (or only partial or uncertain) prior expert
knowledge about the relevant structural concepts. Thus, it would be desirable
to have methods and tools to automatically infer the solutions, i.e. the desired
input-output mapping, from the given example data.

The appearance of structural concepts in several application domains and
the role of inductive learning for solving a given task are best explained by means
of some example scenarios. For reasons of clarity and due to the lack of space,
we abstract from the true complexity of the presented real-world problems and
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concentrate on those aspects contributing to the discussion.

Document Processing (Scenario 1)

There is common agreement in the research community that many tasks in-
volved in automatic document processing cannot be accomplished without the
explicit consideration of the “intrinsic structure” of documents (Tang et al.,
1996). The International Organization for Standardization distinguishes be-
tween two different types of structures (see ISO-8613-1:1989(E), 1989).

The geometric (or physical) layout structure represents the component parts
of a document (or a page) based on the presentation and the topological rela-
tionships among the parts. The basic geometric object is a block corresponding
to a rectangular area on the presentation medium containing a portion of the
document content. A frame is a composite geometric object corresponding to a
rectangular area containing either one or more blocks or other frames. A page
is a basic or a composite geometric object corresponding to a rectangular area.
If the page is a composite object it contains one or more frames or one or more
blocks.

The logical structure is the result of dividing and subdividing the content
of a document into increasingly smaller parts. This partitioning is done on the
basis of the human-perceptible meaning of the content, for example into chap-
ters, subsections, and paragraphs. Logical objects are either basic objects or
can be composed of basic or composite objects. The extraction of the geomet-
ric structure from a document is defined as document analysis. The mapping
from the geometric structure into a logical structure and its further semantic
processing is commonly denoted as document understanding.

One way to define, extract, and represent the geometrical structure is il-
lustrated in Figure 1.1. The grey-scale image of a scanned document page is
sketched on the left side. On the upper right, one possible representation of
the geometric structure is depicted. The so-called XY-tree is the result of a
hierarchical and top-down segmentation of the image (e.g. see Nagy and Seth,
1984). Alternating recursive vertical (v) and horizontal (h) cuts, such as at
the minima of the X and Y-projection profiles, divide the page into smaller
and smaller frames until blocks of coherent areas are approached. These ar-
eas are pre-classified, for instance by a texture analysis, into text line blocks
(T), headline blocks (H), and graphic blocks (G). The inner nodes of the tree
represent composite objects; the leaves stand for the basic geometric objects.
The ordering of the child nodes is relevant, indicating that the corresponding
frames were found in a left-to-right topological order (for vertical cuts) and in
a top-to-bottom order (for horizontal cuts). Although not shown explicitely in
the figure, imagine that each node is augmented by features of continuous and
discrete nature describing the corresponding frame. Examples of such descrip-
tive features are the area size of the frame, its (absolute or relative) bounding
box coordinates, font size (for text lines and headlines), histograms of the XY-
projection profiles, crossing counts, or measures characterizing the texture or
entropy of the objects.

Suppose that the logical structure is somehow extracted from the image and
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Figure 1.1: Left: schematic illustration of a scanned document page. Upper
right: XY-tree representing the geometric layout structure of the given page.
Lower right: corresponding logical structure.

from its geometric structure. The result is a representation which groups head-
lines, text blocks, and graphics, all of which belong to one semantic coherent
content (lower right).

Every day, millions of documents require processing. A great amount of
time, effort, and money would be saved if tasks involved in document processing
could be executed automatically. One of those tasks is document classification.
For instance, imagine that in-coming business letters have to be classified into
the categories of “internal mail” and “external mail”, and the latter into the
sub-categories of “advertisement”, “order”, and “invoice”.

In this example, it would be useful to have a model characterizing each doc-
ument class based on its geometric and logical structure. Yet, the construction
of these kinds of models is a very difficult task, often realized manually and re-
quiring the expertise of the user. Note that there is probably a strong variation
between the samples of one class, and that the extracted structure representa-
tions are subjected to different types of noise due to imperfect segmentations,
skews in the paper, limited resolution of the scanner, etc. Moreover, this model
construction must be done for every new domain, since one cannot expect that
there is an all encompassing model covering all possible kinds of document
classification tasks.

Thus, there is a need for a method to automatically infer the classifica-
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Figure 1.2: An example of a chemical compound (a triazine drug), given by its
(two-dimensional) undirected graph representation.

tion model from example data, i.e. from a set of pairs consisting of geometric
and/or logical structure representations and corresponding class labels. Re-
cently, first attempts have been reported in this direction (e.g. Esposito et al.,
1993; Akindele and Beläıd, 1995; Brugger et al., 1997; Walischewsky, 1997).

Computational Chemistry (Scenario 2)

Computational chemistry/biology is another very interesting application field
where structural concepts are playing a major role. In drug design, for instance,
quantitative structure activity/property relationships (QSAR’s/QSPR’s) are of
specific interest. Roughly stated, the problem is to relate (or to map) the struc-
ture of a chemical compound to its associated chemical activities/properties
(usually represented summarily by scalar continuous values). Typically, two-
or three-dimensional graphs are used to represent chemical compounds. Note
that Figure 1.2 presents a rather over-simplified picture. Depending on the
specific task, different levels of abstractions are commonly chosen. In one con-
text, vertices and edges are taken to model individual atoms and bonds between
them, in other contexts they stand for whole functional groups (substructures).
Physico-chemical attributes of both numerical and categorical nature are at-
tached to atoms, bonds, or basic groups (e.g. type, bond multiplicity, charge,
polarity, size, flexibility, capability to act as specific acceptor or donor, etc.).

Since there exists no “closed universal” theory on drug synthesis, and in or-
der to reduce the costs and to speed up the drug design processes, one would like
to have a method to guide the prediction of the activity/properties of new syn-
thesized compounds. Ideally this method would be able to exploit knowledge on
compounds that have already been analyzed in laboratories. Simultaneously to
the rapid growth of databases accumulating knowledge on chemical compounds
and their properties, the effort has been intensified to devise methods and tools
for the automatic inference of QSAR’s/QSPR’s directly from available struc-
tural data (e.g. Srinivasan et al., 1996; Geibel and Wysotzki, 1996; Bianucci
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et al., 1998; Schmitt and Goller, 1998; Schädler and Wysotzki, 1999).

Search Control for Symbolic Deduction Systems (Scenario 3)

The following scenario describes the challenging task of attempting to improve
conventional symbolic problem solvers, e.g. automated deduction systems. Au-
tomated deduction systems are general-purpose tools for automatically deriving
formal proofs for conjectures based on a set of axioms. Both conjectures and
axioms are expressed in a formal language, for example by first order predicate
logic, exploiting declarative knowledge on the application domain. Actually,
automated deduction systems have been developed primarily for those domains
where no or only incomplete procedural knowledge is available (Wos et al., 1992;
Wos, 1990). Many systems found in the field of symbolic artifical intelligence
are based on logic and deductive inference (Russell and Norvig, 1995; Gene-
sereth and Nilsson, 1987; Omar, 1994). Applications can be found in such fields
as logic programming, computer algebra, expert or knowledge-based systems,
planning, deductive databases, formal software and hardware verification, etc.

The central problem in automated deduction is the explosive growth of
search spaces when the proof length increases. Clearly, this is a price that must
be paid for the ability to process declarative and expressive formalisms. Many
interesting proof tasks induce infinite search spaces. Therefore, most systems
make use of “heuristics” (i.e. clever navigation strategies) to control the proof
search, whenever this is possible. However, there appears to be a certain trade-
off between the generality of heuristics and their effectivity. Heuristics which
are shown to be very effective for one application domain, sometimes turn out
to be counter-productive for other domains and proof tasks. This phenomenon
is due to the universality of automated deduction systems, and also probably
due to the different “personal styles” of logic programmers when stating a given
problem in axiomatic form. Moreover, in many application domains there are
no such heuristics known in advance, and it is very difficult and time-consuming
to derive them by hand.

One recognized way out of this dilemma is to exploit past proof experience
(e.g. Fuchs, 1996; Melis, 1995; Kolbe and Walther, 1995; Tadepalli and Natara-
jan, 1996; Goller, 1997, 1999b). The idea is to use feasible proof tasks from
one given domain, which can either be solved by brute force search or by the
application of standard heuristics, and to automatically learn heuristics from
data that is extracted from the search spaces explored so far. The hope is that
the acquired heuristics generalize to unseen but related proof tasks, enabling
an acceleration of the search process and the solution of proof tasks that were
not reachable before.

The situation is sketched by Figure 1.3. The search space has the shape of
a tree and is explored, starting from the root, until the first proof is found. If
more than one inference rule is applicable, an effective heuristic has to choose,
from among the several alternatives, the one leading to a short solution path
(states marked in light grey). Dark grey boxes denote states already visited
and the white ones stand for unexplored states, both possibly rooted at infinite
parts of the search space.
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Figure 1.3: The search space induced by a symbolic deduction system. States
are characterized by logical formulae, which in turn can be viewed as tree
structures labeled by symbols. The semantics of the symbols are specified
by the underlying logic and by the logical axiomization of the problem to be
solved.
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Search-control heuristics could be represented as functions that compute
numeric ratings for alternative states or inference steps. However, all relevant
context information is “hidden” in purely discrete structures (logical formulae
and functional terms). Furthermore, it does not suffice to consider isolated
states during the learning process. Rather, information has to be integrated
over several proof (and non-proof) paths and also collected among several proof
tasks.

Obviously, the learning of search-control heuristics for automated deduction
systems constitutes an exceptionally difficult problem, one that is far beyond
the application range of conventional machine learning approaches.

Inductive Learning from Structural Data

Although the scenarios sketched above come from rather different application
fields they share many common properties:

• In order to solve relevant processing tasks one cannot neglect the intrinsic
structure present in the objects of interest.

• Structural concepts are conveniently represented by dynamic data struc-
tures like trees or graphs of finite, but previously unknown, size and topol-
ogy.

• The relevant tasks have neither a purely discrete nor a purely continuous
nature. For the first and second scenario, both continuous and discrete
attributes (possibly affected by noise) are attached to the data structures.
The prediction task addressed by scenario three is characterized by a
continuous range.

• There is the need for methods and tools to automatically infer models of
the given task from structural data.

Clearly, we are talking about extremely difficult and complex problems. One
cannot expect to find “the” universal general-purpose solution. However, any
method which attacks a constrained problem definition or provides a partial
solution is worth exploring.

1.2 Sketch of the Problem

We are now ready to formulate the problem addressed by this work in a more
precise way.

As shown in the previous section, the problem can be stated as an inductive
learning task. The task is to infer a partially known structure mapping Ξ of the
type

Ξ : S → R
from a finite set of examples P

P = {(s1,Ξ(s1)), (s2,Ξ(s2)), . . . , (sp,Ξ(sp))}
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where si ∈ S. The domain S of the mapping Ξ is comprised of discrete data
structures which are possibly augmented by continuous attributes. The ap-
proach to be developed here covers the domain of rooted ordered trees (and
a certain subclass of directed ordered acyclic graphs) whose vertices can be
labeled by real-valued vectors.

If the range R is given by a continuous space, we speak of a regression
task (exemplified by the second and third scenario). The aim is to infer an
approximation to Ξ (with respect to a given error measure) relying on the
given data P only. A special case is the range R restricted to a finite set of
categories

R = {c1, c2, . . . cq}

This is the description of a q-class classification task where the ci are the corre-
sponding class labels (see Scenario 1). The objective is to infer a classifier that
shows a high probability of correctly classifying a randomly selected structure
s ∈ S.

In order to solve the problem of inductive learning tasks on structural data
(as sketched above) one has to attack at least two major questions:

1. What is the appropriate model of computation to represent structure map-
pings?

2. Are there suitable methods to automatically infer structure mappings from
(input-output) data?

Clearly, these are non-trivial questions which are closely related. The solution
to the first question is a prerequisite for answering the second one. The difficulty
is in the need to process both discrete and continuous information.

In principle, this kind of structure mappings could be represented by a
conventional model of computation, e.g. a Turing or random access machine.
However, these models lack adaptivity and robustness against noise. Moreover,
it appears difficult to incorporate learning mechanisms.

1.3 Previous Work and Principle Idea of Solution

None of the existing machine learning approaches fits directly to the problem
stated in the previous section. The analysis of the research landscape yields the
following picture (Mitchell, 1997; Schalkoff, 1992).

Previous Work

On the one hand, there are approaches for classification, prediction and regres-
sion, e.g. statistical classifiers, neural networks (Bishop, 1995), and clustering
methods (Jain, 1986; Duda and Hart, 1973), that can deal very well with noisy,
continuous input-output data. However, they were designed to solve inductive
learning tasks on domains given by static data structures, i.e. vectors of fixed
size.
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In the last few years, some techniques have been devised for the encoding of
discrete structures into vectors (of fixed sizes) with continuous components, e.g.
the so-called (L)RAAM model (Pollack, 1990; Sperduti, 1994b), circular convo-
lution (Plate, 1994a,b), and tensor product algebra (Smolensky, 1990; Yoshiro
and Smolensky, 1993). These techniques give rise to a manifest idea explored,
for instance, by Chalmers (1990); Blank et al. (1992); Cadoret (1994). First,
the given structural data is encoded to a set of vectors. Then standard vector-
based learning approaches, for example neural networks or decision trees, are
applied on the transformed data. However, this decoupling of the encoding and
the proper mapping makes it difficult to learn the original structure mapping
and to generalize to unseen data (empirically shown by Stolcke and Wu, 1992;
Chrisman, 1991; Goller and Küchler, 1996).

On the other hand, we can find methods that directly operate on richer data
structures, e.g. trees or graphs. However, some of these methods have only been
developed for tasks of purely discrete nature, e.g. the inductive inference of
tree grammars/automata (Knuutila and Steinby, 1994; Knuutila, 1994; Miclet,
1986). Others, e.g. inductive logic programming (Muggleton and De Raedt,
1994; Muggleton, 1992), relational learning (Geibel and Wysotzki, 1996), edit-
ing distances (Zhang and Shasha, 1989; Bunke and Messmer, 1994; Goldfarb
and Nigam, 1994), and graph matching algorithms (Bunke, 1998; Schädler and
Wysotzki, 1999), are in principle applicable for classification tasks. However,
these approaches fail in the regression of structural data, in other words when
the range of the structure mapping is given by a continuous space.

Similar arguments are apparent which rule out those kinds of hybrid systems
(Goonatilake and Khebbal, 1995; Honavar and Uhr, 1994; Sun and Bookman,
1994; Medsker, 1994; Levine and Aparicioiv, 1994) where one module (e.g. neu-
ral network or fuzzy logic) focuses on continuous aspects of the learning task
while another module (e.g. inductive grammar inference) simultaneously oper-
ates on structural aspects. It is not clear how to combine the results of both
modules for performing regression tasks. Moreover, the coupling of structural
constituents to their continuous features is likely to be lost.

Discrete-time dynamical systems could be put somewhere between these
two major categories, i.e. between vector-based (e.g. neural networks or other
statistical classifiers) and symbolic machine learning approaches (e.g. inductive
logic programming, relational learning, and graph matching). These models
are designed to capture data and tasks exhibiting inherently dynamic aspects,
for example multivariate time series prediction, speech recognition, and process
identification and control (for a survey and a selection of relevant topics consult
e.g. Giles et al., 1994; Gori et al., 1997; Kolen and Kremer, 1999). There are
well-established learning methods to adapt discrete-time dynamical systems to
(infinite) sequences of vectors (with continuous components). These models
can be regarded as deterministic state machines operating in a continuous state
space. State transitions are decided on the current input and (previous) state(s).
At any point of time, it is possible to compute output depending on the current
input and/or (previous) state(s). The machine is started in an initial state and
halts when the entire input sequence is read. The state transition mapping
and the output mapping are realized by parameterized multivariate functions.
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Figure 1.4: Deterministic state machines operating on the sequence/tree domain
in a discrete/continuous state space. This work is concerned with the lower right
quadrant which is filled out by tree-recursive dynamical systems.

“Learning” is commonly accomplished by choosing the appropriate class of
parameterized functions and by searching for those parameter constellations
that yield the desired input-output behavior for the system.

Sketch of the Solution Approach

Finite-state machines (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979) can be viewed as the contin-
uous counterpart of discrete-time dynamical systems. Furthermore, bottom-up
tree automata (Doner, 1970; Gécseg and Steinby, 1984; Comon et al., 1999) are
known as a straight-forward generalization of the finite-state (word) automata
concept. These observations lead directly to the approach proposed here for
solving inductive learning tasks on structural data (cf. Figure 1.4).

Representation of Structure Mappings Structure mappings are repre-
sented by a new class of deterministic state machines, tree-recursive dynamical
systems. The state space is continuous. The state transition function maps
external input together with a tuple of previous states to the next state. The
nodes of a given input tree are traversed in a bottom-up manner, starting at
the leaves. A special initial state is assigned to “non-existing” nodes (belonging
to “empty subtrees”). A state is assigned to each node by applying the state
transition function on the label information found there, combined with the
tuple of states already computed for the immediate child nodes. Finally, the
output function maps the state assigned to the root node to the overall output
of the system.

The largest class of structures that can be handled this way are rooted
ordered trees (and a certain subclass of directed ordered acyclic graphs) whose
vertices are labeled by real-valued vectors.

Thus, tree-recursive dynamical systems generalize a certain class of discrete-
time dynamical systems from sequence to tree processing. On the other hand,
they can be viewed as the continuous counterpart of bottom-up tree automata
(see Figure 1.4).
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Inductive Learning from Structural Data Adaptivity is incorporated
into the model by choosing parameterized functions (e.g. conventional feedfor-
ward neural networks) for the state transition map and the output map. The
given learning task is expressed by means of an error criterion (depending on
the output of the system and the available data) that measures the deviation
of the system from the desired input-output behavior.

“Learning” means to optimize (minimize) the given error criterion in the
continuous parameter space. The objective is to find those parameter configu-
rations that not only work for the given training data, but that also generalize
to data not used during the optimization process. If the criterion to be opti-
mized is a continuously differentiable function, then well-established numeric
optimization methods are available and applicable to solve the learning task.

This view enables addressing inductive learning tasks ranging from the di-
rect classification and regression of tree structures to the adaptation of structure
mappings that are part of a more complex criterion to be optimized.

The View of Adaptive Structure Processing

Stated in loose terms, states of a trained tree-recursive dynamical system could
be interpreted as analog encodings (or representations) of discrete input struc-
tures. Unlike previous attempts to solve inductive learning tasks on structural
data, these representations are not the product of a rigid encoding algorithm.
Rather, they are an integral and inseparable part of the overall learning process
and are optimized with respect to the given learning task and data.

Looking at it from this point of view, this work is about adaptive structure
processing, as opposed to the processing of data structures by means of “hard-
wired” algorithms.

1.4 Contributions and Results

This section outlines the major contributions and results presented in this doc-
ument. Furthermore, some comments on the nature of these research contribu-
tions are added.

� A Framework for Adaptive Structure Processing

We introduce tree-recursive dynamical systems (TRDS) as a novel framework
for deterministic, analog models of computation. These models are capable of
both representing and learning mappings from the domain of rooted labeled
ordered trees to the Euclidean vector space. Nodes of the trees can be labeled
by vectors with continuous values.

TRDS are deterministic state machines operating in a continuous state
space. These machines are configured by two parameterized mappings: one
to compute state transitions and the other to generate the output of the sys-
tem. The dynamics is defined by tree-recursion on the input trees. The state
corresponding to a node of the input tree is computed by combining the label
information (possibly attached to this node) with the tuple of states already
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assigned to the child nodes. The output of the system is generated using state
and/or label information and is computed either after the whole input structure
is processed or along with each state transition.

Thus, tree-recursive dynamical systems are a very simple and compact
analog model of computation providing the interface for tree-to-vector and
(topology-preserving) tree-to-tree mappings.

� The Neural Folding Architecture

The adequacy of this framework is demonstrated by means of the neural folding
architecture (FA), an appealing “neural network” instance of TRDS. The state
transition function and the output function (called folding part and transforma-
tion part of the FA, respectively) are implemented by conventional multilayer
feedforward neural networks.

Recently, the FA has been proven to possess universal approximation power
for structure mappings (Hammer and Sperschneider, 1997). Any given mapping
from rooted labeled ordered trees to real-valued vectors can be approximated
arbitrarily well in probability.

The VC-dimension of the FA can be bounded by a polynomial in the size
of the input structures and in the number of programmable parameters.

� Learning Algorithms

We argue that inductive learning tasks on structural data can be understood
as the optimization of an appropriate error criterion based on the output of
a TRDS (under the current parameter assignment) and on the available data.
If the error criterion is stated by a continuously differentiable function, then
gradient-based learning methods can be taken into account to solve such an
optimization problem.

We develop and analyze two different algorithms for the calculation of gra-
dient information, backpropagation through structure (BPTS) and tree-recursive
gradient computation (TRGC). Both algorithms calculate the first-order gradi-
ent for arbitrary continuous and differentiable criteria where tree structures are
embedded via TRDS mappings.

• Complexity Analysis The time and space behavior of BPTS scales
linearly both to the size (i.e. the number of nodes) of the given input
structure and to the number of parameters. The computational effort in
time is believed to be optimal for neural network instantiations of tree-
recursive dynamical systems (e.g. the neural folding architecture). The
processing of one node of the input structure is very expensive for TRGC.
Assuming the same neural network realization of TRDS, this step requires
O(m4) time where m is the dimension of the state space.

BPTS is clearly superior to TRGC concerning computation time (if batch
or online parameter update mode is used). If the memory resources count
and time is not a matter of concern, then TRGC is to be favored to BTPS
for very large input tree structures.
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• Infinite Domains Both TRDS and TRGC are not suitable to be applied
on the general class of infinite tree structures. We present a special infinite
tree topology that could possess some application relevance and that can
be handled by means of a modified TRGC gradient calculation scheme
in online parameter update mode. BPTS can not deal with any kind of
infinite structures.

• Adaptive Encoding of Discrete Labels The encoding of the initial
state and the encoding of discrete labels (found in the input domain) can
be integrated into the overall optimization process. The first-order error
gradient with respect to these additional parameters can be calculated
within the known BPTS and TRGC algorithms. Only a minor additional
effort in computation time has to be payed for this extension.

• Common Subexpression Elimination Common subexpressions in-
duce redundant computational effort for the gradient calculation algo-
rithms when applied on a purely symbolic tree domain. Exploiting a
standard common subexpression elimination (CSE) technique as a pre-
processing step, the training set can be compressed to a special directed
acyclic graph data structure. The BPTS algorithm is easily modified to
work on that CSE product. Using CSE in combination with the tuned
versions of the BPTS and TRGC algorithm, redundant work due to com-
mon subexpressions is avoided and the effort for the calculation of the
first-order gradient (in batch update mode) is reduced by a constant fac-
tor (depending on the compression factor obtained on the training set).
This improvement can lead to a considerable speed-up of the overall opti-
mization process.

• The Admissible Domain of TRDS As a by-product, it is shown that
the maximum admissible domain of TRDS is comprised of the class of
rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic graphs that are free of multiple
occurrences of subexpressions. Moreover, BPTS and TRGC turn out to
be well-defined on this domain.

BPTS is a very efficient algorithm to compute the first-order error gradient
contribution of a given input tree with respect to the TRDS parameters. This
enables attacking inductive learning tasks by means of TRDS and a variety of
well-established gradient-based optimization methods.

� On the Computational Power of Neural Folding Architectures

In order to get an initial understanding of the computational power of neural
folding architectures, we view these models as recognizers of formal languages.
As expected, the FA turn out to be at least as powerful as the the well-known
class of finite bottom-up tree automata (DTA).

• Minimal Requirements to Achieve DTA PowerWe investigate sev-
eral variations of the FA. For first-order activation functions, at least two
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layers are required: either a two-layer folding part or a single-layer fold-
ing part combined with one neuron as transformation part. A single layer
does not suffice. By using higher-order activation functions, a given DTA
can be simulated by a single layer folding part where one unit is recruited
to produce the acceptance signal.

• Implementation of Bottom-up Tree Automata by Neural Folding
Architectures

– We investigate the amount of resources (in terms of neurons and
weight connections) required to implement a given deterministic
bottom-up tree automaton by different types of neural folding ar-
chitectures. Upper bounds for four-, three-, and two-layer folding
part implementations and a lower bound are derived.

– Most proofs are carried out in a constructive manner. We identify
and analyze some appealing properties of the construction schemes
provided for implementing DTA by FA.

– By exploiting the inherent parallelism in information processing ex-
hibited by neural networks, we devise a very efficient way to di-
rectly implement nondeterministic bottom-up tree automata by neu-
ral folding architectures.

– We demonstrate that certain implementations can be made robust
against mild noise subjected on the output signals of neurons.

– We argue that some implementation schemes based on sigmoid neu-
rons are potential candidates to be integrated into a larger knowledge
injection-refinement-extraction framework (Shavlik, 1994).

• Reinterpretation of Former Empirical Results We identify the
tree languages used in former experiments (carried out with the FA and
gradient-based learning, see Goller and Küchler, 1996; Küchler and Goller,
1996; Goller, 1997; Schmitt, 1997; Calmbach, 1996) to belong to different
classes of tree pattern languages. This provides a satisfactory explana-
tion for some phenomena (concerning the intrinsic “hardness” of certain
inductive learning tasks) observed with the empirical results.

We conjecture that the computational power of neural folding architectures
is far beyond that of finite-state tree automata.

� From Sequence to Tree Processing

Since tree-recursive dynamical systems generalize a well-known class of discrete-
time dynamical systems, we are able to generalize many concepts, proof tech-
niques and known results from sequence to tree processing.

For instance, neural folding architectures generalize a certain class of
discrete-time recurrent neural networks. If the domain of tree-recursive dynami-
cal systems is constrained to sequences, then the gradient calculation algorithms
BPTS and TRGC are reduced to the well-known backpropagation through time
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and real-time recurrent learning algorithms (Williams and Zipser, 1994; Wer-
bos, 1990, 1974).

On the other hand, we demonstrate that interesting novel results are ob-
tained for discrete-time dynamical systems and the processing of sequential
information as a special case.

� Symbolic, Subsymbolic and Hybrid Information Processing

On a broader perspective, this work contributes indirectly to the longstanding
discussion about the fundamental relationships between “symbolic” (or discrete)
and “subsymbolic” (or continuous, analog) information processing.

Since the early days of computers, the goals of artificial intelligence research
have been in understanding the functional behavior of the human brain and in
engineering “intelligent” systems. Simultaneously to the development of digital
computers and the theory of computation, two major competitive approaches
have emerged: symbolic artificial intelligence and connectionist (artificial neu-
ral network) models. Both rely on the same working hypothesis that (human)
cognitive processes can, at some level, be modeled by computation (Honavar,
1994). Features like symbolic information processing, the manipulation of dis-
crete data structures, and search in discrete spaces are typically assigned to the
former approach, while connectionist models are commonly characterized by
continuous information processing, robustness against noise, and the represen-
tation of both sensory signals and abstract concepts by continuous activation
patterns.

There is an ongoing dispute about “the most adequate” approach for mod-
eling intelligent behavior. Some connectionists emphasize the biological plau-
sibility of artificial neural network models. Some schools of cognitive science
criticized that connectionist models lack the capability to represent composite
concepts and to perform structure-sensitive operations (for a detailed discussion
we refer to Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1988; van Gelder, 1990; Sharkey and Jackson,
1994; Niklasson and Sharkey, 1997).

However, one can observe that the strict borders between symbolic and sub-
symbolic information processing are vanishing. Recent attempts in engineering
“intelligent” systems are characterized by a marriage of both streams into hy-
brid systems (Goonatilake and Khebbal, 1995; Honavar and Uhr, 1994; Sun
and Bookman, 1994; Medsker, 1994; Levine and Aparicioiv, 1994). The hope
is that an appropriate combination of symbolic and subsymbolic information
processing allows the elimination of the weaknesses exhibited by its individual
components.

The approach for the representation and inductive learning of structure
mappings presented here follows this line of argumentation.

• Hybrid Representation of Objects Both structural and continuous
aspects of the application domain can be integrated into one data struc-
ture.

• Hybrid Information Processing Tree-recursive dynamical systems are
state machines operating in a continuous state space. Learning is under-
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stood as a continuous optimization problem in the parameter space. The
“connectionist” implementation of the state transition map and the out-
put map yields an appealing instance of the generic model.

State transitions are controlled by the topology of the input structure.
Vertices of the input structure are used as a kind of external memory to
temporarily store state information.

TRDS and FA can be tuned to perform a variety of complex structure-
sensitive operations on tree structures. However, these models are far
away from any biological plausibility.

• TRDS as Component of a Hybrid System A tree-recursive dynami-
cal system can itself be used as one component of a larger system. Goller
(1997, 1999b) applies the neural folding architecture as a connectionist
module to control the search in a symbolic deduction system. (see also
Section 1.1, Scenario 3).

On the Nature of this Work

This investigation is done both on a conceptual and theoretical level. Statements
are formalized and proven in a constructive manner, whenever this is possible.
We use metaphors to illustrate rather abstract and complex concepts, e.g. “the
BPTS machine”, “unfolding by structure”, and “the never-ending movie”.

Most algorithms to be presented here are derived on a mathematical basis
and are specified by means of a pseudo programming language (using a mixed
functional-imperative paradigm). We carefully analyze the computational effort
(in time and space) exhibited by different algorithms. Several extensions of the
core algorithms are compared to each other and possible trade-offs of different
alternatives are explored. The neural folding architecture, the steepest gradient
descent learning method (augmented by a locally adaptive control of the step
size), and the common subexpression elimination preprocessing technique have
been realized and tested by a prototypical implementation. However, we are
not primarily concerned with software (or system) engineering aspects.

The objective is not to solve a given specific application task or to improve
a known solution approach. Rather, we offer a novel perspective and a new
methodical toolkit that allows attacking a general class of challenging appli-
cation tasks. We briefly survey some fascinating application perspectives for
adaptive structure processing that have recently been explored (and are under
investigation) by several research groups and that have been influenced by our
work (see also Frasconi et al., 1999).

This is not an empirical work. A general empirical assessment of the pro-
posed approach would be a pointless enterprise at the current state of research.
Experiments documenting the feasibility of the proposed approach have been
reported elsewhere (see Goller and Küchler, 1996; Küchler and Goller, 1996;
Schulz et al., 1997; Goller, 1997; Schmitt, 1997; Calmbach, 1996). However,
this work establishes a solid basis for formulating specific hypotheses that can
be verified or rejected by well-designed experiments.
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1.5 Preview

This introductory chapter (Chapter 1) explained the motivation of the research
described in this work by means of three example scenarios (Section 1.1), gave
a brief sketch of the problem (Section 1.2), outlined previous work found in the
research landscape and the solution approach (Section 1.3), and summarized
the major contributions and results (Section 1.4).

The remainder of the text is structured into the following six chapters:

Preliminaries (Chapter 2),

A Framework for Adaptive Structure Processing (Chapter 3),

Gradient-Based Learning Methods for Tree-Recursive Dynami-
cal Systems (Chapter 4),

Instantiating Tree-Recursive Dynamical Systems: The Neural
Folding Architecture (Chapter 5),

Relationships between Neural Folding Architectures and Tree
Automata (Chapter 6), and

Conclusions (Chapter 7).

The extensive Bibliography is appended at the end. Throughout this work
we apply concepts and results stemming from different research communities.
Chapter 2 is to fix a common language and terminology for discrete structures
(Section 2.1), artificial neural networks (Section 2.2), and tree automata (Sec-
tion 2.3). We recommend for readers with a background in the corresponding
fields to skip those sections dealing with familiar concepts, and to return when
necessary at a later point in time.

Chapter 3 introduces a new framework for inductive learning from struc-
tural data. We propose tree-recursive dynamical systems (TRDS), a powerful
class of machine models to represent and to learn structure mappings. Appeal-
ing properties, extensions and obvious limitations are presented in Section 3.1.
Adaptivity is incorporated into the model by using parameterized functions for
the state transition and output maps, respectively. Learning can be understood
as the optimization (minimization) of a given error criterion in the parameter
space. This is discussed in Section 3.2.

Chapter 4 explores gradient-based learning methods for TRDS. The basic
ideas behind gradient-based optimization and its premises are illustrated first
(Section 4.1). We develop two different but functionally equivalent algorithms
for TRDS to compute the first-order gradient of the error criterion with respect
to the system parameters and a given (set of) input structure(s): tree-recursive
gradient computation (TRGC) and backpropagation through structure (BPTS).
The corresponding algorithmic specifications are preceeded by a step-by-step
mathematical derivation. A detailed analysis of the computational effort shows
that BPTS (presented in Section 4.3) is superior to TRGC (described in Sec-
tion 4.2) concerning the computation time. Some interesting variations of the
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core algorithms are discussed in Section 4.4. If the error gradient is calculated
for TRDS operating on purely discrete domains (i.e. tree nodes are carrying
symbolic labels), then a great deal of redundant computation is induced due to
the multiple occurrence of identical substructures (in the data set). By exploit-
ing a standard common subexpression elimination technique as a preprocessing
step, we demonstrate (in Section 4.5) that the gradient computation can be
improved to avoid redundant effort, leading to a considerable speed-up of the
overall optimization process. The next section, Section 4.6, illustrates how the
algorithms presented here can be embedded into more advanced gradient-based
learning methods known from the literature of continuous optimization. These
methods are typically based on gradient information “between” the first and
second order.

Chapter 5 is concerned with the neural folding architecture (FA), a concrete
instance of the framework introduced in Chapter 3. Both the state transition
map and the output map of a TRDS are implemented by conventional multi-
layer feedforward neural networks (alternatively denoted folding and transfor-
mation part of the FA). A precise definition of the FA is provided in Section 5.1.
Section 5.2 surveys two important results addressing the approximation capa-
bilities of the FA, and its VC-dimension. We demonstrate in Section 5.3 that
the generic algorithms BPTS and TRGC can easily be instantiated to fit to the
neural folding architecture. This section is concluded by some remarks on the
intrinsic “complexity” of gradient-based learning for artificial neural networks.

Chapter 6 explores the computational power of neural folding architectures.
We state in Section 6.1 that one way to access this issue is in relating different
variants of the FA to deterministic finite-state bottom-up tree automata (DTA),
the discrete counterparts of tree-recursive dynamical systems. The computa-
tional capabilities of the smallest building block of the FA, the single neuron,
are investigated first (Section 6.2). By exploiting a “discretization” scheme for
its output, one single neuron configured with a sigmoid transfer function and
first-order (or higher-order) activation function can be tuned to implement sev-
eral complex Boolean functions. We reformulate the transition map and the
acceptance criterion of a given DTA by Boolean functions. This gives rise to
different alternative FA constructions that implement a given DTA in a stable
way. Thus, FA are proven to be at least as powerful as DTA. Section 6.3 deals
with two-layer folding part constructions. Single layer implementations are
considered in Section 6.4. These implementation schemes yield some interesting
by-products which are discussed in Section 6.5. Only some minor modifications
are required to implement nondetermistic bottom-up tree automata in a very
efficient way. Furthermore, certain construction schemes can be made robust
against mild noise injected into the output signal of neurons. Upper bounds
on the node complexity of four-, three-, and two-layer folding part implemen-
tations, and a lower bound are derived in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 introduces
the class of tree pattern languages. Simple experiments illustrate how the FA
combined with gradient-based learning can be used to infer tree languages from
positive and negative examples. We show that the tree languages used in for-
mer experiments fall into two major classes: linear and non-linear tree pattern
languages. This fact, related to known results from the theory of inductive
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grammatical inference, provides a reasonable explanation for some phenomena
observed with the empirical results.

Each of the major chapters is supplemented by two additional sections.
One is to provide an in-depth discussion of related work. The last section of
each chapter contains a brief summary and critical reflection of the presented
results. Thus, one alternative strategy for the reader to access the content of
this document might be in starting with the last section of each chapter.

The first section (Section 7.1) of the final chapter (Chapter 7) surveys the
application perspectives of adaptive structure processing that have been ex-
plored (and that are under investigation) by several research groups, ranging
from pattern recognition and computational chemistry, to the adaptive control
of symbolic deduction systems. We summarize the experiences made with real-
world tasks and derive some rules of thumb characterizing those application
fields that are most likely to benefit from the adaptive structure processing
approach. Section 7.2 outlines directions for future research. The work is sum-
marized from a broader perspective in Section 7.3.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In order to eliminate ambiguities and to facilitate detailed discussions let us first
introduce and define the basic concepts and the terminology used throughout
this thesis.

2.1 Discrete Structures

We begin with a specification of the special kinds of discrete structures we
are interested in. The style of notation, nomenclature and definition essentially
follows that of standard textbooks on algorithmics or discrete mathematics (e.g.
Cormen et al., 1990; Grimaldi, 1994).

Definition 1 (Directed Acyclic Graph) A directed graph G is a pair
(V,E), where V is a finite set and E is a binary relation on V . The set V
is usually called the vertex set of G, and its elements are called vertices or
nodes. The set E is called the edge set of G, the elements of E are called edges.
Let Ẽ denote the transitive closure of E. A directed graph G is acyclic – and
called directed acyclic graph (DAG) – if there is no v ∈ V with (v, v) ∈ Ẽ.

Let G = (V,E) be a DAG. We say that the vertex v is an (immediate)
successor of u if ((u, v) ∈ E) (u, v) ∈ Ẽ and v is an (immediate) predecessor
of u if ((v, u) ∈ E) (v, u) ∈ Ẽ. Let succ : V → 2V (pred : V → 2V ) denote
the function mapping a vertex to its immediate successors (predecessors), i.e.
succ(u) = {v | (u, v) ∈ E} (pred(u) = {v | (v, u) ∈ E}).

The outdegree (indegree) of a vertex v is the number of ingoing (outgoing)
edges |{u | (v, u) ∈ E}| (|{u | (v, u) ∈ E}|). The maximum outdegree (indegree)
k of the graph G is determined by k = maxv∈V (|{(v, u) | u ∈ V }|) (k =
maxv∈V (|{(u, v) | u ∈ V }|)). A vertex with indegree (outdegree) zero is called
root (leaf ).

We speak of an ordered graph if a total order is placed on the immediate suc-
cessors. succi(v) is written to access the i-th successor of vertex v. Sometimes
an ordered DAG is alternatively given by its vertex set V (without explicit ref-
erence to its edge set) and the mapping succ : V → V ∗ which specifies the list
of immediate successor vertices (also known as adjacency list) for each vertex.
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Definition 2 (Topological Sort) A topological sort (or topological ordering)
of a DAG G = (V,E) is a linear ordering on the vertex set V such that if G
contains an edge (u, v), then u appears before v in that ordering.

Note that a topological sort is not necessarily unique and can be performed
in time Θ(|V |+ |E|).

Definition 3 (Rooted Labeled Directed Ordered Acyclic Graph)
A rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic graph (RLDOAG) is a triplet (V,E, λ)
where (V,E) is a DAG, a total order is placed on immediate successors, there
is exactly one root, and λ : V → U is a mapping from vertices to labels of the
type U .

We write G(U) for the class of RLDOAGs labeled by values of the type U ,
e.g. G(Σ) if the labels are taken from a finite alphabet Σ and G(Rn) if the labels
are taken from R

n.

Graphs of the class G(Rn) enable the representation of information that is
of both discrete and continuous nature. RLDOAGs can easily be specialized to
trees.

Definition 4 (Rooted Labeled Ordered Tree)
A rooted labeled ordered tree is a RLDOAG (V,E, λ) where V contains only
vertices with an indegree of at most one.

We write T (U) for the class of rooted labeled ordered trees labeled by values
of the type U .

Rooted labeled ordered trees T (Σ) are closely related to the so-called terms
– a structure which is commonly used in computational logic and functional
programming.

Definition 5 (Terms) Let Σ be a finite ranked alphabet, r be the correspond-
ing ranking function r : Σ→ N0, and V be a finite set of variables with Σ∩V = ∅.
The enumerable set T (Σ,V) of terms over Σ and V is inductively defined as:

1. t ∈ T (Σ,V) if t ∈ V or t ∈ Σ with r(t) = 0,

2. f(t1, t2, . . . , tn) ∈ T (Σ,V) if there is a symbol f ∈ Σ with r(f) = n and
for each ti (i = 1, . . . , n) holds ti ∈ T (Σ,V),

3. nothing else is in the set T (Σ,V).

Symbols a ∈ Σ with rank (or arity) r(a) = 0 are also called constants,
the pair of alphabet Σ and ranking function r is often denoted as signature.
The symbol’s rank is alternatively denoted by subscript. A term in T (Σ, ∅) (or
shorthand: T (Σ)) is called a ground term. If Σ and V are fixed by the context
of usage, we will abbreviate T (Σ,V) by T . Let s and t be two terms in T (Σ,V).
s is called a subterm (written s v t) of t iff s = t or t = f(t1, t2, . . . , tn) and s is
a subterm of one of the terms ti (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). We write s < t if s is a proper
subterm of t, i.e. s < t iff s v t and s 6= t. If t = f(t1, t2, . . . , tn) then the term
ti is called the i-th immediate subterm.
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Obviously, any term t in T (Σ,V) can be viewed as a string representation of
rooted labeled ordered trees. The leaves are labeled by variables and constants,
and the internal nodes are labeled by function symbols f (f ∈ Σ with r(f) ≥ 0)
and have an outdegree equal to the arity of the label symbol.

On the other hand, any given tree in T (Σ) can also be interpreted as a term
if multiple ranks (i.e. ranking functions of the type r : Σ→ 2

�
0 ) are allowed to

be assigned to symbols.

Further, let λ : T (U) → U map the root node v of a tree (a term) to its
label (head symbol). The maximum rank of Σ, k = maxa∈Σ(r(a)) corresponds
to the maximum outdegree found in the domain.

The frontier of a tree (term) is defined as the sequence of leaves interlinked
in a left-to-right order.

A position within a term is represented as a sequence of non-negative in-
tegers, describing the path (queued argument position numbers) from the root
(head, outermost symbol) to the root (head) of a subtree (subterm). By t|p we
denote the subterm of t rooted at position p. t|0 refers to the entire tree t. For
instance, the first immediate subtree of the second subtree of the first subtree
of t is accessed by t1 2 1. A tree (term) s is said to occur in t (written s v t) iff
there is a position p in t with t|p = s.

A substitution is a mapping γ : V → T (Σ,V) from variables to terms, and
is extended to the domain of terms γ : T (Σ,V) → T (Σ,V) in a natural way,
i.e. f(t1, t2, . . . , tn)γ := f(t1γ, t2γ, . . . , tnγ). A term s matches a term t if there
is a substitution γ with s = tγ.

A subset of T (Σ) will be synonymously called tree language, term language
or forest .

In this work we will use “rooted labeled ordered trees” synonymously for
“terms” and choose the representation for T (Σ) that is appropriate in the re-
spective context.

2.2 Artificial Neural Networks

During the last decades much progress has been achieved in understanding the
functional behavior and the anatomical structure of the human brain. It is
known that information processing is organized by the brain in an entirely dif-
ferent way than it is implemented by conventional digital computers. So-called
neurons have been identified as the basic structural and functional components
of the brain.

Inspired by these observations researchers developed artificial neural net-
works – appealing models of computation based on different levels of abstraction
and different degrees of biological plausibility.

This section is not to give an introduction or a survey on artificial neural
networks. We assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts and refer to
standard textbooks for a detailed discussion (see Bishop, 1995; Haykin, 1994;
Hertz et al., 1991). The following definitions are given to fix a common ter-
minology for those classes of artificial neural networks to be addressed in later
sections.
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The basic computational unit is the neuron. Here we use a very simple
neuron model. Each neuron computes its output yi by applying a composition
of a univariate (nonlinear) function σ on a polynomial function φ of its inputs
x = (x1, . . . , xn). These inputs are the output values of other neurons connected
to the neuron, as well as external inputs. Thus, the output computation is
accomplished according to the following formula:

yi = σ(φ(x)) (2.1)

We call φ the activation function. A simple instance is

φ(x) =
n∑

j=1

wjxj + θ

where wj (j = 1, . . . , n) are called the weights of the connections that converge
to a neuron. The bias θ of a neuron is sometimes omitted in formalizations
because it can be modeled by an additional constant input xn+1 = 1 connected
by the weight wj+1 = θ. The activation function given above specifies so-
called first-order connections, i.e. the order corresponds to the degree of the
polynomial φ. Sometimes higher-order connections are used, for example:

φ(x) =
n∑

j=1

n∑

k≥j

wjk xj xk

The computational capabilities of neural network models are influenced by
the type of the transfer function σ. Here, the following types of functions are
of particular interest.

binary threshold σt : R 7→ {0, 1} σt(x) =

{
1 if x ≥ θ,
0 else.

θ ∈ R

classical sigmoid σc : R 7→ (0, 1) σc(x) =
1

1 + exp(−µx) µ > 0

general sigmoid
σg : R 7→ (µ−, µ+)

µ− < µ+ ∈ R

lim
x→+∞

σg(x) = µ+

lim
x→−∞

σg(x) = µ−

and σg is continuous.

Note that σc is a special case of σg. σt is approximated arbitrarily well by
σc for limµ→+∞. In theoretical considerations σc will be configured by choosing
µ = 1. Neurons can be connected to a complex network.

Definition 6 (Feedforward Neural Network) A feedforward neural net-
work (FNN) is modeled by a DAG. Neurons (or units) are represented by
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vertices and are partitioned into three sets – input units (vertices with an in-
degree zero), internal units (vertices of indegree and outdegree of at least one),
and output units (vertices with an outdegree zero).

Each directed edge is weighted and represents a connection of the network.
Each input unit is associated with an external input to the network, and each
internal or output unit computes a function of its inputs. In other words, the
inputs to a unit v are the results of the functions computed at all units u such
that there is an edge (u, v).

Thus, a feedforward neural network computes a multivariate, non-linear
functional mapping Ξ of the type

Ξ : Rm → R
q

assuming that there are m input units and q output units and that continuous
values from R are fed as external input to the network.

There is often considerable advantage in building a certain structure into
the network. One popular instance is the multi-layer architecture, where units
are grouped to layers and only connections between neurons of one layer l to
neurons of the successive layer l + 1 are allowed. Two layers are said to be
fully-connected if each neuron of one layer is connected to each one in the next
layer. We speak of a homogeneous architecture if each neuron in the network is
of the same type (in terms of the activation function and the transfer function).

Feedforward networks are typically applied to the following kinds of tasks:

1. Function Approximation (Regression). Assume that the application is
given by a nonlinear input-output mapping of the type Ξ : Rm → R

q,
but that we only know a finite set P of examples (input-output pairs)
P = {(x1,y1), . . . , (xn,yn)} with yi = Ξ(xi) (i = 1, . . . , n).

The learning task is to build a neural network that approximates the
unknown function Ξ (with respect to a given quality measure) based on
the finite example set P only.

2. Pattern Classification. In this task there are a fixed number of categories
(classes) into which patterns represented by vectors from R

m are to be
classified. The unknown function is of the type Ξ : Rm → {c1, . . . , cr}
where the ci (i = 1, . . . , r) are called class labels.

The objective here is to find a neural network (based on a finite exam-
ple set) which shows a high accuracy, i.e. a high probability of correctly
classifying a randomly selected instance (x,Ξ(x)).

In the context of neural networks, learning means to find an appropriate net-
work architecture and to adjust the network parameters (typically the weights
and biases) to solve the given task with high accuracy.

Feedforward networks are memory-free devices. They can be successfully
applied to static tasks where each input pattern is independent of others pre-
sented at an earlier point of time or where it is only correlated to patterns that
are found inside a time window of fixed size. In order to capture tasks exhibit-
ing inherently dynamic aspects (e.g. time series prediction, speech recognition,
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and process identification and control) so-called recurrent neural networks have
been developed (for a selection of relevant topics consult Gori et al. 1997; Giles
et al. 1994).

Here we focus on recurrent models that are built of directed connections
between neurons and that operate in discrete-time mode.

Definition 7 (Discrete-Time Recurrent Neural Network)
A discrete-time recurrent neural network (RNN) is described by a directed
graph which contains at least one cycle. The interpretation of the graph is
similar to the case of feedforward networks. Vertices with indegree zero repre-
sent input units (for external input to the network); some of the other vertices
serve as output units. Each edge is weighted and represents a connection of the
network.

A discrete ontology of time is assumed. The input and output of a RNN
consists of vector streams. At every point of time t, one input vector is presented
to the network and its output is delivered at times t + 1. A discrete-time
recurrent neural network computes a functional mapping Ξ of the type

Ξ : (Rn)∗ → (Rq)∗

Clearly, Definition 7 does not specify an operable model. A specific RNN
model depends on the given network topology and has to be provided with a
precise specification of the input-output computation.

Tsoi and Back (1997) give a systematic categorization of the different RNN
architectures that have been proposed during the last few years. Besides varia-
tions on the topology, one can also find RNN where the connections themselves
are realized by a dynamical system (known as dynamic connections or dynamic
synapses).

∆-1

Output

Copy

0

1

2

Input

Figure 2.1: Schematic description of the Elman network.
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Example 1 (Elman Architecture) Figure 2.1 shows a schematic descrip-
tion of a popular RNN architecture – the so-called Elman (1990) network 1.
Neurons are depicted by circles and grouped into layers by enclosing boxes.
Connections are drawn by thin solid lines with arrows. The Elman network
consists of two fully-connected layers (not counting the input layer). The sec-
ond layer (here exemplified by q = 1 neuron) computes the output. The hidden
layer (layer number zero, here m = 3 units) combines the external input (here
n = 2 units) with its own output of the previous time step. The feedback
loop (labeled “Copy”) is a representative for m connections, each attached the
weight value 1. The ∆−1 element indicates a delay of one time step.

Let x(t) denote the output of the hidden layer (also called the state of the
network) at time t. Sometimes it is convenient to describe the input-output
computation of a RNN by a discrete-time (nonlinear) dynamical system. For
instance, the dynamics of the Elman network can be specified by:

x(t) = f(u(t),x(t − 1)) (2.2)

y(t) = h(x(t))

where u(t) ∈ Rn represents the input vector presented to the RNN at time
t. The (nonlinear) mapping f : Rn+m → R

m (here computed by the hidden
layer) combines the input with the previous state. The output of the system
is calculated by the mapping h : Rm → R

q (here by the second layer) at any
point of time. x(0) is called the initial state of the system. Thus, the whole
system computes a mapping of the type Ξ : (Rn)∗ → (Rq)∗.

Remarks The popularity of artificial neural networks probably partly orig-
inated in subjective arguments as well as in the fact that they are a greatly
oversimplified metaphor for the “natural neural networks” found in the human
brain. However, several appealing properties of these artificial neural networks
have been identified and grounded on solid theoretical and empirical investiga-
tions during the last decade. Let us briefly emphasize some important results.
Feedforward two-layered neural networks with first-order connections and sig-
moid transfer function have been proven a universal approximator for mappings
between Euclidian vector spaces (Hornik et al., 1989; Cybenko, 1989; Funahashi,
1989). There are effective learning procedures (see for instance Battiti 1992 for a
survey on gradient-based learning; MacKay 1994 for Bayesian learning methods
to train FNN). Many neural network models are based on an inherent paral-
lelism in information processing and therefore exhibit a high potential for an
efficient hardware implementation and their mapping to parallel multi-purpose
hardware (Glesner and Pöchmüller, 1994; Nordström and Svensson, 1992).

The Elman network is a very simple, but universal, RNN model. Recently,
Hammer (1998b) presented a formal proof for its universal approximation prop-
erty for sequence processing. A slightly modified model has been shown to pos-
sess Super-Turing Power (Siegelmann and Sontag, 1995; Kilian and Siegelmann,
1996).

1Robinson and Fallside (1988) independently developed a slightly more general architec-
ture.
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2.3 Tree Automata

The concept of tree automata (and that of the corresponding tree grammars) is
well-understood and applied in several fields of computer science, e.g. compiler
construction (code generation and optimization, see Wilhelm and Maurer 1995),
syntactical pattern recognition (e.g. Schalkoff, 1992; Miclet, 1986), linguistics,
computational biology, computational logic (Comon et al., 1999), and game
theory. Tree automata are symbolic models of computation and can be viewed
as a straight-forward generalization of word automata (Hopcroft and Ullman,
1979) to the tree domain. There are several types and several ways to introduce
them (e.g. consult Doner, 1970; Gécseg and Steinby, 1984; Gésceg and Steinby,
1996; Comon et al., 1999). We are particularly interested in finite bottom-up
tree automata and essentially follow the formalization of Schalkoff (1992) or
Miclet (1986).

Definition 8 (Bottom-Up Tree Automaton) A finite bottom-up tree au-
tomaton (or frontier-to-root automaton) is a quadruplet

(Σ, Q, F,R)

where Σ is a ranked alphabet, r the corresponding ranking function r : Σ→ N0,
Q a finite set of states, F ⊆ Q a set of final states, and R = {δa : a ∈ Σ} a set
of relations of the type δa ⊆ Qr(a) ×Q.

If R is a set of functions of the type δa : Q
r(a) → Q we speak of a determin-

istic finite bottom-up tree automaton (DTA).

A given DTA A operates as a tree acceptor in the following way. First,
each leaf node v (with label a = λ(v)) of a given input tree t is assigned (if
possible) an initial state belonging to δa ∈ Q. Then, A examines all the paths
of t towards the root by looking at each node and its immediate successors. If
the sequence of states already assigned to the successors of a node v with label a
is an element of Qr(a) in the domain of the mapping δa, then the corresponding
image state for the mapping is assigned to v. The process continues until either
it becomes impossible to assign states to nodes or the root is reached. The tree
t is accepted by the automaton A iff the root of t is assigned to a final state.

For this definition, the transition functions of a DTA do not necessarily
have to be specified on the whole domain. In order to be able to present a
formal specification of the recognition operation, we introduce an undefined
state ⊥ 6∈ F and define δa(q1, q2, . . . , qn) = ⊥ if there is a qi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n)
with qi = ⊥.

Let t ∈ T (Σ) be a given tree with a = λ(t) and let t1, . . . , tr(a) be the
immediate subtrees. The transition functions in R can be extended to a function
δ̃ : T (Σ)→ Q in the following way:

δ̃(t) = δa(δ̃(t1), δ̃(t2), . . . , δ̃(tr(a))) (2.3)

The tree language L(A) recognized by a given DTA A is the set of all trees
accepted by this automaton, i.e. L(A) = {t ∈ T (Σ) | δ̃(t) ∈ F}. Note that the
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Figure 2.2: Two example trees processed by the DTA Ap (see Example 2).
Assigned states are denoted in square brackets.

definition for tree automaton given above can easily be generalized to capture
symbols with multiple ranks, i.e. ranking functions r with r : Σ→ 2

�
0 .

The following DTA not only serves as explanation, but will also play the
role of a counterexample in Chapter 6

Example 2 (Even-parity Tree Recognizer) Let Ap = (Σ, Q, F,R) be a
DTA where Σ = {0, 1}, r(0) = r(1) = {0, 2}, Q = {q, p}, F = {p} and
R = {δ0, δ1} with

δ0 : 7→ p, (p, p) 7→ p, (p, q) 7→ q, (q, p) 7→ q, (q, q) 7→ p

δ1 : 7→ q, (p, p) 7→ q, (p, q) 7→ p, (q, p) 7→ p, (q, q) 7→ q

Figure 2.2 shows one input tree (left side) that is accepted by the automaton
Ap, and another one (right side) that is not. Assigned states are denoted in
square brackets. The accepted language of A is the enumerable set of all binary
trees where the number of nodes labeled by ’1’ is even. p acts as the “even”, q
as the “odd” state. A node of a tree is assigned a state depending on the parity
of its immediate subtrees.

Henceforth, for reasons of simplicity, we will consider only DTA that are
“filled up” to the maximum rank of the given signature.

Definition 9 (Maximum-Rank DTA) Let A′ = (Σ′, Q′, F ′, R′) be an arbi-
trary DTA. A′ is transformed to a maximum-rank automaton A = (Σ, Q, F,R)
in the following canonical way.

We introduce a void state q0 6∈ Q′. Σ = Σ′, Q = Q′ ∪ {q0}, F = F ′ and R
is R′ extended to the maximum rank k of Σ′, i.e. each δ′a ∈ R′, δ′a : Q

′n → Q′

with n < k is extended to δa : Qk → Q and each (q1, . . . , qn, q) ∈ δ′a, δ′a ∈ R′

becomes (q1, . . . , qn, q0, . . . , q0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−n

, q) ∈ δa, δa ∈ R.

Assuming that a DTA A = (Σ, Q, F,R) is filled-up to its maximum rank
k, it is sometimes convenient to consider R directly as transition function R :
Σ×Qk → Q.
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Remarks The two classes of deterministic and nondeterministic bottom-up
tree automata are known to have the same recognition power (Doner, 1970),
i.e. the recognizable class of languages is identical. A tree automaton which
processes the trees starting at the root proceeding then towards the leaves is
called a top-down (or root-to-frontier) tree automaton. The nondeterministic
version of the top-down tree automaton has the same power as the bottom-
up counterpart, but the deterministic one is considerably weaker and defines a
proper subfamily of recognizable languages (Doner, 1970; Gécseg and Steinby,
1984).

As in the case of other automata types, each type of tree automaton cor-
responds to certain kinds of tree grammars which can be alternatively used
to describe the recognition power. The so-called regular tree grammars be-
long to DTA, nondeterministic bottom-up, and nondeterministic top-down tree
automata. The recognized language class is often called regular tree language
(RTL).

By restricting the maximum rank to k = 1, tree automata are reduced to
the well-known finite-state (word) automata (FSA), see Hopcroft and Ullman
(1979).



Chapter 3

A Framework for Adaptive

Structure Processing

As mentioned in Section 1.1, there are several interesting applications which
require the representation and handling of structured objects such as labeled
trees and graphs. To begin, we put our attention on the class of rooted labeled
ordered trees (terms), and understand by structure mappings functions Ξ of the
type

Ξ : T (U)→ R
q

where q ∈ N and the label type U can be chosen from the real vector space Rn

or from a finite alphabet Σ.

In principle, these kinds of structure mappings can be realized by con-
ventional models of computation, e.g. a random access machine or a Turing-
Machine. However, as argued in Section 1.2, they have to be reprogrammed by
experts for each new problem domain and one must have a complete specifica-
tion of the mapping Ξ at hand. These models lack adaptivity and robustness
and are not adequate for solving tasks like regression or classification on struc-
tures.

This chapter introduces tree-recursive dynamical systems, a new class of
parameterized models suitable for the representation and the inductive inference
of structure mappings. First, we discuss the interface between the discrete
domain T (U) and the continuous range which is accomplished by a special
kind of analog computation over real numbers. We then present arguments
about appealing properties, extensions, and obvious limitations of the abstract
model. Finally, adaptivity and learning are presented as parameter optimization
processes.

We derive gradient-based learning methods for tree-recursive dynamical sys-
tems in Chapter 4. A concrete example of the abstract model is given by im-
plementing its components by means of conventional multi-layer feedforward
neural networks (Chapter 5).
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Figure 3.1: Left: A subtree t of a given input structure. Right: Tree-recursive
state evolution scheme exhibited by a TRDS while processing the subtree t.
Boxes denote states, solid hyper-edges indicate state transitions. Dotted arrows
represent tree node label information that lead to the corresponding state. A
maximum outdegree of k = 2 is assumed. To simplify the sketch, only the
subtree t and its immediate subtrees t1, t2 have been inscribed.

3.1 Tree-Recursive Dynamical Systems

In this section, the basic idea is to generalize the view of discrete-time dynamical
systems for the processing of data streams (as given by Equation 2.2). By using
a kind of tree-recursive dynamics in a continuous space, we are able to define
an interface between structures and analog computation.

Definition 10 (Tree-Recursive Dynamical System) Let T (U) be the set
of rooted labeled ordered trees (vertices carry labels of the type U) with max-
imum outdegree k, and let ’⊕’ denote the vector concatenation operator. A
tree-recursive dynamical system (TRDS) (M,nil, f, h) consists of a state space
M ⊆ R

m, an encoding nil ∈ M of the “empty tree” and two functions f , h
with

f : U ×Mk →M h :M → R
q

where q ∈ N. Let t ∈ T (U) be an arbitrary tree with d ≤ k immediate subtrees
t1, t2, . . . , td. Then a mapping g : T (U)→M is defined by tree recursion

g(t) = f(λ(t), g(t1)⊕ g(t2)⊕ · · · ⊕ g(td)⊕ nil ⊕ · · · ⊕ nil︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−d

) (3.1)

Finally, the mapping Ξ : T (U)→ R
q is defined by the composition of the output

function h on g:
Ξ := h ◦ g (3.2)
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Informally spoken, a point in the state spaceM may be interpreted as a kind
of analog representation of a subtree. A given TRDS (M,nil, f, h) processes
an input tree in a bottom-up manner. The function f is used to recursively
combine the label of its root with the representation of its immediate subtrees
(according to Equation 3.1, see also Figure 3.1). This process starts at the
leaves of the tree by using the node label and k times the encoding nil for the
empty tree. It ends up with the representation of the whole tree, which is then
mapped by the function h into the range Rq. Tree nodes with less immediate
successors than the maximum outdegree are padded with empty tree encodings
nil to fit to the fixed input dimension of the mapping f .

If not indicated differently, m is used to denote the dimension of the state
space, q stands for the output dimension of a TRDS, and k for the maximum
outdegree found in the data. The following simple example illustrates the usage
of TRDS.

Example 3 (Evaluation of Arithmetic Expressions)
Let A = (R, {plus ,mult}) be an algebraic structure where r(plus) = r(mult) =
2 and r(a) = 0 for a ∈ R. T (R ∪ {plus ,mult}) defines a non-enumerable set of
expressions in prefix notation.

Let (M,nil, f, h) be a TRDS with M = R, nil = 0, h : R → R and
f : (R ∪ {plus ,mult})× R× R→ R where

f(a, nil, nil) = a for a ∈ R
f(plus, x, y) = x+ y

f(mult , x, y) = x ∗ y
h(x) = x

This TRDS evaluates arithmetic expressions from T (R ∪ {plus ,mult}) assum-
ing that symbols are given their “intuitive” interpretation. For example, the
expression t = mult(2.73, plus (3.01, 4.45)) is evaluated to Ξ(t) = 20.3658.

3.1.1 Properties of TRDS

Next, we discuss some abstract properties of tree-recursive dynamical systems.
Rather than instantiating the system by specific functions, the focus is set on
the interface (specified by Definition 10) between discrete structures and analog
computation.

Deterministic Real-Time Processing

A TRDS (M,nil, f, h) can be viewed as a deterministic machine. The function
f : U×Mk →M defines transitions from a sequence of k prior states and a label
in U to the next state. Each transition processes a part of the input (here: one
node of the input tree). Spontaneous transitions, i.e. state transitions without
reading the input (or a part of it) are not allowed. This property is known
as real-time processing and is an essential prerequisite for the mechanism of
adaptivity and learning that we will later incorporate into the TRDS framework
(see Section 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: The interface between discrete structures and analog computation
(conceptual illustration).

Classification and Language Recognition

Definition 10 also covers classifiers, i.e. structure mappings of the type Ξ :
T (U)→ {c1, . . . , cr} where structures are assigned a label from a fixed number
of categories c1, . . . , cr. The class labels can easily be encoded into Rq, e.g. by
choosing q = r and a “one-hot” encoding (unit vectors).

Furthermore, a TRDS can be used to implement term (tree) language rec-
ognizers (the entire Chapter 6 is devoted to this topic). For instance, define an
accepting set Hyes ⊂M and a function h : M → R with x ∈ Hyes iff h(x) > 0.
The language recognized by such a tree-recursive dynamical system is L = {t |
t ∈ T (U) and Ξ(t) > 0}, i.e. the set of trees that are mapped to a point in the
accepting region.

Tree Encodings and Analog Computation

TRDS realize an “interface” between tree structures (nodes possibly labeled by
continuous values) and real vectors by executing a tree-recursive dynamic in
the continuous space (a conceptual illustration is sketched in Figure 3.2). The
participation of the mappings f and h in the overall computation is allowed to
vary between two extremes.

One is to utilize q components of (the range of f) M to serve as output
space. Then the whole mapping Ξ is accomplished by f . To be compatible
with the formal definition of Equation 3.2, the output function h has to be
defined as a simple projection of the state space M into the relevant output
dimensions.

The other extreme is to apply the mapping f as an injective tree encoder.
Trees t ∈ T (U) are then mapped to a point g(t) in the continuous space. In
this case the overall computation Ξ has to be accomplished by the mapping h.

At this stage of explanation one might ask why the mapping f (or even the
whole structure mapping Ξ) should not better be accomplished by a conven-
tional model of computation. This question is justified if we want to implement
a mapping that is completely specified and known in advance. However, as dis-
cussed later, our objectives are different. We want to develop adaptive models
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that enable “learning” previously unknown structure mappings from a finite set
of input-output examples. Given this context, it will soon become clear that
TRDS models offer significant advantages over conventional models of compu-
tation (see Section 3.2).

The choice of a continuous state space (i.e. M = R
m) implies an infinite

arithmetic precision. This constraint seems to contradict practical environments
(digital hardware) where only a finite word length is available to represent real
numbers. However, it turns out that TRDS models are robust against mild
noise and work well in practice with the available arithmetic precision.

TRDS and Discrete-Time Dynamical Systems

Obviously, by constraining the maximum outdegree to k = 1, the tree domain
T (U) is specialized to sequences U ∗. Thus, tree-recursive dynamical systems
can be viewed as a generalization of a class of discrete-time dynamical systems
(compare Equation 2.2 against Equation 3.1).

However, this is the right place to mention that discrete-time dynamical
systems sometimes have been defined in literature to operate in a slightly dif-
ferent way. Let this observation be exemplified by systems corresponding to
Equation 2.2. While TRDS evolve state transitions in a bottom-up manner, se-
quences s = u(1)u(2) · · · u(t) are processed by discrete-time dynamical systems
from “left-to-right” (see Figure 3.3).

x(1) x(2) x(t)x(0)

u(1) u(2) u(t-1) u(t)

s

g(1) g(t-1) g(t) nil

u(1) u(t)u(t-1)

Ξ (s)

y(1) y(2) y(t)

u(t)u(2)u(1)

Figure 3.3: Top: state evolution scheme commonly found for discrete-time
dynamical systems. Outgoing dotted arrows indicate the output computed from
the corresponding states. Middle: example input sequence s = u(1)u(2) · · · u(t).
Bottom: state evolution exhibited by TRDS while processing the sequence s.

Clearly, a discrete-time dynamical system defined this way is equivalent to
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a TRDS iff the input sequence s is mirrored to sR = u(t)u(t − 1) · · · u(1), the
encoding of the “empty sequence” is chosen to nil = x(0), and the output y(t)
is only generated at the end of the sequence.

This relationship means that most results that are going to be developed for
TRDS will also be valid for the special case, i.e. for a certain class of discrete-
time dynamical systems. Conversely, we should be able to apply many concepts
and results known in the case of sequences and discrete-time dynamical systems
to structure processing.

Can the Admissible Domain be Enlarged?

TRDS have orginally been defined for the domain of rooted labeled ordered trees
T (U). Is the interface given by Definition 10 compatible to a more general class
of structures? Let G(Σ) be the class of rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic
graphs (RLDOAGs) with label type Σ (see Definition 3).

Proposition 1 TRDS cannot distinguish between arbitrary graphs on the do-
main G(Σ).

Proof Consider the following counterexample (see also Figure 3.4). Let Gi =
(Vi, Ei, λi) (i = 1, 2) be two graphs in G(Σ) with Σ = {a}, V1 = {u1, v1, w1},
V2 = {u2, v2, w2, y2}, λi(z) = a for all z ∈ Vi, E1 = {(u1, v1), (v1, w1), (u1, w1)}
and E2 = {(u2, v2), (v2, w2), (u2, y2)}. There is no TRDS (M,nil, f, h) to com-
pute a function Ξ with Ξ(G1) 6= Ξ(G2).

g(G1) = f(λ(u1), f(λ(v1), f(λ(w1), nil ⊕ nil)⊕ nil)⊕ f(λ(w1), nil ⊕ nil))
= f(λ(u2), f(λ(v2), f(λ(w2), nil ⊕ nil)⊕ nil)⊕ f(λ(y2), nil ⊕ nil))
= g(G2)

The limitation exemplified by this counterexample is due to the fact that
“equal” subgraphs are mapped to the same state by any TRDS. The two trivial
subgraphs of G2 defined by the single vertex w2 and by the vertex y2 are equal
in their labels and successors. In this sense G1 can be seen as a kind of “normal
form” to G2 where equal subgraphs are represented only once.

We will show that TRDS are indeed well-defined on RLDOAG graphs re-
duced to their normal form (a formal specification will be stated by Corollary 1
and Definition 13). For a detailed discussion, we refer to Section 4.5 where
we convert this limitation on the domain G(Σ) into a beneficial feature which
speeds up learning on the domain T (Σ).

A practical way to circumvent this limitation is to augment the labels of
the graph by one component in order to store the indegree of the corresponding
vertex. The augmented graph is from the class G(U × N0). In Figure 3.4, the
indegree of a vertex is indicated as superscript to the label. Clearly, all original
graphs can now be distinguished by presenting their augmented versions to the
TRDS (without proof).
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Figure 3.4: Two RLDOAGs G1, G2 that cannot be distinguished by a TRDS
(see Proposition 1 and its proof).

The state transition mapping f enables merely the expression of a functional
dependency between the state computed for a vertex and that of its immediate
successor vertices. This implies that tree-recursive dynamical systems apply
only to directed graphs. Furthermore, unordered graphs, i.e. graphs where no
order is placed on the successors of vertices, are only treated in a proper way
if the state transition mapping f is commutative on its successor arguments
(see Example 3). Again, this limitation can be overcome if it is possible to
define a total ordering on the labels of the vertices, and thus to define a kind
of “normal form” for unordered graphs. This normal form must be generated
in a preprocessing step.

A similar situation arises if one wants to process RLDOAGs consisting of
more than one connected component. The idea of introducing a new “super-
root” vertex to glue the components to one graph seems only to work if a total
ordering can be defined on RLDOAG components.

G1 G4
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w

G 2
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w

G 3

v

uu

v

Figure 3.5: Four simple directed cyclic graphs G1, G2, G3 and G4. Vertices are
free of label information.

A critical extension to the LDOAG domain are cycles. Let us consider the
four simple graphs depicted in Figure 3.5 to get an impression of this issue.
Assume that there is no label information for the vertices. Since the graph G1

is rooted, we can apply the tree-recursive state update scheme of Equation 3.1
on the vertex u.

g(u) = f(g(v)) = f(f(g(v))) = · · · = f+(g(v))
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However, cycles put strong constraints on the choice of the mapping f . A
reasonable demand for the practical application of TRDS is output stability
established after a brief period of time, i.e. Ξ(G) should be constant for all
input graphs G after a small number of state updates. For our trivial example
G1, f must approach a fixpoint after a finite number of iterations. Are there
appropriate strategies to initialize the system (here: the state g(v))? The graph
G1 can only be distinguished from G2 (and from graphs that are obtained by a
stepwise “telescopic extension” of the path u→ v) by a TRDS if the states g(v)
are initialized with different values. This situation gets even more complicated
for the graphs G3 and G4 which possess no root vertex. Are mappings f that
converge to a limit cycle of length two (three) adequate to represent the graph
G3 (G4)? It is not clear whether mappings from non-rooted cyclic graphs to
one, single, unique output value can be accomplished by the TRDS framework
at all.

Even if the questions raised above can be answered in a satisfactory way,
we conjecture that cyclic graphs might lead to serious convergence and sta-
bility problems when adaptivity and learning are incorporated into the TRDS
framework (see Section 3.2).

Thus, in the following we will put our attention to the classs of rooted
labeled directed ordered acyclic graphs and the special case of rooted labeled
ordered trees.

Variations on the Dynamics

It must be emphasized that the dynamics as it is defined by Equation 3.1
is only one reasonable choice among several possible variations for TRDS. We
will now discuss some interesting concepts known in the context of discrete-time
dynamical systems that seem to be transferrable to TRDS and tree processing.

The discrete-time dynamical system introduced by Equation 2.2 accesses
previous state information x(t − 1) to compute the state at the next point of
time t. Alternatively, one can say that the feedback of the system is delayed
by one time step. We already used this view to describe the Elman RNN
architecture (see the delay element in Example 1). This unit time delay is
commonly denoted by the shift operator q−1

q−1x(t) := x(t− 1)

and has been generalized in several ways (for a comparison and the motivation
of discrete time operators, see Back and Tsoi 1995). For example, the shift
operator can be iterated to access arbitrary states computed in the past, i.e.
q−j := q−1q−j+1 for j > 1.

This concept can easily be generalized from temporal sequences to trees.
Each node of a given rooted ordered tree is characterized by its relative position
to the root node. We already introduced the position operator |p to access the
node (subtree) at position p (see Section 2.1). Let l be a given upper bound
on the number of successors, let p0, . . . , pl be arbitrary, but fixed positions and
define λ(t) := ⊥ (where ‘⊥’ is a label value that does not occur in the data) if
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Figure 3.6: Left: A given input tree t. Right: Tree-recursive state evolution
scheme driven by the dynamics specified in Equation 3.3. A maximum outde-
gree of l = k = 2 is assumed. The position operators are determined by p0 = 1,
p1 = 2 and p2 = 2.1.

t is empty. The tree-recursive dynamics is generalized to Equation 3.1.

g(t) =

{
nil if t is the empty tree,
f(λ(t|p0), g(t|p1)⊕ · · · ⊕ g(t|pl)) else.

(3.3)

Figure 3.6 illustrates the state evolution scheme for the setting l = 2 and
p0 = 1, p1 = 2, p2 = 2.1 (compare Figure 3.1). Obviously, Equation 3.3 is
reduced to the standard dynamics by choosing l = k and pi = i for i = 0, 1, . . . , l.

The tree-recursive state representation permits access only to state infor-
mation that has already been computed for successor nodes of the node under
consideration. In the context of discrete-time dynamical systems, this principle
is known as causality. The temporal shift operator can not be directed to future
points of time for recurrent state representations (e.g. Equation 2.2).

We know from the classical theory of formal languages and automata that
some models of computation gain power if non-deterministic state transitions
are permitted. In the context of tree-recursion, we speak of a non-deterministic
dynamical system if the function f is converted to a relation:

f : U ×Mk ×M

This formulation might be useful for a discrete label type. Then transitions
from one configuration of label and sequence of prior states to different successor
states are enabled.

The standard tree-recursive dynamics (see Definition 10) has been designed
to apply the output mapping h : M → R

q only onto the state computed for
the whole input tree (root node). Another interesting variation is to produce
output for every state transition made while processing the input tree. For
example, let the standard dynamics be modified to the following IO-dynamics:

g(t) = f(λ(t), g(t1)⊕ g(t2)⊕ · · · ⊕ g(td)⊕ nil ⊕ · · · ⊕ nil)
y(t) = h(g(t))

(3.4)
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Thus, the overall mapping computed by a TRDS will be a special structure-
to-structure mapping Ξ : T (U) → T (Rq) where the labels of an input tree are
transformed while its topology is conserved (see Figure 3.7).

t1 t2

t21 t22

y(t  )1 y(t  )2

21y(t    ) y(t    )22

t
y(t)

Figure 3.7: Left: A given input tree t. Right: The image Ξ(t) computed under
a tree-recursive IO-dynamics. Labels are transformed while the topology of the
tree is conserved.

3.1.2 Representational Capabilities

Intuitively, tree-recursive dynamical systems seem to be very powerful models
of computation. By restricting the domain to T (Σ) and applying TRDS as
a language recognizer, one is able to compare the representational capabilities
with classes known from the classical theory of formal languages (see Hopcroft
and Ullman, 1979; Gésceg and Steinby, 1996).

Obviously, the representational capabilities of a TRDS depend on the type
of functions chosen for f and h. This work is not to identify and establish
a complete hierarchy of language classes induced by various function types.
Nevertheless, we should at least be aware of some trivial extremes.

Regular word languages are commonly considered as one of the simplest,
yet still application-relevant language classes. Tree-recursive dynamical sys-
tems can be applied as recognizer of word languages (i.e. trees constrained to
a maximum outdegree k = 1, compare to the discussion in Section 3.1).

Proposition 2 Finite-state automata (FSA) with m states can be simulated
by tree-recursive dynamical systems using a symbol-dependent linear map f of
input dimension m+ 1 and a linear map h.

Proof Let A = (Σ, Q, F, δ, qs) be a given FSA over alphabet Σ where Q =
{q1, q2, . . . , qm} denotes the set of states, F ⊆ Q the set of final states, and
qs ∈ Q the start state. Let δ : Σ × Q → Q be the state transition function.
Simply use unit vectors ei to represent the states qi ∈ Q and rewrite δ as
symbol-dependent transition matrix Sa ∈ {0, 1}m×m, a ∈ Σ with Saij = 1 iff
δ(a, qj) = qi. We define the tree-recursive dynamical system (M,nil, f, h) as

M = {e1, e2, . . . em}
nil = es

f(a,x) = Sa · x
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h(x) =
m∑

i=1

wi · xi

where wi =

{
1 if qi ∈ F
0 else.

Let u = u1u2 · · · ul be an arbitrary word in Σ∗. Clearly, Ξ(u) > 0 iff the
mirrored word uR is accepted by the finite-state automaton A. The simulation
of the automaton A is accomplished by the linear map h :M → {0, 1} and the
symbol-dependent linear map f : Σ×M →M .

If no restrictions are placed on the mappings f and h we get the following
result for the largest language class that can be represented by TRDS.

Proposition 3 The class of languages that can be recognized by tree-recursive
dynamical systems contains all tree languages.

The basic idea here is to define an injective mapping g : T (U)→M (which
encodes a given tree into a point of M according to the tree-recursive dynamics
described by Equation 3.1). In addition, the main computation is hidden in the
function h :M → R which does not necessarily have to be computable.

Proof Let Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , an} be a finite alphabet. We follow the encoding
scheme for trees in T (U) presented by Hammer and Sperschneider (1997).

Let c : Σ → (0, 1) be an encoding function for Σ with c(ai) = (0.1)i. Each
tree t ∈ T (Σ) can be represented as a decimal string t̄ by

t̄ =

{
3 if t = nil,
2c̄(λ(t))t̄1 · · · t̄k else.

where t1, . . . , tk are the immediate subtrees of t and

c̄(ai) =

i
︷ ︸︸ ︷

0 . . . 1 0 . . . 0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

Each decimal string x can be represented by a pair (x1, x2) with x1 = 0.x
and x2 = (0.1)|x|. The first part contains the real number representation of
x, while its length is encoded by a real put into the second part. The pair
that represents the concatenation of two strings x and y is then computed by
(x1+ x2 · y1, x2 · y2). Let the maximum outdegree for the first be k = 2, choose
M = R

2, nil = (0.3, 0.1), and define f : Σ×M k →M as:

f(a, x1, x2, y1, y2) =
(
0.2 + 0.1 · c(a) + (0.1)n+1 · (x1 + x2 · y1) ,
(0.1)n+1 · x2 · y2

)

Obviously, the mapping g : T (Σ)→ R
2 (tree-recursion using f as combiner, see

Definition 10) is injective and computes for each tree t with maximum outdegree
k = 2 its pair representation for t̄. The mapping f can easily be extended to
case k > 2. The concatenation of the k strings belonging to successors is realized
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by the repeated application of the binary concatenation operator on the first
string and the sequence of the remaining strings.

Let L be an arbitrary tree language. Choose the mapping h : R2 → R such
that for all t ∈ T (Σ) holds h(g(t)) > 0 iff t ∈ L. Thus, L is recognized by the
TRDS (M,nil, f, h).

3.1.3 Algorithmic Aspects

We have argued that tree-recursive dynamical systems provide an appropri-
ate interface for structure mappings. The intention of the following section is
twofold. First, we want to derive algorithmic specifications for the mathemati-
cal formulation of the tree-recursive dynamics (Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2).
This step gives the basis for a precise analysis of the computational require-
ments, i.e. the resources of time and space. Secondly, this extremely simple
tree mapping algorithm is used to exemplify the notation that will be applied
throughout this work.

We use a pseudo programming language which may typically be found in
standard textbooks on Algorithmics (for example Cormen et al., 1990). The
algorithms are formulated in a mixed functional-imperative programming style,
parameter passing is assumed to be carried out in a call-by-value manner, and
global variables are avoided as far as possible. Further, arrays, records and sets
are the basic built-in data structures and the usual corresponding operations
on those data structures are available. We will primarily abstract from memory
management (simply assume an automatic garbage collection scheme) and run-
time issues. However, sometimes it is required to discuss variants where a
clever explicit memory management is essential in order to achieve a time and
space-efficient realization. Keywords are set in bold face, function names in
small caps. The whole notation is chosen to be as close as possible to the
mathematical equations that have been used to derive the algorithm.

The implementation of these algorithmic specifications on existing popular
software- and hardware environments utilizing a real programming language
can be regarded as a simple exercise.

The Computational Effort of Tree Mapping

Let (M,f, g, nil) be a given tree-recursive dynamical system and k be the max-
imum outdegree found in the tree domain T (U). Assuming that f , g, nil and
k are pre-compiled into the program code, Algorithm 3.1 is a straight-forward
translation of the specification given by Definition 10. The function Trds maps
a given input tree t ∈ T (U) to Ξ(t), while the tree-recursive mapping g is ac-
complished by the function Trds-Rec. The operator Outdegree returns the
number of immediate subtrees.

Let m = dim(M) be the dimension of the state space, let Tf , Th denote the
time complexity required to compute the functions f, h and let u = |t| be the size
(number of nodes) of the given input tree. Not counting the space to maintain
the input tree (i.e. Θ(u(n+k) ) to store label and successor information), Θ(km)
memory cells times the maximum depth of recursion are allocated during the
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Trds(t)

1: return h(Trds-Rec(t))

Trds-Rec(t)

1: d← Outdegree(t)

2: initialize x to a vector of dimension zero

3: for i← 1 to d do

4: x← x⊕Trds-Rec(ti)
5: for i← d+ 1 to k do

6: x← x⊕ nil
7: return f(λ(t)⊕ x)

Algorithm 3.1: TRDS, structure mapping.

tree-recursive process. This results in a space consumption of

Θ(k d̃m)

where d̃ is the depth of the input tree. The time complexity of Algorithm 3.1
is given by

Θ(uTf + Th)

where it is expected that the mappings f and h touch each input component
at least once, i.e. Tf = Ω(n+ km) and Th = Ω(m).

Roughly stated, the TRDS mapping implemented by Algorithm 3.1 results
in a computation time that grows linearly to the size of the input structure and
in a space consumption that scales linearly to its depth.

A Note on TRDS and Sequence Processing

Consider TRDS being applied on sequences, i.e. on the domain where the max-
imum outdegree is constrained to k = 1. In that case Algorithm 3.1 would
require Θ(um) space and Θ(uTf + Th) time to perform the mapping for a
given input sequence of length u.

Note that (in contrast to the case k > 1, tree structures) sequence map-
ping can be accomplished with constant space if organized in an iterative way.
Starting with the empty tree encoding nil as initial state, the next state can
be iteratively computed just using label information from the predecessor node
and the state already assigned to the current node. Doing so, only Θ(m) space
is required.
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3.2 Adaptivity and Learning

We stated earlier that tree-recursive dynamical systems are an appropriate in-
terface for structure mapping. The current definition of TRDS assumes that the
state transition function f and the output function h are known in advance and
“hard-wired” into the system. However, we postulated that structure mappings
should be adaptive to the given task and to the given set of structures (see Sec-
tion 1.2). Rather than “programmed by hand”, the mapping Ξ should ideally
be adapted to a changing environment or automatically “learned” (inferred)
from the available data set.

Whenever one assigns machines the capabiblity of “learning” or “adaptiv-
ity”, at least three aspects have to addressed (for a survey of different machine
learning approaches see Mitchell, 1997):

1. The class of learning tasks that can potentially be captured,

2. the performance measure that allows the judgement of the progress and
the accuracy of the system on the given task, and

3. the source of experience that is utilized to improve the performance.

Let us first explain the kinds of learning tasks to be considered within the
framework of TRDS in a more precise way.

3.2.1 Learning Tasks

The following class of learning tasks fits directly to the input-output interface
of tree-recursive dynamical systems.

Definition 11 A (direct) inductive learning task to be solved within the TRDS
framework is defined as a tuple (Ξ,P) where Ξ is an unknown (or partially
known) function of the type Ξ : T (U) → R

q with q ∈ N and T (U) is the
(possibly infinite) domain of rooted labeled ordered trees carrying the label
type U (see Section 2.1). P is a large but finite set of examples partially
describing Ξ, i.e. P = {(t1,Ξ(t1)), (t2,Ξ(t2)), . . . , (tp,Ξ(tp))} where ti ∈ T (U)
and i, p ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ p.

The learning task is to infer an approximation ΞA (as precise as possible,
with respect to a given error measure) to the function Ξ based on the given
finite example set P only.

A special case is the function Ξ : T (U)→ {c1, c2, . . . , cp} with p ∈ N. This is a
description of inductive p-class classification tasks where the ci (i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤
p) are the corresponding class labels. The objective here is to infer a classifier
ΞC with a high accuracy, i.e. with a high probability of correctly classifying a
randomly selected tree t ∈ T (U).

Inductive language inference can be viewed as a task where trees have to
be classified into two categories {yes, no}. A pair (t, yes) is called a positive
example and denotes a tree t ∈ T (U) that is known to belong to the language.
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All these learning tasks are compatible with the domain and range of TRDS.
The objective is to directly infer structure mappings; “experience” is assumed
to be available in the form of input-output examples. The performance is com-
monly measured on given data not used for the learning process. For approx-
imation tasks, the error measure gives information about the accuracy. The
performance of learning in classification tasks is, for instance, measured by the
percentage of correctly (or the percentage of incorrectly) classified trees (see
the subsequent section for a further discussion).

Note that we can formulate other interesting learning tasks which make
“indirect” use of the structure mapping, i.e. where Ξ is embedded into a much
more complex expression. Consider a criterion defined on (the power set of) the
images of Ξ : T (U) → R

q. Then the learning task is not to infer the mapping
Ξ, but to satisfy or to optimize the given criterion.

Goller (1997, 1999b) defined a min-max criterion between sets of struc-
tures and showed that the inferred structure mapping can be used to control
the search for automated deduction systems. Recently, Goller and Gori (1999)
proposed this approach to apply tasks that are commonly defined on the vec-
tor domain, e.g. learning vector quantization (LVQ1) and (nonlinear) feature
extraction, to indirect learning tasks on the tree domain.

3.2.2 Learning as Parameter Optimization

The basic idea of incorporating learning mechanisms into the TRDS framework
uses parameterized state transition and parameterized output mappings. The
parameters are adjusted (and thereby the entire tree-recursive dynamical sys-
tem) toward the solution of the given learning task, with respect to the chosen
performance measure and the available data.

Definition 12 A parameterized tree-recursive dynamical system is a TRDS
(M,f, h, nil) where f and g are parameterized mappings.

The corresponding parameters are denoted by wf ∈ Ωf , and w
h ∈ Ωh. Ωf

and Ωh are written for the parameter space spread out by the parameters.

Let Ξ̂ = (M,f, h, nil) be a parameterized TRDS and let P be a given example
set. Now the inductive learning tasks can be reformulated as a parameter
optimization problem:

Optimize the performance of Ξ̂ in the parameter space Ωf ×Ωh with
respect to the example set P.

The performance measure for parameterized systems is commonly based on an
error measure E which measures the difference between the mapping computed
by the system under its current parameter settings and the desired target val-
ues found in the example set. In our context (see below) the error measure
depends on the configuration of the given TRDS (M,nil, f, h) , the parameter
configuration wf ,wh and on the example set P.

This innocuous and simple formulation of learning as parameter optimiza-
tion usually hides some serious problems. It is worth recalling some known
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important issues and putting them in context of the abstract TRDS frame-
work.

Representation

A necessary condition for learnability is that the learning device has the intrinsic
power to represent the concepts behind the given data. Unfortunately, in most
cases there is only very limited prior knowledge on the nature of the mapping
Ξ to be learned (or to be optimized as part of a more complex criterion). The
problem of choosing the appropriate class of parameterized functions and the
right dimensionality of the model is also known as the model selection problem.
A common procedure is train models of different dimensionality (and of different
representational power, starting from the simplest) and to determine the “best”
model by statistical tests (e.g. Moody, 1994; Kohavi, 1995).

Generalization

Usually one is interested in not only adapting a system to the examples that
have been utilized for the learning procedure, but also in obtaining a model
that exhibits high accuracy on unseen data. The generalization capability of a
learning device essentially depends on the number of parameters and the type of
functions used in the system (Kearns and Vazirani, 1994). The so-called sample
complexity is a theoretical measure to characterize the number of example data
required to achieve a given level of generalization accuracy for a given learning
device.

When we talk about generalization in the context of tree-recursive dynam-
ical systems, an additional aspect which is absent from conventional learning
devices – namely the size of the input structure – has to be taken into ac-
count. A given fixed-size TRDS is able to process arbitrarily large (in number
of nodes), but finite-size input trees. Thus, sometimes one is also interested in
the capability of the system to generalize on data of larger size than present in
the example set used for learning.

Commonly, a model is trained and tested on different partitions of the avail-
able example data and the performance measure is defined on data not used for
training. Multiple experiments on different data partitions are used to estimate
the performance value and its reliability (Kohavi, 1995).

On the Choice of the Error Measure

The right choice of the error measure critically depends on the particular ap-
plication and the learning task of interest (for a good motivation and critical
survey of different error functions consult Bishop, 1995, Chapter 6). Various
error functions developed for the optimization of static parameterized models
can be generalized to the TRDS framework. Let us give some examples.

A popular error measure used for approximation tasks is the sum-of-squares
error function (SQE). The difference between the desired value (also called
teacher signal or target) and the output of the system Ξ̂ under its current
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parameter configuration is summed up among a finite example (training) set

P = {(t1,Ξ(t1)), (t2,Ξ(t2)), . . . , (tp,Ξ(tp))}

E(w) =
1

2

p
∑

i=1

(Ξ̂(ti)− Ξ(ti))
2 (3.5)

The error function E depends on the parameters w of the parameterized system
Ξ̂. For a given TRDS (M,nil, f, h) this error measure has to be refined to
E : Ωf × Ωh → R and rewritten to

E(wf ,wh) =
1

2

p
∑

i=1

q
∑

j=1

(Ξ̂j(ti)− Ξj(ti))
2 (3.6)

where wf ,wh are the dim(Ωf ),dim(Ωh)-dimensional parameter vectors of the
mappings f, h and q is the dimensionality of the output range. The j-th com-
ponent of the output is referenced by Ξ̂j.

An integral part of the learning task is to find the parameter configuration
that minimizes the error function E. Obviously, the absolute minimum of this
error function (Equation 3.6) is met when Ξj(ti) = Ξ̂j(ti) for all values of j
and i. Note that a low error value does not necessarily imply that the adapted
model fits to each point of the example set with the same high accuracy. Nor
is this a guarantee for a high generalization accuracy.

Now consider a q-class classification task. Let the targets be encoded by a
“one-hot scheme” (i.e. Ξj(t) = Ψjl iff t is from class l) and assume a TRDS
where each output component (of the mapping h) is exclusively reserved for one
class 1. Equation 3.7 defines an interesting alternative to SQE – the so-called
cross-entropy error measure (CEE).

E(wf ,wh) = −
p
∑

i=1

q
∑

j=1

Ξj(ti) ln

(

Ξ̂j(ti)

Ξj(ti)

)

(3.7)

Furthermore, let the output mapping h : Rm → R
q be constrained to h :=

h2 ◦ h1, h1 : Rm → R
q, h2 : Rq → R

q with

h2j :=
exp(h1j )

∑q
l=1 exp(h

1
l )

(3.8)

Equation 3.8 is known as the softmax function. The output values lie in the
interval (0, 1) and the output components sum up to unity. The combination
of the CEE error measure with a softmax output interface allows (under cer-
tain conditions) the interpretation of the output values as probabilities of the
corresponding class memberships (Bishop, 1995).

The learning tasks formulated by minimization of Equation 3.6 and Equa-
tion 3.7 exemplify supervised learning schemes since the target values (e.g. class
label information) in the example set are explicitly utilized to adapt the system.

1Ψ denotes the Kronecker operator, i.e. Ψij = 1 if i = j, and Ψij = 0, else.
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Recently, Goller and Gori (1999) proposed entropy-based criteria to project
a set of tree structures P = {t1, t2, . . . , tp} with ti ∈ T (U) to the Euclidian vec-
tor space Rq while preserving “as much information as possible”. Equation 3.9
depicts one of them applied to the TRDS framework.

E(wf ,wh) = min
1≤i<j≤p

‖Ξ̂(ti)− Ξ̂(tj)‖ (3.9)

The basic idea is to maximize this criterion in the parameter space to obtain
a projector Ξ̂ that spreads the images of the example trees apart (assuming an
Euclidian distance measure and a bounded output mapping h). The TRDS is
embedded into a criterion which does not make use of target information. Thus,
the task is formulated as an indirect inductive learning task, and learning can
be done under an unsupervised regime.

Optimization Techniques

Learning formulated as parameter optimization belongs to the broader class
of global (local) optimization problems if the absolutely best (a good solution)
is required. Depending on the type of the parameter space (e.g. discrete vs.
continuous) and the nature of the error measure, several solution methods have
been developed (for a state-of-the-art collection of deterministic approaches
see Horst and Pardalos, 1995) Recently, the field of optimization is strongly
influenced by heuristic methods like tabu search (Glover, 1990), genetic algo-
rithms (Michalewicz, 1996), and statistical techniques (Mockus, 1994).

A widely developed approach for the minimization of continuous and differ-
entiable functions is to make use of gradient information to guide the search in
the parameter space. Provided that the error function and thereby the map-
pings f and h are continuously differentiable with respect to their parameters,
tree-recursive dynamical systems allow to compute gradient information in an
efficient way (see next chapter). Thus, a variety of established optimization
methods are available and potentially applicable as learning procedures in the
TRDS context.

3.3 Related Work

In the past years many different machine learning approaches have been devel-
oped for different application scenarios (for a survey consult Mitchell, 1997).
However, none of them covers the same range of learning tasks or is directly
comparable to the proposed TRDS framework. Let us briefly categorize the
most related work.

3.3.1 Models of Analog Computation and Learning

Moore (1998) proposed a model of analog computation – so-called dynamical
recognizers – for real-time word language recognition. An input word is mapped
to a point in the continuous space Rm by composing symbol-dependent function
maps. Language membership is decided based upon a finite Boolean combina-
tion of inequalities on the state space. A hierarchy of recognizable language
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classes is established and compared to the classical Chomsky hierarchy by ex-
ploring different types of mappings (e.g. linear, piecewise linear, polynomial,
elementary) and deterministic versus non-deterministic state transitions. In-
deed, dynamical recognizers can be viewed as tree-recursive dynamical systems
specialized to symbol-dependent transition maps and sequence processing. We
conjecture that many of Moore’s results can be generalized to TRDS and a simi-
lar hierarchy of tree language classes can be established (compare Section 3.1.2).

A similar concept is that of dynamical automata introduced by Tabor (1997,
1998). The continuous state space is partitioned into compartments. The selec-
tion of the applicable state transition mapping is decided by the current input
symbol and (in contrast to Moore’s dynamical recognizers) by the current state
compartment of the system. The automaton is initialized by a start region and
accepts the input sequences if a final region is approached. By using fractal
sets to represent stacks in a continuous way and by implementing transition
functions as iterated function systems (Barnsley, 1993), pushdown dynamical
automata are formulated that are equivalent to the classical realtime push-down
automata. Tabor defined special metrics on the automata space which enables
constraining the representable language class.

Both approaches, dynamical recognizers and dynamical automata, have
been merely viewed as interesting theoretical models of analog computation.
These models are defined on symbol sequences and cannot be applied as tree
language recognizers. Learning mechanisms are not considered.

Tree-recursive dynamical systems can be interpreted as a generalization of a
certain class of discrete-time dynamical systems for sequence processing to the
tree domain T (U). If the transition and output function are implemented by
neural networks, an interesting class of discrete-time recurrent neural networks
is obtained (see Section 2.2, Definition 7). Learning as parameter optimiza-
tion is a well-established approach for these models (e.g. for gradient-based
optimization see Baldi, 1995; Pearlmutter, 1995; Tsoi, 1998). When discrete-
time recurrent neural networks are applied to inductive word language inference
tasks, the behavior of the trained models can be explained by means of iterated
function maps (Kolen, 1994; Blair and Pollack, 1997). For a detailed discussion
of “neural network” instances of TRDS we refer to Chapter 5 (Section 5.4).

Recently, Frasconi et al. (1998) proposed a probabilistic framework for adap-
tive structure processing. State transitions are specified by conditional proba-
bility tables over state, input and output variables. The authors demonstrated
that classical approaches known for sequence processing, e.g. hidden markov
models and associated learning methods (Rabiner, 1989), can in principle also
be used to address inductive learning tasks on the tree domain. The probabilis-
tic approach can be seen as a generalization of the deterministic tree-recursive
dynamical systems. However, it is an open question whether the computa-
tionally expensive learning methods for probabilistic models cope well with the
combinatorial tree domain.
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3.3.2 Learning in Discrete Hypotheses Spaces

The metaphor of hypotheses space is commonly used in the field of machine
learning to characterize the potential class of concepts that can be learned
(represented) by a given learning device. Roughly stated, inductive learning
can be interpreted as a clever navigation through this space directed to find
the “best” (with respect to a given performance measure) hypothesis covering
the given example data (Angluin and Smith, 1983). From this point of view,
the hypotheses space of a given tree-recursive dynamical system is the set of
structure mappings that can be generated by parameter instantiation. Assum-
ing state space, parameter space, and error measure to be continuous then the
hypotheses space of a TRDS is also of continuous nature.

There are some machine learning approaches that both operate in a dis-
crete hypotheses space and that can be applied to solve learning tasks on the
tree domain. One branch is the inference of tree automata (tree grammars) by
positive (and negative) examples (and additional information) where the hy-
potheses space is determined by a certain class of languages (for a survey and
formal framework see e.g. Knuutila and Steinby, 1994; Knuutila, 1994).

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) (Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994; Mug-
gleton, 1992) is a collective name for methods that synthesize logic programs
from example data (and possibly additional information). If the hypotheses
space is defined by first-order logics, then arbitrary structures and computable
concepts over structures can be specified. For instance, by introducing a rela-
tion vertex to describe properties of a vertex and a binary relation edge to
specify edges between two vertices, one can construct arbitrary graphs. Srini-
vasan et al. (1996) represented chemical structures in this relational way and
applied ILP on the prediction (formulated as inductive learning task) of the mu-
tagenic activity (a property that is assumed to be related to carcinogenicity) of
small molecules. This is in contrast to TRDS which can only treat labeled trees
and a very limited subclass of directed graphs (see Section 3.1.1). However,
expressiveness has to be traded against huge (often infinite) hypothesis spaces.
Heuristics (and prior knowledge) have to be utilized to make learning at all
practical.

The inference of tree automata is limited to purely discrete learning tasks.
The corresponding structure mappings are characterized by a discrete output
range and by discrete label information used in the input domain. The ILP
approach can (to a certain extent) cope with continuous attributes but is, in
contrast to TRDS, not applicable to regression tasks on structures.

3.3.3 Similarity Measures on Structures

There is common agreement on the definition of similarity measures on fixed-
size continuous feature vectors (e.g. based on their Euclidean distance) and
their usefulness for classification and retrieval tasks. The appropriate definition,
computation, and usage of similarity measures on more complex data structures,
e.g. sequences, trees and graphs, is still an active field of research.

One proposal is to define the distance of structures by means of editing
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operations (cf. Bunke and Messmer, 1994; Zhang and Shasha, 1989). In general
terms, the similarity of two given structures is determined by the length of the
minimum chain of weighted editing operators required to transform one into
the other (or both to the same structure). Examples for editing operators are
the cut, the insertion, and the relabeling of edges or vertices.

Other approaches, e.g. approximate graph matching, often make use of sub-
isomorphism concepts on graphs. The objective is to find a (partial) “best”
mapping between two given graphs (Bunke, 1998). Schädler and Wysotzki
(1999) formulate (partial) graph matching as an energy minimization problem
where user-defined similarity measures on vertices and edges can be incorpo-
rated. The energy functional is transformed into a Hopfield-type neural net-
work. A steady state of the network dynamics represents a mapping between
graphs, its energy is taken as a measure of graph similarity.

The common disadvantage of these approaches is that similarity is used as
a fixed and pre-defined measure. Unfortunately, in many cases the underlying
concepts of the given data are not known in advance and the main part of the
learning task is just to discover the inherent concepts. Consider the inductive
learning task to infer the “even-parity recognizer” (introduced as Example 2)
from a given set of positive and negative examples. Let s1 be the even-parity
tree “1(1, 0)”, s2 be a even-parity tree containing 1000 nodes and t a tree of odd-
parity consisting of the one leaf labeled “1”. We conjecture that any reasonably
defined similarity measure based on editing distances or subisomorphism would
regard t more similar to s1 than to s2 and thus would fail to capture the even-
parity feature.

Goldfarb and Nigam (1994) proposed an extension to the editing distance
approach, the so-called evolving transformation systems (ETS). The operator
weights are optimized with regard to the given task and given data. During
the learning process, new operators can be evolved by the concatenation of
several existing (elementary) operators to a more complex one. The evolution
of the similarity measure is considered as part of the learning task. However,
ETS turn out to generate vast search spaces (Kralisch, 1998). To date, it is
not known whether this appealing theoretical concept can be implemented as a
practicable learning method. ETS are defined for binary classification tasks on
sequences of a discrete alphabet. Structures carrying continuous information
are not considered.

One can hardly compare the nature of similarity-based approaches (dis-
cussed above) against that of tree-recursive dynamical systems and inductive
learning as parameter optimization. Obviously, for TRDS the learning task is
fixed in advance by a pre-defined error measure involving the output of the
system under the given example data (cf. Equations 3.6–3.9). But there is no
pre-defined similarity measure on the structure domain. The behavior of the
TRDS is determined by the parameterized state mapping f and output mapping
h which are adapted towards the given task and data. A kind of task-specific
“similarity” measure on the data is obtained as the product of a successful
learning process, i.e. a structure mapping that maps “similar” structures to
“similar” output values.
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3.4 Reflections

Let us briefly recall and summarize the main concepts and arguments provided
in this chapter. This is also the right place to show the logical ties to the
subsequent chapters of this work.

We introduced tree-recursive dynamical systems as a framework to model
structure mappings, i.e. mappings from the domain of ordered trees (nodes
possibly augmented by numerical values) to the real vector space. Basically,
a TRDS is specified by a state transition mapping and an output mapping.
Employing tree-recursive dynamics, a given input tree is mapped to a point in
the continuous state space. The tree mapping can be realized with a memory
consumption that grows linearly to the depth of the input tree and in time
scaling linearly to the size of the input tree.

We will show as a by-product that the tree domain can be slightly enlarged
to a certain class of rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic graphs (cRLDOAG,
see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.6). Cyclic or undirected graphs cannot be processed
in an adequate way. This limitation of TRDS has to be kept in mind when
facing specific application scenarios (see Section 7.1).

TRDS are powerful models of computation. Obviously, the representational
capabilities depend on the type of the state transition and output mappings. If
applied as a language recognizer, symbol-dependent linear maps suffice to sim-
ulate finite-state word automata. The relationship of certain classes of TRDS
to bottom-up tree automata (regular tree languages) is explored in Chapter 6.
Any tree language is recognizable if TRDS are configured with polynomial tran-
sition maps and no restriction is put on the choice of the output maps. Certain
TRDS instances have been proven to be universal approximators for structure
mappings (we refer to Hammer (1998b) and Chapter 5).

Adaptivity is incorporated into the model by using parameterized state
transition and output maps. Inductive learning tasks can be reformulated as
the optimization of a given performance and error measure in the parameter
space. It enables addressing direct learning tasks ranging from the classification
and regression of structures to the indirect adaptation of structure mappings
that are part of a complex criterion to be optimized. If the error measure
is given by a continuous and differentiable function, well-established gradient-
based optimization methods are available to attack the learning task. It turns
out that gradient information can be computed for TRDS in an efficient way
(see Chapter 4).

TRDS can be viewed as a generalization of known deterministic parame-
terized models (see Table 3.4). By constraining the maximum outdegree in
the tree domain to k = 1, a certain class of discrete-time dynamical systems for
sequence processing is obtained. When “pathological” one-leaf trees are consid-
ered, we get the special case of multivariate (nonlinear) functions. Node labels
would play the role of input vectors. This observation raise the conjecture that
many results and methods known in the case of sequence and vector processing
can be generalized to TRDS. We expect, on the other hand, that most known
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Parameterized Domain
Model

Multivariate Fixed-size Vectors
Functions R

n

Discrete-time (Infinite) Sequences
Dynamical Systems (Rn)∗

Tree-recursive Trees of Arbitrary, but Finite Size
Dynamical Systems T (Rn), cRLDOAG

Table 3.1: Relating different parameterized models by their admissible domain.

problems and disadvantages are the product of inheritance and thus even more
apparent in the general case.

The generality and variability of the TRDS models and the wide range
of learnings tasks that can be formulated as parameter optimization provides
justification to speak of a “framework” for adaptive structure processing. We
introduce the so-called neural folding architecture as an interesting instantiation
of TRDS in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

Gradient-Based Learning

Methods for Tree-Recursive

Dynamical Systems

We have argued that inductive learning tasks for tree-recursive dynamical sys-
tems can be formulated as parameter optimization problems. Let us now focus
on those cases where the error measure to be optimized is characterized by a
continuous and differentiable function on the parameter region of interest.

This chapter will demonstrate that gradient information can be calculated
for TRDS in an elegant and efficient way. The principle ideas behind gradient-
based optimization methods will be illustrated first. We explore two different
pathways for the calculation of first-order gradient information. Both are in-
spired by gradient calculation schemes known as real-time recurrent learning
(RTRL) and backpropagation trough time (BPTT) in the context of discrete-
time dynamical systems and sequence processing (for a selection of relevant
literature see Baldi, 1995; Pearlmutter, 1995; Williams and Zipser, 1994; Wer-
bos, 1990, 1974; Tsoi, 1998).

The tree-recursive gradient computation (TRGC) scheme, inspired by
RTRL, is obtained by directly evolving the partial derivatives according to
the tree-recursive dynamics of a TRDS. We derive its counterpart – the back-
propagation through structure (BPTS) algorithm – by applying the “unfolding
metaphor” (known from BPTT). For a given input tree, the tree-recursive def-
inition of structure mapping is unfolded to a functional expression tree of the
same shape. This view reduces the original problem to that of calculating the
gradient information for a static parameterized multi-variate function. The
BPTS algorithm is clearly favored to its counterpart TRGC if the computation
time matters. Concerning space requirements, TRGC is superior to BTPS, but
only in the case of very large input structures.

We will show that gradient computation can be sped up for TRDS operating
on a purely discrete (only discrete labels are permitted) tree domain. Redun-
dant computation effort is avoided by applying a common subexpression elimi-
nation technique (as a pre-compilation step) on the data set. As a by-product,
tree-recursive dynamical systems and gradient computation are proven to be
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well-defined on a slightly enlarged domain (a class of rooted labeled directed
ordered acyclic graphs).

The gradient calculation algorithms TRGC and BPTS enable solving induc-
tive learning tasks for TRDS with the aid of several well-established gradient-
based optimization methods.

4.1 Gradient-Based Parameter Optimization

We have formulated inductive learning for TRDS as the task to find that point
in the parameter space that minimizes (maximizes) a given error measure. If
the error measure is a continuous and differentiable function on the region of
interest, then so-called gradient-based methods are usually taken into account to
solve the optimization problem. Let us briefly sketch the principle ideas behind
gradient-based optimization methods and the use of gradient information for
the optimization process. For a comprehensive introduction and an overview
over practicable methods we refer to standard textbooks, e.g. Polak (1971),
Bishop (1995, Chapter 7), Press et al. (1992, Chapter 10),

4.1.1 On the Use of Gradient Information

A necessary condition for the location w∗ of the minimum value of an error
function E is that it sets the differential of E with respect to the parameter w
to zero, i.e.

∇E(w∗) = 0

However, in most applications the error function and its differential are very
complex expressions and one cannot presume to derive a closed form solution
in an analytical way.

First-order gradient information can be utilized to numerically calculate a
minimum of E. Assume that the error measure is expanded to a first-order
approximation

E(w +∆w) ≈ E(w) + (∆w)T∇E(w) (4.1)

where ∆w denotes a perturbation from the current point w and ∇E := ∂E/∂w
the differential of E w.r.t. w. Clearly, this approximation is only valid for very
small pertubations ∆w. By choosing

∆w = −η∇E(w)

with η ≥ 0 we get a non-increasing error

E(w +∆w) ≈ E(w)− η (∇E(w))T∇E(w) (4.2)

By starting with the initial point w0, the parameter vector w can be updated
as follows:

wi+1 = wi − η∇E(wi) (4.3)

where wi is an estimation for w∗ at the iteration step i. This simple procedure
is known as the steepest (gradient) descent (SGD) method:
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Start at a point w0 on the error surface. As many times as needed
move from point wi to point wi+1 by following the local downhill
gradient ∇E(wi).

The initial parameter vector w0 is often chosen at random. The error measures
designed to capture inductive learning tasks are defined with respect to a given
set of training examples. A common strategy is to stop the optimization process
when the error measured on an independent validation data set starts to in-
crease. This approach is often part of a strategy to optimize the generalization
performance of the system.

The SGD technique is known to have several serious deficiencies (Bishop,
1995; Press et al., 1992). It is inherently limited to a linear convergence speed
in the neighborhood of a minimum. The search direction following the nega-
tive gradient does not necessarily point to the direction of a minimum of the
error function. Successive search directions are orthogonal to each other and
thus result in a very slow minimization process. Furthermore, the convergence
behavior is rather sensitive to the choice of the initial starting point w0 and
the learning parameter η.

Nevertheless, SGD can be taken to illustrate the basic ideas behind gradient-
based optimization. At each step of the minimization process, a search direction
and the step size of the move into that direction must be determined. Practica-
ble gradient-based methods are built upon the first-order gradient and make use
of additional information “between” the first-order and the second-order gra-
dient (e.g. information about the curvature of the error function) to eliminate
the weaknesses of steepest descent (we will return to this issue in Section 4.6).
Obviously, the existence of efficient algorithms to compute first-order gradients
for tree-recursive dynamical systems is a fundamental prerequisite for the appli-
cation of advanced gradient-based optimization methods on inductive learnings
tasks.

4.1.2 Update Modes

Error measures for inductive learning tasks are usually defined by means of a
given example data set

P = {(s1,Ξ(s1)), (s2,Ξ(s2)), . . . , (sp,Ξ(sp))} (4.4)

where si ∈ T (U) and Ξ(si) ∈ Rq for i = 1, 2, . . . , p (in the context of tree-
recursive dynamical systems and discrete structure mapping). If the influence
of the whole set P to the error functional E is written as a summation of the
influences of the individual members (see Section 3.2.2, e.g. Equations 3.6–3.9)
then the gradient information is also calculated to a sum over gradients of
individual data points (structures).

∂E

∂w
=

∂

∂w

p
∑

i=1

E(si) =

p
∑

i=1

∂E(si)

∂w
(4.5)

Here we abbreviate E(si) := E(w, si) for the error contribution of one structure-
target pair (si,Ξ(si)) ∈ P. This form of error summation allows discrimination
between two different parameter update modes.
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1. Batch Update. Compute the gradient information (search direction and
step size) with respect to the whole training set P and then update the
adjustable parameters of the system. This procedure is counted as one
epoch of the optimization (learning) algorithm.

2. Online Update (also known as Stochastic Update). Calculate the contri-
bution of one training pattern to the error gradient information. Update
the parameters before the next pattern is considered.

The main advantage is that at each point of time, only one structure has
to be stored. This is an important feature if we consider real-time environ-
ments where a stream of data has to be processed and the system has to
be adapted online. The assumption behind this update mode is that the
average direction of motion in the parameter space should approximate
the direction obtained by the total error gradient information. However,
this assumption is only justified for sufficiently small step sizes which in
turn might lead to slow convergence. On the other hand, since there is
no guarantee of a monotonic decrease in the error value, the stochastic
update mode has the possibility to “escape” from local minima.

SGD-Batch(P)
1: (Ptrain ,Ptest )← Partition(P)
2: epoch ← 0

3: w← Random-Init()

4: repeat

5: e← 0

6: epoch ← epoch + 1

7: for each (s,Ξ(s)) ∈ Ptrain do
8: e← e + Compute-First-Order-Gradient(s,Ξ(s))

9: w← Update-Parameters(w, e)

10: until Stopping-Criterion(epoch ,Ptest , e,w)

Update-Parameters(w, e)

1: return w− η · e

Algorithm 4.1: SGD minimization, batch update modus.

Algorithm 4.1 illustrates the batch update mode wrapped around the steep-
est gradient descent minimization method. The function GD-Batch expects
a finite set P of patterns with their target values as input (e.g. for TRDS the
format of the data should be compatible to Equation 4.4). First, the data set
P is partitioned into two disjoint sets, a training set Ptrain and a test set Ptest
(accomplished by the operator Partition, line 1). For each training epoch,
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the error gradients contributed by all patterns of the training set are summed
up (according to Equation 4.5) in the variable e (lines 7,8). The gradient
information with respect to one pattern is delivered by the function Compute-
First-Order-Gradient, which also covers the specific error functional. A
parameter update is done after the total error gradient has been accumulated
to

∑

(s,Ξ(s))∈Ptrain

∂E(s)

∂w

The function Update-Parameters is a direct translation of Equation 4.3.
The minimization process is started on a random point on the error surface
(Random-Init, line 3) and stops when a certain criterion is satisfied (to be
specified by the predicate Stopping-Criterion). A common strategy (already
mentioned in Section 4.1) is to stop when the error falls below a certain threshold
and the error measured on the test set starts to increase.

SGD-Online

1: w← Random-Init()

2: while (s,Ξ(s))← Get-Next-Data() do

3: e← Compute-First-Order-Gradient(s,Ξ(s))

4: w← Update-Parameters(w, e)

Algorithm 4.2: SGD minimization, online update mode.

The corresponding online update modus is exemplified by Algorithm 4.2.
The parameter update is directly carried out after the contribution of the cur-
rent input pattern (in the case of TRDS: one complete input tree) to the error
gradient has been obtained.

If tree-recursive dynamical systems are driven by IO-dynamics (see Sec-
tion 3.1.1, Equation 3.4) then a further interesting update mode – node-online
update – comes into consideration. In this case, each node (each subtree) of
a tree structure is given a target value and thus contributes to the total error
gradient. The error gradient might be calculated similar to Equation 4.6

∂E

∂w
=

∑

(t,Ξ(t))∈P

∑

s∈S(t)

∂E(s)

∂w
(4.6)

where the set of subtrees of a given tree t is denoted by S(t) = {s | s v t}. One
might think of a parameter update executed after the error gradient information
has been calculated for the “current” node of the input tree. However, since we
have not yet found a way for TRDS to handle the general class of infinite tree
structures, the node-online parameter update mode provides only a reasonable
definition for the domain of infinite sequences or infinite chain-like structures
(see Section 4.4.3.2).
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4.1.3 Discrete Labels and Continuous Optimization

Let us now turn to the development of gradient-based optimization (learning)
algorithms for tree-recursive dynamical systems. The admissible domain for
TRDS has been described by T (U), i.e. rooted ordered trees with nodes possibly
augmented by labels of type U . The case of a discrete label type U = Σ needs
special treatment to ensure that the state transition mapping, the mapping
Ξ : T (U) → R

q computed by a TRDS and thus the error measure yield a
continuous and differentiable function. There are at least two approaches to
prepare discrete input labels for gradient-based optimization in the continuous
parameter space.

1. Model Discrimination. For each symbol a ∈ Σ (or for each class of sym-
bols) an individual state transition mapping fa :M

k →M is defined and
applied to the tree-recursive dynamics. We already made implicit use of
this option in Example 3.

A weaker version is to have one function model f but to maintain a sepa-
rate parameter set wf,a for each symbol a ∈ Σ. The TRDS construction
to prove Proposition 2 (Section 3.1.2) might be interpreted in this way if
the symbol-dependent transition matrix would be considered as a matrix
of adjustable parameters.

2. Label Encoding. Labels a ∈ Σ are encoded by vectors in Rn. Each time a
node label of an input structure is processed, its corresponding encoding
is provided instead of the discrete symbol. This encoding can be realized
by an injective mapping c : Σ→ R

n fixed in advance.

An interesting variation of this encoding scheme is to define one parameter
vector va ∈ Rn for each symbol a ∈ Σ and to integrate the label parame-
ters into the overall optimization process (adaptive label encoding).

It is an open question (at the current stage of investigation) which of the two
major (and of the two minor) alternatives is to be favored. We conjecture that
the answer depends critically on the nature of the given learning task and data.

Obviously, it can not be decided from a static view, i.e. by comparing the ex-
pressiveness of the different alternatives. Label encoding can simulate the model
discrimination approach by implementing the state transition as a construct
that branches to the corresponding symbol-dependent mapping. The converse
statement is proven by means of a “parameter currying” argument. Simply
define symbol-dependent mappings fa as a wrapper around the state transition
mapping specified for a label encoding approach, i.e. fa(x) := f(c(a),x). Ar-
guments based on the resource (memory) consumption can not be given for the
general case, since they would depend on the number of different symbols found
in the domain related to the number of TRDS system parameters.

The first option allows exploiting the knowledge that certain symbols are
playing different roles for a given application. A plausible hypothesis might be
that, in contrary to a fixed label encoding approach, the burden to infer and to
discriminate different behavior for different (classes of) symbols is taken from
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the learning algorithm. Adaptive label encodings seems to be better suited for
those learning tasks where the distribution of symbols on the positions of trees
has to be captured from the data.

For this work, discrete labels are assumed to be pre-processed by the label
encoding approach. Next, we derive algorithms to compute first-order gradient
information for TRDS. This is done under the implicit assumption that only
numerical labels of type U = R

n occur in the domain. All results are still
valid for the case of discrete labels U = Σ if a fixed label encoding scheme is
applied on the input trees. In Section 4.4.5, we sketch the idea of adaptive
label encoding, i.e. making label encoding part of the overall gradient-based
optimization process.

4.2 Tree-Recursive Gradient Computation

To close the chain of argumentation – gradient-based optimization can be ap-
plied on inductive learning tasks for tree-recursive dynamical systems – it still
has to be shown in this context that first-order gradient is computable in an
efficient way.

Next, two different pathways to compute the first-order gradient for TRDS
are explored. We follow each with its mathematical derivation and then develop
the algorithmic view. The first method – tree-recursive gradient computation
(TRGC) – is inspired by the RTRL scheme known in the context of discrete-time
dynamical systems and sequence processing.

4.2.1 Mathematical Derivation

For reasons of simplicity we assume for a given parameterized TRDS
(M,nil, f, h) with

M = R
m, f : Rn+km → R

m, h : Rm → R
q, nil ∈ Rm

the mappings f , h and the error function E : Ωf × Ωh → R to be continuous
and differentiable functions on the whole parameter space Ωf × Ωh. Let the
data be given by the set

P = {(s1,Ξ(s1), (s2,Ξ(s2), . . . , (sp,Ξ(sp))}

where si ∈ T (Rn) and Ξ(si) ∈ Rq for i = 1, 2, . . . , p. Furthermore, let Ξ̂j (j =
1, 2, . . . q) denote the j−th function Ξ̂j : T (Rn) → R of the field Ξ̂ computed
by the TRDS under the current parameter assignment. We write wf , wh for
the nf = dim(Ωf ), nh = dim(Ωh)-dimensional parameter vectors belonging to
f , h. Without loss of generality, the calculation of the first-order gradient is
exemplified by the SQE error function (see Section 3.2.2, Equation 3.6).

E(wf ,wh) =
1

2

p
∑

i=1

E(si) =
1

2

p
∑

i=1

q
∑

j=1

(Ξ̂j(si)− Ξj(si))
2 (4.7)
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The partial derivative of the error function E with respect to a specific param-
eter w is given by

∂E

∂w
=

1

2

p
∑

i=1

∂E(si)

∂w
=

p
∑

i=1

q
∑

j=1

(Ξ̂j(si)− Ξj(si))
∂Ξ̂j(si)

∂w
(4.8)

Thus, for a given input tree t ∈ T (Rn), we have to calculate the partial deriva-
tive ∂E(t)/∂w (cf. Equation 4.5) which in turn is determined by the two terms

∂Ξ̂j(t)

∂wf
l

and
∂Ξ̂j(t)

∂wh
l

(4.9)

where wf
l (wh

l ) is a specific component of the parameter vector wf (wh) with
1 ≤ l ≤ nf (1 ≤ l ≤ nh). Note that the calculation of the first-order gradient
∇E can be broken down to these terms for any reasonably defined (continuous
and differentiable) optimization criterion E that has been “wrapped around” a
TRDS.
The second term of Equation 4.9 is immediately (compare Definition 10) devel-
oped to

∂Ξ̂j(t)

∂wh
l

= h′j(g(t)) (4.10)

where h′j is written as a shorthand for the partial derivative of the mapping

hj with respect to the parameter wh
l , i.e. h

′
j := ∂hj/∂w

h
l . By applying the

well-known generalized chain rule for differentials on the composition Ξ̂ := h◦g
(see Definition 10, Equation 3.2) we get

∂Ξ̂j(t)

∂wf
l

=
∂hj(g(t))

∂wf
l

=
m∑

i=1

hj,xi(g(t)) ·
∂gi(t)

∂wf
l

(4.11)

where hj,xi = ∂hj/∂xi denotes the partial derivative of hj with respect to its
i-th argument.

Now, let k be the maximum outdegree found in the domain and t ∈ T (Rn)
be an arbitrary tree with d ≤ k immediate subtrees t1, t2, . . . , td. The tree-
recursive dynamics (cf. Definition 10, Equation 3.1) is utilized to directly evolve

the partial derivative ∂gi(t)/∂w
f
l to

∂gi(t)

∂wf
l

= f ′i(x(t)) +
dm∑

j=1

fi,xn+j(x(t)) ·
∂gα(j)(tβ(j))

∂wf
l

(4.12)

where

x(t) = λ(t)⊕ g(t1)⊕ · · · ⊕ g(td)⊕ nil ⊕ · · · ⊕ nil︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−d

(4.13)

α(j) = ((j − 1) mod m) + 1 (4.14)

β(j) = (j +m− 1) div m (4.15)
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and f ′i := ∂fi/∂w
f
l , fi,xn+j := ∂fi/∂xn+j . The operator α computes the ap-

propriate argument index for g; β determines the immediate subtree index of
interest. Equation 4.12 measures the total impact of the variable wf

l on the
target gi, i.e. the direct effects (f ′i(x(t)), via f) and the indirect effects (via
the tree-recursive composition of f on the immediate subtrees). This can be
regarded as an application of the more general so-called chain rule for ordered
derivatives which was introduced by Werbos (1990, 1974). One can simply
verify that the tree-recursion is well-founded.

We define the following functional matrices as compact representations of
partial derivatives.

Gij(t) := ∂gj(t)/∂w
f G ∈ Rnf×m

Jhij(g(t)) := hj,xi(g(t)) Jh ∈ Rm×q

Hij(g(t)) := ∂hj(g(t))/∂w
h H ∈ Rnh×q

J
f(r)
ij (x(t)) := fj,xn+(r−1)m+i

(x(t)) Jf(r) ∈ Rm×m, 1 ≤ r ≤ k
Fij(x(t)) := ∂fj(x(t))/∂w

f F ∈ Rnf×m

Note that Jf(r) and Jh are the transposed Jacobian matrices of the functions
f and h at the locations x(t) and g(t), respectively. Let z(t) be the difference
between computed output and target value for a given input tree t.

To recall, the objective is to calculate ∂E(t)/∂wf and ∂E(t)/∂wh, i.e. the
partial derivatives of the error function E with respect to a given tree t and
the parameters wf and wh of the mapping f and h. Let us apply the following
vector notation:

z(t) := Ξ̂(t)− Ξ(t) z(t) ∈ Rq

ef (t) :=
∂E(t)

∂wf
ef (t) ∈ Rnf

eh(t) :=
∂E(t)

∂wh
eh(t) ∈ Rnh

By resubstitution of G and H into Equation 4.11 and the application of the
inner sum of Equation 4.8 we get 1

ef (t) = G(t) · (Jh(g(t)) · z(t)) (4.16)

eh(t) = H(g(t)) · z(t) (4.17)

Equation 4.12 is condensed by collecting the partial derivatives ∂gi(t)/∂w
f
l for

l = 1, . . . , nf and i = 1, . . . ,m into the matrix G.

G(t) = F(x(t)) +
d∑

i=1

G(ti) · Jf(i)(x(t)) (4.18)

where

x(t) = λ(t)⊕ f(x(t1))⊕ · · · ⊕ f(x(td))⊕ nil ⊕ · · · ⊕ nil︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−d

(4.19)

1We write A ·B to denote the matrix product between two matrices A and B.
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Finally, the total first-order gradients ef := ∂E/∂wf and eh := ∂E/∂wh for the
SQE error function are obtained by a summation over the gradient contributions
of all trees in the training set P (see Equation 4.8 and Equation 4.5).

ef =

p
∑

i=1

ef (si) eh =

p
∑

i=1

eh(si) (4.20)

By stripping the difference vector z(t) from Equation 4.16 and Equation 4.17,
we have a compact matrix formulation for the partial derivative of the mapping
Ξ̂ (computed by a TRDS) with regard to the parameters and for one tree of
the data set.

∂Ξ̂(t)

∂wf
= G(t) · Jh(g(t)) ∂Ξ̂(t)

∂wh
= H(g(t)) (4.21)

Note that the gradient calculation for any other continuous and differentiable
optimization criterion embedding TRDS (as a projector from the tree domain
to the vector space) can be broken down to these two terms.

4.2.2 The Algorithmic View

This section analyzes the tree-recursive gradient computation scheme from an
algorithmic point of view.

To recall, TRGC has been defined for as a parameterized TRDS of the type
(M,nil, f, h) with

M = R
m, f : Rn+km → R

m, h : Rm → R
q, nil ∈ Rm

Algorithm 4.3 (TRGC) expects a pair of input tree t ∈ T (Rn) and desired
target value Ξ(t) as input and returns the first-order gradients ∂E(t)/∂wf ,
∂E(t)/∂wh for the SQE error function. We assume that the matrices of partial
derivatives H, Jh, F and Jf(r) (1 ≤ r ≤ k) can be determined in an analytical
way and are (together with the mappings f and h) compiled a priori into the
program code. An alternative solution might be to numerically approximate the
partial derivatives by a finite Taylor series expansion of the original mappings.
However, this requires additional evaluations of f and h in the environment of
x(t), g(t) and is a source for potential errors.

The main function TRGC is a one-to-one translation of Equation 4.16
(line 3) and Equation 4.17 (line 4). By a careful analysis of Equation 4.18
and Equation 4.19, one can observe that both the computation of the gradi-
ent information G(t) and the computation of the state f(x(t)) are defined by
tree-recursion on t. Function TRGC-Tree-Walk makes use of this fact by
interlacing these computations into one tree-recursive process (lines 2–10). The
recursion ends at leaves t (detected by an outdegree zero of the root node of the
current tree); the return value (see line 11) is constituted by the state f(x(t))
computed for the leaf paired with its contribution to the gradient information
G(t) = F(x(t)).

For reasons of compactness in presentation, two further input arguments
to Algorithm 4.3 have been omitted. The parameter vectors wf and wh are
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required in order to evaluate the mappings and functional matrices h, Jh, H
(in the scope of Function TRGC) and f , F, Jf(i) (in the scope of Function
TRGC-Tree-Walk).

TRGC(t,Ξ(t))

1: (y,G)← TRGC-Tree-Walk(root (t))

2: z← h(y) − Ξ(t)

3: ef ← G · (Jh(y) · z)
4: eh ← H(y) · z
5: return (ef , eh)

TRGC-Tree-Walk(v)

1: d← Outdegree(v)

2: x← λ(v)

3: for i← 1 to d do

4: (yi,Gi)← TRGC-Tree-Walk(vi)

5: x← x⊕ yi
6: for i← d+ 1 to k do

7: x← x⊕ nil
8: G← F(x)

9: for i← 1 to d do

10: G← G+Gi · Jf(i)(x)
11: return (f(x),G)

Algorithm 4.3: Tree-recursive Gradient Computation.

Let u = |t| denote the size (number of nodes) of the given input tree t ∈
T (Rn), d̂ its depth, and let k be the maximum outdegree found in the data. For
the analysis of the computational effort of Algorithm 4.3, we follow the same
line of argumentation as provided for Algorithm 3.1 (Section 3.1.3).

Function TRGC-Tree-Walk generates a tree-recursive process during
runtime. This results in the allocation of O(k) blocks of memory (to store
the state y and the gradient information G) times the maximum depth of re-
cursion. Thus, the space consumption of Algorithm 4.3 is characterized by

O(k d̃ (nf m+ n) + nh + q) (4.22)

The worst case becomes apparent when a complete k-ary input tree of depth d̃
is processed.

As noted for the space requirements of structure mapping (Algorithm 3.1,
see the note at the end of Section 3.1.3), the space consumption behavior of
Algorithm 4.3 can be improved for the case k = 1. For sequence processing,
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the algorithm can be transformed to an iterative version by implementing a
bottom-up (left-to-right) traversal of the nodes, starting with the encoding nil
of the empty sequence (as initial state). Doing so, Algorithm 4.3 (TRGC) is
reduced to the well-known RTRL algorithm for discrete-time dynamical systems
and sequence processing. The space requirements are independent of the length
of the input sequence, i.e. are improved to

Θ(nfm+ n+ nh + q)

Note that there exists no comparable way to improve Algorithm 4.3 for
the case k > 1 (tree structures). Any possible tree traversal strategy that is
compatible to the TRGC scheme cannot exhibit a better worst case behavior
in space consumption than stated by Equation 4.22 (without proof).

Let Tf , Th, TJh , TH, TF and TJf(r) be the time complexity of the mappings
f , h, Jh, H, F and Jf(r), respectively. The number of elementary operations
(multiplications) carried out during the tree-recursive gradient computation for
one input tree can essentially be traced to

h(y)
︷︸︸︷

Th +

Jh(y)
︷︸︸︷

TJh +

G·(Jh(y)·z)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

nfm+mq+

H(y)
︷︸︸︷

TH +

H(y)·z
︷︸︸︷

nhq +

u (

f(x)
︷︸︸︷

Tf +

F(x)
︷︸︸︷

TF +

Jf(i)(x)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

TJf(i) +

Gi·Jf(i)(x)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

nfm
2 )

Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 4.3 is given by

Θ(Th + TJh + TH + q(m+ nh) + u (Tf + TF + TJf(i) + nfm
2 ) ) (4.23)

The formulation of a compact upper bound critically depends on the type of
mappings f and h. The time complexity is roughly characterized by one matrix-
matrix multiplication for each node of the input tree (i.e. Θ(unfm

2)), if not
dominated by the evaluation of f , F and Jf(i). Assuming that each input
component is touched at least once (i.e. Th = Ω(m) and Tf = Ω(n+ km)) we
obtain the following lower bound.

Ω( q(m+ nh) + u (nfm
2 + km+ n) ) (4.24)

Algorithm 4.3 demonstrates that first-order gradient information for TRDS
can be computed in a rather efficient way. To illustrate its use for gradient-
based optimization by means of the simple SGD method, just imagine the
function application Compute-First-Order-Gradient in Algorithm 4.1 or
Algorithm 4.2 is replaced by TRGC.

4.3 Backpropagation Through Structure

Algorithm 4.3 (TRGC) has been derived by directly evolving the error differ-
ential equation according to the TRDS dynamics. The time complexity of tree-
recursive gradient computation is roughly characterized by one matrix-matrix
multiplication for each node of the input tree (Equation 4.23).
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Can this behavior in computation time be improved? We present the back-
propagation through structure (BPTS) method as an alternative access to the
calculation of the first-order error gradient. BPTS can be interpreted as a gen-
eralization of the BPTT method (well-known in the context of discrete-time
dynamical systems for sequence processing) to the tree domain. BPTS turns
out to be superior to TRGC concerning the time complexity. But this improve-
ment has to be traded against a space consumption that grows linearly to the
size of the input tree.

4.3.1 The Unfolding Metaphor

We make the same premises as stated for the derivation of TRGC. Let
(M,nil, f, h) be a given (parameterized) TRDS with

M = R
m, f : Rn+km → R

m, h : Rm → R
q, nil ∈ Rm

The mappings f , h and the error function E : Ωf ×Ωh → R are assumed to be
continuous and differentiable functions on the whole parameter space Ωf ×Ωh.
Let the data be given by the set

P = {(s1,Ξ(s1), (s2,Ξ(s2), . . . , (sp,Ξ(sp))}

Again, without loss of generality, the calculation of the first-order gradient is
exemplified by the SQE error function (see Section 3.2.2, Equation 3.6).

E(wf ,wh) =

p
∑

i=1

E(si) =

p
∑

i=1

1

2

q
∑

j=1

(Ξ̂j(si)− Ξj(si))
2 (4.25)

The differential of the error function E with respect to the parameter vector w
is written to a sum of tree-specific differentials

∂E

∂w
=

p
∑

i=1

∂E(si)

∂w
(4.26)

We use the following metaphor to derive an alternative gradient calculation
scheme. Take the tree-recursive formulation of the mapping Ξ̂ : T (Rn) → R

q

computed by a TRDS (see Equation 3.1, Definition 10) and unfold it according
to the given input tree t. The result is a composite expression of the same
shape.
Let us illustrate this metaphor with the help of Figure 4.1. The mapping
Ξ̂(t) := h(g(t)) is unfolded to the following expression.

h(f(λ(t), f(λ(t1), nil, nil), f(λ(t2), f(λ(t21), nil, nil), f(λ(t22), nil, nil))))

The parameters occurring in the unfolded expression can now be indexed by
the corresponding subtree. Let wf (s), s ∈ S(t) denote the parameter vector
wf occurring on the level of the subexpression s v t of the unfolded expression.
Let wh be the parameter vector of h as introduced before.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the “unfolding” metaphor. Right: input tree t.
Label information has been omitted. Left: schematic depiction of the unfolded
expression Ξ̂(t). Boxes denote the dimension of the domain and range of the
mappings f and h. Solid arrows indicate the direction of the mappings.

Thus, the original problem is reduced to the calculation of partial derivatives

∂E(t)

∂wf (s)
, s ∈ S(t) = {s | s v t}

for a standard multivariate function E(t). Remember that the parameters oc-
curring at different subtree levels are identical, i.e. wf (s) = wf for s ∈ S(t).
The partial derivative of the error contribution of one tree with regard to the
function parameter wf can be summed up over all subtree contributions.

∂E(t)

∂wf
=
∑

s∈S(t)

∂E(t)

∂wf (s)
(4.27)

This rule of summation can be justified by a simple parameter identification
applied to the well-known chain rule for partial derivatives (e.g. for a formal

proof see Goller, 1997, Lemma 3.3.1). Let wf
l (s) (1 ≤ l ≤ nf ) denote a specific

component of the parameter vector wf (s). By applying the chain rule, the

derivative of E(t) with respect to wf
l (s) can be rewritten to

∂E(t)

∂wf
l (s)

=
m∑

i=1

∂E(t)

∂gi(s)
· ∂gi(s)
∂wf

l (s)
(4.28)

Let k be the maximum outdegree found in the data and name t1, t2, . . . , td to
be the d ≤ k immediate subtrees of s ∈ T (Rn). The second factor of the sum
in Equation 4.28 can immediately be evaluated to

∂gi(s)

∂wf
l (s)

=
∂fi(x(s))

∂wf
l

(4.29)

where the input x(s) to the mapping f is given (compare Equation 4.19) by

x(s) = λ(s)⊕ f(x(t1))⊕ · · · ⊕ f(x(td))⊕ nil ⊕ · · · ⊕ nil︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−d

(4.30)
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Similarly to Equation 4.28 the chain rule is applied to ∂E/∂wh
l

∂E(t)

∂wh
l

=

q
∑

i=1

∂E(t)

∂hi(g(t))
· ∂hi(g(t))

∂wh
l

(4.31)

We extend the matrix/vector notation for partial derivatives (introduced in
Section 4.2.1) in the following way:

δfi (s, t) := ∂E(t)/∂gi(s) δf ∈ Rm

δhi (t) := ∂E(t)/∂hi(g(t)) δh ∈ Rq

efl (s, t) := ∂E(t)/∂wf
l (s) ef ∈ Rnf

ehl (t) := ∂E(t)/∂wh
l eh ∈ Rnh

Equation 4.28 and Equation 4.31 are condensed to

ef (s, t) = F(x(s)) · δf (s, t) (4.32)

eh(t) = H(g(t)) · δh(t) (4.33)

where δf (s, t) and δh(t) still are to be determined. Keeping in mind that
Ξ̂(t) := h(g(t)) , the latter one can easily be read from Equation 4.25

δh(t) = Ξ̂(t)− Ξ(t) (4.34)

The calculation of δf (s, t) requires discriminating between two cases. First,
look at the situation s = t, i.e. s indexes the given input tree t at the root level.
We have

δfi (t, t) =
∂E(t)

∂gi(t)
=

q
∑

j=1

∂E(t)

∂hj(g(t))
· ∂hj(g(t))

∂gi(t)
=

q
∑

j=1

δhj (t) · hj,xi(g(t)) (4.35)

The other case is constituted by s < t, i.e. s being a proper subtree of t. Suppose
that s is the r-th immediate subtree of a tree t̃ v t, i.e. s = succr(t̃ ).

δfi (s, t) =
∂E(t)

∂gi(s)
=

m∑

j=1

∂E(t)

∂gj(t̃ )
· ∂gj(t̃ )
∂gi(s)

=
m∑

j=1

δfj (t̃ , t) ·
∂fj(x(t̃ ))

∂xn+(r−1)m+i
(4.36)

We apply the familiar matrix notation and rewrite Equation 4.35 and Equa-
tion 4.35 to

δf (s, t) =







Jh(g(t)) · δh(t) if s = t ,

Jf(r)(x(t̃ )) · δf (t̃ , t) else. (s < t̃ v t, s = succr(t̃ ))
(4.37)

Obviously, Equation 4.32 and Equation 4.33 (based on the tree-recursive defi-
nition of Equation 4.30 and Equation 4.37) are well-founded for all subtrees s
of a given input tree t. Finally, the first-order gradients ef := ∂E/∂wf and
eh := ∂E/∂wh for the SQE error function are obtained by a summation over
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the gradient contributions of all trees (and all subtrees thereof) in the training
set P (see Equation 4.26 and Equation 4.27).

ef =

p
∑

i=1

ef (si) =

p
∑

i=1

∑

s̃∈S(si)

ef (s̃, si) eh =

p
∑

i=1

eh(si) (4.38)

As with TRGC, the BPTS gradient computation scheme is applicable on any
other continuous and differentiable optimization criterion “wrapped around” a
TRDS projector. δh(t) is the only term that has to be adapted to a different
error function E(t).

4.3.2 The Algorithmic View

We develop the algorithmic description for the BPTS gradient calculation
scheme in a two-stage approach. The first stage is based on the following
observations. All computations related to one node of a given input tree are
uniform to that of all other nodes. Further, they depend only on information
related to the immediate predecessor or successor nodes. One can imagine the
gradient calculation being realized on a parallel machine where the processing
elements are connected according to the same topology as presented by the
input tree.

A practical algorithm for a single-processor system is obtained by combining
the essential concepts of the first stage into a tree-centered view.

4.3.2.1 The BPTS Machine

Let t be a given input tree and let k be the maximum outdegree found in
the data. Imagine a virtual machine (we call it a BPTS machine) with one
processing element (PE) for each node of t. Each PE has access to local memory,
is equipped with k+2 IO-pins (for k immediate successors, one predecessor and
one additional input), and executes the same program. The interconnection
scheme follows the tree topology of t (see Figure 4.2). Connections can be
used for bi-directional communication (here we abstract from synchronization
issues).

The terms f(x(s)), δf (si) (1 ≤ i ≤ d) and ef (s) can be locally computed
by the processing element PE s (s ∈ S(t)), i.e. using only information that is
communicated from its immediate successors PE si (1 ≤ i ≤ d) and its prede-
cessor PE. The overall gradient ef (t) is computed by executing the following
three-phase protocol on the BPTS machine. For each phase, the signal flow
through the system is illustrated by a diagram (arrows denote the direction,
the arrow labels depict the signals communicated between PE’s).
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t 2t 1

PE t

t 1
PE t 2

PE

t 22
PEt 21

PE
t 22t 21

t

Figure 4.2: Left: A given input tree t. Right: The corresponding BPTS ma-
chine. The processing elements (one each tree node) are connected according to
the tree topology of t. Double arrows denote bi-directional connections between
two PE’s.

Phase 1 Computation of f(x()), signal flow: bottom-up

Initialization: communicate the empty tree encod-
ing nil to the unconnected (successor) pins of each
PE; feed the label information λ(s) to PE s.
On each PE s, s ∈ S(t) do: collect label input and
inputs received from the successor pins, store their
concatenation x(s), compute f(x(s)) and pass the
result as output to the predecessor PE.

λ(t)
//WVUTPQRSPEs

f(x(s))OO

niloo

f(x(s1))

=={{{{{{{
···f(x(sd))

OO

nil

\\::::::

k−d
...

Phase 2 Computation of δf (), signal flow: top-down

Initialization: feed the value Jh(f(x(t))) · δh(t) as
input to the predecessor pin of PE t.
On each PE s, s ∈ S(t) do: take the input from the
predecessor pin and store it as δf (s, t); pass the
results of the multiplications Jf(i)(x(s)) · δf (s, t)
as outputs to PE si (1 ≤ i ≤ d).

WVUTPQRSPEs

��

δf (s, t)

δf (s1, t)
~~

}}}}}}}

δf (s2, t)
��

···δf (sd, t)
  

AAAAAAA

Phase 3 Computation of ef (), signal flow: bottom-up

On each PE s, s ∈ S(t) do: sum up the inputs re-
ceived from the PE si (1 ≤ i ≤ d), add the result
of the multiplication F(x(s)) ·δf (s, t) and commu-
nicate this value to the predecessor PE.

WVUTPQRSPEs

ef (s)OO

ef (s1)

AA������
ef (s2)

OO

···ef (sd)

]];;;;;;

Note that prior to the execution of this protocol, the current parameter
vector wf has to be made available to each PE. We can easily verify that after
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the execution of the three-phase protocol the gradient ef (t) is correctly (as
output of the processing element PE t) computed by the BPTS machine.

Phase 1 is a direct realization of Equation 4.30. The TRDS state f(x(s))
is propagated from the leaves to the root PE, i.e. signals flow “bottom-up”
through the system.

f(x(s)) = f(λ(s)⊕ f(x(s1))⊕ · · · ⊕ f(x(sd))⊕ nil ⊕ · · · ⊕ nil︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−d

)

Equation 4.37 justifies the second phase. For root nodes we have δf (t, t) =
Jh(f(x(t))) · δh(t) and

δf (si, t) = Jf(i)(x(s)) · δf (s, t),

otherwise (for the i− th successor of a tree (node) s). The δf signals are propa-
gated back through 2 the processor tree (signals flow from the root to the leaves,
“top-down”). A simple transformation of Equation 4.32 and Equation 4.38
leads to the rule of computation shown with the third phase.

ef (s) = F(x(s)) · δf (s, t) +
d∑

i=1

ef (si)

This means that the error gradients ef (s, t) are accumulated to their sum while
visiting the nodes of the processor tree in a bottom-up manner. The order of
the phases guarantees that the values x(s) (computed and memorized during
the first phase) and δf (s, t) (computed and stored in Phase 2) are available for
later phases.

Each PE requires O(n+ km+ nf ) local memory if inputs and outputs are
not buffered. Assuming parallel communication paths, the bandwidth has to be
configured by O(max(n, nf ,m)) times word length. The computational effort
is determined by two matrix-vector multiplications, the evaluation of f and F,
and k evaluations of a J matrix, i.e. O(m(m+nf ) + Tf + TF+ k TJ) time with
respect to one PE.

Remarks We should be aware that a direct (hardware) implementation of
the virtual BPTS machine would not be a wise decision for several reasons.
Firstly, the tree structures contained in the training set are of rather different
shape and size (not known in advance). Thus, the topology of the machine
would have to be reconfigured for each tree in the data set (and for every
training epoch). The reconfiguration effort is likely to reduce any potential
computational advantage of the overall system. An alternative would be to
have a vast number of processing elements such that the whole training set is
mapped onto one huge BPTS machine. Then the topology would remain stable
during the optimization process.

Furthermore, the achievable degree of parallelism is very poor. It can easily
be shown that the average load in the entire system during the processing of
an input tree of depth d̃ cannot exceed 1/d̃.

2One metaphor to explain the name of the game.
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Nevertheless, the idea of the BPTS machine illustrates the inherent data
dependencies (induced by the BPTS gradient calculation scheme) that have
to be considered for the realization of an efficient algorithm. By applying a
tree-centered view, we show in the next section how the three-phase protocol
can easily be transformed to an efficient BPTS algorithm suitable for single-
processor systems. Moreover, the existence of a suitable mapping of the virtual
BPTS machine to a real multi-processor system cannot be excluded.

4.3.2.2 The Tree-Centered View

Algorithm 4.4 (BPTS) expects a pair of input tree t together with its target
value Ξ(t) and returns the first-order gradients ∂E/∂wf and ∂E/∂wh.

The main function BPTS is a direct translation of Equation 4.34 (line 2),
the root node case of Equation 4.37 (line 3), Equation 4.33 (line 4) and triggers
one bottom-up (line 1) and one top-down (line 5) traversal of the vertices of
the input tree. The data structure representing a vertex (node) of the tree is
augmented by the entry to maintain state information. We write v.y to access
the state f(x(s)) memorized in vertex v (computed for the subtree s).

Function BPTS-BottomUp mimics the first phase of the three-phase pro-
tocol (executable on the BPTS machine) by a postorder traversal of the input
tree. It is also very similar to a regular TRDS tree evaluation (compare Algo-
rithm 3.1). However, all immediate results (state information belonging to a
subtree) are stored in the corresponding vertex data structure. The value g(t)
(i.e. the state t is mapped onto by the given TRDS) is returned to the main
function.

BPTS-TopDownUp combines the second and third phase of the BPTS
machine protocol. The δf -values are propagated through the tree structure by
a preorder left-to-right traversal of the nodes. During the tree-recursive ascent
the error gradient contributions of the individual nodes are summed up and,
when the root node is reached, the accumulated error gradient is returned to
the main function.

The space consumption of the BPTS algorithm is constituted by that of
the main function BPTS and the maximum over the space requirements of
BPTS-Bottom-Up and BPTS-TopDownUp. Let u be the size of the input
tree and let d̃ be its depth. Making the same assumptions as were made in the
complexity analysis of Algorithm 4.3 we get the following space consumption
for Algorithm 4.4:

Ξ(t)
︷︸︸︷

q +

y
︷︸︸︷

m +

� h

︷︸︸︷

q +

� f

︷︸︸︷

m +

ef

︷︸︸︷

nf +

eh

︷︸︸︷

nh +

wf

︷︸︸︷

nf +

wh

︷︸︸︷

nh +

max (

v.y
︷︸︸︷

um +

x
︷ ︸︸ ︷

n+ km
︸ ︷︷ ︸

BottomUp

,

v.y
︷︸︸︷

um +d̃ (

x
︷ ︸︸ ︷

n+ km+

� f

︷︸︸︷

m +

ef

︷︸︸︷

nf )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

TopDownUp

) =

Θ
(

q + nh + um+ d̃ (n+ km+ nf )
)

Function BPTS-TopDownUp can be transformed to a tail-recursive version
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BPTS(t,Ξ(t))

1: y← BPTS-BottomUp(root(t))

2: δh ← h(y) − Ξ(t)

3: δf ← Jh(y) · δh
4: eh ← H(y) · δh
5: ef ← BPTS-TopDownUp(root (t), δf )

6: return (ef , eh)

BPTS-BottomUp(v)

1: d← Outdegree(v)

2: for i← 1 to d do

3: BPTS-BottomUp(vi)

4: x← λ(v)

5: for i← 1 to d do

6: x← x⊕ vi.y
7: for i← d+ 1 to k do

8: x← x⊕ nil

9: v.y← f(x)

10: return v.y

BPTS-TopDownUp(v, δf )

1: d← Outdegree(v)

2: x← λ(v)

3: for i← 1 to d do

4: x← x⊕ vi.y
5: for i← d+ 1 to k do

6: x← x⊕ nil

7: ef ← F(x) · δf
8: if d = 0 then

9: return ef

10: else

11: for i← 1 to d do

12: return ef + BPTS-TopDownUp(vi,J
f(i)(x) · δf )

Algorithm 4.4: Backpropagation Through Structure.
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if the error gradient ef (s, t) is permitted to be accumulated in a global variable
ef . For that case, the summation ef ← ef + F(x) · δf is done during the top-
down traversal (no recursive ascent is required). The memory consumption of
Algorithm 4.4 is reduced to

Θ ( q + nh + nf + n+m (u+ k) ) (4.39)

Let Tf , Th, TJh , TH, TF and TJf(r) be the time complexity of the mappings
f , h, Jh, H, F and Jf(r), respectively. The number of elementary operations
(multiplications) carried out for one input tree during the gradient computation
can essentially be traced to

h(y)
︷︸︸︷

Th +

Jh(y)
︷︸︸︷

TJh +

Jh(y)·
� f

︷︸︸︷

mq +

H(y)
︷︸︸︷

TH +

H(y)·
� h

︷︸︸︷

nhq +

u

f(x)
︷︸︸︷

Tf
︸ ︷︷ ︸

BottomUp

+u (

F(x)
︷︸︸︷

TF +

F(x)·
�
f

︷︸︸︷

nfm +

Jf(i)(x)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

TJf(i) +

Jf(i)(x)·
� f

︷︸︸︷

m2 )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

TopDownUp

Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 4.4 is given by

Θ( Th + TJh + TH + q(m+ nh) + u (Tf + TF + TJf(i) +m2 + nfm ) ) (4.40)

The computational effort is roughly characterized by two matrix-vector multi-
plications for each node of the input tree (i.e. Θ(m2 + nfm)) if not dominated
by the evaluations of f , F and Jf(i). Assuming that each input component is
touched at least once (i.e. Th = Ω(m) and Tf = Ω(n + km)), we obtain the
following lower bound:

Ω( q(m+ nh) + u (m2 + nfm+ n) ) (4.41)

4.4 Variations on TRGC and BPTS

We introduced two different schemes – TRGC and BPTS – to calculate the first-
order gradient for tree-recursive dynamical systems. This section sketches some
relevant extensions and variations of TRDS and the corresponding gradient
computation algorithms. Moreover, the relationship between BPTS and TRGC
will be clarified. We keep the settings and the notation introduced in the
previous sections.

4.4.1 Composite Mappings

Up to now we treated the mappings f and h as atomic functions and utilized
their Jacobians to calculate the gradient information on trees. Let us now
consider the case where the state transition function f : Rn+km → R

m (or the
output mapping h) is composed of simpler functions. For reasons of clarity we
demonstrate the basic mechanisms on compositions of depth 2 first. Suppose
that f were defined as

f := f2 ◦ f1
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where f 1 : Rn+km → R
m′

and f2 : Rm′ → R
m. The components are parame-

terized by the parameter vectors wf1 and wf2 , respectively.
Again, we apply the unfolding metaphor and obtain a BPTS gradient cal-

culation scheme for composite mappings. Let the familiar matrix notation be
extended to

F 2
ij( f

1(x(t)) ) := ∂f 2j ( f
1(x(t)) )/∂wf2 F2 ∈ Rn

f2×m

F 1
ij(x(t)) := ∂f 1j (x(t))/∂w

f1 F1 ∈ Rn
f1×m

′

Jf
2

ij ( f
1(x(t)) ) := f 2j,xi( f

1(x(t)) ) Jf
2 ∈ Rm′×m

J
f1(r)
ij (x(t)) := f 1j,xn+(r−1)m+i

(x(t)) Jf
1(r) ∈ Rm×m′

1 ≤ r ≤ k

The error gradient contribution of one input tree t with regard to the param-
eters wf1 and wf2 can be summed up over its subtree contributions (compare
Equation 4.27)

∂E(t)

∂wf1
=
∑

s∈S(t)

∂E(t)

∂wf1(s)

∂E(t)

∂wf2
=
∑

s∈S(t)

∂E(t)

∂wf2(s)
(4.42)

The subtree gradients ef
2
(s, t) = ∂E(t)/∂wf2 (s) and ef

1
(s, t) =

∂E(t)/∂wf1 (s) are calculated to (cf. Equation 4.32).

ef
1
(s) = F1(x(s)) · δf1(s, t)

ef
2
(s) = F2(f1(x(s))) · δf2(s, t)

where

δf
2

i (s, t) := ∂E(t)/∂gi(s) = ∂E(t)/∂f 2i (f
1(x(s))) δf

2 ∈ Rm

δf
1

i (s, t) := ∂E(t)/∂f 1i (x(s)) δf
1 ∈ Rm′

On the analogy to the propagation of δf -values from a tree node t̃ to its
immediate successors (see also Equation 4.37), the propagation is continued
between composite mappings (the signal flow is illustrated by Figure 4.3). For

a given non-root subtree s the value δf
1
(s, t) is calculated with the help of

δf
2
(s, t) which in turn is computed utilizing the value δf

1
(t̃) propagated from

the direct predecessor t̃ to s.

δf
2
(s, t) =







Jh(g(t)) · δh(t) if s = t ,

Jf
1(r)(x(t̃)) · δf1(t̃, t) else. (s < t̃ v t, s = succr(t̃))

δf
1
(s, t) = Jf

2
(f1(x(s))) · δf2(s, t)

These BTPS-style rules to compute the gradient information for composite
functions can easily be incorporated into Algorithm 4.4. During the bottom-
up evaluation of the input tree (Function BPTS-BottomUp) both f 1(x(s))
and g(x(s)) = f 2(f1(x(s)) must be memorized for each subtree s. BPTS-

TopDownUp is in charge of propagating the δ-values back through each node
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Figure 4.3: Signal flow during BPTS gradient computation for TRDS with
composite state transition mappings f := f 2 ◦f1. The unfolded expression Ξ̂(t)
is detailed at subtree s < t̃ v t (see also Figure 4.1). Dashed arrows denote the
top-down through-transition-function propagation of the δ-values.

of the input tree and through each component of the function f while accumu-
lating the subtree error gradient contributions. The virtual BPTS machine and
the three-phase protocol can be adapted to composite state transition mappings
in a rather similar way (see Section 4.3.2.1).

The propagation of inputs to outputs and the successive propagation of
δ-values into the opposite direction is a very general method for the calcu-
lation of the first-order error gradient. Clearly, it is applicable to arbitrary
(de-)compositions of parameterized mappings.

This approach – the so-called backpropagation algorithm – has been known
for several decades (e.g. Werbos, 1974) and became very popular in the late
eighties for the gradient-based training of multilayer feedforward neural net-
works (e.g. Rumelhart et al., 1986).

4.4.2 The Computational Effort of TRGC and BPTS

Algorithm 4.4 (BPTS) and Algorithm 4.3 (TRGC) are functionally equivalent,
i.e. both compute the first-order error gradient for a given (parameterized) tree-
recursive dynamical system and input tree (see Section 4.3 and Section 4.2).
Next we reconsider their computational effort (space and time) by an explicit
comparison. To recall, we assumed a TRDS (M,nil, f, h) being given by

M = R
m, f : Rn+km → R

m, h : Rm → R
q, nil ∈ Rm

where mappings f , h and the error function E : Ωf × Ωh → R are continuous
and differentiable functions on the whole parameter space Ωf × Ωh. We write
wf , wh for the nf = dim(Ωf ), nh = dim(Ωh)-dimensional parameter vectors
belonging to f and h. As before, let t ∈ T (Rn) be a given input tree, let u be
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its size , let d̃ be its depth, and let k denote the maximum outdegree found in
the training set.

4.4.2.1 Space

The memory requirements of BPTS (see Equation 4.39, Section 4.3.2.2) and
that of TRGC (Equation 4.22, Section 4.2.2) have been characterized by

SBPTS = Θ(m (u+ k) + nf + n+ nh + q)

STRGC = O(k d̃ (nf m+ n) + nh + q)

Thus, in terns of space consumption, TRGC is to be favored to its BPTS
counterpart if the size u of the input tree exceeds a critical value.

u� k d̃ nf > knf logk u

As mentioned in Section 4.2.2, RTRL for sequences (k = 1) can be realized with
constant space requirements.

SRTRL = Θ(nfm+ n+ nh + q)

4.4.2.2 Time

Let Tf , Th, TJh , TH, TF and TJf(r) be the time complexity of the mappings
f , h, Jh, H, F and Jf(r), respectively. We identified the time complexity of
BPTS (Algorithm 4.4, see Equation 4.40, Section 4.3.2.2) and that of TRGC
(Algorithm 4.3, see Equation 4.23, Section 4.2.2) with

TBPTS = Θ(Th + TJh + TH + q(m+ nh) +
u (Tf + TF + TJf(i) +m2 + nfm ) )

TTRGC = Θ( Th + TJh + TH + q(m+ nh) +
u (Tf + TF + TJf(i) + nfm

2 ) )

Clearly, BPTS is advantageous to TRGC in regards to the computation time.
For both algorithms the effort is essentially influenced by evaluations of the
Jacobians Jh, Jf(r),H and F and by the products of these matrices with vectors.

The idea of backpropagation through composite functions (discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4.1) gives rise to a significant improvement for BPTS. Imagine the state
transition mapping f and the output function h being decomposed into a net-
work of elementary functions. In this case, it is not necessary to calculate these
matrices explicitly. The products

Jf(r)(x(t̃)) · δf (t̃, t) Jh(g(t)) · δh(t)

(see Equation 4.37) are formed directly by propagating the components δfi (t̃, t)
and δhj (t) back through the function networks f and h, respectively. The prod-
ucts

F(x(s)) · δf (s, t) H(g(t)) · δh(t)
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(see Equation 4.32 and Equation 4.33) are accomplished via standard error
accumulation for the individual function nodes in the network. For a formal
proof and a detailed discussion of this issue we refer to Wan and Beaufays
(1998).

Assume that Algorithm 4.4 is modified this way. The computational ef-
fort of Function BPTS-TopDownUP is now comparable to that of BPTS-
BottomUp. The time complexity of BPTS is improved to

TBPTS = Θ(Th + uTf ) (4.43)

There is no comparable technique to improve the time behavior of the TRGC
algorithm. Note that the evaluation of the j-th row of the Jacobians can be
alternatively calculated by backpropagating the j-th unit vector through the
function networks.

4.4.3 IO-Dynamics

We continue this section with some remarks on gradient computation for tree-
recursive dynamical systems that are operated under an IO-dynamic.

Without loss of generality, TRDS are assumed to be configured with the
dynamics specified by Equation 3.4 (Section 3.1.1). In this case, the over-
all mapping computed by a TRDS is a tree-to-tree mapping of the type
Ξ : T (Rm) → T (Rq) where the node labels of the input tree are transformed
while the shape of the tree is conserved (see Figure 3.7 for illustration).

4.4.3.1 Gradient Calculation

Each element in the training set P consists of a pair of trees. The error function
might be defined to sum-up the differences between target and output computed
by the TRDS on each node of each tree in P.

E =
∑

(t,Ξ(t))∈P

E(t) (4.44)

Again, assuming the SQE error function we get for following error contribution
for one individual tree.

E(t) =
∑

s∈S(t)

E(s, t) =
∑

s∈S(t)

1

2

q
∑

j=1

( ŷj(s)− yj(s) )2 (4.45)

where ŷj(s) = hj(g(s)) is the j-th component of the label output computed
by the TRDS (under the current parameter settings) for the subtree (node) s
of the input tree t. The corresponding target value is denoted by yj(s). The
first-order gradient is calculated to

∂E(t)

∂w
=
∑

s∈S(t)

∂E(s, t)

∂w
=
∑

s∈S(t)

q
∑

j=1

(ŷj(s)− yj(s)) ·
∂ŷj(s)

∂w
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This Equation leads directly to a TRGC scheme for IO-dynamics (compare
Equation 4.8, Section 4.2.1). Again, we define z(s) := ŷ(s) − y(s), ef (t) :=
∂E(t)/∂wf and eh(t) := ∂E(t)/∂wh and obtain (on the analogy to Equa-
tion 4.16 and Equation 4.17) the familiar matrix notation for the error gradient
contributions of an individual tree.

ef (t) =
∑

s∈S(t)

G(s) · (Jh(g(s)) · z(s)) (4.46)

eh(t) =
∑

s∈S(t)

H(g(s)) · z(s) (4.47)

The matrix G(s) is computed applying the same rules as already defined for
the standard dynamics (Equation 4.18, Section 4.2.1).

The BPTS approach is described by following equations extended to IO-
dynamics. The error gradient with respect to the parameters in the output
mapping is summed up over the contributions provided by each node of the
input tree (Equation 4.49).

ef (t) =
∑

s∈S(t)

F(x(s)) · δf (s, t) (4.48)

eh(t) =
∑

s∈S(t)

H(g(s)) · δh(s, t) (4.49)

During the “top-down” phase, two error contributions – δf (t̃, t) stemming from
the immediate predecessor t̃ and δh(s) resulting from the error made with the
current output ŷ(s) – have to be combined for each subtree s. This combination
is accomplished by Equation 4.50 before the result is propagated back to the
immediate subtrees (compare also Equation 4.37, Section 4.3.2.2). Recall the
situation s < t̃ v t and s = succr(t̃).

δf (s, t) = Jh(g(s)) · δh(s, t) + Jf(r)(x(t̃)) · δf (t̃, t) (4.50)

δh(s, t) = ŷ(s)− y(s)

The modification of Algorithm 4.3 and Algorithm 4.4 to work for IO-
dynamics is left as an exercise.

4.4.3.2 Node-Online Update for Infinite Structures

Both BPTS and TRGC can be used in batch and (tree-)online parameter update
mode (Section 4.1.2).

The TRGC scheme for IO-dynamics enables considering a node-online pa-
rameter update mode. Relying on the hypothesis that parameters are changing
slowly, they might be updated immediately after a node corresponding to a sub-
tree s is processed and its gradient contributions ∂E(s, t)/wh and ∂E(s, t)/wh

had been obtained. If epoch and tree boundaries were no longer visible, a tree-
recursive dynamical system could be continuously adapted to a stream of ingo-
ing data. Since the error gradient contribution of one node is computed from
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the “never-ending movie” topology: Finite trees of
arbitrary shape (depicted by grey-shaded areas) are stuck to the nodes of an
infinite sequence.

local information, TRGC is expected to show its full potential on the domain
of infinite structures. The case of infinite sequences (k = 1) and node-online
parameter update can be properly handled by RTRL.

However, TRDS can not process (bottom-up!) infinite tree structures (k >
1) of arbitrary shape. Moreover, remember that the space requirements of
TRGC scale linearly to the depth of the input structure.

Figure 4.4 illustrates a very exotic example of an infinite tree topology that
could be processed by TRDS and TRGC if some modifications were made to
the core algorithm. The topology of this structure might be best explained by
a “never-ending movie” where each image is represented by an arbitrary tree
structure of finite size. Suppose that a TRDS model is trained to recognize
properties of the movie (e.g. whether it is interrupted by commercials during
the broadcasting) at any point of time. For certain periods of time, explicit
target values are provided and the system is trained in a supervised manner.

In order to be applicable to this movie scenario, the TRGC algorithm has to
undergo a major modification. Firstly, the input structure must be traversed in
a postorder left-to-right regime. Furthermore, an explicit memory management
has to be employed to limit the space consumption to a finite amount. The
parameter update is performed every time t the gradient information G has
been computed for a root node of an image representation. Afterwards, the
memory allocated for the tree at time t− 1 can be freed again.

Note that there is no reasonable node-online update mode definition for
BPTS. The computation of a node’s error gradient contribution needs informa-
tion about the whole input structure. The propagation of the δ-values (top-
down) is done in the opposite direction to the tree evaluation (bottom-up). The
BPTS scheme can not deal with infinite structures.

4.4.4 Optimization of the Empty Tree Encoding

Up to now we treated the symbol “nil” as the encoding of the “empty” tree
that is given in advance. Forcada and Carrasco (1995) viewed the encoding of
the initial state of a second-order discrete-time recurrent neural network as ad-
ditional parameters and made it part of the overall gradient-based optimization
process. Experimental results reported by the authors give some evidence that
these additional degrees of freedom may improve the convergence behavior of
the SGD training procedure. For a maximum outdegree of k = 1 the empty tree
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encoding nil plays the same role for TRDS as the initial state for discrete-time
dynamical systems (see Section 3.1.1). This section demonstrates that TRGC
and BPTS are both suitable for the calculation of error gradient information
related to the empty tree encoding.

Let wnil = (wnil
1 , . . . , wnil

m ) ∈ Rm denote the parameter vector to represent
the encoding of the empty tree. We write wnil

l to refer a specific parameter (1 ≤
l ≤ m). For reasons of simplicity, we assume the same settings as introduced
before. The objective is to calculate the following first-order gradient for the
SQE error function and the TRDS standard dynamics.

∂E

∂wnil
=

p
∑

i=1

∂E(si)

∂wnil
=

p
∑

i=1

q
∑

j=1

(Ξ̂j(si)− Ξj(si)) ·
∂Ξ̂j(si)

∂wnil
(4.51)

4.4.4.1 TRGC

Following the known TRGC scheme, the partial derivative ∂ Ξ̂j(t)/∂w
nil
l can

directly be evolved by the tree-recursive dynamics (compare Equations 4.11–
4.15, Section 4.2.1). Let k be the maximum outdegree found in the data and
let t ∈ T (Rn) be a given input tree with d ≤ k immediate subtrees t1, t2, . . . , td.
We get

∂Ξj(t)

∂wnil
l

=
∂hj(g(t))

∂wnil
l

=
m∑

i=1

hj,xi(gi(t)) ·
∂gi(t)

∂wnil
l

(4.52)

∂gi(t)

∂wnil
l

=
dm∑

j=1

fi,xn+j (x(t)) ·
∂gα(j)(tβ(j))

∂wnil
l

+ (4.53)

+
km∑

j=dm+1

Ψl,α(j) · fi,xn+j(x(t))

where

x(t) = λ(t)⊕ g(t1)⊕ · · · ⊕ g(td)⊕wnil ⊕ · · · ⊕wnil
︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−d

and Ψi,j denotes the Kronecker operator. Again, we extend our matrix notation:

Gnil
ij (t) := ∂gj(t)/∂w

nil Gnil ∈ Rm×m

enil(t) := ∂E(t)/∂wnil enil(t) ∈ Rm

We get rid of the indices in Equation 4.52 and Equation 4.53:

enil(t) = Gnil(t) · (Jh(g(t)) · z(t)) (4.54)

Gnil(t) =
d∑

i=1

Gnil(ti) · Jf(i)(x(t)) +
k∑

i=d+1

Jf(i)(x(t)) (4.55)

The form of Equation 4.54 and Equation 4.55 presents a familiar picture.
There should be, in principle, no problem in inserting them into Algorithm 4.3.
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The empty tree encoding wnil can be treated the same way as was done with
the function parameters wf and wh.

Under the same assumptions we made for the complexity analysis of Al-
gorithm 4.3, we observe an additional space consumption (for computing the
gradient information for the empty tree encoding) of

O(k d̃m2) (4.56)

to maintain the matrix Gnil(t). For an input tree of size u we count one
additional matrix-vector multiplication (Θ(m2), Equation 4.54) and u matrix-
matrix multiplications (Θ(m3) each, Equation 4.55). Since a tree of maximum
outdegree k and size u is carrying exactly u(k − 1) + 1 external nodes (i.e.
nodes rooted at “empty” trees), the same number of additional evaluations of
the Jacobian Jf(i) are required. We notice the following increase in the time
complexity (additional multiplications) of TRGC:

Θ(u(m3 + k · TJf(i)) ) (4.57)

4.4.4.2 BPTS

The corresponding BPTS scheme is best explained by the “unfolding”
metaphor. Let t be the given input tree and let wnil(s) denote the param-
eter vector wnil at the subtree level s v t of the unfolded expression Ξ̂(t). The
empty tree encoding error gradient is summed up over all subtree contributions.

∂E(t)

∂wnil
=
∑

s∈S(t)

∂E(t)

∂wnil(s)
(4.58)

More precisely, only such positions in the expression tree need to be consid-
ered where the symbol nil occurs. The partial derivative ∂E(t)/∂wnil

l (s) is
determined by

∂E(t)

∂wnil
l (s)

=
m∑

i=1

∂E(t)

∂gi(s)
· ∂gi(s)

∂wnil
l (s)

=
m∑

i=1

δfi (s, t) ·
k−1∑

j=d

fi,xn+jm+l
(x(s)) (4.59)

Transforming the term ∂E(t)/∂wnil
l (s) into the familiar matrix notation we

have

enil(s, t) =





k∑

j=d+1

Jf(j)(x(s))



 · δf (s, t) (4.60)

Equation 4.60 means that the δf -values simply have to be propagated one step
further back to the external nodes of the input tree. Algorithm 4.4 requires
only a minor modification. The additional effort is induced by u(k − 1) + 1)
evaluations of the Jacobian Jf(i). However, by applying the trick discussed in
Section 4.4.2.2, the error gradient is alternatively obtained as a by-product of
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propagating the components of δf (s, t) back into the function network of the
mapping f . Thus, the additional computational effort is given by

O(uTf )

This extension of BPTS is rather neutral in memory consumption. Only Θ(m)
space is needed to store the parameters wnil. BPTS shows clear advantages
over TRGC concerning the computational costs of computing the first-order
gradient with respect to the empty tree encoding.

4.4.5 Adaptive Label Encoding

Next we consider the case when nodes of the input structure are tagged with
discrete labels (from the domain T (Σ)) or when the labels contain at least a
discrete part. One method to deal with discrete labels in a continuous optimiza-
tion process is to define a fixed encoding c : Σ→ R

n in advance (see discussion
in Section 4.1.3). A common way is to encode symbols by the set of orthogonal
unit vectors in Rn where n = nΣ = |Σ|. This seems to be a reasonable approach
if symbols only need to be distinguishable. However, no fixed encoding scheme
(orthogonal, random or other pre-defined unique encoding) can properly cap-
ture the relationships among symbols if this is important in solving the given
learning task and if there is no prior knowledge at hand. Even if such knowledge
were available in one application domain, it would probably be of little use for
other application domains.

This observation gives rise to the question of whether it might be possible
to automatically optimize the label encoding with regard to the given task,
the given data, and the application domain. Hsu and Wu (1992) applied a
genetic algorithm to evolve the symbol encoding for a character prediction task
(on 6000 Chinese characters). The predictor was modeled by a discrete-time
recurrent neural network. The authors reported results that are superior to
different fixed application-independent encoding schemes. The drawback of this
method is its enormous computational effort. The valuation of one individual
(one candidate encoding) requires a complete training phase of the whole neural
network system.

Here we propose an alternative way for adaptive label encoding. The idea
is to define and maintain one parameter vector va ∈ Rn for each symbol a ∈ Σ.
Each time a node of the input structure is being processed, the current label
encoding is substituted for the label symbol. Doing so, the additional label
encoding parameters are wrapped into the error function and can be made part
of an overall gradient-based optimization process.

Since the gradient calculation is quite similar to that of the empty tree
encoding, we sketch only the development of a BPTS scheme. The extension
of the TRGC scheme is left as exercise.

Let val denote a specific component (1 ≤ l ≤ n) of va, let t be a given input
tree and let va(s) be the possible occurrence of the parameter vector va at the
subtree level s v t of the unfolded expression Ξ̂(t). We get (analogously to the
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error gradients for wf , wh and wnil):

∂E(t)

∂va
=
∑

s∈S(t)

∂E(t)

∂va(s)
(4.61)

Clearly, the contribution to the error gradient of a node labeled by a symbol
different to a is zero.

∂E(t)

∂val (s)
=

m∑

i=1

∂E(t)

∂gi(s)
· ∂gi(s)
∂val (s)

= Ψa,λ(s) ·
m∑

i=1

δfi (s, t) · fi,xl(x(s)) (4.62)

Introducing the matrix notation

Jvij(x(s)) := fj,xl(x(s)) Jv ∈ Rn×m

the first-order gradient of the error function (contribution of a subtree s) with
regard to the label encoding parameters for symbol a is written as

eva(s, t) = Ψa,λ(s) · Jv(x(s)) · δf (s, t) (4.63)

where Ψi,j ∈ Rn denotes the Kronecker symbol applied to vectors.

Adaptive label encoding is easily integrated into Algorithm 4.4. The pa-
rameter vectors va, a ∈ Σ are maintained in a lookup-table (O(nnΣ) space and
O(1) access time). The additional costs in time are rather moderate. The δf -
values are already available, and the u additional evaluations of the Jacobian
Jv can be reduced by propagating the δf just back to the label input argu-
ments of the state transition mapping f (we refer to the remarks at the end of
Section 4.4.2.2).

4.5 Common Subexpression Elimination Enables

Speed-up in Gradient Computation

In this section, the focus is set on tree-recursive dynamical systems that are
defined for structures from the domain T (Σ), i.e. rooted ordered trees whose
nodes are labeled by symbols from a finite alphabet Σ.

4.5.1 Common Subexpressions Induce Redundant Computa-
tional Effort

The larger a given input tree t ∈ T (Σ) (and the larger the cardinality of a given
set of trees P ∈ 2T (Σ)) the more likely there are subtrees s occurring multiple
times in t (and that there are subtrees s that occur in more than one tree of
P).

Analyzing the algorithms derived for gradient computation we observe that
a great deal of redundant computation is carried out on subtrees that occur
more than once in the given input tree (and that occur in more than one tree
of the training set).
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In the case of the TRGC approach (Algorithm 4.3), the same gradient in-
formation G(s) and the same subtree state f(x(s)) is computed for each occur-
rence of the subtree s in the data set P (see Equation 4.18, Section 4.2.1). A
similar situation becomes apparent during the bottom-up phase of the BPTS
scheme (Algorithm 4.4) where state computations for subtrees occurring more
than once in the data set lead to redundant work. A harder question that has
to be answered is whether there is redundant work done when nodes of identical
subtrees are inspected during the top-down propagation of δf -values.

Next it is shown how the algorithms for gradient computation (presented
in the previous sections) can be modified such that redundant work induced by
multiple occurrences of subtrees can be avoided. We will first turn our attention
to the BPTS approach and then briefly discuss the optimization potential for
the TRGC algorithm. The basic ideas can roughly be stated as follows:

1. In a preprocessing step the training set is analyzed for multiple occur-
rences of subtrees. The set of trees is “compressed” into an augmented
LDOAG data structure (a special class of directed graphs, see Definition 3)
where each subtree is stored exactly once.

2. Then the computation of the error gradient information is directly exe-
cuted on the LDOAG data structure. Assuming a batch parameter update
mode, the initial effort of the preprocessing step will be quickly amortized.

The BPTS rules are applied in a two-pass traversal of the vertices. By
obeying a (reverse) topological ordering on the vertices, the same gradient
information is produced as it was done by the original BPTS algorithm
on the original tree set.

Let us first explain the preprocessing step.

4.5.2 Common Subexpression Elimination

Algorithm 4.5 (Compress-Tree) converts a given input tree t to a RLDOAG
G = (V,E, λ) if invoked with an empty graph G = (∅, ∅, λ) for the second argu-
ment. Each unique subtree is represented by one vertex in the resulting graph.
The number of incident edges to a vertex reflects the number of occurrences of
the corresponding unique subtree in the input tree.

We assume the existence of a (global) table where graph vertices are stored
under the key of the subtree they represent. The function Lookup returns the
vertex (if there is one) that had been stored under the given key. A new vertex
is generated and inserted into the table by the function Insert. A subtree t
is first checked if it is already known, i.e. already occurred (line 1). If so, the
corresponding vertex is returned (line 2). If not, a new vertex is generated,
tagged with the same label as the root node and added to the existing graph
(line 4–6). New edges are inserted pointing from this vertex to the vertices that
will be generated by the application of Compress-Tree on the immediate
subtrees of t (lines 8–10). Note that successor vertices are ordered, i.e. the
union operator “∪” in line 10 has to be interpreted as an “append” operator.
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Compress-Tree(t, G = (V,E, λ))

1: if v ← Lookup(t) then

2: return (v,G)

3: else

4: u← Insert(t)

5: λ(u)← λ(t)

6: V ← V ∪ {u}
7: d← Outdegree(t)

8: for i← 1 to d do

9: (z, (V,E, λ)) ← Compress-Tree(ti, (V,E, λ))

10: E ← E ∪ {(u, z)}
11: return (u, (V,E, λ))

Algorithm 4.5: Tree Compression by Common Subexpression Elimination.

Compress-Tree-Set(P)
1: R← ∅
2: G← (∅, ∅, λ)
3: for each (t,Ξ(t)) ∈ P do

4: (z,G) ← Compress-Tree(t, G)

5: z.r← Ξ(t)

6: R← R ∪ {z}
7: return (R,G)

Algorithm 4.6: Tree set compression.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of the tree compression procedure on a set of trees. Left:
A set of trees. Right: LDOAG yielded by the application of Algorithm 4.6.
Those vertices that represent root nodes of the original trees are shaded in
grey. The vertices are indexed according to one possible topological ordering
<TOP , i.e. vi <TOP vi+1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , 6.

The idea of tree compression is extended to a whole set of trees. Algo-
rithm 4.6 (Compress-Tree-Set) converts a given training data set P into
one LDOAG. Figure 4.5 illustrates the transformation. Note that the resulting
graph is not necessarily rooted. Those vertices that belong to root nodes of the
original trees t are collected in the set R and are tagged with the target value
(z.r, line 5).

Let u = |t| be the size of a given input tree t (number of nodes), let V be
the set of vertices, and let E be the set of edges of the generated LDOAG. Here,
we define the compression factor ρV as the fraction of the number of vertices
in the compressed structure with regard to the number of nodes in the original
tree. Let the compression factor ρE be defined for the edges in an analoguous
way. The compression factors are bounded by

1

u
logk(u(k − 1) + 1) ≤ ρV ≤ 1

k

u− 1
[(logk(u(k − 1) + 1))− 1] ≤ ρE ≤ 1

The worst case (no compression, i.e. ρV = ρE = 1) is found if each subtree
occurs only once in t. The best case is achieved for complete k-ary trees where
all leaves are labeled by one symbol and all other nodes by a different one
(see Figure 4.6). The number of edges is reduced by the CSE procedure only
for such subtrees that occur multiple times and that are themselves subject to
compression , i.e. ρE ≥ ρV .

Assume the table used to maintain vertices (generated for subtrees) is imple-
mented as a hashtable. The overall time complexity of Algorithm 4.5 critically
depends on the efficiency of the operations Lookup and Insert which in turn
rely on an appropriate hashing function on trees. Assuming that hashing with
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Figure 4.6: Tree structure exemplifying the best case compression ratio. Left:
input tree. Right: RLDOAG obtained by common subexpression elimination.

chaining is applied and that the hash value for a given tree t of size u = |t| is
computed in Θ(u) time, both operations Lookup and Insert can be supported
(under the simple uniform hashing hypothesis) in O(u) time on the average (e.g.
see Cormen et al., 1990). Thus, tree compression can be realized by the function
Compress-Tree in O(u2) time on the average.

The tree compression issue is a very special case of the well-known com-
mon subexpression problem (Downey et al., 1980). The elimination of common
subexpressions (CSE) often allows to speeding up the algorithms which operate
on large syntactical expressions. CSE techniques are successfully applied in
different fields of computer science, e.g. compiler construction, code optimiza-
tion (Aho et al., 1986), automatic deduction, unification (Paterson and Weg-
man, 1978; Champeaux, 1986; Knight, 1989), pattern recognition (Wendling
et al., 1997), optimization of database queries, etc.

The general problem can be stated as the calculation of the congruence
closure of a given equivalence relation on vertices of a given directed ordered
graph. We follow the definition given by Downey et al. (1980).

Definition 13 (Congruence Closure) Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph
such that for each vertex v in G, the successors are ordered. Let C be any
equivalence relation on V . The congruence closure C ∗ of C is the finest equiv-
alence relation on V that contains C and satisfies the following property for all
vertices u and v:

Let u and v have the immediate successors u1, u2, . . . , uk and
v1, v2, . . . , vl, respectively. If k = l ≥ 1 and (ui, vi) ∈ C∗ for
1 ≤ i ≤ l, then (u, v) ∈ C∗.

In other words, if all immediate successors of u and v are equivalent under C ∗,
then both vertices are themselves equivalent under C ∗. We say that a given
directed ordered graph G is closed under C iff G is identical to G under C ∗.

Tree compression is a special case of the general CSE. The definition of
congruence closure has to be slightly modified to fit to labeled graphs:
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If all immediate successors of u and v are equivalent under C ∗ and
λ(u) = λ(v) (i.e. both vertices carry the same label), then both
vertices are themselves equivalent under C∗.

Downey et al. (1980) proved that if G is acyclic and C is the identity relation
then G is also acyclic under C∗. Under this condition (G = (V,E) being acyclic
under closure) the authors develop a sophisticated algorithm – the best known
so far – which enables calculating the congruence closure in a worst-case running
time of O(|E|) and a worst-case space requirement of O(|E|). The graph under
C∗ can easily be reconstructed in linear time.

Clearly, the compression of a set P of trees (in sense of Algorithm 4.6) can
be viewed as the calculation of the congruence closure of the identity relation on
the tree graphs in P. Let ũ be the total number of nodes found in the training
set P, i.e.

ũ =
∑

(t,Ξ(t))∈P

|t|

If we substitute Algorithm 4.6 and Algorithm 4.5 by the efficient CSE algorithm
the data set P is compressed to the corresponding LDOAG in worst-case time
and space of O(ũ).

4.5.3 Tuning the BPTS Algorithm

We are now ready to integrate the idea of common subexpression elimination
into the BPTS scheme for gradient computation.

Again, for reasons of clarity, we assume that the first-order gradient is com-
puted for the SQE error function. Algorithm 4.7 (BPTS-CSE) organizes the
parameter update in batch mode (similar to Algorithm 4.1). First the data set
is partitioned into training and test set. After the initialization of the parame-
ters (line 3), the training data set is compressed into one single LDOAG (line 4).
Recall that all (former) root nodes are collected in the set R. Again, the gra-
dient information – calculated by one bottom-up and one subsequent top-down
traversal of the LDOAG vertices (BPTS-BottomUp and BPTS-TopDown,
Algorithm 4.8) – is utilized to update the parameters (line 9). The bottom-up
top-down cycle is repeated until a certain stopping criterion is satisfied (for
details visit the discussion of Algorithm 4.1).

Here, the CSE technique is applied only on the training set. This decision
can be justified if the test set constitutes a small fraction of the available data,
and if it is checked only after a large number of training epochs.

The bottom-up phase specified by BPTS-BottomUp (Algorithm 4.8) is
quite similar to that of the standard BPTS algorithm (Algorithm 4.4). The
vertices of the input graph are processed in a reverse topological ordering (com-
pare Definition 2 and Figure 4.5). Each vertex v (being a representative for a
unique subtree in the original tree data set) is inspected exactly once in order
to compute the TRDS state transition from the states already known for the
immediate successor vertices. The state value is stored in the vertex data struc-
ture (line 9). A fixed label encoding scheme c : Σ → R

n has been chosen to
keep the presentation of Algorithm 4.8 simple.
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BPTS-CSE(P)
1: (Ptrain ,Ptest )← Partition(P)
2: epoch ← 0

3: w← Random-Init()

4: (R,G)← Compress-Tree-Set(Ptrain)
5: repeat

6: epoch ← epoch + 1

7: BPTS-BottomUp(G)

8: e← BPTS-TopDown(R,G)

9: w← Update-Parameters(w, e)

10: until Stopping-Criterion(epoch ,w, e,Ptest )

Algorithm 4.7: BPTS combined with CSE, batch update mode.

Function BPTS-TopDown differs from the top-down phase of the standard
BPTS (BPTS-TopDownUp, Algorithm 4.4) in some fundamental aspects. It
is applied on a LDOAG (second argument, result of the tree compression pro-
cedure) and on the set of root nodes in the graph (as first argument). First, the
data structure representing a vertex of the LDOAG is augmented by an entry
to hold the δf -values (of the subtree represented by a vertex). These values
together with the error gradients are initialized to the zero vector (lines 1–3).
During the top-down phase, vertices are visited only once, obeying a topological
ordering (cf. Figure 4.5). If a vertex is met that represents a root node of a tree
t from the original training data set (line 6) then the final composition for the
mapping Ξ̂(t) is completed (h(v.y), line 7). This kind of delayed output com-
putation allows us to save memory that otherwise would have been allocated
during the bottom-up phase and maintained in a further entry of the vertex
data structure. The δh-value and the corresponding gradient information is
calculated in a familiar way (line 7,9). However, the δf -value resulting from
the forced output computation is added onto the value that had already been
found in the current vertex (line 8). Then the error contribution of the current
vertex is calculated and accumulated in ef (line 16).

Finally, the δf -value is propagated back onto the immediate successor ver-
tices and added to those values already found there (line 17,18). After the
epoch is finished the accumulated first-order error gradient is returned.

Let ũ be the size of the training data set and let ρV and ρE be the compres-
sion factors achieved on Ptrain . The topological ordering <TOP can be obtained
as a by-product of tree compression. Let the vertices of the LDOAG be main-
tained in a double-linked list and let a vertex be added to the end of the list each
time the operation Insert is executed (Algorithm 4.5, line 4). The space for
maintaining the set R can be neglected, since a one-bit flag in the vertex data
structure will solve this problem. Thus, the preprocessing step (tree compres-
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BPTS-BottomUp(G = (V,E, λ))

1: choose a topological ordering <TOP on V

2: for each v ∈ V in reverse topological ordering >TOP do

3: d← Outdegree(v)

4: x← c(λ(v))

5: for i← 1 to d do

6: x← x⊕ vi.y
7: for i← d+ 1 to k do

8: x← x⊕ nil

9: v.y ← f(x)

BPTS-TopDown(R,G = (V,E, λ))

1: for each v ∈ V do

2: v.δf ← 0

3: ef ← eh ← 0

4: choose a topological ordering <TOP on V

5: for each v ∈ V in topological ordering <TOP do

6: if v ∈ R then

7: δh ← h(v.y) − v.r
8: v.δf ← v.δf + Jh(v.y) · δh
9: eh ← eh +H(v.y) · δh
10: x← c(λ(v))

11: d← Outdegree(v)

12: for i← 1 to d do

13: x← x⊕ vi.y
14: for i← d+ 1 to k do

15: x← x⊕ nil

16: ef ← ef + F(x) · v.δf
17: for i← 1 to d do

18: vi.δ
f ← vi.δ

f + Jf(i)(x) · v.δf
19: return (ef , eh)

Algorithm 4.8: BPTS on LDOAGs.
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sion together with topological sort) take O(ũ) time and space. An additional
space of O(ρV ũm) is required during the top-down phase to store the δf -values
in each vertex of the LDOAG. However, the asymptotic space requirements
are that of the standard BPTS algorithm (compare Equation 4.39) but on the
reduced number of vertices.

Θ
(
m (ρV ũ+ k) + nf + n+ nh + q

)
(4.64)

The computational effort O(ũ) of the preprocessing step will quickly (at the
latest after 1/ρE epochs) be amortized by the gain obtained from the bottom-up
and top-down cycles.

The bottom-up phase (BPTS-BottomUp) is sped-up by the factor
1/ρV , i.e. is accomplished in Θ(ρV ũ Tf ) time. The top-down phase (BPTS-
TopDown) profits from CSE for the error accumulation (line 16) by the re-
duced number of nodes and for the propagation of the δf -values (lines 17,18) by
the reduced number of edges. Thus, the effort of Algorithm 4.8 (in computation
time) is characterized by

Θ
(
p Th + (ρV + ρE) ũ Tf

)
(4.65)

where p is the cardinality of the training set.

Remarks Roughly stated, common subexpression elimination applied on the
training data set results in an acceleration of the gradient computation (batch
update mode) by the constant factor 1/ρE (compared to the standard BPTS
algorithm, see Equation 4.43). This leads to a considerable speed-up of the
overall optimization process if a duration of several hundred or thousand train-
ing epochs is required to converge to a good minimum. The online update
mode would only benefit from the proposed CSE approach if the individual
input structures were of very large size and if the state transition mapping was
a very expensive operation.

At first glance, it does not make sense to apply common subexpression
elimination techniques on trees from the domain T (Rn), i.e. on trees carrying
continuous labels. Since a test on equality between two reals would very rarely
return true (and then only due to a finite arithmetic precision), it is very unlikely
that there are two identical subtrees to be found in a set of trees. However, for
certain applications it seems reasonable to define some kind of fuzzy equivalence
relation on tree nodes (for instance see Wendling et al., 1997) leading to a
significant compression factor and speed-up of the gradient computation.

4.5.4 Correctness

Let us now verify in a formal way that Algorithm 4.7 (BPTS-CSE) is func-
tionally equivalent to the standard BPTS algorithm (Algorithm 4.4) in batch
parameter update mode. Let the TRDS and the SQE error function be given
within the same setting as before.
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Theorem 1 (Correctness of BPTS-CSE) Algorithm 4.7 computes the
first-order gradient of the SQE error function on the entire training data set
with respect to the function parameters of the given tree-recursive dynamical
system.

Proof Let P be the given training data set. If there are no identical subtrees
to be found in P then no tree compression will take place and the claim is
easily proven. A topological ordering placed on the nodes of a input tree means
that each node is regarded “smaller” than all its descendents while the ordering
on nodes of the same level (length of the path of a node to the root node) is
arbitrary. Clearly, the function BPTS-BottomUp computes the same state
information for each subtree found in the data as it was done with the bottom-
up phase of the standard BPTS algorithm (Algorithm 4.4).

Since each tree vertex has only one incoming edge and a topological or-
dering is obeyed, the δf -values are propagated by Function BPTS-TopDown
(lines 5,17,18) through the whole input tree from the root to the leaves, as is
done by the standard BPTS algorithm. Line 18 could have been substituted
(without any effect) by the following statement

vi.δ
f ← Jf(i)(x) · v.δf

The error contributions are accumulated over the entire data set in a correct
way.

Without loss of generality assume that two different subtrees ta and tb found
in the data set P are identical, i.e. λ(ta) = λ(tb) and for each of the d immediate
subtrees holds tai = tbi (1 ≤ i ≤ d). Clearly, both subtrees will be mapped by
the underlying TRDS to the same state, i.e.

f(x(ta)) = f(x(tb)) and x(ta) = x(tb)

By CSE only one vertex is generated for both root nodes. The tree has to be
evaluated only once, and by obeying a reverse topological ordering in BPTS-
BottomUp (Algorithm 4.8), the result is available before the direct predeces-
sors t̃a and t̃b (with ta < t̃a and tb < t̃b) are visited to compute f(x(t̃a)) and
f(x(t̃b)), respectively. Thus, the state f(x(s)) is correctly computed for each
subtree s found in the data set P and is stored in the corresponding vertex data
structure for later use during the top-down phase.

The top-down phase realized by Function BPTS-TopDown requires a de-
tailed investigation. The δf -values stemming from different predecessors of a
vertex are simply propagated to its direct successors and are accumulated there
by summation (line 17,18). We proceed within the setting introduced above
and show that indeed this summation, together with the topological traversal
of the vertices, leads to a correct computation of the gradient information.

The contribution of the two subtrees ta and tb (at their root level) to the
total error gradient is calculated (see Equation 4.38 and Equation 4.32) to

ef (ta, t̃a) + ef (tb, t̃b) = F(x(ta)) · δf (ta, t̃a) +F(x(tb)) · δf (tb, t̃b)
= F(x(ta)) · (δf (ta, t̃a) + δf (tb, t̃b))

= F(x(ta)) · δf+
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Here, we can not expect that δf (ta, t̃a) = δf (tb, t̃b). However, it is allowed
(justified by Equation 4.37) to sum-up these δf -values

δf (tai , t̃a) + δf (tbi , t̃b) = Jf(i)(x(ta)) · δf (ta, t̃a) + Jf(i)(x(tb)) · δf (tb, t̃b)
= Jf(i)(x(ta)) · (δf (ta, t̃a) + δf (tb, t̃b))

= Jf(i)(x(ta)) · δf+

and to propagate the sum δ
f
+ = δf (ta, t̃a)+δf (tb, t̃b) to the immediate subtrees

tai = tbi (i = 1, 2, . . . , d). Since the vertices of the LDOAG are processed in a
topological ordering, it is guaranteed that all incoming δf -values to the current
vertex under consideration have already been summed-up.

If the current vertex represents a root node of a tree from the original data
set then the contribution from the computed output error has to be taken into
account. Note that a vertex might simultaneously stand for a root node and for
several subtrees (for instance vertex v3 and vertex v4 of the graph displayed in
Figure 4.5). Therefore the output error contribution has to be added (line 7,8)
to the δf -value already found there before the sum is backpropagated to its
immediate successors (line 17,18). Suppose that a vertex is simultaneously
representing a root tree ta and the subtree tc < t̃c. We get

ef (ta, ta) + ef (tc, t̃c) = F(x(ta)) · δf (ta, ta) + F(x(tc)) · δf (tc, t̃c)
= F(x(ta)) · (δh(ta) + δf (tc, t̃c))

The line of argumentation is still valid for arbitrary sets of identical subtrees in
the training set P that are compressed by common subexpression elimination to
a LDOAG. Thus, the first-order error gradients are correctly accumulated over
the entire LDOAG. Algorithm 4.7 is functionally equivalent to Algorithm 4.4
(in batch parameter update mode).

4.5.5 A Note on TRGC and CSE

The subsequent question is whether the TRGC scheme for gradient computation
(see Algorithm 4.3) can also benefit from tree compression.

Algorithm 4.9 describes a variant of TRGC (in batch mode, cf. Algo-
rithm 4.3) that works on LDOAGs obtained by tree compression. Vertices
are processed in a reverse topological ordering. This guarantees that the gra-
dient information vi.G and the state vi.y = f(x) had already been computed
for the immediate successors vi of the vertex v to be inspected next.

Thus, the most expensive operation, the multiplication of the matrix G by
the Jacobian matrix (line 13,14), has to be done only for the reduced number
ρE (ũ− 1) of edges found in the LDOAG.

Explicit memory management is used to achieve minimal memory consump-
tion. The data structure representing a vertex is augmented by two entries to
maintain the memory pointers v.G and v.y (O(1) space). Memory allocated
for the successors vi of a vertex v (under consideration) is freed if all vertices
incident to it are either from v or are larger according to the chosen topological
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TRGC-CSE(R, (V,E, λ))

1: ef ← eh ← 0

2: choose a topological ordering <TOP on V

3: for each v ∈ V in reverse topological ordering >TOP do

4: d← Outdegree(v)

5: (v.G, v.y) ← Allocate-Memory(nf ×m+m)

6: x← c(λ(v))

7: for i← 1 to d do

8: x← x⊕ vi.y
9: for i← d+ 1 to k do

10: x← x⊕ nil
11: v.G← F(x)

12: v.y ← f(x)

13: for i← 1 to d do

14: v.G← v.G+ vi.G · Jf(i)(x)
15: if ∀(w, vi) ∈ E : v <TOP w ∨ v = w then

16: Free-Memory(vi.G, vi.y)

17: if v ∈ R then

18: z← h(v.y) − v.r
19: ef ← ef + v.G · (Jh(v.y) · z)
20: eh ← eh +H(v.y) · z
21: if {w | (w, v) ∈ E} = ∅ then
22: Free-Memory(v.G, v.y)

23: return (ef , eh)

Algorithm 4.9: TRGC on LDOAGs obtained by CSE.

ordering (lines 15,16). If the current vertex represents a root node of a tree in
the original data set then its gradient contribution is computed, accumulated
(lines 18–20), and (if this vertex is not simultaneously in charge for a subtree)
memory allocated for it is freed again (lines 21,22).

The space requirements of Algorithm 4.3 (TRGC) were shown to grow
linearly (worst case) to the depth of the input structure. The depth of a tree
has its correspondence in the longest path starting from the root node of a
RLDOAG. The following result is not very surprising since the depth of the
input structure is not affected by common subexpression elimination.

Proposition 4 (TRGC-CSE, Memory Consumption) The memory con-
sumption of Algorithm 4.9 grows linearly (worst case) with the number of ver-
tices of the input RLDOAG (that has been obtained by CSE on worst case tree
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Figure 4.7: Example illustrating the worst case memory consumption of Al-
gorithm 4.9 (TRGC-CSE). Left: the tree family tn. On the right side: the
LDOAG obtained by CSE from tn.

topologies).

Proof We give an example where the worst case becomes apparent. Let
Σ = {f, a} be a signature with ranks r(f) = 2 and r(a) = 0. We construct the
family of trees si, t

n ∈ T (Σ) with i, n ∈ N0 by induction:

s0 := '&%$ !"#a
si := 76540123f

��		
		

	

��5
55

55

si−1 si−1

tn0 := sn+1

tnj := 76540123f
��		
		
		

��4
44

44

sn−j tnj−1

Let tn denote the tree tnn. The number of nodes carried by si and t
n is calculated

to |si| = 2i+1−1 and u = |tn| = n+1+2|sn|+
∑n−1

i=0 |si| = 3(2n+1−1). The tree
tn (see Figure 4.7, left side) is compressed to a LDOAG (see Figure 4.7, right
side) built of u∗ = n+1+depth(sn) = 2(n+1) vertices V = {v1, v2, . . . , v2n+2}
and the following edges (in adjacency description):

succ(vi) =







(v2n+3−i, vi+1) if 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1,
(vi+1, vi+1) if n+ 2 ≤ i ≤ 2n+ 1,
( , ) else.

Obviously, due to the linear chain structure of the edges (vi+1 ∈ succ(vi)) the
unique topological ordering on the vertices is v1, v2, . . . , v2n+2.

TRGC-CSE starts according to the inverse topological ordering. Free-

Memory is not executed until the vertex vn+1 is reached. Thus, O(u
∗) blocks
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of memory equivalent to store the matrix G and the vector y = f(x) have to
be allocated.

Thus, the space requirements of Algorithm 4.9 scale linearly (worst case) to
the reduced number of nodes, i.e. they are characterized by

O(ρV ũ nfm+ nh + p q)

Algorithm 4.9 (TRGC-CSE) cannot be recommended for application scenarios
where the memory capacity is rather restrictive and where an extremely large
number of parameters nf have to be maintained for the TRDS model.

4.5.6 Reconsidering the Admissible Domain of Tree-Recursive
Dynamical Systems

We now return to an issue already addressed in Section 3.1.1 – namely to the
nature of the admissible domain for TRDS. Proposition 1 stated that even the
class of rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic graphs (RLDOAG) is too general
to be captured by a tree-recursive dynamical system. Theorem 1 together with
Definition 13 leads to the following characterization of the admissible domain.

Corollary 1 Tree-recursive dynamical systems are well-defined mappings on
the domain of rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic graphs that are closed under
the identity relation (cRLDOAG).

Gradient-based parameter optimization is well-defined on data sets consist-
ing of graphs from the class cRLDOAG.

Both the TRGC and the BPTS gradient calculation scheme (driven in on-
line or batch update mode) are easily adjusted to work on the domain of cRL-
DOAGs (vertices are allowed to be tagged by discrete or continuous labels). In
fact, the algorithms developed to deal with compressed tree data sets, Algo-
rithm 4.9 (TRGC-CSE) and Algorithm 4.8 (BPTS-BottomUp and BPTS-
TopDown), are capable of working on a given cRLDOAG input structure. The
error gradient contributions of such an input structure will be computed and
returned in a correct way.

In batch parameter update mode it might even be reasonable to eliminate
common substructures among an entire training set consisting of cRLDOAGs.
The result of a CSE process would again be a large and closed LDOAG.

The required closure property on RLDOAGs is not a serious limitation for
TRDS if graphs and continuous label information are going to be extracted
from a real world environment. In that case, it is very unlikely (modulo a finite
arithmetic precision) to meet two substructures with identical graph topology
carrying exactly the same continuous label information.

4.6 Methods between First and Second-Order

We have already pointed out that gradient-based minimization methods (e.g.
SGD) relying exclusively on first-order gradient information do not constitute
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the best choice for arbitrary (non-linear) error functions (see Section 4.1.1).
Various advanced optimization methods are motivated by a local second-order
approximation of the error function (cf. Equation 4.1).

E(w +∆w) ≈ E(w) + (∆w)Tb+
1

2
(∆w)TH∆w (4.66)

where b is defined to be the local first-order gradient of E and H the Hessian
matrix evaluated at point w.

b :=
∂E

∂wi

∣
∣
∣
∣
w

Hij :=
∂E

∂wi∂wj

∣
∣
∣
∣
w

(4.67)

From Equation 4.66, the corresponding local approximation of the error gradi-
ent is given by

b+H∆w (4.68)

and the location w∗ of the minimum of the error function satisfies

w∗ = w−H−1 b (4.69)

The term −H−1 b is known as the Newton direction. In contrast to the local
first-order gradient −b, the Newton direction for a quadratic error surface,
evaluated at w, points directly at the minimum of the error function. For
arbitrary (non-linear) error functions the quadratic approximation is not exact
and it is necessary to iterate Equation 4.69.

A direct application this approach hides several problems. First, one Newton
step is computationally expensive, since it requires pn2w evaluations of Hessian
components and O(n3w) time for the inversion of the Hessian where p is the size
of the training set and nw is the number of parameters. Second, the Hessian
has to be positive definite to guarantee that a minimum (and not a saddle point
or a maximum) will be approached. Furthermore, the step size generated by
Equation 4.69 might leave the valid region of a quadratic approximation and
the algorithm might become unstable. However, if all demands are satisfied,
the Newton approach is proven to converge to the (local) minimum with a
quadratic convergence speed.

During the last decades several practical optimization methods have been
developed that utilize information “between” the first-order and the second-
order error gradient (for an overview in the neural network context we refer
to Battiti, 1992; Bishop, 1995). At the lower bound of this interval there are
methods that augment the SGD procedure by heuristics to adapt the step size
η to the local steepness of the error surface, e.g. quickprop (Fahlman, 1988) or
Rprop (Riedmiller, 1994). A valuable subroutine is the so-called line search,
i.e. the one-dimensional minimization along the chosen search direction (Press
et al., 1992). One deficiency of SGD is that successive search directions are
orthogonal to each other, i.e. past work is possibly undone by a new descent di-
rection. This problem is resolved by the conjugate gradient algorithm which cal-
culates an optimal sequence of “non-interfering” search directions (Press et al.,
1992; Shewchuk, 1994). This method is combined with line search and makes
use of information about the curvature of the error surface without explicit
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evaluation of the Hessian matrix. For quadratic error functions it is guaranteed
to find a minimum in nw steps. Møller (1993) proposed the scaled conjugate
gradient method variant that avoids the line search procedure.

Quasi-Newton methods are based on Equation 4.69, but avoid the effort to
evaluate and to inverse the Hessian matrix directly. Instead, the objective is
to build up an iterative approximation of the inverse Hessian. The derivation
of commonly used formulae, e.g. the Davidson-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) and the
Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) formula, can be found in standard
textbooks on optimization (Press et al., 1992; Polak, 1971). Other methods
are tailored to special error functions, e.g. the Levenberg-Marquart method
for SQE (in neural network context, see Hagan and Menhaj, 1994). Tsoi
(1998) gives an overview of gradient-based learning methods (between first-
and second-order) and related issues for discrete-time recurrent neural network
architectures.

Remarks To summarize, there is one common property shared among all
gradient-based optimization methods (between first- and second-order). During
the optimization process, the error function and the local first-order gradient
are repeatedly (both for initializations and for intermediate steps) evaluated at
several locations in the parameter space. Thus, these advanced techniques can
in principle be built around the algorithms presented in this chapter (BPTS and
TRGC with variations). However, whether this leads to practicable gradient-
based optimization methods for tree-recursive dynamical systems depends on
several factors. Let us briefly name some possible difficulties.

Even if, for a given input structure, the first-order gradient is computed
for instance by Algorithm 4.4 (BPTS) in an efficient way, the overall
optimization process can be computationally demanding. To recall, in
batch update mode one additional evaluation of the error function and
that of its local first-order gradient requires O(p Th + ũ Tf ) time where
p is the cardinality of the training set and ũ its total number of nodes.
Methods that use the Hessian or an approximation thereof need O((nh+
nf )

2) space to store the matrix.

Due to the combinatorial and recursive composition of the transition map-
ping, the error function is expected to be of highly non-linear nature.
Local first and second-order approximations of the error function might
only be valid for very small regions around the current location. This
fact might critically influence the convergence and stability behavior of
the underlying method for the overall optimization process.

It must be carefully checked (case by case) whether traditional gradient-based
methods (between first- and second order) developed to optimize multivariate
functions will also be practicable in the context of TRDS and inductive learn-
ing on the tree (cRLDOAG) domain. There is probably no answer of general
validity. The investigation of relevant relationships and constraints – e.g. on
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the type of error function, the specific optimization technique, the type of tran-
sition function, the number of parameters, the nature of the available data, and
the application environment – is the subject of ongoing research.

4.7 Related Work

One origin of our work can be clearly found in the so-called backpropagation
algorithm (BP) which has been developed to calculate first-order gradients for
multivariate (parameterized) function networks. The basic idea of BP – namely
the repeated application of the chain rule for partial derivatives to break the
overall task down into local operations involving only the derivatives of the
elementary function components – has been known for several decades (e.g.
Werbos, 1974). BP combined with steepest gradient descent became very pop-
ular as the (gradient-based) training procedure of multilayer feedforward neural
networks (“propagated” by the PDP group, see Rumelhart et al., 1986) during
the late eighties and worked as catalyst for the whole neural network research
community.

One of the reasons for success is founded on its computational efficiency. The
local first-order gradient for a multilayer FNN with first-order connections and
for one training pattern is evaluated in O(nw) time and space where nw is the
number of weights. This is believed to be optimal since the exact gradient in nw
dimensions cannot be obtained without touching each dimension at least once.
If we write down the analytical derivation of the gradient then its evaluation
would lead to nw times (for each weight) the evaluation of a O(wn) expression
and thus would scale as O(n2w).

We use BP (in this sense) as an integral part of the BPTS algorithm to
propagate the error signals through the transition function and thus to calcu-
late the gradient contribution of each individual vertex of the input structure
without explicit evaluation of the Jacobians (Section 4.4.1 and Section 4.4.2.2).

The backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm is suitable to compute
first-order gradient information for discrete-time dynamical systems and time
series (sequence) processing. Keeping the unfolding metaphor in mind, the sys-
tem can be thought of as “unfolded in time” (i.e. according to the given input
sequence). The standard BP algorithm becomes applicable and the accumula-
tion of contributions at different time steps can be justified by the chain rule of
ordered derivatives (e.g. Werbos, 1990; Rumelhart et al., 1986; Werbos, 1974).

Its counterpart, the so-called real-time recurrent learning (RTRL) algo-
rithm, can be seen as a direct evolution of the error gradient equation driven by
the systems dynamics. As with BPTT, the RTRL method was probably known
for several decades and has been applied to various sorts of continuous systems
before it was independently rediscovered by several researchers in the context of
neural networks (Williams and Zipser, 1989; Gherrity, 1989; Robinson and Fall-
side, 1988, to name some sources). For batch parameter update mode, RTRL is
functionally equivalent to BPTT. Even if one step of RTRL is computationally
rather expensive, it has the appealing property that the memory consumption
is constant and all computations require only information from the previous
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Parameterized Domain Gradient Calculation
Model Scheme

Multivariate Fixed-size Vectors Back-
Functions R

n propagation

Discrete-time (Infinite) Sequences BPTT RTRL
Dynamical Systems (Rn)∗

Tree-recursive Arbitrary, but Finite Size BPTS TRGC
Dynamical Systems Trees T (Rn), cRLDOAGs

Table 4.1: Overview over different (parameterized) models, the corresponding
first-order gradient computation algorithms and their relationships. Each ap-
proach presented in one row of the table generalizes that of the previous one.

time step. Thus, RTRL (in online update mode) allows adapting systems to an
infinite stream of ingoing data, while BPTT does not.

For a detailed investigation of BPTT and RTRL in the context of fully-
recurrent discrete-time recurrent neural networks (in terms of their relationship,
possible variations of the core algorithms, and the corresponding complexity
analysis), we refer to Williams and Zipser (1994). Baldi (1995) surveys the
calculation of first-order gradient information from a general dynamical systems
perspective (continuous vs. discrete time, fixed-point vs. trajectory learning,
and variational versus adjoint techniques as mathematical tools). A similar,
but more pragmatical overview focusing on recurrent neural networks is given
by Pearlmutter (1995).

Wan and Beaufays (1998) have developed an elegant and universal method
to derive equations for the calculation of first-order gradient information for
arbitrary recurrent systems. The starting point is a signal flow graph drawing
of the system of interest. Then a simple diagrammatic calculus is applied to
rewrite the original diagram to the corresponding error gradient flow graph
and the BPTT equations can be directly read off. The RTRL equations are
obtained from the transposed gradient flow graph. We conjecture that it might
be possible to develop a compiler that (together with a symbolic derivation
module) enables the (more or less) automatical generation of executable code
for learning algorithms from the systems signal flow diagram.

There is no obvious and elegant way to apply Wan and Beaufays diagram-
matic approach to tree-recursive dynamical systems. Due to the inhomogeneous
topology of the input structures, it is not possible to draw a static signal flow
diagram of the system (we refer also to the definition of the virtual BTPS
machine, Section 4.3.2.1).

Actually, BPTS and TRGC are reduced to BPTT and RTRL by constrain-
ing TRDS to sequences processing. This is easily verified by setting the max-
imum outdegree to k = 1. The relationships between the various models and
the corresponding gradient calculation schemes are summarized by Table 4.7.

The backpropagation through structure (BPTS) gradient calculation method
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and its combination with common subexpression elimination is due to Goller
and Küchler (1996); Küchler and Goller (1996). It was originally developed to
infer mappings from the term domain T (U) to the real vector space using the
so-called neural folding architecture (FA) as parameterized model (which can be
seen as a neural network instance of TRDS, see also Chapter 5). Goller (1997)
extended the basic concepts and applied the FA as neural network module for
the adaptive search control in symbol deduction systems (see Section 7.1). For
that application scenario, BPTS harmonized well with conjugate gradient opti-
mization and the usage of common subexpression elimination led to enormous
compression ratios and to a considerable speed-up of the overall optimization
process. There are some hints that the BPTS idea, although not worked out in
an explicit way, has probably been used before by the Connectionists research
community (we refer to the discussion in Section 5.4).

Sperduti and Starita (1997) demonstrated the eligibility of the BPTS scheme
for various neural network architectures (e.g. neural trees, cascade correlation)
and showed in that context how the RTRL equations can be taken from se-
quence procesing and appled to structures. Here, we derived the TRGC gradi-
ent calculation scheme for the more general TRDS framework, discussed several
variations and its relationship to BTPS and identified its intrinsic limitations
by a careful elaboration of the algorithmic perspective. We refused to name
TRGC as a “real-time” recursive learning scheme, since TRDS are not capable
to process infinite tree (cRLDOAG) structures (see Section 4.4.3.2).

4.8 Summary

We have argued that inductive learning tasks defined on the structure domain
can be understood as the optimization of an appropriate (parameterized) tree-
recursive dynamical system. A set of well-established gradient-based optimiza-
tion techniques are available if the criterion to be optimized is given by a contin-
uous and differentiable function. However, the necessary prerequisite to obtain
practicable gradient-based learning methods for TRDS is that first-order gra-
dient information can be evaluated in an efficient way.

We presented the mathematical derivation of TRGC and BPTS, two dif-
ferent gradient calculation schemes, and developed the algorithmic view. The
products are algorithmic specifications that are ready to be implemented in
any common programming language. The proposed approach is very general.
It allows the calculation of the first-order gradient for arbitrary continuous and
differentiable criteria where tree structures are embedded via TRDS mappings.
Here, TRGC and BPTS were exemplified by the sum-of-squares error function
and by their usage in the simple steepest gradient descent optimization method.

The complexity analysis can roughly be summarized as follows. The time
and space behavior of BPTS scales linearly both to the size (i.e. number of
nodes) of the given input structure and to the number of parameters. This
computational effort in time is believed to be optimal for “neural” instantiations
of TRDS, i.e. if both the transition mapping and output function are realized
by fully-connected multilayer feed-forward neural networks (we refer to the next
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chapter). The processing of one node of the input structure is very expensive
for TRGC. Assuming the same neural realization of TRDS, this step requires
O(m4) time where m is the dimension of the state space.

BPTS is clearly superior to TRGC concerning computation time (if batch
or online parameter update mode is used). If the memory resources count, then
TRGC is to be favored to BTPS for very large input tree structures (k > 1).
Because of its constant space requirements and due to the fact that the gradient
contributions of the current node can be calculated using only information from
the previous one, RTRL is the algorithm of choice to adapt TRDS to an infinite
sequence (using the node-online update mode). The iterative version of TRGC
is reduced to RTRL on this sequence domain (k = 1). TRDS and TRGC
are not suitable to be applied on the general class of infinite tree structures
(k > 1). We presented a special infinite tree topology (see Figure 4.4) that
might possess some application relevance and that can be handled by means of
a modified TRGC gradient calculation scheme. BPTS can not deal with any
kind of infinite structures.

We proposed the integration of the encoding of the empty tree state and the
encoding of discrete labels (found in the input domain) into the overall opti-
mization process. The first-order error gradient with respect to these additional
parameters can be calculated within the known BPTS and TRGC schemes.
Only a minor additional effort in computation time must be payed.

It is an open question whether and under which conditions the inductive
learning approach (defined for TRDS) will benefit from that adaptive label en-
coding technique. This question might be a fruitful direction for future research.

Common subexpressions induce redundant computational effort for the gra-
dient calculation algorithms when applied on a purely symbolic tree domain.
We showed that the training set can be compressed to a LDOAG data structure
by applying a standard common subexpression elimination technique as a pre-
processing step. The BPTS algorithm is modified to work on that CSE product
by arranging its top-down (bottom-up) propagation phase to a traversal of the
vertices of the graph in a (reverse) topological order. We presented a formal
correctness proof. By applying CSE in combination with the tuned versions of
the BPTS and TRGC algorithm, redundant work is avoided and the computa-
tion of the first-order gradient (for use in batch update mode) is shown to be
sped up by a constant factor (depending on the compression factor obtained
on the training set). This improvement can lead to a considerable speed-up of
the overall optimization process (a factor of five to twenty has been observed
in several experiments, see Section 7.1.1).

As a by-product, it is shown that the maximum admissible domain of
TRDS is constituted by the class of rooted labeled directed ordered acyclic graphs
that are free of multiple occurrences of subexpressions (cRLDOAG). Moreover,
BPTS and TRGC turned out to be well-defined on this cRLDOAG domain.

Note that all variations of the basic approach presented in this chapter, i.e.
IO-dynamics, adaptive empty tree state and label encoding, and common subex-
pression elimination, can easily be integrated into one algorithm. BPTS and
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RTRL generalize previous work from sequence to tree (cRLDOAG) structure
processing. BPTT and RTRL for discrete-time dynamical systems are obtained
by constraining the maximum outdegree of the TRDS domain to k = 1.
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Chapter 5

Instantiating Tree-Recursive

Dynamical Systems: The

Neural Folding Architecture

We have introduced tree-recursive dynamical systems as an abstract parameter-
ized model to represent mappings from a tree (cRLDOAG) domain to the real
vector space. A TRDS consists of two parameterized mappings. One accom-
plishes state transitions and one produces the output of the system. Adaptive
structure processing is realized by estimating the parameters from given input-
output data.

Next, a concrete instance of TRDS is considered. Both components are re-
alized by conventional multilayer feedforward neural networks, yielding a kind
of “neural network” model for adaptive structure processing. The intention
behind this chapter is twofold. First, we want to give evidence that the frame-
work for adaptive structure processing has been defined in an adequate way.
Secondly, the advantages and the deficiencies of neural network models for
adaptive structure processing will be explored.

5.1 Instantiation of TRDS by Neural Networks

Let us first recall the definition of tree-recursive dynamical systems (see Def-
inition 10, Section 3.1). A TRDS (M,nil, f, h) is specified by a state space
M ⊆ Rm, an encoding nil ∈ M of the “empty tree”, and two mappings f , h
with

f : U ×Mk →M h :M → R
q

where q ∈ N, U is the label type of the input structures, and k is the maximum
outdegree found in the data. Feedforward neural networks (see Definition 6 and
Section 2.2) are prominent models to represent and to learn mappings between
real vector spaces (for instance, see Bishop, 1995; Haykin, 1994). Thus, one idea
for the definition of a neural network model for adaptive structure processing
is to implement the mappings f and h by conventional feedforward networks.
By inserting multilayer feedforward neural networks for the TRDS components,
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Figure 5.1: Schematic description of the neural folding architecture. Rectangles
depict blocks of functionally similar units grouped into layers.

we get a model that is already known as neural folding architecture (Goller and
Küchler, 1996; Küchler and Goller, 1996).

Definition 14 (Neural Folding Architecture) A neural folding architec-
ture (FA) is a tree-recursive dynamical system (M,nil, f, h) where the mappings
f and h are implemented by multilayer feedforward neural networks.

Figure 5.1 gives a schematic description of the folding architecture. The
transition mapping f (called folding part) is realized by a (multilayer) FNN with
n+km input units andm output units. The input layer holds n units to receive
the vertex label information, followed by k blocks of equal size m to receive the
state information belonging to the immediate successors of a vertex of the input
structure. The mapping h (called the transformation part) is implemented by
a (multilayer) FNN with m input and q output units. The state spaceM ⊆ Rm

is induced by the range of the output layer of the folding part. An additional
degree of freedom is found in the number lf ≥ 1 of layers 1 in the folding part
and the number lh ≥ 0 of layers in the transformation part. As discussed for
the general TRDS (Section 3.1), the interface for discrete structure mapping
can also be defined without the transformation part. In that case, a portion of
the output units of the folding part is recruited to deliver the overall output of
the FA.

The FA can be configured by different kinds of activation and transfer func-
tions. Here we focus on σt (binary threshold), σc (classical sigmoid) and σg
(general sigmoid) for transfer functions and on first-order versus higher-order
activation functions (see Section 2.2). The architecture is assumed to be homo-
geneous, i.e. all units are of the same type (concerning activation and transfer
function). An exception to this rule is permitted for the output layer of the
transformation part. For instance, units equipped with the identity transfer
function might be employed there in order to cover the entire output range Rq.

1Here, the input layer is counted as zero and the layer number is incremented towards the
output layer.
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The function parameters are usually continuous values in R and will be
called (in this context) weights (and biases). Let φ be the activation function
and σ be the transfer function and x be the input to a layer. The output y of
this layer is computed by

y = σ(φ(x))

and passed to the next layer. The weights between two successive layers are
often written in matrix notation, i.e. W where Wij is the weight of the con-
nection from unit j in layer l to unit i in layer l + 1. For instance, assuming a
first-order activation function, the output of a layer can be formulated in terms
of matrix-vector operations:

y = σ(Wx) (5.1)

Sometimes it is convenient to describe the layout of a concrete neural folding
architecture by the eight-tuple

(lf , lh,m, n, k, q, φ, σ)

If a component is irrelevant for certain propositions, it will be filled by the
anonymous underscore ‘ ’ character.

The FA (as instance of TRDS) provides the interface for discrete structure
mappings of the type Ξ : T (U) → R

q by employing the familiar tree-recursive
dynamics (Definition 10, Section 3.1). For a given input tree t ∈ T (U) let
t1, t2, . . . , td be the immediate successors with d ≤ k. To recall, the dynamics
is specified by a tree-recursive application of the mapping f (the folding part):

g(t) = f(λ(t)⊕ g(t1)⊕ g(t2)⊕ · · · ⊕ g(td)⊕ nil ⊕ · · · ⊕ nil︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−d

) (5.2)

The output of the FA is generated by applying the mapping h (the transforma-
tion part) on the result of the tree-recursive process:

Ξ := h ◦ g

For instance, consider the neural folding architecture (1, 1,m, n, k, q, φ, σ)
where φ is the first-order activation function and σ an elementary transfer
function. Further, assume full connectivity between layers. Then, applying
Algorithm 3.1, a given input tree t ∈ T (U) of size u (number of nodes) is
evaluated to Ξ̂(t) in Θ (um(n+ km) +mq) time using O(k d̃m) space where d̃
is denoting the depth of the input structure.

5.2 Representational Capabilities: A Brief Review

of Existing Results

Tree-recursive dynamical systems are very powerful models of computation. As
discussed in Section 3.1, the representational capability of TRDS applied as
a formal language recognizer ranges from regular word languages (for linear
maps f and h, see Proposition 2) to arbitrary tree languages (if no constraints
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are placed on f and h, see Proposition 3). What are the representational
capabilities of the TRDS instantiated to the neural folding architecture?

The capabilities of FA employed as language recognizer are investigated in
Chapter 6. Next, we will review some fundamental existing results on two other
aspects of representation, namely, the function approximation capability of the
FA and its VC-dimension.

5.2.1 Approximation Capabilities

If one wants to apply the neural folding architecture on regression tasks, it is
essential to know about its approximation capabilities.

Recently, Hammer and Sperschneider (1997); Hammer (1998b) proved the
FA being a universal approximator for functions of the type Ξ : T (Σ) → R

q.
We will briefly summarize the main result.

Let the transfer function σ be the general sigmoid σg (see Section 2.2), but
monotonous and further constrained by the existence of a point x0 in (µ−, µ+)
so that σ is two times continuously differentiable in an environment of x0 and
σ′′(x0) 6= 0. Let P be a probability measure on terms T (Σ). Further, let F
denote the class of functions that are implementable by the FA equipped with σ
as transfer function, the first-order activation function and the identity transfer
function for the units in the output layer.

Theorem 2 (Approximation, Hammer and Sperschneider 1997) Let
Ξ be an arbitrary (Borel-)measurable function of the type Ξ : T (Σ) → R

q. For
any given error threshold ε > 0 and confidence δ < 1 there exists a function
Ξ̂ ∈ F so that

P ({t ∈ T (Σ) : |Ξ̂(t)− Ξ(t)| > ε}) < δ

This means that any discrete structure mapping Ξ : T (Σ) → R
q can be

approximated arbitrarily well in probability by the neural folding architec-
ture. Hammer and Sperschneider (1997) presented a construction that requires
O(log2 k) layers for the folding part, each carrying less than O(k) units and
a two-layer 2 FNN as transformation part. k is the maximum rank of Σ; the
dimension of the state space can be chosen to be m = 2.

The basic idea is to define an injective mapping that encodes any given tree
t ∈ T (Σ) into R2, that is compatible to the tree-recursive dynamics exhibited by
a TRDS and that can be casted into the layout of the folding part (see also the
construction for Proposition 3). The transformation part is given the role of a
universal approximator for mappings between R2 and Rq and the argumentation
is continued on the transformation part using well-known approximation results
for FNN (Hornik et al., 1989; Scarselli and Tsoi, 1998) to complete the proof.

Hammer (1998b) extended this approximation result to functions Ξ :
T (Rn) → R

q (i.e. structures augmented by continuous label information)
and showed that universal approximation in the maximum norm can only be
achieved on finite structure domains. Clearly, all approximation results are
valid for the extended domain cRLDOAG.

2Not counting the input layer.
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5.2.2 VC-Dimension

One aspect in characterizing the generalization capabilities of learning devices
such as neural networks is the theoretical investigation of the sample com-
plexity , i.e. the amount of training data necessary to achieve a given level of
generalization accuracy. The sample complexity is known to be closely related
to the so-called Vapnik-Chervonenkis-dimension (or VC-dimension), which can
be regarded as a measure of the “expressive power” of a set of functions F . In
the case of neural networks, F is defined as the set of functions implementable
by a given architecture. For the exact relationship between sample complexity,
VC-dimension, and probably approximately correct (PAC) learning, a discussion
on the application of these concepts to neural networks, and a survey of recent
work on that field the reader is referred to Anthony (1997).

In the following we will show that an upper bound for the VC-dimension of
the FA can be trivially derived by directly applying the result of Karpinski and
Macintyre (1997) (VC-dimension of multilayer feedforward networks) and its
extension presented by Koiran and Sontag (1997) (VC-dimension of discrete-
time recurrent neural networks).

Proposition 5 (VC-Dimension) For folding architectures with first-order
activation function being constrained (by discretized interpretation of the out-
put) to implement functions Ξ ∈ F of the type Ξ : T (Σ)→ {0, 1} holds:

The VC-dimension given the classical sigmoid transfer function σc
is O(u2w4),

where w is the number of weights (including biases) in the FA and u is the size
(number of nodes) of the input terms (trees) received by the FA.

Proof By applying the concept of unfolding (cf. Section 4.3.1) the mapping
computed by the FA on a given input tree of size u can be simulated by an
equivalent feedforward network with uNf +Nh units (neurons), where Nf and
Nh are the number of units in the folding and transformation part of the orig-
inal architecture. This feedforward network carries the same number of pro-
grammable parameters (weights) w = nf+nh as the FA in the folding part (nf )
and transformation part (nh).

Following Karpinski and Macintyre (1997, Theorem 7) there is an O((uNf+
Nh)

2w2) upper bound on the VC-dimension of that feedforward architecture.
Assuming w > nf > Nf and w > nh > Nt this is O(u

2w4) as claimed.

Koiran and Sontag (1997) derived upper and lower bounds on the VC-
dimension of discrete-time recurrent networks instantiated by various other
classes of transfer functions. Several results seem to be transferrable to the
FA in a similar way as demonstrated by Proposition 5, e.g. a lower bound
of Ω(uw) for the VC-dimension of FA with sigmoid transfer function. This
means that the VC-dimension, and therefore the sample complexity, becomes
infinite for the FA if infinite input domains are allowed. Hammer (1997) ex-
plored the generalization capabilites of recurrent neural network models under
the framework of PAC learning and proposed an alternative characterization
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of learnability. Conditions on the a priori probability of input structures with
increasing depth are derived that ensure learnability for a polynomial number
of samples.

5.3 Gradient Computation

We developed several generic algorithms to calculate local first-order gradient
information for the TRDS model (see Chapter 4). Next, it is demonstrated how
backpropagation through structure (BPTS) and tree-recursive gradient compu-
tation (TRGC) fit with the neural folding architecture. For reasons of clarity,
the instantiation procedure is exemplified on the core algorithms (Algorithm 4.4
and Algorithm 4.3) and on a rather simple-structured architecture. The elabo-
ration of variations introduced for the general TRDS model, e.g. IO-dynamics,
common subexpression elimination, adaptive label encoding, and multiple lay-
ers, is regarded as an easy task and left as exercise.

Consider the neural folding architecture

(1, 1,m, n, k, q, φ, σc)

where φ is the first-order activation function and σc the classical transfer func-
tion.

σc(x) =
1

1 + exp(−µx)

Assuming full connectivity between layers, the transition function f : Rn+km →
[0, 1]m computed by the folding part and the output mapping h : Rm → [0, 1]q

computed by the transformation part are given by

f(x) = σc(W
fx) h(x) = σc(W

hx)

where Wf ∈ Rm×(n+km) and Wh ∈ Rq×m are the nf = m(n + km) weight
parameters of the folding and nh = qm parameters of the transformation part,
respectively. A convenient property of the classical sigmoid is that its derivative
can be expressed in terms of the original function

σ′c(x) =
∂σc(x)

∂x
= µσc(x)(1− σc(x))

In order to get gradient calculation algorithms for the FA, we must deal with the
following (transposed) Jacobian matrices (see Section 4.3 and Algorithm 4.4,
Section 4.2 and Algorithm 4.3).

Jhij(g(t)) := hj,xi(g(t)) Jh ∈ Rm×q

Hij(g(t)) := ∂hj(g(t))/∂w
h H ∈ Rnh×q

J
f(r)
ij (x(t)) := fj,xn+(r−1)m+i

(x(t)) Jf(r) ∈ Rm×m, 1 ≤ r ≤ k
Fij(x(t)) := ∂fj(x(t))/∂w

f F ∈ Rnf×m
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5.3.1 BPTS

Basically, only some appropriate re-definitions are required to cast the generic
BPTS algorithm into the neural network paradigm. The parameters of a feed-
forward layer are commonly grouped into a matrix. Thus, it is appropriate to
rearrange the parameter vectors wh (found in the transformation part) and
wf (found in the folding part) to the following weight matrix format, i.e.
Wh ∈ Rq×m and Wf ∈ Rm×(n+km) where

W h
ij := wh

(i−1)m+j

W
f(r)
ij := W f

i,n+(r−1)m+j Wf(r) ∈ Rm×m, 1 ≤ r ≤ k

Analogously, we write Eh(t) and Ef (s, t) for the matrix arrangements of the
gradient contributions eh(t) and ef (s, t) (see Equation 4.33 and Equation 4.32).
Let the operator ’�’ denote the component-wise vector multiplication (x�y =
z, where zi := xi ·yi) and let ’⊗’ denote the outer vector product (x⊗y = x·yT ).

The relevant calculations involving the evaluation of the Jacobians F, H,
Jh and Jf(r) (1 ≤ r ≤ k) can now be expressed by means of Wh, Wf , h and f .

Jh(g(t)) · δh(t) = (Wh)T · (δh(t)� h′(g(t)))

Jf(r)(x(t̃)) · δf (t̃, t) = (Wf(r))T · (δf (t̃, t)� f ′(x(t̃)))

eh(t) = H(g(t)) · δh(t)

Eh(t) = (δh(t)� h′(g(t))) ⊗ g(t)

ef (s, t) = F(x(s)) · δf (s, t)

Ef (s, t) = (δf (s, t)� f ′(x(s))) ⊗ x(s)

For the derivatives of the elementary functions f and h we get

f ′(x(s)) = µ · f(x(s))� (1− f(x(s)))

h′(g(t)) = µ · h(g(t)) � (1− h(g(t)))

These definitions can now directly be plugged into the generic BPTS al-
gorithm (Algorithm 4.4). The result (see Algorithm 5.1) is the well-known
backpropagation through structure algorithm for the neural folding architec-
ture originally developed by Goller and Küchler (1996).

Computational Effort

Let u be the size (number of nodes) of a given input tree. During the bottom-
up phase, one matrix-vector multiplication (FA-BPTS-BottomUp, line 9)
must be done for each node of the input tree. One outer product (FA-BPTS-
TopDownUp, line 8) and one matrix-vector multiplication (line 13) each node
will the most expensive operations during the top-down-up phase. Counting
the application of the sigmoid transfer function as elementary operation, the
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FA-BPTS(t,Ξ(t))

1: y← FA-BPTS-BottomUp(root (t))

2: r← σc(W
hy)

3: δh ← r− Ξ(t)

4: δf ← (Wh)T · (δh � µ · r� (1− r))
5: Eh ← (δh � µ · r� (1− r))⊗ y
6: Ef ← FA-BPTS-TopDownUp(root (t), δf )

7: return (Ef ,Eh)

FA-BPTS-BottomUp(v)

1: d← Outdegree(v)

2: for i← 1 to d do

3: FA-BPTS-BottomUp(vi)

4: x← λ(v)

5: for i← 1 to d do

6: x← x⊕ vi.y
7: for i← d+ 1 to k do

8: x← x⊕ nil

9: v.y← σc(W
fx)

10: return v.y

FA-BPTS-TopDownUp(v, δf )

1: d← Outdegree(v)

2: x← λ(v)

3: for i← 1 to d do

4: x← x⊕ vi.y
5: for i← d+ 1 to k do

6: x← x⊕ nil

7: γf ← δf � µ · v.y � (1− v.y)
8: Ef ← γf ⊗ x
9: if d = 0 then

10: return Ef

11: else

12: for i← 1 to d do

13: return Ef + FA-BPTS-TopDownUp(vi, (W
f(i))T · γf )

Algorithm 5.1: BPTS for the neural folding architecture.
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time behavior for the calculation of the contribution of one input tree to the
first-order gradient is given by

Θ (um(n+ km) + qm)

Besides the weight matricesWh andWf , the output of the folding part (i.e. the
state information v.y computed during the bottom-up phase) must be main-
tained for each subtree. Function FA-BPTS-TopDownUp can be made tail-
recursive by using Ef as global variable for the accumulated error gradient and
by substituting the following pseudo-code fragment for the lines 8–13.

γf ← δf � µ · v.y � (1− v.y)
Ef ← Ef + γf ⊗ x
for i← 1 to d do
FA-BPTS-TopDownUp(vi, (W

f(i))T · γf )
Thus, the space consumption for the tail-recursive variant of Algorithm 5.1 is
characterized by

Θ (um+m(n+ km) + qm)

The transposition of the weight matrices Wh (FA-BPTS, line 4) and Wf(i)

(FA-BPTS-TopDownUp, line 13) has not necessarily been carried out in an
explicit way. One alternative might be to implement a specialized “transposed
matrix-vector product”. Another possibility is to store the matrices together
with their transposed versions. In this case, the parameter update must be
applied on both versions. However, the asymptotic time and space behavior is
not affected by that measure.

5.3.2 TRGC

Let us now illustrate how the TRGC algorithm is instantiated to a version that
fits to the neural folding architecture. As in the case of BPTS, only a few
abbreviations and substitutions are required. Let us first define three auxiliary
matrices Ĥ ∈ Rm×m, F̂ ∈ Rq×q and D(x) ∈ R(m dimx)×m.

F̂ij(x(t)) := δi,j · µ · f ′i(x(t)) F̂ ∈ Rm×m

Ĥij(g(t)) := δi,j · µ · h′i(g(t)) Ĥ ∈ Rq×q

D(x) :=











x 0 0 · · · 0
0 x 0 · · · 0

0 0 x
...

...
...

. . . 0
0 0 · · · 0 x











The Jacobians F,H and Jf(r) participating in Algorithm 4.3 can now be rewrit-
ten to

F(x(t)) = D(x(t)) · F̂(x(t))

H(g(t)) = D(g(t)) · Ĥ(g(t))

Jf(r)(x(t)) = (Wf(r))T · F̂(x(t))
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The expressions involving Jh and Eh are copied from the BPTS formulation:

Jh(g(t)) · δh(t) = (Wh)T · δh(t)� µ · h′(g(t))

Eh(t) = (δh(t)� µ · h′(g(t))) ⊗ g(t)

δh(t) = h(g(t)) − Ξ(t)

The TRGC gradient calculation algorithm for the FA (Algorithm 5.1) is ob-
tained by the substitution of these abbreviations into the generic TRGC al-
gorithm (cf. Algorithm 4.3). The error gradient ef is casted into the corre-
sponding matrix format Ef ∈ Rm×(n+km) (by the operator Matrix, Function
FA-TRGC, line 5).

FA-TRGC(t,Ξ(t))

1: (y,G)← FA-TRGC-Tree-Walk(root (t))

2: r← σc(W
hy)

3: γh ← (r− Ξ(t))� µ · r� (1− r)
4: Ef ← Matrix(G · ((Wh)T · γh))
5: Eh ← γh ⊗ y
6: return (Ef ,Eh)

FA-TRGC-Tree-Walk(v)

1: d← Outdegree(v)

2: x← λ(v)

3: for i← 1 to d do

4: (yi,Gi)← FA-TRGC-Tree-Walk(vi)

5: x← x⊕ yi
6: for i← d+ 1 to k do

7: x← x⊕ nil
8: G← D(x)

9: for i← 1 to d do

10: G← G+Gi · (Wf(i))T

11: return (σc(W
fx), G · F̂(x))

Algorithm 5.2: TRGC for the neural folding architecture.

Computational Effort

The memory requirements are ruled by the matrix G which may be viewed as
a three-dimensional block with edge lengths m ×m × (n + km) of continuous
values (see Figure 5.2). Θ(qm) space is required to store Wh and Θ(m(n +
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G

m

n+km

m

Figure 5.2: The memory requirements of the TRGC algorithm are dominated
by the space to store the matrix G.

km)) to store the weight matrix Wf . To recall, k times d̃ (the depth of the
input structure) blocks of memory equivalent to store the matrix G have to be
allocated in the worst case during the computation process. Thus, the overall
space consumption for the TRGC algorithm (FA version) is characterized by

O
(

k d̃m2(n+ km) + qm
)

Let u be the size of the input tree. The most expensive operation of Al-
gorithm 5.2 is a matrix-matrix multiplication (see Function FA-TRGC-Tree-
Walk, line 10), which is done for each node of the input tree. Further, two
matrix-vector products and one outer vector product are executed to include
the contribution of the transformation part to the total gradient information
Ef and Eh (FA-TRGC, lines 4,5). The time effort is given by

Θ
(
um3(n+ km) + qm

)

Again, the explicit transposition of the weight matrices can be avoided. One
alternative is to maintain both the weight matrices and their transposed coun-
terpart. The parameter update must be done on both versions. Another option
is to calculate GT (t) instead of G(t) (compare Equation 4.18 and see Algo-
rithm 5.2)

GT (t) = F̂(x(t)) · (DT (x(t)) +
d∑

i=1

Wf(i) ·GT (ti) )

(ef (t))T = ((γh)T ·Wf ) ·GT (t)

Doing so, the transposition operation will merely play a role during the param-
eter update.

5.3.3 On the Complexity of Gradient-Based Learning

We conclude this section with some remarks on the intrinsic complexity of
gradient-based (inductive) learning for neural network architectures. As demon-
strated with the BPTS algorithm, the computation of the local first-order gra-
dient for a given FA and set of examples, and with respect to the chosen error
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function, can be accomplished in an efficient way. However, this constitutes
only one local step of the overall optimization process (see Section 4.6). Any
gradient-based optimization method can potentially be confused by the presence
of sub-optimal local minima of the error criterion to be optimized. Even if con-
vergence is granted, the gradient trajectory might be attracted by sub-optimal
local minima instead of approaching the global optimum. Clearly, convergence
to the global optimum is a matter of the right choice of the initial point. But
searching for those points is often as expensive as solving the entire optimiza-
tion task. Commonly, heuristics are applied to cope with the problem of local
minima, e.g. restarts after having executed a pre-defined number of local steps
(dependent on the dimension of the parameter space) without achieving a given
threshold of accuracy, or stochastic annealing strategies.

5.3.3.1 Computational Complexity

There are several attempts to characterize the complexity of (gradient-based)
learning for neural networks. One approach is to consider this issue within
the framework of computational complexity. The so-called loading problem
is formulated by the following decision problem. Given a fixed architecture
and the training data, does there exist a set of weights which allows the neural
network to correctly reproduce the input-target values of all training examples?
Blum and Rivest (1992) proved that the loading problem is NP-complete for a
three-node perceptron (FNN equipped with linear threshold units). Judd (1990)
analyzed a variant of the loading problem where the architecture is permitted
to play the role of an input variable. By reduction to 3-SAT, it is shown that
loading a given set of examples into multilayer perceptrons is NP-complete. The
counterpart to the loading problem is stated by the training problem. Given an
architecture, a data set, and an error measure, find a set of weights such that the
mapping computed by the network approximates the training examples with
a smaller error than a pre-defined constant. Recently, Vu (1998) proved that
training of one-layer networks (linear activation function) taking the squared
error measure is NP-hard. Vu obtained this result for both threshold units
and sigmoid units. The intractability of the loading and the training problem
expresses the principle limitations of “blind” learning from examples. These
theoretical results are based on arbitrary selections of training data (and for
some results, on the arbitrary choice of architectures). However, in realistic
and practicable learning scenarios, one is dealing with a specific neural network
architecture, one which is tailored to the given data and to the given task.
Thus, the statements on intractability do not necessarily in this case.

5.3.3.2 Local Minima

Another approach is to relate the complexity of (gradient-based) learning for
neural networks to the nature of the associated error function. There is evidence
that proper conditions on the error surface, basically related to the absence of
critical points (local minima, saddle points), enable solving the training problem
in polynomial time (Gori, 1998b; Frasconi et al., 1997a). A survey of recent
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results on the problem of local minima for neural networks can be found in
Bianchini and Gori (1996). Bianchini et al. (1994) provided some conditions
for the absence of local minima for recurrent neural networks. Recently, the
study has been extended to neural network instantiations of tree-recursive dy-
namical systems 3 (Frasconi et al., 1997b; Gori, 1998a). The authors presented
a number of sufficient and non-trivial conditions ensuring the error surface asso-
ciated to neural folding architectures to be local minima free. For classification
tasks, some can be decided solely from the tree (cRLDOAG) structures in the
training set, for instance a discriminant label symbol or a discriminant edge or
criteria formulated as Boolean combinations of atomic discriminators. Other
conditions allow scaling the architecture (especially the dimension m of the
state) to topological properties directly read from the training set such that the
associated error surface is local minima free.

5.3.3.3 The Long-term Dependency Problem

Let us mention a further problem that might become apparent for some classes
of neural networks and gradient-based learning, even in absence of local min-
ima. The observation is that gradient-based learning algorithms can perform
poorly in practice for discrete-time recurrent neural networks on tasks involving
long-term dependencies, i.e. when the desired output of the system at time T
is correlated to inputs presented at times t � T . The long-term dependency
problem was analyzed by Bengio et al. (1994) and earlier by Hochreiter’s the-
sis (Hochreiter, 1991). Bengio et al. (1994) argued that in order to robustly
conserve information in the system over a long period of time, the eigenvalues
of the Jacobian Jf have to stay inside the unit circle. Under this condition, the
absolute δf -error value (cf. Equation 4.37) undergoes an exponential reduction,
i.e. exponentially to the depth of recursion which corresponds to the length of
the relevant period of time. Thus, the contribution of the error gradient at
times τ � T becomes insignificant compared to the portion at times near T .
Assuming a finite arithmetic precision, the contributions of remote events in
the past will totally vanish. Several methods have been proposed to tackle the
long-term dependency problem, e.g. the use of higher-order units, or variations
in the architecture or learning methods that do not rely on error gradient in-
formation (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Lin et al., 1996; Bengio et al.,
1994).

The long-term dependency problem should also be observable for the neural
folding architecture and gradient-based learning built on top of the BPTS or
TRGC algorithm. As pointed out by Gori (1998b), the error gradient is as-
sumed to decay exponentially to the depth of recursion, i.e. to the longest path
from the root vertex to a leaf of the input structure and not to the size (number
of vertices) of the input structure. This conjecture provides a convincing argu-
ment not to recode information that is adequately represented by tree (graph)
structures into sequences, and to apply discrete-time recurrent systems to solve
the original task. A recursion depth of O(log u) for BPTS and the FA would

3Also put under the collective name recursive neural networks.
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be traded against a recursion depth of O(u) in the worst case for BPTT. Thus,
recoding would potentially inflate the long-term dependency problem for input
structures with a huge number u of vertices.

5.3.3.4 Generalization Aspects

The approaches discussed so far consider the complexity of fitting a parameter-
ized model to a given set of training data. This scenario does not necessarily
meet practical requirements since generalization aspects, i.e. techniques directed
to optimize the performance of a model on unseen data, are not addressed. The
model selection problem is roughly expressed as follows. Given a model (or a
class of models) and data, find and train that architecture (and model) with the
best generalization capabilities. For instance, model selection might mean for
the neural folding architecture to find the right number of neurons for the output
layer of the folding part (i.e. the right dimension to represent the state space).
A common approach to model selection is to use statistical tests, i.e. multiple
experiments with different architectures or models under different initialization
conditions. Training and testing is carried out on different partitions of the
available data (cross-validation); the model complexity is taken into consider-
ation by using information-theoretic measures (see for instance Moody, 1994;
Anders and Korn, 1999; Kohavi, 1995). The computational effort of model
selection, compared to the training of one specific architecture on one specific
data set, might dramatically increase.

The probably approximately correct (PAC) learning framework, introduced
by Valiant (1984), uses probabilistic arguments to characterize learnability (for
a recent survey on PAC learning applied on neural networks we refer to An-
thony, 1997). Assuming the same probability distributions on the training and
the test data, the generalization aspect of learning is inherent in the PAC def-
inition. Using the PAC framework, either the sample complexity or the time
complexity of learning devices can be defined. A first analysis of the neural
folding architecture under the PAC framework has been presented by Hammer
(1997) (see also Section 5.2.2). Within the standard definition, valid general-
ization is only granted for a finite structure domain.

5.4 Related Work

A general comparison of tree-recursive dynamical systems against different ap-
proaches to represent and infer discrete structure mappings has been made in
Section 3.3. Let us now focus the neural folding architecture and other related
systems that are built of neural network components.

5.4.1 Other Architectures – From Sequence to Structure Pro-
cessing

As discussed in Section 3.1.1 TRDS can be viewed as the generalization of a cer-
tain class of discrete-time dynamical systems for sequence processing. A similar
relationship holds for “neural” instantiations, namely recursive neural networks
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and discrete-time recurrent neural networks (RNN). Indeed, by constraining the
maximum outdegree to k = 1, neural folding architectures are reduced to RNN
and sequence processing. The empty tree encoding nil becomes the initial state.

5.4.1.1 RNN Architectures

For instance, the architecture (1, 1,m, n, 1, q, φ, σ), i.e. FA consisting of a one-
layer folding part and a one-layer transformation part each containing units
with first-order connections, yields the well-known Elman network (compare
Example 1 and Elman, 1990). If the transformation part is discarded and some
units of the output layer of the folding part are recruited to serve as output
then the FA with a two-layer transformation part is specialized (in the sequence
case) to an architecture used by Robinson and Fallside (1988).

Tsoi and Back (1997) investigated existing discrete-time recurrent neural
networks and showed that their architectures essentially collapse into two ma-
jor categories. One can be reduced to the standard feedforward architecture
(FNN), augmented by a feedback block that consists of time delay elements
only (Nerrand et al., 1993). Obviously, this class of RNN architectures is
also captured by the FA (k = 1). The other category, called dynamic RNN
(Tsoi and Back, 1997), is obtained by replacing the constant weight connec-
tions (synapses) of a classical FNN architecture by a dynamical system, e.g. a
finite impulse response (FIR) filter, or an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter.
An input sequence is processed by moving a fixed-size window over it and by
passing the elements found inside as input to the dynamic RNN (e.g. Back and
Tsoi, 1991; de Vries and Principe, 1992).

It is not clear how to generalize the concept of dynamic RNN to (tree)
structure processing. The input tree must be fed to the network in a somehow
sequential form (e.g. by postorder traversal). However, by breaking the tree
structure, it might become hard for the model to capture and to generalize over
structural concepts that are hidden in the data and that are relevant for solving
the given task.

Chen and Giles (1996) pointed out that “. . . there seem to be as many re-
current neural network architectures as there are recurrent network researchers.
Are they really that different or under the skin (neurons, weights, etc.) are they
really all equivalent? . . . ”.

Even if two architectures are proven to possess the same representational
power, it is not granted that they show identical convergence properties during
training and that both are able to achieve the same generalization performance.
For example, the effect of long-term dependencies (see Section 5.3.3) is known
to critically depend on the connection scheme of RNN architectures as well as
on the type of their individual components (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997;
Lin et al., 1996). The comparison and investigation of different architectures
with respect to their representational power, their training properties and their
generalization capabilities is a subject of ongoing research.
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5.4.1.2 Cascade Correlation

The so-called cascade-correlation (Fahlman and Lebiere, 1990) architecture con-
struction scheme for FNN has been developed to face the model selection prob-
lem (see the previous Section), i.e. to determine the right number of neurons
in the architecture for the given task and with regard to the given number of
training samples. The initial architecture is given by the units in the input
layer and in the output layer (fully connected) only. The network is trained for
a period of time governed by some user-specific parameter. Then a hidden unit
is added to the network. Further periods of training follow, alternating with
the addition of new hidden units, until a sufficiently small error is achieved.
Each new unit is connected to all output units and receives input from all units
of the input layer and from all hidden units added at previous stages of the
construction process. The weights of the ingoing connections are determined
by maximizing the correlation between its output and the residual error of the
network prior to the addition of that unit. The weight connections converg-
ing to units added at previous stages remain frozen. The training process is
continued with the weights belonging to the connections leading to the output
units.

Fahlman (1991) extended this constructive learning algorithm to the recur-
rent cascade correlation (RCC) scheme for sequence processing. RCC provides
an appealing solution to adapt the size of the network architecture in an in-
cremental way to the given task and given data. However, the original RCC
architecture has been proven to possess considerably less representational power
than the Elman architecture (Giles et al., 1995; Kremer, 1996a; Chen and Giles,
1996). Sperduti and Starita (1997) showed that the RCC concept can be ef-
fectively generalized to structure processing (for the architecture layout, see
Figure 5.3). As expected, the FA turned out to be more powerful (in terms
of computational power) than the architecture constructed by RCC (Sperduti,
1998a).

5.4.2 Distributed Representations for Structures

The idea of adaptive structure processing by means of neural network architec-
tures can be traced back to a controversial discussion raised in the late eighties.
Some schools of cognitive science claimed that traditional connectionist (neural
network) models are useless for explaining higher-level cognitive tasks carried
out by the human brain. Is has been postulated that many cognitive tasks re-
quire the use of data containing combinatorial constituent structure. However,
connectionist models would lack the ability to represent structures (e.g. graphs,
trees, and lists) and were not capable performing structure-sensitive operations
(for the precise line of argumentation, consult for instance Fodor and Pylyshyn,
1988; van Gelder, 1990; Niklasson and Sharkey, 1997).

A possible way out of this dilemma had been seen in devising distributed
representation (Hinton et al., 1986) for structures. A distributed connectionist
representation of objects (here: structures) is one in which each object is rep-
resented by a number of units (neurons), and in which each unit participates
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Figure 5.3: The neural network architecture for structures evolved by cascade
correlation after added m = 1, 2, 3 state units. Thick arrows stand for a full
connection scheme between layers and units or between units and a block of
units. At each stage of construction, dotted arrows denote trainable connections
while solid arrows are used to depict the “frozen” ones. The input layer is
constituted by n units for the label information and (in contrast to the FA, cf.
Figure 5.1) by m blocks of k units receiving state information already computed
for successor nodes. The m components of the state belonging to the j-th
successor node are fed to the j-th unit of all m blocks.

in the representation of many objects. The size of distributed representation
is fixed, i.e. only a fixed set of units is involved. One object is represented ei-
ther by a discrete or continuous-valued activation pattern of the corresponding
units.

5.4.2.1 Tensor Product and Circular Convolution

Smolensky (1990) proposed a tensor product algebra as a framework for the
distributed representations of tree structures. Trees are encoded to real vectors
by recursive application of the product operator on the node label and on its
immediate successors. Perfect decoding can be granted under certain conditions
(Yoshiro and Smolensky, 1993). However, the major drawback is that the
dimension (size of representation) grows exponential to the depth of the tree. If
one wants to get a fixed-size representation, the maximum size of the structures
must be known in advance and a “filler” for non-existent subtrees (compared
to a complete tree) is required.

Plate (1994a,b) defined the so-called circular convolution, a discrete folding
operator (on the analogy to the continuous functional folding). A distributed
representation for trees is obtained by a recursive folding of subtrees. In contrast
to the tensor product, there is no expansion of dimensionality. However, there
exists only an approximate inverse operation. In practice, only structures of
small size are decoded in a correct way, even if a huge dimension is used. (Plate,
1994a).
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Figure 5.4: Schematic description of the LRAAM architecture.

5.4.2.2 Recursive Autoassociative Memories

The development of the neural folding architecture has been strongly influenced
by the recursive autoassociative memory model (RAAM). The RAAM, devel-
oped by Pollack (1990), can be viewed as an important step toward answering
the question about the existence of appropriate connectionist models for the
representation and the processing of structural information. Some variations,
the extension of the original model to the labeling RAAM (LRAAM), and their
analysis were provided by Sperduti (1994a,b, 1995).

The architecture of the LRAAM, constituted by a symmetrical two-layer
FNN, can be imagined by mirroring a one-layer folding part of a FA at its out-
put layer (the folding part corresponds to the encoder part, compare Figure 5.4
to Figure 5.1). The LRAAM is designed to generate unique and fixed-size dis-
tributed representations for labeled directed ordered graphs. It is trained by a
recursive autoassociation of the label information of one vertex together with
the distributed representations already obtained for its immediate successor
vertices. Since the representations (drawn off the output of the encoder) are
continuously updated during the training process, the training set is dynamic
(known as moving target problem), starting with randomly chosen representa-
tions. In order to learn a representation of a given structure, representations
for all its substructures must be learned. Once the training process converged,
the decoder can be used to retrieve information previously stored into the mem-
ory. A distributed representation belonging to a vertex is fed as input to the
decoder part, yielding label information and representations of its immediate
successors. This step is repeated until a representation already known (i.e. a
cycle) or a representation for the empty structure (i.e. a vertex with outdegree
zero) is detected.

5.4.2.3 Transformational versus Confluent Structure Processing

In the past, several attempts have been made in applying the RAAM not only
as memory for structures but also to perform inference (e.g. structure-structure
mappings, or the classification of structures) on the distributed representations
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obtained from the encoder of the trained network. Chrisman (1991) identi-
fied two different extremes for the generation and the processing of distributed
structure representations with respect to a given inductive inference task and
given data: transformational and confluent inference.

Transformational inference is defined as a two-stage procedure. First, dis-
tributed representations are generated for the structures of the data set, e.g.
by training the LRAAM, and remain “frozen”. In a second step the original
task is performed on those representations (i.e. fixed-size continuous vectors)
by using standard learning devices. Several researchers demonstrated that sim-
ple syntactical and structure-sensitive operations can be performed directly on
distributed representations following the transformational approach. Chalmers
(1990) experimented with a sentence passifization task, i.e. converting a sen-
tence (taken from a small corpus) such as ‘Bill loves Monica’ from the active
into its passive form ‘Monica is loved by Bill’. Cadoret (1994) reported accurate
results on the classification of sentences (given as syntax trees) according to the
communicative function of the dialogue act. Other examples can be found in
Blank et al. (1992) and Stolcke and Wu (1992).

Confluent inference removes the separation between learning of representa-
tions and the proper learning task. The idea is to take the overall task into
account while learning distributed representations for structures. Confluence
inference imposes a strong interaction between the LRAAM and subsequent
inference modules and a tight coupling of both training regimes. In contrast to
transformational inference, the representations are biased towards the underly-
ing inference task (Chrisman, 1991).

The neural folding architecture for inferring structure mappings from exam-
ple data can been viewed as a strictly confluent inference method. The encoding
of structures and the further transformation of the structure representation are
merged into a single and inseparable optimization process. The objective is
not to generate unique distributed representations for structures. Rather, the
distributed representation of input structures is formed as a by-product and is
tuned toward the solution of the given task and given data.

There is evidence that a confluent approach is superior to purely transfor-
mational inference concerning the convergence of the training process and the
generalization performance. (Chrisman, 1991) supported this claim by exper-
imental results on an English-Spanish translation task consisting of simply-
structured sentences of a small corpus. A tightly-coupled system of two
RAAM’s was compared against one where one RAAM was independently
trained for each language and the language mapping was carried out on the
distributed sentence representations utilizing a standard FNN. Stolcke and Wu
(1992) reported a clear advantage of their confluent approach to the transforma-
tional one on artificially generated tree matching tasks. The strictly confluent
inference performed by the neural folding architecture has been demonstrated
to be superior to even the confluent combination of the LRAAM with a classifier
FNN on fairly complex inductive tree pattern language inference tasks (Goller
and Küchler, 1996).
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5.4.2.4 Comments on the Roots of BPTS

The origin of backpropagation through structure (BPTS) can probably be
traced back to the development of connectionist models for confluent inference
during the early nineteens. These models consist of tightly-coupled sub-modules
(RAAM’s or FNN) and were trained by gradient-based optimization methods.
Although not formalized and not explicitly worked out in the literature, the
backpropagation scheme is utilized in a recursive way to compute first-order
gradient contributions for structures (or parts thereof) with respect to the en-
coder and decoder of the RAAM modules. Stolcke and Wu (1992) proposed a
“parallel training” mode where “. . . the error between the RAAM-encoded re-
sult and the output of the unification network is backpropagated both through the
unification network and also recursively through the RAAM network . . . ”. Berg
(1992) developed a connectionist parser to map sequences of words (sentences)
to tree structures (the corresponding syntactical parse tree). The architecture
is built of two components: the Elman RNN and the decoder part of the RAAM
model. The training procedure is described in a verbal form “. . . the network
used in training is actually a number of virtual copies of the decoder portion of
the parsing network . . .This technique is similar in form, if not in purpose, to
back-propagation through time (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . . . ”.

Thus, BPTS has probably been re-discovered several times. The term “back-
propagation through structure” is due to Goller and Küchler (1996), as well as
the formal derivation and the algorithmic elaboration of this gradient calcula-
tion scheme.

5.5 Summary and Discussion

The neural folding architecture is defined as a “neural network” instantiation of
tree-recursive dynamical systems. Both the transition and the output mapping
are implemented by conventional multilayer feedforward neural networks.

We surveyed some appealing properties exhibited by the FA. First, the
model is shown to possess universal approximation power for discrete structure
mappings (Hammer and Sperschneider, 1997). The VC-dimension of the FA
can be bounded by a polynomial in the size of the input structures and in the
number of parameters (weights). These results, although not directly match-
ing practical application scenarios, provide a solid theoretical foundation and
enough justification for applying the FA to classification and regression tasks on
the structured domain. The empirical results surpassed theoretical (worst case)
considerations. Fairly complex classification tasks, both on artificially generated
data and on “real-world” data, were solved with high accuracy using a relatively
simple architecture (one layer as folding and one layer as transformation part)
and only a relatively small amount (between the number of parameters and one
magnitude more than it) of training data (compare Section 7.1.1).

Only some minor modifications are required to instantiate the two generic
gradient calculation algorithms, BPTS and TRGC, to versions suitable for the
FA. The instantiation process might even be accomplished in an automatic
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variants BPTS TRGC

plain Θ(m(u+ n+ km+ q)) O(kd̃m2(n+ km) + qm) S

algorithm Θ(um(n+ km) + qm) Θ(um3(n+ km) + qm) T

O(1) O(1) S
IO-dynamics

Θ(uqm) Θ(uqm) T

empty tree Θ(m) O(kd̃m2) S

encoding Θ(ukm2) Θ(ukm3) T

adaptive label Θ(nΣn) O(nΣ k d̃ nm) S

encoding Θ(unm) Θ(unm2) T

Table 5.1: Effort for computing the first-order gradient for the neural folding
architecture FA (1, 1,m, n, k, q, φ, σ), i.e. equipped with one layer as folding
part (comprised of n+km input units, and m output units), one layer as trans-
formation part (m input units, and q output units), the first-order activation
function φ, and the sigmoid transfer function σ, with regard to an input tree
of size u and depth d̃. BPTS is compared against TRGC in terms of their
requirements in space (S) and in time (T). The first major row considers the
plain algorithms. The additional costs of variations, easily derived from their
generic counterparts (see Chapter 4), are listed in the other rows. nΣ = |Σ|
denotes the number of different labels in a purely discrete tree domain T (Σ).

way employing a symbolic differentiation system to compile code for the Ja-
cobian matrices out of the mappings f and h. However, this does not neces-
sarily lead to the most efficient implementation. As demonstrated for the FA
(1, 1,m, n, k, q, φ, σc) with sigmoid units and first-order connections, the com-
putational effort in time for the BPTS algorithm can be reduced by one mag-
nitude in m by some simple re-definitions. The evaluation of the Jacobian and
its successive multiplication by a vector is rewritten to an outer product (see
Section 5.3.1). The computational costs of calculating the first-order gradient
for this special architecture are summarized in Table 5.1.

BPTS is superior to TRGC in regards to the computation time. If time does
not matter, TRGC is to be favored to BPTS for very large input structures.

By constraining the maximum outdegree to k = 1, the FA is reduced to a
major class of discrete-time recurrent neural networks for processing sequen-
tial information. Prominent members of this class are for instance the Elman
architecture (Elman, 1990) or that proposed by Robinson and Fallside (1988).
Most concepts and results known for RNN can be generalized to the FA and
structure processing. On the other side of the coin, most of the problems with
RNN and sequence processing, e.g. local minima, long-term dependencies, and
the model selection problem, arise for the FA, too. However, known strategies
to work around these deficiencies seem also to be applicable on adaptive struc-
ture processing. For example, the model selection problem can be attacked by
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means of the constructive cascade correlation learning scheme (Sperduti and
Starita, 1997; Bianucci et al., 1998).

A further appealing property of the neural folding architecture together with
gradient-based learning schemes, is in its inherent parallelism in information
processing. We already have discussed one level of potential parallelism with
the definition of the BPTS machine (4.3.2.1). A limited form of parallelism
can be utilized by identifying substructures in the data set that can be treated
independently from each other during the training process. Another level of
parallelism is found in the fact that each unit of one layer of the folding and
transformation part computes, independently of each other, the same type of
function. A set of techniques are known for the parallelization of multilayer
FFN architectures (Nordström and Svensson, 1992; Misra, 1997; Glesner and
Pöchmüller, 1994). We conjecture that the exploitation and the combination of
both levels of parallelism could lead to an efficient implementation (of the FA
and its corresponding learning algorithms) on specialized hardware systems or
lead to the appropriate mapping to parallel multi-purpose hardware. Thus, a
parallel realization of the overall training procedure for the FA might result in
a considerable speed-up compared to a single-processor implementation.



Chapter 6

Relationships between Neural

Folding Architectures and

Tree Automata

6.1 Motivation

Although regular word languages (REG) represent one of the weakest classes
(in regards to their expressiveness) of formal languages, they are playing an
important role both in practical applications and in formal language theory
and computability theory (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979). The corresponding
machine models, finite-state automata (FSA) and finite-state machines (FSM)
are found in many products ranging from simple traffic light controllers, the
lexical analysis of programming languages, to rather sophisticated micropro-
cessor systems. In fact, any digital computational device with a finite amount
of memory can be seen as an FSM. Any concept that can be defined on words
of a finite length and a finite alphabet can be represented by REG.

The relationship between FSA, FSM, and discrete-time recurrent neural
networks (RNN) has been intensively studied during the last few years (e.g. Alon
et al. (1991), Frasconi et al. (1995), Omlin and Giles (1996a), Horne and Hush
(1996), Kremer (1995, 1996b), Goudreau et al. (1994)). Actually, the origin of
the theory of automata and formal languages might be found in the work of
McCulloch and Pitts (1943). The authors presented the first neural network
model (consisting of threshold neurons) with feedback loops and therefore made
one of the first formal studies of finite-state systems. One of the first results
in relating neural networks to those formal machine models known today as
FSM can probably be traced back to Minsky (in his dissertation 1954, later
published in Minsky, 1967), who showed the equivalence of McCulloch and
Pitts’ “representation of nerve activities” and FSM by a constructive proof.
Kleene (1956) considered regular expressions and modeled the neural networks
of McCulloch and Pitts by finite-state automata, proving the equivalence of the
two concepts.

Finite-state tree automata (TA) can be viewed as a straight-forward gener-
alization of the concepts found with FSA for sequence processing to the domain
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RNN = FSA ≡ REG (sequences, k = 1)

y


y

FA ? TA ≡ RTL (trees, k > 1)

Table 6.1: Relating discrete models to analog ones for sequence and tree pro-
cessing (conceptual illustration). The ‘≡’ symbol expresses the correspondence
between automata models and their recognizable class of languages. The gen-
eralization of models from sequence to tree processing is indicated by the ‘↓’
symbol.

of discrete tree structures. The class of regular tree languages (RTL) is known
to be the natural counterpart to the class of regular (word) languages. (see
Definition 8, Section 2.3 and Gécseg and Steinby (1984); Gésceg and Steinby
(1996); Comon et al. (1999)).

The neural folding architecture was shown to generalize a large class of
discrete-time recurrent neural networks (Chapter 5). Up to now, there is lim-
ited knowledge about the computational power of this class of models. Thus,
one initial and plausible approach to understanding this issue, explored in this
chapter, is to consider its relationship to finite-state tree automata (for a con-
ceptual illustration, see Table 6.1). Not very surprisingly, the FA will turn out
to be at least as powerful as the TA concerning its representational capabilities.
Our investigations are driven by the following principles and questions.

Architectural Constraints

The neural folding architecture is characterized by several degrees of freedom
(see Definition 14, Chapter 5). We want to explore how architectural constraints
such as the number of layers in the folding and transformation part, the type of
the activation, and the type of transfer function will influence its relationship to
TA. What is the layout of the “minimal architecture” that allows implementing
any TA? What is the role of the transformation part?

Complexity Considerations

The node complexity and the connection complexity measure the amount of
resources – here the number of neurons (units) and the number of connec-
tions (weights), respectively – required for neural networks to implement certain
classes of functions (e.g. Horne and Hush, 1994; Siu et al., 1995).

Here we are interested in the efficiency of different implementations of de-
terministic finite bottom-up tree automata (DTA, see Definition 8) into neural
folding architectures. For our purposes it will be convenient for the node com-
plexity measure N to exclude the units of the input layer and for the connection
complexity to distinguish between the minimal number of connections C that
are required and the number of connections C∗ that are counted if the layers
were fully-connected.
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The measures N , C and C∗ are related to the specification of DTA
(Σ, Q, F,R), i.e. to the number of states m = |Q|, the size of the alphabet
n = |Σ|, the maximum rank k of Σ, the number of final states nF = |F | and
the number of explicitly specified transitions nR = |R|. If it is demanded that
each possible combination of states and input symbols must be specified in an
explicit way, we get n?R = nmk different state transitions. Without loss of gen-
erality (and without influence on the asymptotic complexity results), DTA are
assumed to be already filled-up to their maximum rank k (see Definition 9).

The following questions arise. If a given FA allows implementing any given
DTA, what is the most efficient implementation (in terms of its node and con-
nection complexity)? How does the efficiency scale to the number of layers that
are allowed to be built into the architectures?

Constructive Proofs

Considerable results have been reported on the injection of domain knowledge,
i.e. prior knowledge available in form of formal languages or inferred by sym-
bolic machine learning approaches, into neural networks and its subsequent
refinement by gradient-based learning algorithms. For a general framework we
refer to Shavlik (1994), for FNN see, for instance, the pioneer work of Towell
and Shavlik (1993) or the decision tree approach of Ivanova and Kubat (1995).
Techniques for the injection of finite-state machines into discrete-time recurrent
neural networks were proposed by Frasconi et al. (1995) and Omlin and Giles
(1996a).

Thus, we are not only interested in the derivation of bounds on the node
complexity of “neural network” implementations of tree automata, but also in
the development of effective injection schemes. All proofs of positive propo-
sitions are carried out in a constructive manner. They can be directly used
as construction schemes to implement a given DTA into neural folding archi-
tectures (of equivalent functional behavior) that are equipped with sigmoid
transfer functions and therefore are potentially adaptable by gradient-based
optimization methods.

A first hint on the relationship between FA and DTA might be found in the
universal approximation theorem (Hammer and Sperschneider, 1997; Hammer,
1998b). A DTA can be seen as acceptor function Ξ : T (Σ)→ {0, 1}. According
to Hammer and Sperschneider (1997), any such function Ξ can be approximated
arbitrarily well by the FA (if a probability measure is put over the tree domain,
see Theorem 2, Section 5.2.1). The proof construction requires O(log2 k) layers
with O(k) units each in the folding part and a two-layer FNN as transformation
part, where k is the maximum rank of Σ.

However, this result on “approximation in probability” does not fit in the
tree automata framework where the membership of each tree (of an arbitrary
but finite size) drawn from the enumerable set T (Σ) can be decided in a perfect
way. Moreover, Theorem 2 gives us little practical help for implementing a
given DTA into a FA. The folding part serves as an injective tree encoder. The
proper work is shifted to the transformation part in which only a standard
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argument about the existence of an universal two-layer FNN approximation,
but no explicit construction scheme, can be provided.

6.2 Single Neurons and Boolean Functions

The smallest building block of the FA is the single unit (neuron) (see Equa-
tion 2.1, Section 2.2). Later on we will utilize the fact that the transition
function of a DTA can be rewritten in a propositional way. Thus, it is conve-
nient to explore the computational capabilities of a single neuron first and to
investigate how certain Boolean functions can be simulated by certain types of
single neurons. The tools to be developed here will enable us to implement tree
automata as certain kinds of neural folding architectures (to be presented in
later sections).

6.2.1 First-Order Connections

Lemma 1 A single neuron provided with first-order connections and the clas-
sical sigmoid transfer function σc can simulate the following Boolean functions:

a. The n-ary Boolean ∧,

b. the n-ary Boolean ∨,

c. the function α∧(β11 ∨ . . .∨β1n1)∧ . . .∧(βk1 ∨ . . .∨βknk), where α, βij ∈ {0, 1},
1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ ni and for all i there exists at most one j with β ij = 1.

In order to simulate Boolean functions by neurons equipped with transfer func-
tions of a continuous range, a “discretization” scheme must be applied. The
following proof idea is borrowed from Ivanova and Kubat (1995).

Proof Since σc has a continuous range of (0, 1), we choose an ε ∈ (0, 12) and
interpret the output of a neuron in the following way. We say that (the output
of) a neuron is high if σc(x) ≥ 1−ε, low if σc(x) ≤ ε and undefined, else (x being
the activation). Thus, the Boolean values {0, 1} correspond to {low, high}. Let
ψ = ln[(1−ε)/ε]. Due to the monotonicity and symmetry of σc, the output will
be high if the activation of the neuron is x ≥ ψ, low if x ≤ −ψ and undefined,
else.

a. A neuron receiving input from n neurons connected by identical weights
w ∈ R, w > 0 behaves as a n-ary Boolean ∧ iff the following constraints
can be satisfied:

(1− ε) · n · w + θ ≥ ψ (6.1)

1 · (n− 1) · w + ε · 1 · w + θ ≤ −ψ (6.2)

Constraint 6.1 states that the neuron should be high even if all input
neurons are (minimal) high. Further, it should be low even if n− 1 input
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neurons are (maximal) high and one is (minimal) low (Constraint 6.2).
By turning these constraints into equations, we get at least one solution:

w = ψ · 2

1− ε(n+ 1)
θ = ψ · 1− ε(n+ 1)− 2n(1 − ε)

1− ε(n+ 1)
ε <

1

n+ 1

b. For simulating a n-ary Boolean ∨, we get the following conditions (w > 0):

(1− ε) · 1 · w + 0 · (n− 1) · w + θ ≥ ψ (6.3)

ε · n · w + θ ≤ −ψ (6.4)

Constraint 6.3 postulates that the neuron should give a high output if one
input neuron is (minimal) high and all other input neurons are (maximal)
low. The neuron must be low, even if all input neurons are minimal low
(Constraint 6.4). We get at least one solution:

w = ψ · 2

1− ε(n+ 1)
θ = −ψ · 1− ε(n+ 1) + 2nε

1− ε(n+ 1)
ε <

1

n+ 1

c. We assume that the neuron receives input from one neuron by the weight
connection wα > 0 and from n =

∑k
i=1 ni neurons by identical weight

connections wβ > 0. The Boolean function α ∧ (β11 ∨ . . . ∨ β1n1) ∧ . . . ∧
(βk1 ∨ . . . ∨ βknk) is simulated if the following constraints hold:

(1− ε) · 1 · wα + k · (1− ε) · 1 · wβ + θ ≥ ψ (6.5)

ε · 1 · wα + [1 · 1 + ε(n1 − 1)] · wβ + . . .

. . .+ [1 · 1 + ε(nk − 1)] · wβ + θ ≤ −ψ (6.6)

1 · 1 · wα + ε · n1 · wβ + [1 · 1 + ε(n2 − 1)] · wβ + . . .

. . .+ [1 · 1 + ε(nk − 1)] · wβ + θ ≤ −ψ
...

1 · 1 · wα + [1 · 1 + ε(n1 − 1)] · wβ + . . .

. . .+ [1 · 1 + ε(nk−1 − 1)] · wβ + ε · nk · wβ + θ ≤ −ψ (6.7)

Constraint 6.5 postulates that the neuron should be high if α is set (min-
imal) high and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k there is exactly one β ij , 1 ≤ j ≤ ni
(minimal) high and all other ni − 1 (maximal) low. Further, the neuron
has to be low if α is set (minimal) low and each β-disjunction is tuned
to a maximal permissible value (Condition 6.6). k inequalities are ex-
pressed by Condition 6.7. The neuron should be low if α is set (maximal)
high, k − 1 β-disjunctions are tuned to a maximal value, and for one β i-
disjunction all ni literals are (minimal) low. The above k + 2 constraints
can be condensed to:

(1− ε) · wα + k · (1− ε) · wβ + θ ≥ ψ (6.8)

ε · wα + [k + ε · n− k · ε] · wβ + θ ≤ −ψ (6.9)

wα + [k − 1 + ε · n− (k − 1) · ε] · wβ + θ ≤ −ψ (6.10)
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By turning these conditions into equations and calculating (6.9)-(6.10) we
get

wα = wβ (6.11)

Resubstitution into Condition 6.8 and Condition 6.9 yields

[(k + 1) · (1− ε)] · wα + θ = ψ (6.12)

[ε+ k + ε · n− k · ε] · wα + θ = −ψ (6.13)

and leads to at least one solution:

wα = wβ = ψ · 2

1− ε(n+ 2)
θ = −ψ · 2k · (1− ε) + 1 + ε · n

1− ε(n+ 2)

ε <
1

n+ 2
n =

k∑

i=1

ni

One might have observed that this proof construction is more restrictive than
really needed to prove Lemma 1. It is still valid if discretized values {low, high}
(instead of {0, 1}) are passed as input to the neuron. This feature gives raise
to the following lemma.

Lemma 2 (Circuits) Any logical circuit composed by the Boolean gates given
in Lemma 1 (a.,b.,c.) can be simulated by a network of neurons with first-order
connections and the transfer function σc.

Proof (Circuits) Substitute each logical gate by a neuron. Let n′ be the
maximum fan-in found in the circuit. Choose the discretization variable ε as
ε = 1/(n′ + 3). Set the thresholds and weights according to the recipe given in
the proof construction for Lemma 1. Obviously, the resulting neural network
simulates the given logical circuit.

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 can be generalized in the following way.

Lemma 3 Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 hold substituting σc by the general sigmoid
function σg

Proof Due to the asymptotic behavior of σg, for any given ε with 0 < ε <
1
2(µ

+ − µ−) there exist ψ+ and ψ− such that σg(x) ≥ (µ+ − ε) if x ≥ ψ+ and
σg(x) ≤ (µ−+ε) if x ≤ ψ−. By choosing ψ = max(|ψ−|, |ψ+|), we can apply the
discrete interpretation scheme and the constructions used to prove Lemma 1.

Lemma 4 Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 hold when σc is substituted by the threshold
function σt.
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Proof The range of σt is {0, 1} so that the Boolean functions may directly be
implemented without discretization. Let ψ ∈ R+ be an arbitrary constant. We
apply the general construction given in the proof of Lemma 1 by setting ε = 0.

a. Obeying the constraints for the n-ary ∧, n ·w ≥ θ and (n− 1) ·w < θ we
get one possible solution:

w = 2ψ θ = ψ(2n− 1)

b. For the n-ary ∨ we have to satisfy w ≥ θ and 0 < θ:

w = 2ψ θ = ψ

c. The Boolean function α ∧ (β11 ∨ . . . ∨ β1n1) ∧ . . . ∧ (βk1 ∨ . . . ∨ βknk) requires
wα+ k ·wβ ≥ θ, k ·wβ < θ and wα+(k− 1) ·wβ < θ. We get one possible
solution by

wα = wβ = 2ψ θ = ψ(2k + 1)

6.2.2 Higher-Order Connections

The neural folding architecture can alternatively be configured with units em-
ploying higher-order activation functions (see Definition 14). The following
lemma shows that higher-order connections enable the simulation of a more
complex Boolean function (than listed in Lemma 1 c.) by using just a single
neuron.

Lemma 5 A single neuron equipped with k-th-order connections, the clas-
sical sigmoid transfer function σc and the activation function φh(β) =
∑l

i=1wi
∏k

j=1 β
i
j (where l, k ≥ 1 and βij are the inputs to the neuron) can sim-

ulate the Boolean function

(β11 ∧ . . . ∧ β1k) ∨ (β21 ∧ . . . ∧ β2k) ∨ . . . ∨ (βl1 ∧ . . . ∧ βlk) (6.14)

Proof We apply the same discretization scheme as used for proving Lemma 1.
Since each conjunction in Equation 6.14 carries the same number k of literals,
the weights are assumed to be identical, i.e. wi = w > 0 for i = 1, . . . , l. A
neuron simulates the above Boolean function if the following constraints can be
satisfied:

(1− ε)k · w + 0k · w · (l − 1) + θ ≥ ψ (6.15)

ε · 1k−1 · w · l + θ ≤ −ψ (6.16)

Constraint 6.15 (Constraint 6.16) expresses the minimal (maximal) activation
of the neuron that should result in a high (low) output. By turning these
constraints into equations we get at least one solution:

w = ψ · 2

(1− ε)k − lε θ = −ψ · (1− ε)
k + lε

(1− ε)k − lε
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In order to fulfill w > 0 the discretization parameter ε ∈ (0, 12 ) must be chosen
such that (1−ε)k > lε. Let z̃ be the first-order approximation of z(ε) = (1−ε)k
at location ε = 0, i.e. z̃(ε) = 1 + ε · [∂z/∂ε]0 = 1 − kε. Thus, ε < 1/(k + l)
guarantees w > 0.

Remarks Lemma 5 also holds for the general transfer function σg and the
threshold function σt. The Boolean function given by Equation 6.14 subsumes
the k-ary ∧ (by choosing l = 1) and the l-ary ∨ (by choosing k = 1). Further-
more, units with higher-order connections can be composed to larger Boolean
circuits (using the same argumentation as applied to prove Lemma 2 for the
case of first-order activation functions).

6.3 Two-Layer Folding Part

We begin with the FA(2, 1, m̂, n, k, 1, φ1, σg), i.e. an architecture1 configured
with lf = 2 layers in the folding part, one unit as transformation part (lh =
1, q = 1) and with units specified by the following mapping

y = σg(φ1(x)) φ1(x) =
∑

j

wj · xj + θ

where σg is the general sigmoid transfer function and φ1 denotes first-order
connections.

Theorem 3 The FA with first-order connections and the general transfer func-
tion can simulate any DTA using two layers in the folding part and only one
unit in the transformation part.

Proof Let A = (Σ, Q, F,R) be an arbitrary DTA with Σ = {a1, . . . , an}, let
t ∈ T (Σ) be a given tree and v a node in t whose successors are already assigned
the states (q1, . . . , qk). By Definition 8 we can rewrite the conditions for state
transitions in a propositional way. A assigns the state q to v iff

∨

(a, p1, . . . , pk, q) ∈ R

(

(a = λ(v))
∧
(

k∧

i=1

(qi = pi)

))

(6.17)

This (trivial) reformulation can alternatively be read as

A assigns the state q to v iff there is a transition specified in R that
maps the label symbol λ(v) together with the sequence of prior states
q1, . . . , qk to the next state q.

A is mapped into an architecture FA(2, 1, |Q|, n, k, 1, φ1 , σg) by the following
construction (see also Figure 6.1). We choose the coding function c : Σ→ [0, 1]n

for labels (symbols) as c(ai) = ei, ai ∈ Σ, i.e. the i-th symbol is mapped to

1Henceforth, we use the notation m̂ to discriminate the dimensionality of the FA state
space from the number m of states specified for a given tree automaton.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic layout of the folding architecture (cf. Figure 5.1) con-
structed according to the proof technique introduced for Theorem 3. Neurons
are denoted by circles, those acting as Boolean functions are filled with ∧ and
∨, groups of semantically similar neurons are enclosed by boxes. The solid
lines with arrows exemplify the connections to be inserted when a transition
(a, p1, p2, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R is embedded. For this example, it is supposed that p is
a final state.

the i-th unit vector (the i-th component is high, all others low, in the sense of
Lemma 1, proof construction). The second layer in the folding part consists
of m̂ = |Q| units, the i-th unit corresponds to the i-th state qi ∈ Q. For each
(a, p1, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R, we put one unit into the first layer receiving connections
from the ι(a)-th 2 unit of the label block and from each ι(pj)-th unit of the j-th
block of the input layer (j = 1, . . . , k). This unit is further connected to the
ι(p)-th unit of the second layer.

Applying the construction provided for Lemma 1, all units in the first layer
are tuned (weights and biases) to act as (k+1)-ary Boolean ∧, each unit of the
second layer to act as Boolean ∨. Note that the i-th unit of the second layer
receives as much ingoing connections ni as there are transitions converging
to state qi, i.e. ni = |{(a, p1, . . . , pk, qi) ∈ R}|. Equation 6.17 together with
the Circuit Lemma (Lemma 3) ensures that the folding is emulating the state
transition function of A. Finally, we add a single output unit constituting the
transformation part of the FA. This unit acts as |F |-ary Boolean ∨ and receives
input from each unit ι(q), q ∈ F of the second layer (of the folding part).

In the case where the transition function of A is only partially defined the
missing connections (to a full connectivity between layers) will be inserted with
weight w = 0. In order to be compatible with Definition 8 and Equation 6.17,
the undefined state ⊥ 6∈ F is represented by 0.

Obviously (compare Equation 6.17 and Equation 3.1), the input tree t is
mapped by the FA to a high output iff the DTA A accepts t.

Table 6.2 summarizes the complexity of the FA constuction scheme provided
by the proof Theorem 3. The node and connection complexity can easily be

2The index operator ι returns the index of an element from a set if an arbitrary, but fixed
total ordering is placed on its elements.
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read off Figure 6.1.

nR n?R

N nR +m+ 1 = O(nR) O(mkn)

C nR(k + 2) + nF = O(knR) O(kmkn)

C∗ (n+ km)nR + nRm+m = O(nR(n+ km)) O(kmk+1n+mkn2)

Table 6.2: Node complexity N , and connection complexities C and C∗, rquired
to implement a given DTA (Σ, Q, F,R) with m = |Q| states, n = |Σ| input
symbols of (maximum) rank k, nF = |F | final states and nR = |R| specified
transitions into the FA using the construction scheme provided by the proof of
Theorem 3. The third column collects the case where every possible transition
is specified in an explicit way, i.e. nR = mkn.

By a small modification of the proof construction presented above (regarding
Theorem 3), it shown that the transformation part of the FA is superfluous.

Corollary 2 The FA with first-order connections and the general transfer func-
tion can simulate any DTA using two layers in the folding part. No transfor-
mation part is required.

Eliminate the output unit of the transformation part and all connections
leading to it. Instead, extend the second layer by one unit acting as Boolean
∨ and serving as the new designated output of the network. Connect this unit
with all units of the first layer that belong to a transition leading to a final state
(i.e. to the set {(a, p1, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R | p ∈ F}). The input layer is adapted to
the new dimensionality m̂ = |Q|+ 1 of the state space.

Clearly, the output unit is high iff the DTA accepts the tree t. The asymp-
totic complexity of this construction (see Table 6.3) does not differ from the
previous one. Let nf denote the number of transitions leading to a final state,
i.e. nf = |{(p1, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R | p ∈ F}|.

nR n?R

N nR +m+ 1 = O(nR) O(mkn)

C nR(k + 2) + nf = O(knR) O(kmkn)

C∗ (n+ k(m+ 1))nR + nR(m+ 1) = O(nR(n+ km)) O(kmk+1n+mkn2)

Table 6.3: Complexity of the DTA implementation given by Corollary 2.

6.4 One-Layer Folding Part

The conclusive question is of whether one layer in the folding part of the FA
suffices to simulate any DTA. The answer seems to depend on the representabil-
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ity of arbitrary DTA state transition functions, and on the type of activation
function implanted into the FA.

6.4.1 Higher-Order Connections

The condition for state transitions in a DTA, as formulated by Equation 6.17
(see proof of Theorem 3), can immediately be identified as a Boolean function of
the type covered by Equation 6.14 (Lemma 5). This observation can be utilized
to implement a given DTA by a FA with higher-order activation functions and
only one layer as folding part.

Theorem 4 The FA with higher-order connections and the general transfer
function can simulate any given DTA using one layer in the folding part. No
transformation part is required.

Proof Let A = (Σ, Q, F,R) be an arbitrary DTA, and let k be the (maxi-
mum) rank of Σ. We apply the same construction scheme introduced as proof
technique for Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. However, Equation 6.14 is now im-
plemented by units with higher-order connections (defined by Lemma 5). The
layout of the resulting FA(1, 0, |Q|+ 1, n, k, 1, φh, σg) is sketched by Figure 6.2.

Symbols in Σ are encoded by unit vectors. The folding part consists of one
layer carrying m̂ = |Q| + 1 neurons, one for each state in |Q| and one neuron
as output of the network. There is no transformation part.

For each state q ∈ Q, the disjunction of conjunctions (expressed by Equa-
tion 6.17) is represented by the ι(q)-th neuron receiving connections of order
k+ 1 from the corresponding units of the input layer. The conditions for tran-
sitions mapping to final states are implemented, in the same manner, by the
designated output neuron.

Let l′ be the maximum fan-in found in the network. Choose the discretiza-
tion parameter as ε = 1/(l′ + k + 2). Thus, we are able to apply the Circuit
Lemma (Lemma 3) to neurons with an activation function φh of order k + 1.
The weights (and biases) are determined according to Lemma 5.

Following the same line of argumentation as worked out for the proof of
Theorem 3, it is shown that this FA implementation is functionally equivalent
to the given DTA A.

Table 6.4 summarizes the amount of resources needed for the proof con-
struction developed above. Again, nf denotes the number of state transitions
targeting onto a final state.

Remarks When considering the node and connection complexity, the higher-
order, one-layer FA implementation of a DTA seems to be superior to the first-
order, two-layer one presented in Corollary 2. However, the time complexity
for recognizing a given tree of size u with the FA shows a different picture.
Folding architectures with first-order connections require Θ(uNw) multiplicative
operations which is in contrast to Θ((k+1)u Nw) multiplicative operations for
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Figure 6.2: Sketch of the layout of the folding architecture constituted by one
layer as folding part, and by neurons with connections of order k + 1 imple-
menting a given DTA. Neurons are denoted by circles, the connections of order
k + 1 by trapeze filled with asterisk “∗”, and are linked to circles with a plus
sign “+” inside. Groups of semantically similar neurons are enclosed by boxes.
The output neuron is hatched in grey. The solid lines exemplify the implemen-
tation of a transition mapping to the state represented by the first neuron. The
implementation of a test on the final state condition is depicted by dashed lines
converging to the output unit.

nR n?R

N m+ 1 = O(m) O(m)

C nR + nf = O(nR) O(mkn)

C∗ n(m+ 1)k(m+ 1) = O(nm(k+1)) O(nm(k+1))

Table 6.4: Complexity of the DTA implementation given by the proof construc-
tion developed for Theorem 4.

architectures with connections of order k+1, where Nw is the number of weights
found in the architecture.

6.4.2 One Layer with First-Order Connections Cannot Imple-
ment Arbitrary State Transitions

We have seen that a FA with one layer in the folding part (and no transfor-
mation part) suffices to simulate an arbitrary DTA if higher-order connections
are utilized. The next question is, whether one-layer FA with first-order con-
nections possess the same computational power. The first idea is to investigate
the representability of automata state transition functions in a folding part
consisting of only one layer.

Proposition 6 One layer as folding part of a FA with first-order connections
and the threshold transfer function σt cannot compute arbitrary DTA state tran-
sition functions.

This statement is easily proven by applying known results about the rela-
tionship between FSA and RNN.
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Proof Deterministic finite-state automata are special DTA where state tran-
sitions are computed by combining one input symbol with exactly one previous
state. This means that the quality of state transition functions R : Σ×Q→ Q,
found in DTA A = (Σ, Q, F,R) where the maximum rank of Σ is constrained
to k = 1, is identical to those occurring in FSA.

Goudreau et al. (1994) proved that a single layer with first-order connec-
tions and the threshold transfer function cannot compute arbitrary finite-state
transition functions.

This situation does not change when using a linear transfer function or more
powerful transfer functions, e.g. the general sigmoid transfer function σg.

Theorem 5 One layer as folding part of a FA configured with first-order con-
nections and a continuously monotonous transfer function cannot compute ar-
bitrary DTA state transition functions.

Proof We provide an explicit example of a DTA state transition function
which cannot be computed by a single layer FA with first-order connections.
Consider the “even-parity” DTA Ap from Example 2.

Without loss of generality, let q ∈ Rm and p ∈ Rm be the outputs of the
folding part (i.e. the states of the network) that represent the “odd”(q ∈ Q) and
“even” (p ∈ Q) parity state of Ap. Suppose that q and p are distinguishable,
i.e. q 6= p. Furthermore, let the input symbols be encoded by the mapping
c : Σ → R

n with c(′0′) = c0, c(′1′) = c1 and c0 6= c1. The state transitions
of the automaton Ap place the following constraints on the state transition
function f of the FA (compare Example 2 and Equation 5.2):

A B C

0 f(c0 ⊕ p⊕ p) = p f(c0 ⊕ p⊕ q) = q f(c0 ⊕ q⊕ q) = p

1 f(c1 ⊕ p⊕ p) = q f(c1 ⊕ p⊕ q) = p f(c1 ⊕ q⊕ q) = q

Biases θ are integrated into the weight matrix W (i.e. the parameters of the
mapping f) by supplying additional input units (to the label block of the input
layer) with the constant input 1 ∈ Rm. Let W1, Wc, Wl and Wr denote
the columns of W that correspond to the biases, to the label encoding and
to the left and the right block of the input layer. The folding part (mapping
f) computes a linear combination of inputs and passes the result through the
continuously monotonous transfer function σ. Thus, we can strip the transfer
function σ and get

(0, A) − (1, A)
!
= (1, B)− (0, B)

W(1⊕ c0 ⊕ p⊕ p)− !
= W(1 ⊕ c1 ⊕ p⊕ q)−

W(1⊕ c1 ⊕ p⊕ p) W(1 ⊕ c0 ⊕ p⊕ q)
Wcc0 −Wcc1

!
= Wcc1 −Wcc0

Wcc0 = Wcc1 (6.18)
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by combining the conditions (0, A), (1, B) with (1, A), (0, B). Condition (1, C)
and Equation 6.18 give rise to

q = f(c1 ⊕ q⊕ q)
= σ(W(1 ⊕ c1 ⊕ q⊕ q))
= σ(W11+Wcc1 +Wlq+Wrq)

= σ(W11+Wcc0 +Wlq+Wrq)

= σ(W(1 ⊕ c0 ⊕ q⊕ q))
= f(c0 ⊕ q⊕ q)
= p

which is a contradiction to the assumption that p and q are distinguishable
states. Therefore, there is no FA consisting of a one-layered folding part (re-
gardless of the dimensions) with first-order connections and a continuously
monotonous transfer function to compute arbitrary automata state transition
functions.

Remarks This proof is an alternative formulation of the well-known fact
that a XOR function cannot be separated by a neural network consisting of
only one layer with first-order connections. At first glance, Theorem 5 seems
to contradict Proposition 2 (Section 3.1.2) which implies that FSA state transi-
tion functions can be implemented by a tree-recursive dynamical system using
symbol-dependent linear transition maps. However, this conjecture is easily
clarified. Obviously, the XOR problem for FSA on the sequence domain (k = 1)
is circumvented for TRDS by using a separate map for each symbol. Symbol-
dependent linear maps implemented in TRDS do not solve the XOR problem
which is apparent for DTA operating on the tree domain (k > 1). This obser-
vation leads to the following formulation.

Corollary 3 Tree-recursive dynamical systems configured with a linear state
transition map f cannot compute arbitrary DTA state transition functions.

6.4.3 The State-Splitting Approach for First-Order Connec-
tions

Proposition 6 and Theorem 5 seem to give a rather pessimistic view on the com-
putational power of the FA with first-order connections and only one layer in the
folding part. But already Minsky (1967) (and later Goudreau et al. (1994)) ob-
served that, for any finite-state (word) automaton that cannot be implemented
by a first-order recurrent neural network with one layer, there exists another
one with identically functional behavior which can be realized. This argument
is also applicable to tree automata and the neural folding architecture.

Theorem 6 The FA with first-order connections, one layer in the folding part
and one unit as transformation part, configured with the general sigmoid trans-
fer function can implement any given DTA.
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Proof We use the so-called “state-splitting” technique of Goudreau et al.
(1994), where several states in the new automaton play together the same role as
a single state in the original one. The idea is to “precompile” information about
the direct transition history (only one step back) into the state description.

Let A = (Σ, Q, F,R) be an arbitrary DTA with Σ = {a1, . . . , an}. We define
the DTA A′ = (Σ′, Q′, F ′, R′) as follows:

Σ′ = Σ

Q′ = {〈a, q1, . . . , qk, q〉 | (a, q1, . . . , qk, q) ∈ R} ∪ {〈q0〉}
F ′ = {〈a, q1, . . . , qk, qf 〉 | 〈a, q1, . . . , qk, qf 〉 ∈ Q′, qf ∈ F}
R′ = {(a, q′1, . . . , q′k, q′) | q′i, q′ ∈ Q′, q′ = 〈a, q1, . . . , qk, q〉,

∀i
(
q′i = 〈b, . . . , qi〉 or q′i = 〈q0〉

)
}

Angle brackets “〈·〉” denote atomic states of the new automaton A′. The special
state 〈q0〉 is introduced to capture the void state q0 of the DTA filled up to its
maximum rank (see Definition 9). Obviously, the construction of A′ ensures
the functional equivalence to the original DTA A, i.e. L(A′) = L(A).

Let t ∈ T (Σ) be a given input tree and let v be a node in t whose immediate
successors have already been assigned the states (q ′1, . . . , q

′
k). As done for the

proof of Theorem 3, we rewrite the condition for automata state transitions in
a propositional way.
A′ assigns the state q′ = 〈a, q1, . . . , qj, q0, . . . , q0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−j

, q〉 to node v iff

(a = λ(v))

j
∧

i=1

(
∨

p′=〈b,...,qi〉

p′∈Q′

(q′i = p′)

) k∧

i=j+1

(q′i = 〈q0〉) (6.19)

A is mapped into an architecture FA(1,1,|Q′|,n,k,1,φ1,σg) by the following con-
struction (cf. Figure 6.3). Again, we choose the label encoding c : Σ → [0, 1]n

in a “one-hot” style as c(ai) = ei, ai ∈ Σ, i.e. the i-th symbol is mapped to the
i-th unit vector (the i-th component is high, all others are low in the sense of
Lemma 1, proof construction).

The first and only layer of the folding part consists of m′ = |Q′| units each
of them representing one state of the automaton A′ (the i-th unit corresponds
to the i-th state q′i ∈ Q′). The determinism of A guarantees that at most one
term in each inner disjunction of Condition 6.19 is true. Thus, Lemma 3 (and
Lemma 1c) can be applied to directly translate the Boolean Condition 6.19 into
weight connections for the FA.

The ι(q′)-th unit representing q′ = 〈a, q1, . . . , qk, q〉 receives connections from
the ι(a)-th unit of the label block and for each block i = 1, . . . , k from all
units which represent the special state 〈q0〉 or states of the scheme 〈 . . . , qi, 〉
(see Figure 6.3). The empty tree (corresponding to state 〈q0〉) is coded by e0.
Finally, we add a single output unit to the transformation part of the FA which
acts as a |F ′|-ary Boolean ∨ and which receives inputs from each unit ι(q ′) from
the folding part layer with q′ ∈ F ′. The weights and biases are tuned according
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Figure 6.3: Sketch of the layout of the FA to simulate DTA with first-order
connections, one layer in the folding part, and one output unit as the transfor-
mation part. Neurons are denoted by circles, those acting as Boolean functions
are filled with the ∧∨ (see Condition 6.19) and the ∨ sign, groups of seman-
tically similar neurons are enclosed by rectangular boxes. The dashed arrows
exemplify connections to be inserted for a DTA transition that had been filled
up to the maximum rank k using the special state (denoted by “〈q0〉” inside the
circles). The solid ones show connections belonging to a transition that already
exhibited maximum rank. Both are leading to a final state.

to Lemma 3 (and Lemma 1b,c) and the discretization parameter is chosen by
applying the Circuit Lemma (Lemma 2). The “partially defined state transition
argumentation” can be borrowed from the proof construction for Theorem 3.

Obviously (compare Equation 5.2), the tree t is mapped by the FA to a high
output iff the DTA A accepts t.

Since the number of states in the automaton A′ are given by m′ = |Q′| =
nR+1, the complexity of the above FA construction can be expressed using the
specification of the original DTA A (see Table 6.5). Again, let nf be the number
of transitions leading to final states, i.e. nf = |{(a, p1, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R | p ∈ F}|.

nR n?R

N nR + 2 = O(nR) O(mkn)

C O(km2k−1n2), see Proposition 7 and text

C∗ (n+ km′)m′ +m′ = O(kn2R + nnR) O(km2kn2)

Table 6.5: Complexity of the DTA implementation given by the state-splitting
technique (Theorem 6, proof construction).

The non-trivial case of counting the number C of connections in the FA
construction (see the second row of Table 6.5) requires a detailed explanation.
Equation 6.19 leads to following formula for the number of connections for the
case where the transition function is only partially specified for the given DTA.

C = nf + nR +
∑

q∈Q

∑

(a,q1,...,qj ,q0,...,q0,q)∈R

(π(qj) + k − j ) (6.20)
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where the number π(p) of transitions targeting the state p ∈ Q is given by

π(p) = |{(a, p1, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R}|

The number of connections received by the output neuron is nf . One con-
nection is required from the label block of the input for each state q ′ ∈ Q′ (there
are nR states in total, not counting the special state). The exact number of
connections needed to implement the inner disjunction of Condition 6.19 de-
pends on the concrete distribution of transitions to target states. However, the
number of connections C in the case n?R gives also an valid upper bound for the
former.

Proposition 7 The number of connections C inserted into the FA by applying
the state-splitting implementation technique (Theorem 6, proof construction) is
bounded by O(km2k−1n2).

Proof First, suppose that all symbols possess the same maximum rank k. For
a given DTA with m states and n input symbols with maximum rank k there
are n?R = mkn possible transitions which are distributed among m different
target states. Let the number of those transitions which targeting the state p
be denoted by π(p). Thus, we get

n?R = mkn =
∑

q∈Q

π(q)

where the void state q0 ∈ Q is not occurring as target state, i.e. π(q0) = 0. Since
the total number of occurrences of each state symbol q ∈ Q in all left sides of
transitions ({(p1, ..., pk) | (a, p1, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R} is calculated to nkmk−1, the
Equation 6.20 can be rewritten to

C = nf + nR + nkmk−1
∑

q∈Q

π(q) = nf + nR + nkmk−1n∗R

resulting in an upper bound for the number of connections of O(km2k−1n2),
which is not affected if symbols are of different ranks and the DTA is filled up
(see Definition 9) to the maximum rank k.

One might assume that the transformation part is superfluous (on the anal-
ogy to the two-layered folding part construction developed for Corollary 2).
However, the next theorem states a negative result.

Theorem 7 The FA with first-order connections, a monotonous general sig-
moid transfer function, one layer in the folding part and no transformation part
cannot achieve the computational power of DTA.
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Proof We show that it is impossible to add special state neurons to the folding
layer such that arbitrary DTA outputs can be computed. Consider the “even-
parity tree recognizer” introduced as Example 2. The automaton is in the state
p (q) if the presented tree is of even (odd) parity. Without loss of generality,
we assume there is at least one unit i in the folding layer for which the output
vectors p ∈ Rm′

and q ∈ Rm′

representing p and q (“accepted” and “not
accepted”) differ. By transition δ0, the unit imust approach one value whenever
the two predecessor states are identical ((p, p) and (q, q)) and unit i must get a
different value for the other two cases ((p, q) and (q, p)). However, this behavior
is that of the Boolean XOR which is known as inseparable by σg (see also proof
of Theorem 5). This implies that the neuron i cannot compute the desired
output function.

If we want to do it without transformation part, then the dynamics of FA
(compare Equation 5.2, Section 5.1) must be changed in the following way.

Let a special output unit be added to the folding layer and connected via
a ∨-gate to all units (of the k-th block) in the input layer that represent final
states of the automaton. After a tree is completely processed by the folding
part, the output of the representation layer is once again fed back to the (k-th
block of the) input layer (all other inputs are set to zero) before the output of
the FA is computed. Clearly, the designated output unit is high (after this one
step delay of the output) iff the tree is accepted by the DTA.

Corollary 4 The FA with first-order connections, a monotonous general sig-
moid transfer function, one layer in the folding part and no transformation part
can simulate arbitrary DTA using an one step delay of the output computation.

6.5 By-Products

We have developed several construction schemes to implement finite determin-
istic bottom-up tree automata by neural folding architectures (see Section 6.3
and Section 6.4). The underlying principle behind these constructions is a rela-
tively simple one. Using a “one-hot” binary encoding for the states and for the
symbols of a given tree automaton, its state transition function can be viewed
as a logical circuit consisting of elementary Boolean gates. These gates are im-
plemented by neurons (see Section 6.2) and the corresponding circuit is casted
into the folding part of a neural folding architecture.

Next, we discuss some appealing “by-products” of these construction tech-
niques. The first is an extension which allows to implement finite non-
deterministic tree automata in an efficient way (in terms of node and connection
complexity). Furthermore, we show how the given DTA implementations can
be made robust against certain kinds of perturbations (e.g. round-off errors
induced by a finite arithmetic precision).
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6.5.1 Implementation of Nondeterministic Tree Automata

Nondeterministic bottom-up tree automata (NDTA) are known to possess the
same representational power as their deterministic counterparts (DTA), which
is alternatively characterized by the class of regular tree languages (see Defini-
tion 8, Section 2.3).

Any given NDTA A = (Σ, Q, F,R) can be reduced by means of the well-
known subset construction technique (Gécseg and Steinby, 1984; Comon et al.,
1999; Gésceg and Steinby, 1996) to an equivalent DTA 3A = (Σ,3Q,3F,3R),
which is defined as follows:

3Q := 2Q

3F := {P ∈ 3Q | P ∩ F 6= ∅}
∀a ∈ Σ, Pi ∈ 3Q, 1 ≤ i ≤ k

3R(a, P1, . . . , Pk) :=
⋃

{p | (a, p1, . . . , pk, p) ∈ R, pi ∈ Pi}

By induction on trees, it is easy to see that 3δ(t) = δ(t) for any tree t ∈ T (Σ),
and therefore L(3A) = L(A). Thus, one way to implement nondeterminis-
tic tree automata by neural folding architectures is to apply the construction
schemes developed in the previous sections on the reduced deterministic ver-
sions. However, this detour must be payed by an (worst case) exponential
blow-up in the number of states and possible state transitions.

NDTA DTA

A = (Σ, Q, F,R) 3A = (Σ,3Q,3F,3R)

|Σ| = n

|Q| = m |3Q| = O(2m)

|R| = nmk+1 |3R| = O(n2m(k+1))

This leads in turn to an (worst case) exponential increase in the node and
connection complexities of the corresponding neural folding architectures.

An alternative and very efficient solution to this problem is given for free
by exploiting the inherent parallelism in information processing as exhibited
by neural networks. Just implement nondeterministic state transitions as done
with the deterministic ones to prove Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and Theorem 4.
All possible target states to a given input symbol and a given sequence of prior
states are computed in parallel by one pass through the folding part. At any
node of the given input tree, the output layer of the folding part produces high
output for all those neurons that correspond to the automata states reachable
from the leaves.

Corollary 5 Theorem 3, Corollary 2 and Theorem 4 keep their validity for
finite nondeterministic bottom-up tree automata.

The asymptotic node and connection complexities listed in Tables 6.2–6.4
do not change (assuming |R| = nR = nmk+1). Note that Theorem 6 cannot be
applied to NDTA this way. Lemma 1 requires at most one state unit to produce
high output.
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6.5.2 On the Influence of Noise

So far, the “neural network” implementations of tree automata have been built
of analog components which were implicitly assumed to operate in a reliable and
perfect way. However, this assumption does not meet physical environments
where the presence of noise is an inherent property of analog signals. Even
if these neural network models were simulated by digital (especially parallel)
hardware, one can only rely on a finite arithmetic precision which is source to
potential truncation and round-off errors.

For digital computations, noise is commonly considered as the the occur-
rence of stochastic failures of components or wires in a larger system. The
output of one component is assumed to produce the correct output only with
some probability greater equal 1

2 + ε (for some parameter ε ∈ (0, 12 ]). This
concept does not fit very well to the kind of analog computation exhibited by
neural networks, because one is not only confronted with occasional failures
of connections or units, but rather with a permanent “imprecision” of signals
flowing through the system.

Other noise models have been proposed in the literature that appear to
be better tailored to those kind of computations carried out by discrete-time
analog neural networks (Maass and Sontag, 1999; Maass and Orponen, 1998;
Casey, 1996). Let us briefly mention the major concepts and results known in
this field. For z ∈ R, let the saturation operator sat(·) be defined as follows.

sat(z) =







0 if z < 0,
1 if z > 1,
z else.

Definition 15 (Noisy Neuron Model) Let oi be the output of the neuron
indexed by the number i with first-order activation function and the classical
sigmoid transfer function σc, let θi be the bias and oj, 1 ≤ j ≤ n be the outputs
from neurons connected to neuron i via weights wij ∈ R. Further, let Vτ ,
Vρ and Vπ be random variables which represent “noise” occurring during the
computation carried out by a neuron. The output oi of neuron i is computed
as

oi = sat

(

σc

( n∑

j=1

(wij + Vτ ) oj + (θi + Vτ ) + Vρ

)

+ Vπ

)

(6.21)

where Vτ represents noise injected on the weights, Vπ noise on the output and
the activation is supposed to be corrupted by Vρ. The saturation operator
ensures that the input (output) signals to (of) neurons do not exceed their
“physical limitations”.

Maass and Sontag (1999) investigated the computational power of discrete-
time recurrent neural networks (operating as formal language recognizers com-
patible to FSA) where the output of each neuron is affected by noise (repre-
sented by the random variable Vπ, see Equation 6.21) and derived a somewhat
surprising negative result. Specifically, the authors show that RNN with Gaus-
sian or other common noise distributions (for Vπ) that are nonzero on a large
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set cannot accept arbitrary regular languages, even if the mean of the distribu-
tion is 0, its variance is chosen arbitrarily small, and the reliability ε > 0 of the
discretized systems output is allowed to be arbitrarily small.

Obviously, this implies that neural folding architectures cannot accept reg-
ular tree languages in the presence of noise (assuming the same noise model as
used by Maass and Sontag (1999)). Casey (1996) proposed a different defini-
tion of “noise” where the internal state of a RNN is allowed to be moved some
bounded distance at any point of time, and the output is required to be per-
fect reliable. This noise model suffices to analyze for instance round-off errors
caused by a limited arithmetic precision.

The result of Maass and Sontag (1999) draws a rather pessimistic picture
on the representational capabilities of FA. However, it turns out that for a
given DTA, its neural folding architecture implementation can be made robust
against a certain kind of mild noise expected to occur on the output signals of
each neuron. We exemplify the procedure by the FA construction developed to
prove Theorem 3.

Lemma 6 For any given interval-bounded noise Vτ ∈ [−τ,+τ ], Vρ ∈ [−ρ,+ρ],
Vπ ∈ [−π,+π] and any given discretization parameter ε with

π < ε <
1

n+ 1
τ, ρ, π, ε ∈ R+

there exist weights and biases such that a single noisy neuron (cf. Definition 15)
is capable to simulate

a. The n-ary Boolean ∧,

b. the n-ary Boolean ∨.
in a reliable way. No further assumption (e.g. about independence, distribution,
mean, or variance) are made concerning the type of noise.

Proof We apply the same discretization scheme as presented with the proof of
Lemma 1. Since σc has a continuous range of (0, 1), we choose an ε ∈ (0, 12 ) and
interpret the output of a neuron in the following way. We say that (the output
of) a neuron is high if sat(σ(x+Vρ)+Vπ) ≥ 1−ε, low if sat(σ(x+Vρ)+Vπ) ≤ ε
and undefined, else. Thus, the Boolean values {0, 1} correspond to {low, high}.
Due to the monotonicity and symmetry of σc, there is a value ψ that guarantees
the neuron to be high if its activation x is x ≥ ψ, and to be low if x ≤ −ψ. ψ
is easily determined to

ψ = ρ+ ln
1− ε+ π

ε− π with π < ε

a. A neuron receiving input from n neurons connected by identical weights
w ∈ R, w > 0 (possibly perturbed by noise Vτ ) behaves as a n-ary Boolean
∧ iff the following constraints can be satisfied:

(1− ε) · n · (w − τ) + θ − τ ≥ ψ

1 · (n− 1) · (w + τ) + ε · 1 · (w + τ) + θ + τ ≤ −ψ
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By turning these constraints into equations we get at least one solution

w =
2ψ + τ [1 + 2n+ ε(1 − n)]

1− ε(n+ 1)
(6.22)

θ =
ψ[1− 2n+ ε(n− 1)] + τ [2n2(1− ε) + εn(3− 2ε) + ε− 1]

1− ε(n+ 1)
(6.23)

where ε, π are constrained by

0 < π < ε <
1

n+ 1

b. For simulating a n-ary Boolean ∨ we get the following conditions (w > 0):

(1− ε) · 1 · (w − τ) + θ − τ ≥ ψ

ε · n · (w + τ) + θ + τ ≤ −ψ

resulting in at least one solution

w =
2ψ + τ [3 + ε(n− 1)]

1− ε(n+ 1)
(6.24)

θ =
−ψ[1 + ε(n− 1)] + τ [2ε2n+ ε(1− 3n)− 1]

1− ε(n+ 1)
(6.25)

where ε, π are constrained by

0 < π < ε <
1

n+ 1

Proposition 8 (Robust Implementation) Let Vτ ∈ [−τ,+τ ], Vρ ∈
[−ρ,+ρ] and Vπ ∈ [−π,+π] (τ, ρ, π ∈ R

+) be given interval-bounded noise
(compatible to the noisy neuron model specified by Definition 15) expected to
influence weights, activations and the output of neurons, respectively. Any
given finite deterministic bottom-up tree automaton can be implemented by a
neural folding architecture (configured with first-order connections, the classical
sigmoid transfer function σc, and a two-layer folding part) in a reliable way if
the perturbation on the output of each neuron is bounded by the discretization
parameter.

Proof Let Vτ ∈ [−τ,+τ ], Vρ ∈ [−ρ,+ρ] and Vπ ∈ [−π,+π] (τ, ρ, π ∈ R+)
be given interval-bounded random variables compatible to the noisy neuron
model specified by Definition 15. Consider the proof construction developed
for Theorem 3. Let nmax be the maximum fan-in among all neurons. Choose
the discretization parameter as

ε <
1

nmax + 1
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Figure 6.4: Weight values w and bias value θ (shown in z-dimension) required
for neurons to simulate n-ary Boolean ∨ functions in the presence of noise
Vπ ∈ [−π, π] (see Lemma 6b and Equations 6.24,6.25). The discretization
parameter is chosen as ε = 0.1. The amount of perturbation π placed on the
input (output) of the neuron is varied in the y-dimension, the arity n is plotted
in x-dimension. Here, the weights and the activation of the neuron is assumed
to free of noise, i.e. τ = ρ = 0.
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Tune the weights and biases as specified by Equations 6.22–6.25. Lemma 6
together with Lemma 2 (Circuit Lemma) ensures that the implementation is
robust if the noise level π injected on the output of neurons is bounded by
π < ε. For the FA construction considered here, the maximum fan-in nmax
is determined by the maximum among k + 1, the maximum number of DTA
state transitions converging to one specific target state, and the number of final
states.

Proposition 8 shows that “neural implementations” of DTA can be made
robust against bounded noise (e.g. round-off errors) if there is prior knowledge
on the noise intervals and if the perturbation expected to occur on the output
signals of each neuron is bounded by the discretization parameter. However,
the robustness must be traded against a rapid increase in the absolute weight
values for increasing arity n and a growing noise level π (see Figure 6.4).

6.6 Linear Threshold Circuits and Bounds on the

Node Complexity

We presented several construction schemes that enables implementing tree au-
tomata by neural folding architectures (under different constraints on the ar-
chitecture). So far, the most economical (in regards to the node complexity)
first-order network implementation has been achieved using a FA consisting of
two layers in the folding part (N = O(mkn), see Theorem 3 and Table 6.2). In
this Section we consider the following questions:

How does the number of layers provided for the folding part of a FA
influence the node complexity of DTA implementations?

Can we estimate the minimal number of units required to simulate a given
deterministic bottom-up tree automaton?

A unit (neuron) equipped with the threshold transfer function σt and a
first-oder activation function is alternatively known as linear threshold gate.
Thus, the each of the folding and transformation part of a FA configured with
first-order connections and the threshold transfer function can be viewed as a
so-called linear threshold circuit (LTC). There has been significant work done
on characterizing the node complexity of neural networks by applying results
known from the circuit complexity of linear threshold circuits, e.g. Alon et al.
(1991), Horne and Hush (1994, 1996), Siu et al. (1995, 1991). Here we show
how some of these results can easily be applied to the context of FA and DTA.
The line of argumentation is essentially borrowed from the investigations on
the node complexity of RNN implementations of FSA done by Horne and Hush
(1996).

Clearly, the usage of threshold transfer functions allows to represent only a
finite number of different states and therefore limits the computational power
of FA to that of DTA.
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Proposition 9 Any given FA configured with threshold transfer functions σt,
one output unit, and that is operating on an enumerable tree domain T (Σ) can
be simulated by a DTA.

Proof Let c : Σ → {0, 1}n be a Boolean encoding for symbols in Σ and let
f : {0, 1}n+km → {0, 1}m be the mapping computed by the folding part of a
given FA. The FA is simulated by a DTA A = (Σ, Q, F,R) where

Q = {f(x) | x ∈ c(a) × {0, 1}km, a ∈ Σ}
F = {q ∈ Q | Ξ̂(q) = 1}
R = {(a, q1, . . . , qk, q) | qi ∈ Q, q = f(c(a)⊕ q1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ qk), a ∈ Σ}

The automaton A consists of at most 2m different states and at most |Σ| · 2km
different state transitions.

6.6.1 Upper Bounds

An upper bound on the node complexity can be easily derived by looking for
a linear threshold circuit (casted into the folding part of the FA) that enables
the implementation of arbitrary Boolean functions and thereby arbitrary DTA
state transition functions. The following lemma summarizes well-known bounds
on the node complexity of LTC implementations of Boolean functions.

Lemma 7 (Node Complexity, LTC) Arbitrary Boolean functions of the
form φ : {0, 1}x → {0, 1}y can be implemented in a LTC using r layers with a
node complexity N of

(a) O
(√

y 2x/(x− log y)
)

, for r = 4, shown by Lupanov (1972);

(b) O
(
y 2x/2

)
, for r = 3, by a multi-output extension of the single-output

result of Siu et al. (1991, 1995);

(c) O (2x + y), for r = 2, (see Horne and Hush, 1994).

In the following, we consider neural folding architectures where the trans-
formation part consists of two layers and exactly one output unit.

Proposition 10 Any given DTA having m states, an alphabet of size n with
maximum rank k can be implemented by a FA (r, 2, m̂, n̂, k, 1, α1, σt), where
m̂ = dlogme, n̂ = dlog ne and α1 is the first-order activation function, yielding
a node complexity of

(a) O





√

nmk2k logm

log n+ k logm



, for r = 4;

(b) O
(

logm
√
nmk2k

)

, for r = 3;

(c) O
(
nmk2k

)
, for r = 2.
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Proof A m-state DTA, specified for an alphabet of size n and maximum rank
k, can be implemented in a FA where the folding part performs a mapping of
the type (by ‘log’ we implicitly mean the logarithm to the base 2):

φ : {0, 1}dlog ne+kdlogme → {0, 1}dlogme

When considering upper bounds the original problem can be reduced to the
node complexity of Boolean functions where:

log n+ k logm ≤ x ≤ log n+ 1 + k (logm+ 1)

logm ≤ y ≤ logm+ 1

By Lemma 7, we directly obtain r-layer LTC implementations with the node
complexities listed for r = 4, 3, 2 in Proposition 10.

The discrimination of accepting states can be implemented by a two-layer
transformation part (yielding a node complexity of N = O(m), see Lemma 7 c)
which performs a mapping of the type φ : {0, 1}dlogme → {0, 1}. Assuming
k ≥ 2, the asymptotic node complexity of the implementation is not affected.

Corollary 2 tells us that the implementation can be done without the trans-
formation part by adding one unit to the output layer of the folding part (that
is acting as the designated output unit of the entire network). The modified
folding part computes a Boolean function of the type

φ : {0, 1}dlog ne+k(dlogme+1) → {0, 1}dlogme+1

Corollary 6 The implementation of DTA into architectures of the type FA
(r, 0, m̂, n̂, k, 1, α1, σt) with m̂ = dlogme + 1 and n̂ = dlog ne results in a slight
increase of the node complexity (for r = 4, 3, 2) to

O



2k

√

nmk logm

log n+ k logm



 , O
(

2k (logm)
√

nmk
)

, O
(

nmk22k
)

Note that the factors 2k (and 22k) occurring in the node complexity terms
of Proposition 10 (and Corollary 6) are reduced to 1 (and to 2k) if the number
of states m and the number of different symbols in the alphabet n are given as
powers of 2.

6.6.2 A Weak Lower Bound

One might have expected that it is possible to reduce the resource consumption
by using more layers and a more economical way of the state and the input
encoding (in contrast to the “one-hot” encodings applied in our hand-crafted
proof constructions).

But what is the minimum number of neurons required to implement a given
m-state DTA? A first naive consideration would lead to N = O(logm) since
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m states can be effectively encoded by dlogme neurons. In order to reject this
conjecture, we essentially follow the pathway proposed by Alon et al. (1991)
and Horne and Hush (1996) in deriving a lower bound on the node complexity
of RNN implementations of FSA.

Let K(m) be the smallest number such that every DTA withm or less states
can be implemented by a FA using K(m) neurons. Let L(m) be the number of
pairwise divergent (see Definition 16) DTA with m or fewer states, and let U(z)
be the number of different m-state DTA that can be built from a FA using z
neurons. Obviously, we get the following relationship

U(K(m)) ≥ L(m) (6.26)

By deriving an good upper bound for U(z), and a lower bound for L(m), we
might be able to compute a lower bound for K(m).

Lemma 8 The number U(z) of different m-state DTA (over an alphabet of n
symbols and of maximum rank k) that can be built from a FA with z neurons can
be bounded to O(y 2(xz

2)), where x = dlog ne+k(dlogme+1) and y = dlogme+1.

Proof We proceed in the line of argumentation given by Horne and Hush
(1994, 1996). Consider the folding part of a FA constituted by a lower triangular
network (LTN), i.e. a network where the l-th node is the only node in layer l
and receives input from all nodes of the previous layers (including the input
layer). Multilayer feedforward networks can be viewed as a special LTN where
some weights are set to zero.

The folding part of a FA (implementing a DTA) can be interpreted as a
function φ : {0, 1}x → {0, 1}y where

x = dlog ne+ k(dlogme+ 1)

y = dlogme+ 1

The total number of Boolean functions which are representable by a LTN with z
units, x inputs and y outputs is bounded by the maximum number of functions
that the first node can compute, multiplied by the maximum number of logic
functions that the second can compute and so on.

According to Muroga (1971) the number of Boolean functions defined on ν
vertices of the unit hypercube Lν

w that can be implemented by a single threshold
neuron with w inputs is bounded by

Lνw ≤ 2νw

w!
(6.27)

if ν ≥ 3w + 2. The number of inputs in the 0-th layer of the LTN is x and the
number of inputs to the i-th node (numbered from 0 to z−1) is x+ i. Thus, by
Equation 6.27 this node can compute at most 2ν (x+i)/(x + i)! logic functions.
The maximum number of functions in a LTN with z nodes is given by

z−1∏

i=0

2ν(x+i)

(x+ i)!
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We see that ν is at most 2x, since this is the maximum number of different
inputs to the network. Because the outputs are determined by input patterns,
2x is also the maximum number of different inputs that nodes at higher layers
receive, even though their fan-in is greater than x. Equation 6.27 holds for
ν ≥ 3(x + i) + 2, which can be justified for ν = 2x and z ≤ 2x/3. The total
number of outputs of the LTN will be equivalent to y. The last node must be
an output or state variable. Of the remaining z−1 nodes, y−1 must be chosen
as outputs or state variables (this requires z ≥ y) yielding

(
z − 1

y − 1

)

choices. Since the ordering of outputs is relevant, we obtain the following bound
for the maximum number of Boolean functions that a LTN can compute (that
is an upper bound for U(z)).

U(z) ≤ y!

(
z − 1

y − 1

) z−1∏

i=0

2x(x+i)+1

(x+ i)!
=

y(z − 1)!

(z − y)!
z−1∏

i=0

2x(x+i)+1

(x+ i)!
(6.28)

After the logarithm has been applied on both sides of the inequality, we can
increase the value of the right side by using the inequality

log x! ≥ (x log x)− x− 1

ln 2

and get

log[U(z)] ≤ log y + log(z − 1)!− log[(z − y)!] +
z−1∑

i=0

(

1 + x(x+ i)− (x+ i) log(x+ i) +
x+ i− 1

ln 2

)

The value of the right side is further increased (by summation, and the elimi-
nation of some negative terms, having in mind that z > x) to

log[U(z)] ≤ log y + z log z + z

(

1 + x2 +
x− 1

ln 2

)

+
z(z − 1)

2

(

x+
1

ln 2

)

Assuming z ≥ x ≥ 2, then there exists a constant c such that

log[U(z)] ≤ cz2x+ log y

which leads to the upper bound U(z) = O
(

y 2(xz
2)
)

.

In order to find a lower bound for L(m), we have to render more precisely
what is meant by “divergent” DTA.

Definition 16 (Divergent DTA) Two DTA Ai = (Σ, Qi, Fi, Ri) (i = 1, 2)
are divergent iff L(A1) 6= L(A2), i.e. there exists an input tree t ∈ T (Σ) with
δ̃1(t) ∈ F1 iff δ̃2(t) 6∈ F2.
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Let A = (Σ, Q, F,R) be a DTA with n = |Σ|, m = |Q|, nR = |R| and
nF = |F |. By considering transition functions as δ : Qk × Σ → Q, we can

compute the number of different transition functions by m(nmk). This gives an
appealing approximation to the number of different DTA with m states,

(
m

nF

)
m(nmk)

m!

but it is obvious that not each pair of them is divergent. So far, the way
for estimating a lower bound K(m) for the node complexity of DTA into FA
implementations can be done on the analogy to the RNN case (Horne and Hush,
1996). However, the calculation of L(m) presented by Alon et al. (1991) is based
on a sophisticated and combinatorial construction of Mealy Automata (i.e. FSA
where simultaneously to a state transition an output is generated depending on
the input and the actual state) and cannot simply be transferred to the DTA
case.

The next Lemma and its proof is due to Hammer (1998a), giving a rough
estimation for the number of divergent DTA.

Lemma 9 There are at least L(m) = 2(n−1)(m−1)
k
pairwise divergent m-state

DTA on an alphabet of cardinality n and of maximum rank k.

Proof Let Σ = {a1, a2, . . . , an} be an alphabet with r(a1) = {0, 1} and r(ai) =
k, 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Further let Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qm} be a set of states, F = {qm}
be the set of final states and assume n,m ≥ 2. Define q1 ∈ δa1 (i.e. the initial
state) and

δa1(qi) =

{
qi+1 if i < m,
qi otherwise.

The (n− 1)(m− 1)k trees t(i,i1,...,ik) of the form

ai( a1(a1(. . . a1(a1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i1

. . .)), . . . , a1(a1(. . . a1(a1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ik−1

. . .)), a1(a1(. . . a1(a1)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ik

. . .)) )

where i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, i1, . . . , ik ∈ {2, . . . ,m − 1} have to be mapped by an
automaton according to δ̃(t(i,i1,...,ik)) = δai(qi1 , . . . , qik). For different trees
t(i,i1,...,ik) the terms δai(qi1 , . . . , qik) are different, therefore each mapping

δ̃ : {t(i,i1,...,ik) | i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, i1, . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1}} → {q1, qm}

can be implemented by an appropriate choice of δai and thus at least

2(n−1)(m−1)
k
divergent tree automata exist.

We are now ready to combine these auxiliary results into a statement about
a lower bound for the node complexity FA implementations of DTA.

Theorem 8 Any given DTA with m states, an alphabet of cardinality n and of
maximum rank k can be implemented by the FA ( , 0, m̂, n̂, k, 1, α1, σt), where
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m̂ = dlogme + 1 and n̂ = dlog ne and α1 is specifying first-order connections,
with a node complexity of

N = Ω





√

nmk

log n+ k logm





Proof By combining Lemma 8 and Equation 6.26 with Lemma 9, we get

L(m) ≤ U(z) ≤ cy2xz
2

z = K(m) = Ω

(√

1

x
log

[
L(m)

cy

])

Finally, substitute L(m) by 2(n−1)(m−1)
k
, x by dlog ne + k(dlogme + 1) and y

by dlogme+ 1.

Remarks Lemma 9 gives only a very weak estimation of the number of diver-
gent DTA. Thus, we conjecture that the lower bound on the node complexity
(Theorem 8) can be improved.

It seems that an increase in the number of layers provided for the folding
part of the FA results in a decrease of the node complexity (see Section 6.6.1,
Proposition 10 and Siu et al. (1991)). One might conjecture that the constraints
imposed by a given automaton on the transition function do not allow cover-
ing the whole space of Boolean functions. Our greedy two-layers construction
(using a “one-hot” encoding for labels and states, see Corollary 2) with a node
complexity of N = O(nmk) is competitive to the result stated by Proposi-
tion 10 c. It is an open question whether the upper bounds can be further
improved (assuming a limited number of layers r in the folding part).

The implantation of sigmoid transfer functions might lead to a further reduc-
tion in the node complexity. This hypothesis is supported by the observation
that for certain Boolean functions the size of the implementing network can
be reduced by at least a logarithmic factor by using continuous (e.g. sigmoid)
instead of threshold gates (Siu et al., 1995).

6.7 A Note on Tree Pattern Languages

We have seen that the neural folding architecture and finite bottom-up tree
automata are equivalent regarding their computational power if the FA is built
of neurons with threshold transfer functions. But what is the situation with
sigmoid transfer functions? Theorem 6 tells us that such a FA has the compu-
tational power of at least DTA. But is it strictly more powerful than DTA?

In the past, a number of experiments on the learnability of artificially gener-
ated tree languages (formulated as inductive grammatical inference tasks, given
positive and negative examples) have been carried out with the FA and gradient-
based learning procedures (see for instance Goller and Küchler, 1996; Küchler
and Goller, 1996; Schmitt, 1997; Goller, 1997; Schulz et al., 1997; Calmbach,
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1996). Even tasks intuitively estimated to be hard for the FA were solved with
fairly high generalization accuracy.

In this section, we will identify the tree languages used in these former ex-
periments belonging to the class of so-called tree pattern languages. DTA enable
recognizing at least interesting subclasses if the defining pattern is constrained
to be linear. Nonlinear pattern languages turn out to be beyond the repre-
sentational power of the DTA. However, the FA performs surprisingly well on
grammatical inference tasks over non-linear pattern languages.

This phenomenon seems to give evidence that the full computational power
of the FA with sigmoid transfer functions is strictly stronger than that of DTA.
A simple experiment carried out with the FA will serve as an illustration of the
questions raised above.

6.7.1 Linear and Non-linear Pattern Languages

Pattern languages and the inductive inference of pattern languages are well-
known formal concepts in computer science (e.g. Shinohara and Arikawa, 1995)
which recently gained growing attention due to its application potential in com-
putational biology (Arikawa et al., 1993). Here, we are specially interested in
tree patterns, i.e. terms with variables, and languages induced by tree patterns.

Definition 17 (Pattern) Let Σ be a ranked alphabet, and V be a finite set of
variables with Σ∩V = ∅. A term t of T (Σ,V) is synonymously called a pattern.
A pattern is said to be linear if no variable occurs in it more than once and
non-linear, otherwise.

Next, we define tree languages that are induced by a pattern occurrence
condition.

Definition 18 (Pattern Occurrence Language) Let p be a pattern in
T (Σ,V). The pattern occurrence language (OL) induced by p is defined as

OL[p] := {t | t ∈ T (Σ), there exists a subterm s v t
and a substitution γ with s = pγ}

The language is called linear pattern occurrence language (LOL) if the defining
pattern is linear.

Proposition 11 The class of linear occurrence languages (LOL) is a proper
subset of regular tree languages (RTL).

The way from linear patterns to tree automata is well-known and for exam-
ple applied in the compiler construction field to automatically generate pattern
matching devices for rewrite rules describing code optimization strategies (see
Wilhelm and Maurer, 1995).
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Proof Wilhelm and Maurer (1995) presented a simple construction scheme
where a nondeterministic bottom-up tree automaton is built from a given linear
pattern π. Since (here) variables do not need to be distinguishable, we replace
all variables in π by 2 (“a variable matching everything”) resulting in π ∈
T (Σ, {2}). We define the nondeterministic bottom-up tree automaton Aπ =
(Σπ, Qπ, Fπ, Rπ) as follows:

Σπ := Σ ∪ {2}
Qπ := {t | t v π}
Fπ := {π}
Rπ := {δπ,a | a ∈ Σπ} where δπ,a :=

{(2, . . . ,2,2) ∈ Qn+1
π | r(a) = n} ∪

{(t1, . . . , tn, t) | t ∈ Qπ and t = a(t1, . . . , tn)} ∪
{(q1, . . . , qn, π) | r(a) = n, qi ∈ Qπ and there is a i with qi = π}.

Obviously, for every tree t there are transitions in Aπ and there is a sequence of
transitions leading to the final state π if tmatches π. If required, the well-known
subset construction technique can be applied to transform the automaton Aπ

to a deterministic one (see Section 6.5.1).
On the other hand, there are languages which are recognizable by DTA

but that are not in the class OL. Consider the “even-parity tree recognizer”
introduced as Example 2. Assume that π is a pattern that is capable of inducing
the even-parity tree language L. Let γ be an arbitrary substitution. We get
πγ ∈ L which leads to the contradiction 1(0, πγ) 6∈ L.

The tree pattern language LOL is beyond the representational capabilities
of the class of DTA if the linearity condition is dropped.

Proposition 12 The class OL cannot be recognized by DTA.

Proof Let p be a non-linear pattern with exactly one variable X occurring
exactly twice. Suppose there exists a DTA A which maps a term u ∈ T (Σ) to
a final state iff u ∈ OL[p].

Due to the finite-state behavior of a DTA there must be at least two different
terms s, t ∈ T (Σ) such that δ̃(s) = δ̃(t). If we substitute s for one occurrence
and t for the other occurrence of the variableX into p then a term p′ is generated
that does not belong to the pattern language OL[p]. But A would map p′ to
a final state (because of the compositionality of the mapping δ̃) which leads to
an obvious contradiction.

Example 4 Let X be a variable and let Σ = {a, b, f} be a ranked alphabet
with r(a) = r(b) = 0 and r(f) = 2. L1, L2 are defined as pattern matching
languages:

L1 = OL[f(a, b)]

L2 = OL[f(X,X)]
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For example, f(a, b), f(a, f(a, b)), f(f(a, b), f(a, b)) ∈ L1 while f(b, a),
f(f(a, a), f(b, a)) 6∈ L1 and f(f(a, b), f(a, b)), f(f(a, a), f(b, a)) ∈ L2 while
f(a, b), f(a, f(a, b)), f(b, a) 6∈ L2. Clearly, L1 belongs to LOL while L2 does
not.

The pattern languages can be enriched by allowing arbitrary Boolean com-
binations of patterns as occurrence condition.

Definition 19 (Boolean Occurrence Combination) Let P be a finite set
of variable-disjoint patterns over T (Σ,V) (with {∧,¬} ∩ (V ∪ Σ) = ∅), and let
F be a Boolean combination of patterns in P . The language BOL[F ] induced
by F is defined in a recursive way.

BOL[F ] =







OL[p] if F = p and p ∈ P
T (Σ) \BOL[G] if F = ¬G,
BOL[F1] ∩BOL[F2] if F = F1 ∧ F2.

and nothing else is in BOL[F ]. Let BOL denote the class of languages induced
by arbitrary finite variable-disjoint pattern sets and Boolean combinations over
it. The linear fragment LBOL is defined as a proper subclass of BOL by
allowing only pattern sets where each pattern is linear.

Example 5 (BOL) Let Σ = {f, g, a, b} be a ranked alphabet with r(f) =
r(g) = 2, r(a) = r(b) = 0, and let V = {X,Y } be a set a variables. Consider
the nonlinear pattern F = f(X,X) ∧ ¬g(a, Y ).

For example, f(a, a), f(f(a, a), g(b, a)), f(g(b, b), g(b, b)) ∈ BOL[F ], while
f(a, b), g(f(a, a), g(a, a)), g(a, b) 6∈ BOL[F ].

Proposition 13 The class LBOL is a proper subset of regular tree languages.

Proof Proposition 11 shows that LOL is a proper subset of regular tree lan-
guages (RTL). Furthermore, RTL is known to be closed under complement,
union and intersection (Gécseg and Steinby, 1984).

Again (following the line of argumentation given by the proof of Propo-
sition 11), the “even-parity” tree language can be recognized by a DTA, but
cannot be captured by a Boolean occurrence condition over a finite set of tree
patterns.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the relationships of the tree language classes LOL,
OL, BOL, BLOL and RTL by means of a Venn diagram. Note that the results
presented above are still valid when the pattern language is defined by instanti-
ation instead of occurrence conditions (as given by Definition 18). In this case a
pattern p has to match the given term t at its root position, i.e. t is an instance
of p iff there is a substition γ with pγ = t. Analogously to LOL, OL, LBOL,
and BOL one can define the language classes LIL, IL, LBIL, and BIL.
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OL

tree languages

BOL

RTL
LOL

BLOL

Figure 6.5: The relationships between the tree language classes LOL, OL, BOL,
LBOL and RTL.

6.7.2 A Simple Experiment

The language classes LOL, LBOL, OL, BOL (and their counterparts obtained
by using the instance condition for matching) cover those languages that were
formerly used in experiments to explore the principle power of neural folding
architectures and gradient-based learning algorithms (see Schmitt, 1997; Goller,
1997; Küchler and Goller, 1996)).

These experiments have been organized as inductive inference tasks (e.g.
Angluin and Smith, 1983). We use this term in the following sense.

Definition 20 (Inductive Grammatical Inference) Inductive grammati-
cal inference (IGI) is the process where a learning system attempts to identify
a finite representation for a potential infinite set of trees, called a tree language,
based on a finite set of examples chosen from the language and its complement.

We have proven that the FA with sigmoid transfer functions can at least
recognize regular tree languages. But are FA capable to represent non-linear
pattern languages which are proven to be beyond the expressiveness of regular
tree languages? Since learnability prerequisites representability one might be
able to draw some conclusions from empirical results on IGI tasks.

By the following simple experiment it is asked whether the neural folding
architecture (in combination with gradient-based learning algorithms) allows to
infer the languages L1 ∈ LOL ⊂ RTL and L2 6∈ RTL (as introduced before)
from positive and negative examples. In contrast to previous IGI experiments,
special attention is put on the capability of the FA to generalize on terms of
larger size than those present in the training set.

6.7.2.1 The Expermental Setting

Table 6.6 reports the characteristic of the six term sets that were generated
to perform the IGI experiment for the languages L1 and L2. The first column
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specifies the allowed complexity of the terms, i.e. T (Σ) is constrained to terms
up to a maximum depth d and a maximum number of nodes u (denoted by
T 〈d, u〉). For each set, 1000 terms were independently and randomly (under
an uniform distribution) drawn from the space T 〈d, u〉 (the cardinality is given
in column four), and subsequently labeled (+1/-1 for membership: yes/no)
according to the specification for L1 and L2. The average depth and average
size of a term in each data set is shown in the second and third column. The last
two columns give the classification performance a naive guesser should achieve
when knowing the class label distribution. The same training set T 〈6, 13〉 is
used for both tasks, containing 56.1 % positive and 43.9 % negative examples
for L1, while containing 78.1 % positive and 21.9 % negative example terms for
L2.

largest class (%)
T 〈d, u〉 Ø depth Ø size term space

L1 L2
6,13 5.42 12.49 1.6 ×104 56.1 78.1

7,15 6.15 14.55 1.1 ×105 55.1 80.2

8,20 7.04 18.60 4.7 ×106 56.2 86.5

10,21 7.90 20.66 3.9 ×107 53.8 85.1

11,22 8.03 20.72 4.0 ×107 54.7 85.5

12,24 8.45 22.68 2.8 ×108 59.2 87.1

Table 6.6: Characteristic of the generated data sets.

The symbols in Σ = {f, a, b} are encoded in a one-of-three style with values
from {−1, 1}. The architectures is specified by FA(1, 1,m, 3, 2, 1, φ1 , σc) where
φ1 is denoting first-order connections, σc the classical sigmoid transfer function
tanh : R → (−1,+1), and the size of the representation layer is varied across
m = 3, 4, 9, 15.

The used gradient-based learning method is steepest descent (SGD, see Al-
gorithm 4.1) which is augmented by an automatic learning rate adaption and
weight decay scheme similar to Rprop (Riedmiller, 1994). The first-order gra-
dients are computed by applying the BPTS algorithm on the LDOAG obtained
from the training set by common subexpression elimination (see Algorithm 4.7
and Algorithm 5.1). The compression of the set T 〈6, 13〉 results in a node com-
pression factor of ρV = 0.14 (see Section 4.5.2). The training process was carried
out in batch parameter update mode and stopped after 2000 epochs. All results
reported here have been obtained by a ten-fold stratified cross-validation (e.g.,
see Kohavi, 1995) on T 〈6, 13〉 with three random weight initializations (drawn
under an uniform distribution in the interval (−1.0,+1.0)) per fold, yielding 30
distinct experiments for each language.

Each of the 30 networks trained on T 〈6, 13〉 has been tested on the six data
sets of higher term complexity in order to assess the generalization performance.
A weak recognition criterion was used: A term is counted as correctly classified
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if the absolute value of the difference between target value and the output of
the network was less than 1.

6.7.2.2 Results

Table 6.7 shows the training performance on T [6, 13] (the row denoted with
’train’) and the generalization accuracy on the six test sets (the other rows, for
the characteristics see Table 6.6) obtained for L1, L2 by folding architectures
of different number of state units m = 3, 4, 9, 15.

For each number m of state units and each language the mean (Ø), the
standard deviation (±) and the maximum value (max) of the recognition per-
formance (in % according to the recognition criterion) over the 30 single exper-
iments are listed.

Let us first look at the results for L1. The mean recognition rates increase
with larger architectures and decrease with tests on term sets of growing term
complexity. For the representation layer size m = 3 we observe a very large
standard deviation caused by a strong sensitivity of the network against dif-
ferent weight initializations. For m = 4, 9, 15 the FA achieved a fairly good
mean recognition rate close to 100%. Nevertheless, there exists at least one
experiment (one trained architecture) which gives a perfect recognition of the
language with a mean square error very close to zero (these values are not
reported here) consistently throughout the six test sets.

A similar behavior is reported on the non-linear pattern language L2. With
few exceptions, the larger the term complexity in the test set the worse is the
recognition rate. The performance is consistently worse than in the case of L1,
but nevertheless, there is at least one experiment which yields a rate above
95% (99% for m = 9) throughout the six test sets. In contrast to L1 the best
performance can be observed at m = 9, while m = 15 gives no improvement.

Clearly, the presented IGI experiments on the two very simple pattern lan-
guages can only be regarded as an illustration of the questions raised before.
However, these results paired with other empirical results on the inference
of tree pattern languages (reported elsewhere, see Goller and Küchler, 1996;
Küchler and Goller, 1996; Goller, 1997; Calmbach, 1996) give at least some
evidence that the neural folding architecture equipped with sigmoid transfer
functions is strictly more powerful the finite bottom-up tree automata.

6.8 Related Work

Some historical notes on early research concerning neural network models and
finite-state machines have already been mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter (Section 6.1). Let us now focus on the relations to recent work.

6.8.1 Tree Automata and Recursive Neural Networks

To our knowledge, the first result on the relationship between special neural
network architectures and tree automata is found in the work of Sperduti (1997).
One layer of so-called first-order generalized recursive neurons (with threshold
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transfer functions) in combination with an output neuron has been proven to
have the computational power of deterministic bottom-up tree automata. The
presented proof construction is, although not referenced and not used in an
explicit way, the result of an implicit application of the state-splitting technique
(Goudreau et al., 1994) to tree automata.

In fact, this result is a special case of Theorem 6 and of the corresponding
proof construction (for verification simply substitute the sigmoid neurons by the
threshold neurons given in Lemma 4). The discretization scheme developed in
Section 6.2 (see Lemma 1, proof construction) allows the exact implementation
of any given DTA by a FA with sigmoid transfer functions and its potential
refinement by gradient-based learning methods.

The recipe for simulating Boolean functions by single neurons (with var-
ious transfer functions) was partially taken from Ivanova and Kubat (1995),
and extended and adapted for our purposes (see Section 6.2). This abstraction
technique – tuning neurons to simulate elementary Boolean functions and to
use them as primitive building blocks for complex network architectures – can
be found in similar contexts, e.g. see Towell and Shavlik (1993) for the im-
plementation of propositional Horn clauses in feedforward neural networks or
Frasconi et al. (1995) for the implementation of a special class of finite-state
machines by discrete-time recurrent neural networks.

6.8.2 From Sequence to Tree Processing

By constraining the maximum outdegree of the input domain to k = 1, neural
folding architectures are reduced to a special class of discrete-time recurrent
neural networks for sequence processing (discussed in Section 5.4.1).

The constructive proof of Theorem 6 is inspired by the proof presented
from Kremer (1995) for Elman networks with sigmoid neurons. Furthermore,
some negative results concerning the representational capabilities of specific
architectures (Theorem 5 and Theorem 7, to be precise) have been directly
generalized from the framework on the relationships between RNN and FSA
introduced by Kremer (1996b).

The line of argumentation and the proof technique for deriving the lower
bound on the node complexity of FA implementations of DTA (leading to The-
orem 8, see Section 6.6.2) is essentially borrowed from Alon et al. (1991); Horne
and Hush (1996). The key to the improvement of the weak lower bound is a
better estimation of the number of divergent m-state DTA. Gori et al. (1999)
considered the implementation of “Mealy-type” tree machines by recursive neu-
ral networks employing the same IO-dynamics. By directly transferring the
combinatorial construction of Alon et al. (1991) for an upper bound on the
number of divergent Mealy machines to the tree case, a lower bound on the
node complexity is derived that is tight (in contrast to the DTA case, com-
pare Theorem 8 and Proposition 10a) to the corresponding upper bound for
four-layer recursive neural networks.

Siegelmann and Giles (1997) investigated the following question. Given a
specific regular word language, what is the exact number of neurons in a second-
order single-layer RNN for recognizing this language? The authors derived an
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appropriate characterization using techniques from the theory of rational power
series. For different transfer functions, estimations were provided that are still
tighter than the worst case bounds known for FSA implementations and that
are computable in time polynomial to the size of the given regular expression. It
is an open question whether this idea can be generalized to the FA and regular
tree languages.

The basic recurrent cascade correlation architecture for processing sequen-
tial information is known to be less powerful than FSA (Giles et al., 1995;
Kremer, 1996a; Chen and Giles, 1996). The corresponding result for recursive
architectures constructed by means of the cascade correlation scheme and DTA
has been established by Sperduti (1997).

6.8.3 Neural Computation beyond Finite-state Machines

Various research on the computational power of discrete-time recurrent neural
network models can be found in the literature. One of the most intriguing
results has been established by Siegelmann and Sontag (1995). Single-layer
discrete-time recurrent neural networks with first-order connections and satu-
rated linear transfer functions were proven to possess Super-Turing power. The
proof is constructive and requires only a finite number of units fixed in advance.
The simulation of Turing machines is accomplished in real-time with a constant
slowdown. Later, Kilian and Siegelmann (1996) provided a proof for the Turing
universality in the case of sigmoid transfer functions. However, note that the
RNN models investigated by Siegelmann and Sontag (1995); Kilian and Siegel-
mann (1996) differ in one fundamental aspect from those considered throughout
this work. After the input sequence has been completely fed to the network, an
arbitrary number of state transitions (i.e. “autonomous” state transitions) are
allowed before a special unit signals that the computed output can be fetched
from the output units. Obviously, Turing universality also holds for the neural
folding architecture if autonomous state transitions were permitted. Maass and
Orponen (1998) showed that the computational power of these RNN models
is limited to FSA if the output of neurons is subjected to Gaussian noise (or
other common noise distributions that are nonzero on a large set), even if the
mean of the distribution is zero, its variance is chosen arbitrarily small, and the
reliability of the discretized output of the system is allowed to be arbitrarily
small.

There are several attempts to represent and to learn context-free word lan-
guages (CFL) by means of RNN models and gradient-based learning. Some
researchers (for instance Das et al., 1993; Zeng et al., 1994; Sun et al., 1998)
study recurrent architectures which are augmented by an external stack. Inter-
nal signals to control the stack operations are implicitly included into the given
learning task and the stack is represented in a continuous way. Neither the FA
can do it without some kind of external memory to store prior state represen-
tations (see Section 3.1.3). Interestingly enough, the frontiers of regular tree
languages belong to the class of context-free word languages. And vice versa,
the derivation trees of context-free world languages are regular tree languages
(Gécseg and Steinby, 1984).
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Wiles and Elman (1995) demonstrated that a simple recurrent network ar-
chitecture can be trained to perform an example of a context-free word language
prediction task. They discovered that this phenomenon can be explained by dif-
ferent dynamical regimes interacting in the state space of the network. Steijvers
and Grünwald (1996) were even able to tune (by simulation) few parameters of
a “pre-wired” RNN such that a context-sensitive word language prediction task
is solved with high accuracy. They showed that the dynamics of the network
can be controlled in a way that regions of the state space that correspond to
the symbols to be predicted are linearly separable. Hölldobler et al. (1997)
showed in an analytically way how a very simple Elman network can be im-
plemented to recognize the context-free language {anbn | n ≥ 1} (assuming an
infinite arithmetic precision). The RNN is exploited as something like a “con-
tinuous counter” in the state space, the dynamics is controlled in such a way
that the presentation of the symbol a triggers the increment and the symbol
b the decrement operation. Note that the architecture derived by Hölldobler
et al. (1997) can be viewed as a “trivial” neural folding architecture of the type
FA(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, φ1 , σc). By copying the parameters (thresholds, weights, input
and output encodings) the FA recognizes the “pathological” tree language

L = {b(b(. . . b
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

(a(a(. . . a(a
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

) . . .))) . . .)) | n ≥ 1}

which is beyond regular tree languages. The original language is “mirrored”
and the initial state of the RNN becomes the encoding for the empty tree nil
(compare Section 3.1.1).

Recently, several models of analog computation have been proposed that
bear some resemblance to discrete-time recurrent neural networks. Moore
(1998) introduced classes of iterated functions maps that are strictly more pow-
erful than deterministic real-time pushdown automata. Tabor (1997, 1998)
specified classes of so-called pushdown dynamical automata and showed how its
members can be constrained to be equivalent to classical real-time pushdown
automata. Stacks are realized by fractal sets over the reals and included into
the state representation of the dynamical system.

6.8.4 The Injection-Refinement-Extraction Framework

One of the major motivations to implement discrete automata by analog neu-
ral network models is found in the so-called injection refinement extraction
framework (identified by Shavlik, 1994). Basically, the idea is to exploit prior
knowledge on the task and to combine the strengths of discrete with those of
analog learning methods. This framework can roughly be outlined by three
phases.

(1. Injection) Knowledge (in form of a formal language or machine model)
about the application domain and on the task to be solved is provided by a
human expert or (and) inductively acquired by a symbolic machine learning
approach. This knowledge does not necessarily must be a complete, minimal
and perfect solution of the problem, but only a rough approximation thereof.
The next step is to implement this knowledge by functionally equivalent neural
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network model. (2. Refinement) Possibly, some additional degrees of freedom
are added to the network architecture. The network is prepared to be trainable
by a common learning method. Known (and additional) training data is used
to refine and improve the first approximative solution. (3. Extraction) Ideally,
the trained network represents a better solution of the original problem. For
those cases where the trained network is not accepted as a “black-box” result,
the network is transformed again into a symbolic and (hopefully) more “com-
prehensible” form (e.g. into the same language the prior knowledge had been
provided).

In spite of some principle problems with this framework (not discussed here,
see Shavlik, 1994), several researchers were able to empirically demonstrate
that this combination of symbolic machine learning and neural network train-
ing methods performs better than each individual approach. Towell and Shavlik
(1993) instantiated this framework into a method to transform symbolic rules
(in form of propositional Horn logic) given by human experts into a special
feedforward network architecture, which was subsequently trained. Knowledge
extraction is done by an algorithm that produces so called “N-of-M” rules.
Ivanova and Kubat (1995) sucessfully combined the well-known symbolic deci-
sion tree learning approach with the refinement of the acquired knowledge by
a multilayer network and a standard gradient-based training procedure.

Similar strategies have been proposed in the context of inductive grammati-
cal inference, finite-state machines and discrete-time recurrent neural networks
(for approaches combining injection with subsequent refinement, see for instance
Maclin and Shavlik, 1992; Giles and Omlin, 1993; Frasconi et al., 1995, 1996).
Other injection techniques for RNN with sigmoid neurons were investigated
by Alquézar and Sanfeliu (1996); Omlin and Giles (1996a); Kremer (1995). A
recent survey and a detailed discussion of intrinsic problems to the inductive
inference of finite-state automata by means of RNN models and gradient-based
learning can be found in Maggini (1998).

6.9 Summary and Discussion

In order to get an initial understanding of the computational power of neural
folding architectures, we viewed these models as recognizers of formal languages
and compared them to the well-known class of finite bottom-up tree automata.
As expected, the FA turned out to possess the computational power of at least
DTA.

Several instances of the architecture were investigated. For first-order ac-
tivation functions, at least two layers are required – either a two-layer folding
part or a single-layer folding part combined with one neuron as transforma-
tion part. A single layer does not suffice. The reason is found in the potential
occurrence of “XOR constellations” within DTA state transition functions (ex-
emplified by the “even-parity” tree automaton). The Boolean XOR is known
to be inseparable by a single layer network with first-order activation functions
and monotonous transfer functions. By exploiting the so-called state-splitting
technique (Goudreau et al., 1994), every DTA can be transformed to a function-
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ally equivalent one that is free of the XOR problem in state transitions. This
transformed DTA can be implemented by a FA with a single layer as folding
part and one neuron as transformation part to recognize final states. By using
activation functions of order k + 1 (k being the maximum rank of the input
alphabet), a given DTA can be simulated by a single layer folding part where
one unit is recruited to produce the acceptance signal. In the case of threshold
transfer functions, the FA is limited to the computational power of DTA.

The various results and methods on the implementation of finite bottom-
up tree automata by neural folding architectures are summarized in Table 6.9.
The different implementation schemes require different amounts of resources
(listed by the corresponding node and connection complexities). The four-
, three-, and two-layer transformation part implementations (rows 1,2,3) and
the lower bound (last row) have been derived for m-state “Mealy-type” tree
automata with n input-output symbols (assuming n, m being powers of two).
The corresponding results for DTA implementations were stated by Corollary 6
and Theorem 8 (this chapter).

An increase in the number of layers provided for the folding part appears to
result in the decrease of the node complexity. Interestingly enough, the lower
bound on the node complexity matches the upper bound for a four-layer imple-
mentation (in the Mealy-type case). It is an open question whether the upper
bounds for one-, two-, three-layer implementations can be further improved.

Since neural folding architectures generalize a large class of discrete-time
recurrent neural networks, we were able to apply many concepts, proof tech-
niques, and results known from FSA, RNN for sequence processing to the tree
case (as shown in the conceptual illustration shown by Table 6.1). Thus, by
constraining the maximum outdegree to k = 1, several known constructions and
known complexity bounds for implementing FSA/FSM by RNN are obtained
as special cases (see Table 6.9, last column, rows 1,2,5,6,8).

Moreover, the results presented in this chapter also yield some novel and
interesting constructive bounds on the implementation of FSA/FSM into RNN
models (k = 1, rows 3,4,7). In particular, the single-layer second-order con-
struction (row 7) and the two-layer first-order implementation (row 4) consti-
tute appealing alternatives to the prominent method proposed by Omlin and
Giles (1996b), for several reasons:

• Omlin and Giles (1996b) developed an implementation scheme that re-
quires only the three different weight/biases values {−H,−H/2,+H}.
However, the authors were required to perform a very sophisticated analy-
sis of the network dynamics in order to determine the right weight strength
H for the stable simulation of a given DTA.

The methods introduced here ensure that the given automaton is simu-
lated for sequences of arbitrary length, i.e. they are stable per se.

• Both construction schemes are easily enhanced to implement nondeter-
ministic automata in a very efficient way (see Corollary 5).
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We conjecture that Omlin and Giles’ approach cannot be extended in a
coherent way to allow the injection of nondeterministic automata.

• The two-layer first-order scheme can be made robust against synaptic
noise, perturbations of the activations, and mild noise subjected on the
output signal of neurons (Theorem 8). Although not explicitly shown here,
we believe that the higher-order scheme (Theorem 4, proof construction)
can be modified in an analog way to tolerate the same kind of noise.

Omlin and Giles (1996b) considered only the influence of synaptic noise.

• The resource consumption is competitive.

The somewhat surprising result of Maass and Sontag (1999) draws a rather
pessimistic picture on the computational power of RNN models when the output
signal of the neuron is subjected to noise that is nonzero on a large set. We
demonstrated that for a given DTA (FSA), its FA (RNN) implementation can
be made robust against mild interval-bounded noise expected on the output of
neurons. Clearly, our noise model is not as general as that of Maass and Sontag
(1999). However, it is still powerful enough to cover small perturbations of the
output signals (e.g. round-off errors due to a finite arithmetic precision).

The computational power of the FA with threshold transfer functions is lim-
ited to that of DTA. Can the expressiveness of FA be increased when changing
from a discrete to an continuous representation for the networks state?

Conjecture 1 The neural folding architecture configured with sigmoid trans-
fer functions is strictly more powerful than finite deterministic bottom-up tree
automata, i.e. there are non-trivial (k > 1) tree languages that do not belong
to the class of regular tree languages but can be recognized by this model (in the
noise-free case, assuming infinite arithmetic precision).

We already mentioned the result of Hölldobler et al. (1997), which can be
viewed as the implementation of the automaton for recognizing the “trivial”
(k = 1) tree language {bnan | n ≥ 1}. A further support might be found in the
empirical results with the FA and IGI tasks on non-linear pattern languages
and other languages beyond regular tree languages. The following conjecture
is rather speculative.

Conjecture 2 The neural folding architecture configured with sigmoid trans-
fer functions can simulate any given deterministic real-time bottom-up tree
pushdown automaton (in the noise-free case, assuming infinite arithmetic pre-
cision).

The corresponding result for the word case (k = 1), namely the simulation
of deterministic real-time word pushdown automata by discrete-time recurrent
neural networks (with linear saturated transfer functions), is obtained as a
special case of the Turing machine construction introduced by Siegelmann and
Sontag (1995). Basically, the stack data structure is encoded by a continuous
number in the interval [0, 1] with “holes” using a Cantor-like representation
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of the set of possible stack configurations. Assuming an infinite precision, an
unbounded stack can be realized. The “push” and “pop” stack operations and
the test for empty stack can be accomplished by some shifts, subtractions, and
inequality tests on the stack encoding, employing only a few neurons. The
stack operations are controlled by a FSM which can be realized by any of the
implementation schemes presented in this chapter. Similar pushdown automata
constructions have been proposed by Tabor (1998); Moore (1998).

The situation is more complex for tree pushdown automata (for definitions,
see Coquidé et al., 1994; Schimpf and Gallier, 1985). Both the inputs and the
stacks are trees. Actually, state transitions are formulated by a special kind of
term rewriting system. It is not clear how to implement such a tree push down
automaton by the neural folding architecture. However, the proper problem
seems to be more of technical than conceptual nature.

Regardless of the validity of Conjecture 2, there is still the question of an
alternative characterization of the computational power of the FA with sig-
moid transfer functions. We conjecture that the classical discrete models of
computation are not the appropriate tools to derive an adequate answer.

Throughout this chapter we explored the representational capabilities of
neural folding architectures. Note that the learnability of certain concepts is a
different question. Gold (1967) introduced the criterion “identification in the
limit” to characterize the learnability of formal (word) languages by examples.
The learning task can be formulated as a temporal process. At any point of
time, a piece of information is presented to the inference device, which produces
a hypothesis of the unknown language from all the information received so far.
The inference device succeeds in identifying the language in the limit if the
hypothesis becomes stable and is correct for all possible words after a finite
time. Gold (1967) recognized the following uncomfortable truth. If only positive
examples are presented to a learning device, then the class of finite cardinality
languages merged with one infinite language is not identifiable in the limit, i.e.
none of the classes found in the prominent Chomsky hierarchy are learnable
in this case. If both negative and positive examples are provided, then regular
and context-free languages can be identified in the limit. However, recursively
enumerable languages remain unlearnable. It is well-known that finite-state
automata cannot be identified in the limit (from positive and negative examples)
in polynomial time to the number of states (neither to the sample size) (Gold,
1978; Angluin and Smith, 1983; Angluin, 1992). The problem of finding, for a
given finite sample (of positive examples), a defining word pattern of maximum
length is NP-complete; however, regular word pattern languages are known to
be learnable in the limit in polynomial time to the sample size (Angluin and
Smith, 1983; Shinohara and Arikawa, 1995). In our terminology, word patterns
and regular word patterns correspond to tree patterns (IL) and linear ones (LIL)
based on the instantiation condition (see remarks at the end of Section 6.7.1). In
order to make the problem more tractable, heuristics and several other learning
criteria based on various additional information presented during the inference
process have been proposed in the literature (consult e.g. Angluin and Smith,
1983; Angluin, 1992; Shinohara and Arikawa, 1995). For a survey on inference
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methods to learn regular tree languages, we refer to Knuutila (1994); Knuutila
and Steinby (1994). These results illustrate that, independent of the specific
inference device used to attack the task, inductive grammatical inference is a
very difficult problem.

We identified that the tree languages used in former IGI experiments with
the FA and gradient-based learning belong to several classes of tree pattern lan-
guages. This provides a reasonable explanation for the phenonemon observed
with the empirical results (Goller and Küchler, 1996; Küchler and Goller, 1996;
Goller, 1997; Schmitt, 1997; Calmbach, 1996). Linear tree pattern languages
turned out consistently “much easier to be learnable” (in terms of generaliza-
tion accuracy and convergence behavior of the training method) than the cor-
responding non-linear ones (see also the experiment reported in Section 6.7.2).
Surprisingly, the FA performed rather well on inference tasks for non-linear
tree pattern languages, at least for finite samples drawn from a combinatorial
large domain (cf. Table 6.6). A very interesting question is how these pat-
tern languages could be represented by the trained neural folding architecture
employing a continuous, and therefore potentially infinite, state space. The
dynamical systems point of view might be helpful in seeking for answers (see
Blair and Pollack, 1997; Tino et al., 1997; Kolen, 1994; Tabor, 1997).

The theoretical results presented in this chapter, together with empirical
experience, give some practical hints for the application of the FA to inductive
inference tasks and classification tasks.

First, regular tree and linear tree pattern languages enable expressing inter-
esting structural concepts. These concepts can not only be represented by the
neural folding architecture, but also appear to be inferable with high accuracy
from positive and negative examples, using gradient-based learning methods.
If the concept to be expected belongs to the class of regular tree languages,
then the architecture (with first-order activation functions) should be config-
ured with at least two layers, either two layers for the folding part (one unit
serves as output) or one layer for the folding part and one unit as transformation
part.

The FA constructions using sigmoid transfer functions (see Table 6.9,
rows 4,6,7) are potential candidates to be integrated into a suitable injection-
refinement-extraction framework. Particularly, the Boolean combination of lin-
ear patterns seems to be an interesting formalism to specify available (partial)
knowledge on the given task. This kind of knowledge can be transformed into
an equivalent tree automaton, which is injected into a FA and subsequently
refined by available data.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this final chapter, adaptive structure processing is viewed from a broader
perspective. We survey the application scenarios that have been explored (and
are under investigation) by several research groups. By combining these empir-
ical observations with the theoretical results presented in this work, we derive
some rules of thumb characterizing those application areas that are most likely
to benefit from the proposed approach. This discussion leads directly to open
questions and future research directions. We conclude this work by some critical
reflections and provide a brief summary of the main contributions and results.

7.1 Application Perspectives

Before looking at real-word tasks, it is useful to summarize the experiences made
with the neural folding architecture and gradient-based learning on artificially
generated data.

7.1.1 Artificial Tasks and Data

In order to test the feasibility of the proposed approach, and due to the lack
of benchmark collections for inductive learning tasks on structural data, sev-
eral artificial tasks have been designed and investigated at the early stages
of research. The main emphases were put on the neural folding architecture,
gradient-based learning methods, and inductive grammatical inference tasks on
tree languages (see Definition 20). The experimental settings are comparable to
that described in Section 6.7.2. Particularly, the following classes of inference
tasks have been tested:

• Inference of Tree Pattern Languages (Schmitt, 1997; Goller and
Küchler, 1996; Küchler and Goller, 1996) The considered tree languages
range from pattern occurrence languages to pattern instance languages,
from linear pattern languages to non-linear ones, and from single pattern
conditions to complex Boolean combinations of occurrence or instance
conditions (for formal definitions, see Section 6.7). Training and test
terms are generated randomly from a given signature. The fraction of
positive and negative examples is balanced.
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Calmbach (1996) experimented with a variation of inductive grammatical
inference tasks. The structure mapping to be inferred from example data
is defined as follows: Determine all those patterns from a given finite set
of patterns that occur in the input terms.

• Term Orderings (Schulz et al., 1997) The task is to learn term orderings
from given examples. Training and test data have been generated with the
equational deduction system DISCOUNT (Avenhaus et al., 1995) while
solving proof problems from the domain of lattice ordered groups. By
inserting two terms under a new root, three classes of tree languages are
obtained: one class where the left term is “smaller” than the right one
with regard to the given ordering, one where the left is “larger” than the
right, and the third class collects those terms that are “incomparable”.
Two non-trivial term orderings are tested: lexicographic path ordering
(LPO) and Knuth-Bendix-Ordering (KBO) (for a survey on term order-
ings, consult Steinbach, 1995).

• Term Weights and Term Depth (Schmitt, 1997) To our knowledge,
these are the first regression tasks that have been tackled by means of the
adaptive structure processing approach. The structure mapping weight :
T (Σ)→ R to be inferred for the term weights tasks is defined as follows.

A parameter wf ∈ R and argument parameters cfi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , r(f)
are assigned to each symbol f of a given signature Σ. The weight of a
given term t ∈ T (Σ) is inductively defined as:

weight(t) := wf +
n∑

i=1

cfi · weight(ti)

where t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and n = r(f) is the rank of the head symbol f . By
an appropriate choice of the parameters, this mapping can also be used to
count the number of specific symbols occurring in a term or to compute
the size of a term. Training and test terms are randomly generated from
a given signature. The target values attached to the terms are the term
weights computed according to a symbol and argument parameter settings
fixed in advance. The term depth task is to infer a model that enables
predicting the depth of input terms.

Clearly, each of the task shows its own characteristic. However, one can for-
mulate some general observations that are common to the considered tasks and
the corresponding experimental results.

All these structure mappings can be computed in polynomial time (with
regard to the size of the given input trees). However, the corresponding induc-
tive learning tasks are of fairly complex nature (we refer to the discussion in
Section 6.9). Besides the training data, no further knowledge on the tasks is
provided.

Most of the tasks were solved with a generalization accuracy close to 100%
for the classification tasks and with a small error for the regression tasks. The
generalization capability has primarily been measured on test sets containing
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trees of the same maximum size (depth and number of nodes). The performance
measured on much larger trees than used for the training process is decreasing
with growing tree sizes. For some experiments in this direction, see Section 6.7.2
and Calmbach (1996).

Only rather simple neural folding architectures are required to achieve this
performance: one layer of five to ten neurons, that are configured with the
first-order activation function and the sigmoid transfer function, suffices for the
folding part, and one layer for the transformation part.

As a rule of thumb, at least the same number of training data as the number
of parameters used by the model (ranging from hundred to several thousands)
must be provided in order to solve the given task with high accuracy. At
first glance, this “empirical” sample complexity observed with the experiments
seems to be very huge. However, this number must be related to the com-
binatorial input space (cf. Table 6.6). For the presented experiments, terms
over a signature of two to ten symbols, with a maximum rank of four, a depth
ranging from ten to twenty, and a size (number of nodes) up to one hundred
were generated, inducing an input space of cardinality up to 1010 (!). More-
over, the “empirical” sample complexity is clearly smaller than that suggested
by the theoretical worst case bound obtained for the VC-dimension of the FA
(growing quadratically with the tree size, and by a power of four in the number
of parameters, see Proposition 5 and Section 5.2.2).

The training effort is enormous, ranging from several hundreds to several
thousands of training epochs. The application of the common subexpression
elimination technique (see Section 4.5) enables the speed-up of the optimization
process by a factor of five to twenty.

All experiments have been conducted with the BPTS in batch mode to
calculate the first-order error gradient. Concerning the convergence behavior
of the optimization process, the conjugate gradient method (combined with
line minimization) exhibits a slight advantage over the simple steepest gradient
descent method (coupled with local step size control).

7.1.2 Pattern Recognition

During the seventies and eighties the field of pattern recognition has been sig-
nificantly influenced by the schools of syntactical and structural pattern recog-
nition (Pavlidis, 1977; Gonzalez and Thomason, 1978; Fu, 1982; Miclet, 1986;
Schalkoff, 1992). The central hypothesis promoted by these schools is that the
“intrinsic” structure of an entity is playing an important role, both for its de-
scription and for the recognition process. Syntactical pattern recognition uses
tools from the theory of formal languages, for example formal grammars or
automata, to represent and to process structural concepts. Structural pattern
recognition is mainly based on graph matching techniques.

The need for such a structural point of view became clear when researchers
in traditional pattern recognition realized that the derivation and selection of
a fixed set of appropriate features is a very complex process. Moreover, it was
observed that in several application domains low-level features can naturally
be aggregated to higher-level structures. These structures are chosen to be
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Figure 7.1: Conceptual illustration: a logo image (left) represented by a contour
tree with local features forming the node labels.

invariant with respect to certain transformations applied on the raw data, for
example the translation, scaling, rotation or relative displacement of objects in
an image domain.

Syntactical and structural techniques have successfully been applied to a
variety of problems, mainly settled around document processing. However,
there are still some serious deficiencies, such as the sensitivity to noise and
errors, the lack of appropriate and efficient inference methods, especially when
both structural and and numerical information must be captured to solve the
task. (e.g. consult Tombre, 1996; Steinby, 1989).

Adaptive structure processing enables attacking these limitations and sug-
gests a new way of pattern recognition (Diligenti et al., 1998). First of all,
the representation of structural concepts can be integrated very naturally with
numeric information. Then, models like tree-recursive dynamical systems pro-
posed in this work are operating directly on structural data. Inference means
to adapt these models to the given tasks and data. In other words, the repre-
sentation and the inference of structural concepts is melted into one inseparable
optimization process. Finally, the theoretical results on the universality of cer-
tain instances, for instance for neural folding architectures, guarantees that,
given a desired mapping, there exists a model to realize it.

Logo Recognition

Francesconi et al. (1997) apply the adaptive structure processing idea to the
recognition of company logo’s. First, the logo images are converted into a struc-
tured representation based on contour trees (Cortelazzo et al., 1994). The neu-
ral folding architecture and gradient-based learning methods (based on BPTS)
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are employed to classify these structured representations.

In a preprocessing phase, some filtering and edge detection operations are
applied on the original image. The contour tree is constructed by tracing con-
tours and searching holes in the region enclosed by the contours. Once a contour
is found, a node associated to the contour is created and added to the tree. The
node associated to an interior (or exterior) contour is added as child of the node
to which its nearest outside exterior (or interior) contour is associated. This
procedure is repeated in a recursive way until all contours have been identified,
and no holes exist. Each contour is characterized by a fixed set of continuous
features, including its perimeter, area size, and curvature information. The
feature vectors are directly attached to the corresponding nodes of the contour
tree. Figure 7.1 illustrates the contour tree concept.

The data used in the experiments, 40 distinct company logo’s, were taken
from a large database created by the Document Processing Group, Center for
Automation Research, University of Maryland. The original images were ran-
domly distorted by means of a common image defect model, yielding several
hundred instances for each logo class. The noise simulated by the artificial
distortion includes rotation, scaling in the X- and Y-axis, and optical blurring
during the scanning process.

The adaptive structure processing approach using the FA has been com-
pared to traditional pattern recognition techniques (for details, see Francesconi
et al., 1997). Autoassociator-based neural networks and multilayer feedforward
neural networks were fed with the images subsampled to fit into a static 16×16
grid. The MLP approach converges faster than that one with the FA. However,
the FA is clearly superior to MLP concerning the generalization performance.
The autoassociator exhibits the best rejection rate and seems to perform com-
petitive to the FA (close to 100% generalization). The main drawback of the
autoassociator is that the recognition phase is taking about two magnitudes
more time than observed for the FA and the MLP.

In further experiments, Diligenti et al. (1998) investigated the influence of
different types and amounts of noise, like stripes (covering up to 33% of the
logo area), blobs (up to 40 blobs), salt and pepper noise (inverting up to 8% of
the logo pixels), and rotation (up to 360 degrees). The FA clearly outperformed
autoassociators if the noise level is increased, even if rotation-invariant features
(like log-polar transformations or moment-based invariants) are utilized for the
latter.

The authors were faced with one phenomenon found inconvenient for the
FA. The contour trees generated from the images exhibit only a relatively small
depth, but a large width. Due to irrelevant noisy details in the some outlier
images, some tree nodes get a huge number of children. In order to control the
complexity of the folding part and the number of parameters in the overall FA,
a pruning technique is employed to limit the maximum outdegree of the tree
representations to a given value (Francesconi et al., 1997).
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Figure 7.2: Intermediate products generated during the transformation of given
character image (1) into the corresponding two-dimensional rooted directed
acyclic graph representation (8).
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Figure 7.3: Recursive refinement of grid cells.

Optical Character Recognition

In his master thesis, Brunner (1998) applied the adaptive structure process-
ing approach to the recognition of handwritten Latin characters. The proce-
dure for transforming an isolated and digitized character image (1) into a two-
dimensional grid graph (8) is illustrated in Figure 7.2. First, the pre-thinning
algorithm proposed by Amin and Singh (1997) is used to close small holes in the
strokes. As a by-product, the contour of the original image gets smoothed (2).
The image is thinned out to lines of one-pixel width (3) using the algorithm of
Shih and Wong (1994). Some artefacts that had been inserted into image during
the thinning phase, such as virtual “hairpins” or “split” crossings, are patched
by a postthinning algorithm (4). By counting the number of black-white transi-
tions in the 8-neighborhood of each black pixel in the thinned image, endpoints
(two transitions), T-junctions (six transitions), and X-junctions (eight tran-
sitions) are identified as local features of the given character (5). The line
segments each connecting two of these characteristic points are approximated
by polygons (6). The algorithm is inspired by Han et al. (1989). The supporting
points of the polygons give information about the curvature of the associated
line segments. An adaptive two-dimensional grid is put over the image (7).
The placement of the grid lines is controlled by the density of the characteristic
points (endpoints, T-junctions, X-junctions, and curvature points) in X- and
Y-dimension. Starting with the bounding box of the image as 1 × 1 grid, this
procedure is recursively applied to the grid cells until each grid cell is contain-
ing at most one of these characteristic points (compare Figure 7.3). Finally, a
rooted directed acyclic two-dimensional graph with a maximum outdegree of two
is built by traversing the grid cells from the upper left to the lower right corner
(8). Refined grid cells are recursively embedded into the graph representation,
as illustrated in Figure 7.4. The vertices are labeled by the cell type: “N”
(empty cell), “T” (T-junction), “X” (X-junction), “C” (curvature point), and
“E” (endpoint). The curvature points and endpoints are further distinguished
using the Freeman code in eight directions (“N”, “NO”, “O”,. . . , “NW”). For
the endpoints, the direction leading to the next characteristic point via a con-
necting segment is determined. The direction of a curvature point is measured
by its location relatively to the two neighbored characteristic points.

The graph representation of the character is invariant to the translation, the
scaling, and slight rotations of the image. Moreover, the information contained
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Figure 7.4: From grid cells to graphs and the recursive embedding of refined
grid cells into the graph representation.

in this representation enables the reconstruction of the rough shape of the
original character image.

The graph data structures are directly fed as input to the neural folding ar-
chitecture to accomplish the optical character recognition task. This approach
has been tested on segmented, isolated and handwritten Latin upper case char-
acters and handwritten digits from the well-known NIST database (Grother,
1995). The experimental settings were chosen to be compatible to those estab-
lished for the first international OCR competition on that database organized
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (Wilkinson et al., 1992).

The achieved recognition performances of 92.68% (87.16%) for the digits,
and 77.23% (74.37%) for the upper case characters on the test partition 2
(and on the test partition 4, considered most difficult), can be placed in the
center-field of the results reported on the international competition. Note that
“human” recognizers did not exceed a recognition performance of 99% on the
digits in that database.

This adaptive structure processing approach is compared to the learning vec-
tor quantization (LVQ) method. The prototypes were initialized with OLVQ1
and have been re-trained by LVQ3 (Kohonen, 1995). In order to produce feature
vectors of fixed size, two different variants were tested.

For the first variant, only the number of points belonging to the differ-
ent categories are counted, yielding an 18-dimensional vector (Y-junctions and
X-junctions; endpoints and curvature points, in eight directions each). This
vector representation completely neglects the topological relationships between
characteristic points. Alternatively, a fixed and regular 3 × 3 grid is put onto
the image, and the points of different categories are counted for each grid cell.
Thus, the corresponding feature vector is comprised of 162 components.

The second variant clearly performs better on the upper case letters than
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the first one. On the handwritten digits, the two variants yield comparable
results, indicating that the topological structure of the characteristic points do
not play a major role for their recognition.

Surprisingly, the second variant (LVQ and fixed grid representation) turned
out to be competitive to the adaptive structure processing approach. One pos-
sible explanation could be that the chosen graph representation is not capable
to capture much more structural relationships than a fixed grid. On the other
hand, the locations of the outliers in the confusion matrices do not correspond
to each other. This phenomenon may indicate that the two approaches (fixed
grid and vector-based recognition versus adaptive structure processing) are aim-
ing at different topological relationships between characteristic points. There
is an ongoing discussion whether structural concepts are helpful for OCR at
all, especially for the recognition of Latin characters (Trier et al., 1995). The
explicit exploitation of structural aspects is believed to be more important for
the recognition of Asian characters.

7.1.3 Computational Chemistry

The scenario for applying adaptive structure processing to QSAR/QSPR tasks
in computational chemistry/biology has already been introduced in Section 1.1.
Stated in loose terms, the task is to map the structure of a chemical compound
to its associated chemical activities/properties.

The main issue is to find an appropriate representation for molecular struc-
tures. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the permissable domain of tree-recursive
dynamical systems is limited to RLDOAG, i.e. the class of rooted labeled di-
rected ordered graphs. At first glance, the expressiveness of this “language”
seems to be too weak to describe chemical compounds in a sufficient way. Bonds
between atoms are undirected relations; cycles are playing a central role.

According to the family of chemical compounds and to the specific tasks at
hand, different solutions can be devised. Some common guidelines are recom-
mended by Bianucci et al. (1998); Schmitt and Goller (1998); Frasconi et al.
(1999). In many QSAR problems, families of compounds sharing a common
template are studied. Very often, cycles are just present in the common tem-
plate and so there is no need to explicitly represent cycles, in other words, a
single vertex representing the common template can be used (see Figure 7.5).
If this is not the case, cycles can be treated as entities at an higher level of
abstraction. Special labels characterizing the chemical nature of these molec-
ular sub-groups can be defined. The problem of giving edges a direction can,
in general, be solved by obeying the rules based on the standard nomenclature
system, which establishes how a chemical formula should be written in linear
form. This solution is straight-forward when a root is already defined. However,
it can also be used to identify a root vertex. Finally, the total order on adjacent
edges can be defined, for example, by sorting sub-components according to their
size (measured in terms of description length).

Schmitt and Goller (1998); Goller (1999a) applied the adaptive structure
processing idea to the well-known QSAR benchmark dealing with the inhibition
of E. coli dihydrofolate reductase by triazines (Hirst et al., 1994). Triazine drugs
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are known to inhibit the reproduction of certain cancer cells. The task is to
predict the chemical activity of triazines. The neural folding architecture has
been combined with the conjugate gradient learning method.

Applying cascade correlation networks for structures (compare Sperduti and
Starita (1997), Section 5.4, and Figure 5.3), Bianucci et al. (1998, 1999) demon-
strated the capabilities of the adaptive structure processing approach to attack
QSAR/QSPR tasks. The QSAR task was the prediction of the non-specific
activity (affinity) towards the Benzodiazepine/GABAA receptor by a group of
Benzodiazepines (Hadjipavlou-Litina and Hansch, 1994), while the QSPR task
consisted in the prediction of the boiling point for a group of acyclic hydrocar-
bons (Alkanes) (Cherqaoui and Villemin, 1994).

In all cases considered above, the adaptive structure processing approach
turned out to be superior to standard regression techniques and competitive to
other advanced machine learning methods. More remarkably, these preliminary
results were obtained without the extensive use of chemical expertise. The
applied models and representations were built in a straight-forward manner,
leaving a large potential for further improvements.

As pointed out by Bianucci et al. (1998) and Frasconi et al. (1999), the main
advantage over conventional vector-based machine learning approaches is in the
flexibility and uniformity of the structure representation. It is possible to store
into the vertex labels information at different levels of abstraction, such as the
atom types of functional groups, enabling a flexible treatment of the different as-
pects of the chemical functionality. Both structural aspects and numerical data
(describing physico-chemical properties of atoms, bonds, or sub-groups) can be
integrated into one data structure which is capable representing compounds of
arbitrary size. The same basic representation for chemical compounds has been
used for a variety of different tasks.

Fixed-size vectorial representations require chemical expertise to select and
to aggregate the most promising features. Unfortunately, in many cases there
is no knowledge about the relevant structural aspects. Then, a fixed number
of features must be defined through a very expensive trial and error approach.
As a final comment, it must be noted that the adaptive structure processing
approach enables addressing tasks which still are not reachable by traditional
symbolic machine learning methods, such as inductive logic programming (ILP).
In fact, even if ILP has been successfully applied to some problems in chemistry
(Srinivasan et al., 1996; Hirst et al., 1994), the prediction of numerical values
from the compounds structure does not seem to be possible within the ILP
framework.

7.1.4 Adaptive Search Control for Symbolic Deduction Systems

Goller (1997, 1999b) developed a novel framework for the inference of search-
control heuristics for automatic deduction systems. The basic ideas and con-
straints have already been introduced as Scenario 3 in Section 1.1. Roughly
stated, the task is to infer, exploiting past proof experiences, an evaluation
function

eval : T (Σ)→ (−1,+1)
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Figure 7.6: A finite initial segment of a search-tree generated by an automated
deduction system for one specific proof problem (cf. Figure 1.3). Light grey
boxes denote states lying on solution paths; explored states that did not lead to
proofs are marked by boxes in dark grey In order to simplify this drawing, only
some of the occurring solution-paths and some of the failure-paths have been
illustrated by surrounding dashed lines drawn in light grey and dashed lines in
dark grey, respectively.

that enables the selection of the most promising states (or inference steps)
among several alternatives during the proof search for unseen but related proof
problems. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that high ratings are char-
acterizing good choices. The search strategy globally compares ratings. A state
si is explored before state sj if

∃ s′j ∈ pred (sj) ∀s′i ∈ pred (si) : eval(s
′
i) > eval(s′j)

where pred is the reflexive and transitive closure of the immediate predecessor
relation in a search-tree.

The neural folding architecture is used to represent the evaluation function
eval . The learning task is formulated as an indirect inductive learning task
(see Section 3.2.1). In other words, there are no explicit target ratings for
the states in the training data. The error criterion combines state evaluations
from all solution-paths (L+) and failure-paths (L−) of a search-tree (compare
Figure 7.6). A solution-path is the set of all states lying on a path from the
root of the selected initial segment of the search-tree to a proof. Negative
examples are such states that are explored in the training sample, but are not
on a solution-path. Each negative example which does not have a successor
state within the sample defines a failure-path. This failure-path contains the
negative example itself, and all its predecessor states that are not members of
all solution-paths. Goller (1997) proposed an error criterion that is objected to
satisfy the following inequality:

max{min{eval(s)}s∈l}l∈L+ > max{min{eval(s)}s∈l}l∈L− (7.1)
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This means that all states on a solution-path should get a high rating. However,
it suffices if there exists one solution path where each state is ranked higher
than all other states on failure-paths. This error criterion is easily extended to
combine samples from several proof problems. The min and max operators are
approximated by continuously differentiable functions. Thus, the overall error
criterion can be optimized (in the parameter space of the embedded neural
folding architecture) by gradient-based optimization methods built on top of
the backpropagation through structure algorithm.

Goller (1999b) demonstrated the feasibility of this approach by means of the
general-purpose automated deduction system Setheo (Moser et al., 1997) and
with the help of experiments in the domain of word problems in group theory
(WPGT). A WPGT consists in answering the question whether two ground
terms are equal with regards to group theory. 317 different WPGT were ran-
domly generated. 298 of these proof problems were solvable by Setheo using
the built-in iterative deepening search strategy with inference bound and a time
limit of 80s. The length of the proofs varied between one and eleven inference
steps. Several neural folding architectures of different sizes were trained on the
data extracted from the search-trees that had been induced by the 298 solvable
proof problems.

The performance of the Setheo system in combination with the trained FA
as search control module has been tested on the remaining 19 proof problems,
which were intractable for the original system. Again a time limit of 80s (in-
clusively the time for the search control) was used. 16 of these test problems
could be solved with an average time of 2.9s. E-Setheo (Moser et al., 1997), a
version of Setheo with special equality handling mechanisms, was able to solve
17 test problems within the time limit. However, the average search time was
5.5s. These results give some evidence that the proposed approach is capable
to inductively infer reasonable search control heuristics. The acquired heuris-
tics appear to generalize (to a certain extent) to novel proof problems from the
same problem domain.

Note that the proposed approach is rather general and not restricted to
automated deduction systems in the classical sense. There is no reason why
other symbolic reasoning systems, for example planning- and computer alge-
bra systems, deductive databases, expert systems, etc., should not profit from
the proposed idea to adapt the search control to the problem domain under
consideration.

7.1.5 Discussion: When to Apply Adaptive Structure Process-
ing

We listed a variety of interesting application perspectives that are explored by
several research groups. It is too early to judge the real application potential
of the adaptive structure processing approach. Nevertheless, by combining the
theoretical results presented in this work with the experiences made on both
artificial and real-world data, we can formulate at least some preliminary “rules
of thumb” characterizing those application scenarios that are most likely to
benefit from the proposed approach:
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1. “Structural concepts” in the data are believed to play a central role in the
solution of the considered task.

It does not suffice to regard the objects of interest as atomic entities. Rather, it
is necessary to capture their intrinsic structure, for example the causal, topolog-
ical, hierarchical, or other relations between component parts of a given object.

There is common agreement that structural concepts cannot be neglected for
attacking QSAR/QSPR problems in chemistry. For the scenario “recognition
of handwritten Latin characters”, there is a longstanding discussion about the
relevance of structural features in the character image (such as endpoints, junc-
tions, points of strong change in the curvature, etc.) for solving this recognition
task. This situation changes for Oriental characters where the composition of
the character image, and features such as strokes and junctions, are believed to
play an important role for OCR.

2. There is a lack of complete and perfect prior knowledge about the under-
lying structural concepts.

If there were complete and perfect knowledge about the underlying structural
concepts, one would be able to provide a “hard-wired” solution expressed in
some general-purpose programming language based on a conventional model of
computation.

However, the application of inductive inference methods could also be useful
if the target domains are changing rapidly and the model construction is a very
costly task requiring expert knowledge.

3. Data and tasks have “continuous” aspects.

For those cases where both the input domain and the range of the considered
structure mapping are of purely symbolic nature, symbolic machine learning
methods, such as inductive logic programming (Muggleton and De Raedt, 1994;
Muggleton, 1992), tree automata inference (Knuutila and Steinby, 1994; Knuu-
tila, 1994; Miclet, 1986), editing distances (Zhang and Shasha, 1989; Bunke
and Messmer, 1994), graph matching (Bunke, 1998), etc., appear to be more
suitable candidates to attack the inductive learning task.

The structure mapping (evaluation function) developed for the scenario
“adaptive search control for symbolic deduction systems” operates on a purely
symbolic domain, i.e. logical terms and formulae. However, the range of this
mapping is continuous. Furthermore, the error criterion compares and inte-
grates continuous ratings among several paths (of finite, but arbitrary length)
which are extracted from several search trees.

4. The component parts of the relevant objects (and their properties and
relationships) can be extracted from the raw data in a rather reliable way.

In the field of computational chemistry there are already well-established graph
representations for molecules. This applies to symbolic deduction systems as
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well. Rooted labeled ordered trees are per se natural representations for logical
formulae and terms.

In other domains the “structure” of objects must be extracted from the
raw data first, which can be an non-trivial problem. The reliable extraction of
characteristic points from a handwritten character image, for example, turned
out to be very difficult (Brunner, 1998). The main reason is that this image is
subjected to different sources of noise, such as skewed paper, limited scanning
resolution, ink spots or an uneven flow of ink, shaky hands and segmentation er-
rors. A perfect extraction is not required. However, errors should not drive the
representation of a character into one those already constructed for members of
a different character class. The situation looks much friendlier for the extraction
of contour trees from printed company logo images (Francesconi et al., 1997).
The design of company logo’s is typically characterized by stylized shapes and
sharp contours.

5. The expressiveness of the RLDOAG “language” is powerful enough to
describe the objects of interest.

The admissible domain of tree-recursive dynamical systems is limited to rooted
labeled directed ordered graphs that are closed under the identity relation (see
Section 3.1.1 and Corollary 1). Chemical compounds are commonly repre-
sented by undirected, cyclic graphs. However, for the QSAR/QSPR scenario
discussed before it was possible to capture the relevant properties of the con-
sidered molecules by the structure from the class RLDOAG (Bianucci et al.,
1998; Schmitt and Goller, 1998).

6. The constructed RLDOAG structures vary in size and topology.

If all objects were represented by structures of the same size and topology, one
would probably be able to define an alternative vectorial representation that
covers most of the structural aspects.

7. There is “enough” training data; the application scenario can afford a
larger effort in time for the training process.

As a rule of thumb, at least the same magnitude of training data as the number
of parameters used by the model should be provided. However, this “empirical”
sample complexity is clearly smaller than suggested by the theoretical worst case
bound obtained for the VC-dimension of the FA (growing quadratically with the
tree size and by a power of four in the number of parameters, see Proposition 5
and Section 5.2.2).

Due to the combinatorial input domain, the training of tree-recursive dy-
namical systems can be a costly process.

Note that these rules should not be considered as hard constraints. Nor can we
claim completeness. There are only very limited experiences at the current stage
of research. A further promising application scenario for the adaptive structure
processing approach is document classification (see Scenario 1, Section 1.1).
Most of the rules seem to apply there.
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7.2 Open Questions and Future Research Directions

The effort undertaken with this work must be considered as a very first step
in the development, understanding and application of tree-recursive dynamical
systems and their associated learning methods. This section is the attempt to
devise some future research directions which are, in our opinion, important to
foster the adaptive structure processing field. Some aspects have already been
posed as open questions and were documented as current limitations of the
proposed approach. Here, we focus on the following two areas:

• Analysis of the representational capabilities of tree-recursive dynamical
systems

• Improvements and extensions to existing learning methods; alternative
ways of adaptivity and learning

7.2.1 Representational Capabilities

Up to now, we have only a rather limited knowledge about the representational
capabilities of TRDS which obviously depend on the type of mappings used
as the transition function and as the output function. We merely considered
the transition and output maps implemented by multilayer feedforward neural
networks. This neural network instance has been show to possess universal
approximation power (Hammer and Sperschneider, 1997; Hammer, 1998b). In
this work, we viewed neural folding architectures as recognizers of formal tree
languages. Several results were provided for linear threshold units. By and
large, we explored only the relationship of the FA to one of the simplest machine
models, namely finite bottom-up tree automata.

However, what is the computational power of the FA configured with sig-
moid transfer functions (compare Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 2, Section 6.9)?
Do different types of mappings (for example linear, piecewise linear, polynomial,
elementary functions) induce a hierarchy of recognizable tree languages when
used as the transition function and the output function of TRDS? What is the
influence of deterministic versus nondeterministic state transitions? The work
of Moore (1998) on iterated function maps applied as word language recognizer
might be helpful in finding answers. Which classes of transition functions and
output functions ensure the universal approximation property? What is the
relationship of TRDS to more powerful classes of tree automata such as tree
pushdown automata (Coquidé et al., 1994; Schimpf and Gallier, 1985)? Tabor
(1998, 1997) proposed a solution for representing a certain class of pushdown
word automata by a special class of discrete-time recurrent neural networks.

It is an open question whether the representational capabilities of TRDS
can be adequately characterized by discrete models of computation at all.

7.2.2 Learning Methods

We recognized that the training of TRDS by gradient-based learning methods
can be a costly process. Are there strategies to improve this situation? Are
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there alternative learning methods for those cases where the error criterion
cannot be expressed by a continuously differentiable function? Moreover, there
are applications scenarios that require other forms and modes of learning than
considered in this work.

From “Tabula Rasa” Learning to the Integration of Prior Knowledge

The current methods for inferring structure mappings rely solely on the given
input-output data. Several theoretical results on the intrinsic complexity of
inductive inference suggest that “learning” can be simplified by exploiting ad-
ditional sources of experience for the inference process (Angluin and Smith,
1983; Mitchell, 1997).

Automata Injection One idea is, rather than starting the inference process
from scratch, to inject prior (expert) knowledge about the application domain
and/or about the specific task into the inference device. The intuition behind is
that this prior knowledge can be refined, completed, or even revised by the avail-
able data; the inference process is expected to show an improved convergence
behavior, possibly leading to a better (generalization) performance (Shavlik,
1994) (see also Section 6.8.4).

In spite some principled problems with this approach, several methods have
been proposed to inject knowledge in form of finite-state word automata into
discrete-time recurrent neural networks and to refine it by means of gradient-
based learning algorithms (consult for instance Maclin and Shavlik, 1992; Giles
and Omlin, 1993; Frasconi et al., 1995, 1996).

These methods appear to be transferable to tree automata and neural fold-
ing architectures. An interesting way to express prior knowledge about “struc-
tural concepts” for classification tasks may be found in the Boolean combination
of linear tree pattern languages (see Section 6.7). These languages can be trans-
formed into equivalent (deterministic) bottom-up tree automata, which in turn
might be injected into equivalent neural folding architectures that are config-
ured with sigmoid neurons. Several potential tree automata injection schemes
have been introduced in Chapter 6.

Hints Another form of prior knowledge that turned out to be useful for guid-
ing the training process of feedforward neural network models are so-called hints
(Abu-Mostafa, 1995). Hints are auxiliary information about the target map-
ping such as symmetry, monotonicity, or other invariances to transformations
of the input representation. Hints are incorporated into the inference process
by generating “virtual” examples and by defining a new error criterion that
combines these examples with the regular training examples. Hints have been
shown to improve the generalization performance, especially in those domains
where the information content of the training data is limited.

An interesting question is whether and how this concept of hints can be
applied to the inference of structure mappings by TRDS. What could be ap-
propriate “structural” hints? Clearly, the answer depends on the given tasks
and on the data at hand. Schmitt (1997) observed an improved generalization
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performance for the FA and gradient-based learning applied to inductive gram-
matical inference tasks if 50% of the negative training examples are generated
by a slight modification of positive tree examples.

Non-stationarity The current definition of TRDS (compare Definition 10)
permits only stationary state transitions. The state transition function and the
output function depend merely on prior states and on the label information
attached to vertices of the input structure, but not on the vertices themselves.
In other words, each pair of different vertices (of the input structure) whose
labels are identical and whose immediate predecessors got the same state will
trigger the same state transition and will produce the same output. There is
only one (parameterized) model which is applied to all state transitions, and
there is only one (parameterized) model to produce the output of the system.

Sperduti (1998b) proposes to exploit the concept of non-stationarity as an
instrument for the incorporation of prior knowledge into the inference device.
There are application scenarios where different vertices of the input struc-
ture are playing fundamentally different roles in the chosen representation. In
the QSAR/QSPR scenario, for example, some vertices are chosen to represent
atoms, some stand for entire chemical sub-groups, other vertices are inserted
to represent “meta-information” such as the occurrence of ring templates. The
idea is to provide separate (parameterized) models for different (classes of) ver-
tices. Learning is expected to become “easier” since this discrimination among
vertices is explicitly built into the system and does not need to be inferred from
the data.

The most rigorous form is that of a “virtual adaptive structure processing
machine” (Sperduti, 1998b). The programmer defines several (parameterized)
sub-models and a program (set of rules) that specifies a kind of “schedule” for
sub-models to be applied to the vertices of a given input structure. A reasonable
demand is that the applicability of rules can be decided in polynomial time
(with regard to the size of the input structure). Both the training phase and
the execution phase are controlled by this program.

The realization of such a machine seems to be feasible. Gradient-based
learning algorithms can be incoporated in a straight-forward way. Just imagine
that the processors of the BPTS machine (introduced in Section 4.3.2.1) to be
realized by different (parameterized) models.

Whether and under which conditions this use of non-stationarity enables
the simplification of the learning tasks must be answered by solid theoretical
and empirical investigations.

Identification and Characterization of “Easy” Learning Tasks

We argued that the inductive learning of structure mappings is an extraordi-
narily difficult problem. Thus, one would like to have methods that enable the
identification of “easy” learning tasks, given a set of training data and a specific
TRDS. One reasonable demand for easy learning tasks could be that they are
solvable in polynomial time (with respect to the number of parameters). The
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associated identification method should be performable in polynomial time as
well.

For vectorial data there is the concept of linear separability (Minsky and
Papert, 1988). The classification of linearly separable sets of data points is
an easy task, which can be accomplished in polynomial time (for instance by
linear programming, see Karmarkar, 1984). Are there similar concepts for the
classification of structural data? Linear separability is characterized by a sim-
ple geometric property in the input space. However, it not clear how such a
charactization will look on structural domains.

A first step in this direction has been devised by Frasconi et al. (1997b);
Gori (1998a). As discussed in Section 5.3.3.2, one aspect of “complexity” for
gradient-based learning methods is the presence of critical points on the error
surface. The authors presented a number of sufficient and non-trivial conditions
ensuring the error surface associated to neural folding architectures to be local
minima free. Some conditions can be easily checked on the trees in the data set;
other conditions enable the scaling of the architecture (concerning the dimension
of the state space) such that the associated error surface is local minima free.

Interestingly enough, the inference of tree languages defined by the Boolean
combination of atomic ground patterns can be formulated by an error criterion
that is free of local minima (Gori, 1998a). Does this also hold for arbitrary
linear tree pattern languages?

Other Forms of Adaptivity and Learning

In this work, we mainly concentrated on supervised learning methods for tree-
recursive dynamical systems. These methods make explicit use of target values
provided with the training samples. Supervised methods are commonly applied
to classification and regression tasks.

Unsupervised Learning However, there are application scenarios where ex-
plicit target values are not (completely) available and where the intended task
is a different one. Unsupervised learning methods do not involve target values.
The objective is to model the probability distribution of the training data in the
input space, or to discover clusters or other (ir)regularities in the data. There
are well-established unsupervised methods for vectorial data.

Thus, one would also like to have unsupervised learning methods for struc-
tural data. First developments in this direction have been devised by Goller and
Gori (1999). The basic idea is to view TRDS as a kind of adaptive projector
into the vector space and to define a suitable error criterion on the images of
the projected input structures (for example, see Equation 3.9, Section 3.2.2, or
Equation 7.1, Section 7.1). Provided the error criterion is formulated as a con-
tinuously differentiable function, BPTS and gradient-based learning methods
can be applied on TRDS in an unsupervised regime.

Retrieval Tasks Hagenbuchner (1999) extended these ideas and developed
two (partially) supervised cluster algorithms that are inspired by the well-known
LVQ approach (Kohonen, 1995). Preliminary experimental results indicate that
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these methods can be used to support retrieval tasks on structural data. Again,
the neural folding architecture is used to project “similar” structures to “simi-
lar” (with regards to the Euclidean distance) vectors. The n “closest” patterns
of the stored training set to a given input structure can be retrieved in an
efficient way.

Adaptive Label Encoding Another direction for further research is the
treatment of discrete labels found in the input structures. In Section 4.4.5, we
proposed to integrate the encoding of the empty tree state and the encoding
of discrete labels into the overall optimization process. The first-order error
gradient with respect to these additional label parameters can be calculated
within the known BPTS and TRGC schemes. Only a minor additional effort
in computation time has to be payed. However, it is an open question, whether
and under which conditions the approach presented for the inductive inference
of structure mappings will benefit from this “adaptive label encoding” technique.

Alternatives to Gradient-based Learning Up to now, we only consid-
ered gradient-based learning methods to train tree-recursive dynamical systems.
However, these methods exhibit certain deficiencies (see Section 5.3.3); they fail
if the error criterion cannot be expressed by a continuously differentiable func-
tion. Therefore, one would like to have some alternatives to gradient-based
learning.

An interesting candidate is the so-called alopex algorithm (Unnikrishnan
and Venugopal, 1994). Alopex uses local correlations between changes in indi-
vidual parameters and the changes in the global error measure. A stochastic
update rule is combined with an annealing strategy for finding the global op-
tima of error surfaces. The algorithm does not make any assumption on the
type of error function. Successful results have been reported on training a
discrete-time recurrent neural network to solve a temporal XOR-problem with
a two-step delay. However, it is not clear whether alopex is scaling to long-term
dependencies.

Further alternatives for gradient-based learning may be found in the fields
of genetic algorithms and evolutionary computation. A first hint is given by
Angeline et al. (1994) and Moriarty and Miikkulainen (1995), who developed
evolutionary algorithms to train discrete-time recurrent neural networks on se-
quential data. By the co-evolution of the networks architecture, the model
selection problem is (partially) eliminated. Again, there are no requirements
on the type of the error criterion.

Of course, the list presented above is incomplete and many more lines of future
work can be pursued, for example:

• the theoretical and empirical analysis of the long-term dependency prob-
lem apparent for gradient-based learning methods, (addressed in Sec-
tion 5.3.3.3)
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• design, development and evaluation of “structure extraction” methods
from raw data such as images (see rule 4, Section 7.1.5),

• definition of suitable noise models for structural data

• investigation of the parallelization potential for TRDS and the BPTS
algorithm (some aspects have already been addressed in Section 4.3.2.1
and Section 5.5), and

• exploration of other forms of structure processing: the representation and
the inductive inference of mappings from trees to trees, and mappings
from sequences to trees.

7.3 Résumé

In this work, we have considered the problem to infer structure mappings from
data. Here, the most general permissible domain is characterized by rooted
labeled ordered trees (and a certain class of rooted labeled directed ordered
acyclic graphs) whose vertices can be labeled by continuous feature vectors. The
range of these structure mappings may either be a subspace of the Euclidean
vector space, or a finite set of categorical values.

We have introduced tree-recursive dynamical systems, a novel class of de-
terministic state machines, to represent structure mappings. Adaptivity and
learning mechanisms are incorporated into the system by choosing parameter-
ized functions for the state transition map and the output map. We argued
that the inductive learning of structure mappings can be understood as the
optimization of an approriate error criterion based on the output of a tree-
recursive dynamical system, the available data, and implicitly on the system
parameters. If the error criterion is stated by a continuously differentiable
function, then gradient-based learning methods can be taken into account to
solve such an optimization problem. We have developed and analyzed two dif-
ferent algorithms for the calculation of gradient information, backpropagation
through structure and tree-recursive gradient computation. This enables attack-
ing inductive learning tasks for tree-recursive dynamical systems, such as the
classification or regression of tree structures, with a variety of well-established
gradient-based optimization methods.

The adequacy of the tree-recursive dynamical systems framework has been
demonstrated with the aid of the neural folding architecture, an appealing “neu-
ral network” instance. Both the state transition map and the output map are
implemented by conventional multilayer feedforward neural networks. Recently,
the neural folding architecture has been proven to possess universal approxima-
tion power for structure mappings.

In order to get an initial understanding of the computational power of the
FA, we viewed these models as recognizers of formal languages. We related
several variations of the architecture to finite deterministic bottom-up tree au-
tomata, the discrete counterpart of tree-recursive dynamical systems. We have
explored the minimal requirements for the neural folding architecture to achieve
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tree automata power. By borrowing known results on the circuit complexity of
linear threshold circuits, the resource efficiency of different neural folding ar-
chitecture implementations of bottom-up tree automata were measured.

Since tree-recursive dynamical systems generalize a well-known class of
discrete-time dynamical systems, we were able to apply many concepts, proof
techniques and known results from sequence to tree processing. Conversely,
novel results have been obtained for discrete-time dynamical systems (and
discrete-time recurrent neural networks) and the processing of sequential in-
formation, as a special case. The opposite side of the coin is in the fact that all
negative properties, apparent for discrete-time recurrent neural networks and
sequence processing, are inherited to tree processing.

We surveyed some fascinating application perspectives that have been ex-
plored and which are under investigation be several research groups, ranging
from document processing and computational chemistry to the adaptive control
of symbolic deduction systems. By combining the theoretical results presented
in this work with the experiences made on both artificial and real-world data,
we formulated some rules of thumb characterizing those application scenarios
that are most likely to benefit from the proposed approach.

Tree-recursive dynamical systems for the inductive inference of structure
mappings are not multi-purpose weapons suitable to attack any kinds of in-
ductive inference problems. However, they provide a new toolkit for building
adaptive devices that require to operate directly on structural data exhibiting
both continuous and discrete nature. The proposed approach fits somewhere
between the classical schools of structural, syntactical and statistical pattern
recognition, and between the fields of symbolic and statistical machine learning.
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